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P R O L O G U E
SOMEWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES, YEAR 2000 PLUS OR MINUS. 
Nature.takes its inexorable toll. Thousand-year flood causes 
untold damage and stagerring loss of life. Engineers and 
meteorologists believe that present storm and flood resulted 
from a combination of meteorologic and hydrologic conditions 
such as may occur only once in a millennium. Reservoirs, 
levees and other control works which have proved effective 
for a century, and are still effective up to their design 
capacity, are unable to cope with enormous volumes of water 
involved. This catastrophe brings home the lesson that pro­
tection from floods is only a relative matter, and that 
eventually nature demands its toll from those who occupy 
flood plains.
(Hoyt and Langbein, 1955)
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation discusses the multivariate hydrologic 
analysis by the entropy theory. It is divided into two major 
parts. The first part (Volume I) examines hydrologic fre­
quency analysis, specifically rainfall-runoff modeling and 
the design of rainfall networks. The second part (Volume II) 
develops two flood forecasting models: the univariate stre-
amflow model, and the bivariate rainfall-runoff model.
The hydrologic frequency analysis focuses on three top­
ics: multivariate normal distribution, multivariate expo­
nential distribution and multivariate mixed distributions. 
Many forms of univariate, bivariate and multivariate normal 
distributions are derived by using the principle of maximum 
entropy (POME), emphasizing the serial dependency of rain­
fall and runoff process, and the variable dependency among 
rainfall and runoff processes. The importance of the vari­
ables in the partial duration series model dependent on the 
cutoff level is examined by entropy and transinformation. 
Several entropy criteria exist in space-time design of rain­
fall networks. Multivariate forms of the Marshall-Olkin exo- 
nential distributions are also derived using POME. The 
bivariate exponential distribution is compared with the
xxxii
bivariate normal distribution in the space design of rain­
fall networks. By combining exponential and discrete dis­
tributions, the multivariate mixed distributions are con­
structed. These distributions are tested on partial and 
annual duration series models.
The flood forecasting models are developed by adjustment 
of equations from the maximum entropy spectral analysis. The 
univariate streamflow model for a long-term (monthly and 
seasonal) flood forecasting is developed and tested on five 
climatologically different watersheds, and then compared 
with the established time series models (ARIMA and state- 
space). The bivariate rainfall-runoff model, theoretically 
extending the univariate case, is developed for real-time 
forecasting, tested on five different climatological areas, 
and compared with the state-space model. Extensive parameter 
analyses for both models are given and some intriguing con­
ceptual connections between developed models and time series 
models are established.
Finally, comprehensive guidelines and recommendations for 




1.1 Floods and causes of flooding
Floods have occurred since the birth of civilization. 
According to the Old Testament Noah and his family escaped 
the world flood caused by 40-day long rainfall and inunda­
tion that lasted for 150 days. In ancient Egypt the Blue 
Nile floods have been a danger but the river has been a life 
stream for the Nile Valley inhabitants. While the Nile 
floods have been partially beneficial, the Far East floods 
have been the scourge for India, China and Pakistan. Today 
over 2 billion people live there and grow their food on the 
flood plains subjected to inundation and death virtually 
every year.
In the United States, the Mississippi River flooded the 
mouth of the Arkansas River early in colonial days (1543). 
More than two centuries later (1771), the James River com­
pletely destroyed the city of Richmond and drowned 150 peo­
ple. In this century one of the worst disasters hit Kansas 
City (1951) when the flood rolled from Kansas into the Mis­
souri River drowning three cities on its way and causing the 
property damage in exceedance of 1 billion dollars.
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These events throughout the history have raised many 
questions: Why are some areas often flooded while others are 
avoided? What are the physical causes of the floods?
In answering the first quesion, all flood plains are sub­
jected to flooding. However, the lava covered parts of the 
Pacific Northwest and the sand hills of the Great Plains 
absorb the bulk of precipitation, and surface runoff is 
negligible and the streamflow remains constant. These are 
the exceptions and examples of the remarkable soil moisture 
balance. Usually, the floods result from both hydrological 
and climatological characteristics.
In answering the second question, we distinguish three major 
causes of floods: (a) climatological causes (rain, hurri­
cane, snowmelt, ice jams), (b) partially climatological 
causes (estuarine floods, storm surges) and (c) other causes 
(earthquake, landslides, dam failures). The rainfall pro­
duced floods can be classified into four groups: (a) The
flash floods, associated with violent, convectional storms 
of short durations and small areal extent, producing flood 
hydrographs with sharp peaks and small durations; (b) single 
event floods, associated with convective storms of longer 
durations, producing flood hydrographs with main single peak 
and longer durations; (c) multiple event floods character­
ized by the sequence of flood peaks as the result of the 
complex weather disturbance; (d) seasonal floods repeated 
annually, and associated with the typical weather conditions
(for example monsoon season in India or extensive summer 
rainfall in the Nile basin). Due to the specific meteorolo­
gical and climatological position of North America, all four 
types of floods occur, with seasonal floods being of shorter 
duration than elsewhere.
The land use is another factor augmenting flooding, but 
is more difficult to treat. In a watershed without human 
intervention, the flood wave travels over the surface (land 
phase) into the stream (channel phase) and over the levees 
into the flood plains undisturbed. With changed land use 
such as in urban watersheds, its path is restricted by 
buildings, bridges, railroads, highways, pipelines and other 
constructions. The same flood volume, as before, produces a 
higher flood peak.
1.2 Need for flood research
Flood hazard is influenced mostly by the topography of 
the drainage area. Some areas, previously flood plains, are 
now terraces and offer little flood hazard (e.g. Delaware 
River areas). Most of the Northeast United States has topog­
raphy so rugged that railroads, highways and towns all fol­
low the valleys, and are vulnerable to frequent flooding. 
In the arid West . towns are established along the streams 
mostly for the need of water supply. During short summer 
thunderstorms they are also subjected to flash flooding. In
the lowland states (for example, Louisiana) every major 
storm is a potential flood hazard, because of the lack of 
higher grounds.
Floods cause considerable damage, but also have some ben­
eficial aspects. For example, they deposit silt on agricul­
tural land and recharge the flood plain soil moisture. Flood 
damages vary from tangible ( direct - physical damages and 
indirect - cleanup, loss of production ) to intangible ones 
(fear, anxiety, etc.). There appears to be a consistent 
upward trend of damages per flood event. The primary con­
cern is to reverse this trend, thus reducing flood damage. 
To this end, we must learn how to control floods. The flood 
control is possible only by constant feedback from flood 
research. At present full flood control seems impossible, 
even though man can design everything against the estimated 
maximum possible floods. Floods of lesser magnitudes and 
greater frequency can be partially controlled either by 
flood protection (physical controls along the river channel) 
or flood abatement (land use modification or the action tak­
en within the catchment upstream of a given flood hazard 
location).
1.3 Modes of flood research
Both the maximum possible floods and the smaller floods 
are subjects of flood prediction and flood forecasting.
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Flood prediction is required by engineers for design of 
hydraulic structures (dams, spillways, bridges, culverts, 
etc), by city planners for urban drainage design, and by 
farmers for cultivating their agricultural lands. Flood 
forecasting is used by government agencies, industries, 
farmers and home owners, all of whom need immediate informa­
tion about the approaching flood wave: its volume, peak,
duration and the time of its arrival.
Both flood prediction and flood forecasting have been 
treated by numerous flood models : flood prediction mostly
by hydrologic frequency anlysis, flood forecasting by vari­
ous time series models or watershed models. Hydrologic fre­
quency analysis uses the probability theory, specifically 
various probability distribution functions (p.d.f's) or 
cumulative distribution functions (c.d.f.'s). Time series 
models usually give forecasts inside some probability lim­
its. Thus, both flood prediction and flood forecasting are 
considered stochastic. The stochastic approach has resulted 
in voluminous engineering literature during the last three 
decades.
In flood frequency analysis two major trends are discerni­
ble: streamflow modelling as the annual duration series
(A.D.S.) and partial duration series (P.D.S.). The A.D.S. 
treats only the annual flow maxima, and is often satisfacto­
ry for design purposes. However, it does not give the 
insight into the flooding phenomenon. The P.D.S. is devel­
oped by truncating the flood hydrograph above some base lev­
el. It provides the potential to study flood volume, dura­
tion and magnitude as well as dependency among different 
flood hydrographs. In this study, the P.D.S. is chosen.
For flood forecasting there are three major trends: flood 
routing along the channel reach, conceptual watershed mod­
elling and real time rainfall -runoff modelling mostly domi­
nated by time series models. The entropy —based model devel­
oped in this study is highly stochastic and belongs to the 
class of time series models.
Both flood prediction and flood forecasting are still in 
the development stage. Flood prediction is still plagued by 
the difficulty of choosing the appropriate p.d.f., while the 
forecasting involves an excessive number of parameters nec­
essary for its success. It is therefore desired to develop 
a model that would both forecast and predict flood charac­
teristics satisfactorily, and would also be relatively sim­
ple to use.
1.4 Objectives of the study
There are two main objectives of this study:
• To treat both flood frequency analysis and flood fore­
casting using the same entropy theory; and
• To develop some new concepts of the entropy theory for 
flood analysis.
A successful accomplishment of both objectives is partic­
ularly important for the flood analysis.
First, frequency analysis (probability models) and flood 
forecasting (time series models) have never been treated 
together using the same theory. Despite an upsurge in appli­
cation of entropy in many technical fields, there appears to 
be a strong reluctance to use it in hydrology. It is shown 
later that entropy theory is simpler for flood analysis and 
that its results are comparable to those of well established 
flood models.
Second, some new concepts are introduced for the first time 
such as systematic treatment of multivariate p.d.f's by 
entropy and modification of the Burg procedure for real 
time flood forecasting. Furthermore, it is hoped that the 
ideas explored here will stimulate further interest in 
entropy theory for other hydrologic problems.
This study is limited to the floods associated with rainfall 
mechanism. However, the guidelines are given as to how to 
treat a more complex flood mechanism. The multivariate flood 
analysis includes multivariate normal and exponential 
p.d.f.'s for continuous distributions, and Poisson, Bei—  
noulli and binomial p.d.f.’s for discrete distributions. 
Extensions and simplifications of these results may yield 
many other p.d.f.'s.
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1.5 Organization of the study
This study is divided into four major parts.
The first part (Chapters I-III) introduces the study 
(Chapter I), puts it into historical context (Chapter II) 
and presents mathemathical preliminaries of the theory 
(Chapter III).
The second part (Chapters IV-VI) develops multivariate 
normal distribution and simplifies it to the tractable form 
for application in flood frequency analysis (Chapter IV); 
multivariate exponential distribution with application to 
rainfall frequency analysis, and extensions to other distri­
butions (Chapter V); and multivariate discrete distributions 
including Poisson, Bernoulli and binomial with application 
to flood frequency analysis (Chapter VI).
The third part (Chapter VII-IX) applies the entropy theo­
ry to reconstruction and forecast of the streamflow records 
and the flood properties. Two models are developed: long­
term flood reconstruction and forecasting using only stre­
amflow time series without rainfall - univariate entropy- 
based forecasting model (Chapter VII); short-term real time 
flood forecasting using both streamflow and rainfall time 
series - bivariate entropy-based forecasting model (Chapter
VIII). The models are tested on ten climatologically dif­
ferent watersheds. Then, they are compared with some other
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time series models, such as autoregressive-integrated moving 
average (ARIMA) models and the state-space model (Chapter
IX).
The last part (Chapters X-XI) unifies the second and the 
third part, yielding the multivariate reconstruction and 
forecasting (Chapter X). Conclusions and specific recommen­
dations for future work are given in the last chapter (Chap­
ter XI).
CHAPTER II: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
This chapter is divided into three major parts. The first 
part describes basic flood characteristics and their impor—  
tance in flood analysis. The second part gives a historical 
critique of two subjects of this study: hydrological fore­
casting and hydrologic frequency analysis. The review of 
more important models is given, emphasizing both their 
advantages and disadvantages. The third part outlines the 
specific objectives of this study.
2.1 Hydrological flood characteristics
Flood is defined as "any relatively high flow that ovei—  
tops the natural or artificial banks in any reach of a 
stream" (D-1); or "overflowing of water of an area normally 
dry" (W— 11); or "rise, usually brief, in the water level in 
a stream to a peak from which the water level recedes at a 
slower rate" (W-23). Flood overtops the stream banks and 
covers the flood plain or the land surrounding the river. 
Flood is on the very top of the scale of the major hazards, 
together with hurricanes, earthquakes, large forest fires 
and volcanic eruptions. An extensive discussion of the 
flood problem is given.elsewhere (H-21, W-3).
1 1
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In a long struggle with this disaster, man has been col­
lecting specific flood data. In the United States, floods 
have been measured for almost a century: first by many fed­
eral, state, municipal and private agencies, later mostly 
by the U.S. Geological Survey, that has become predominant 
in streamflow measurement. The measurable flood characteris­
tics are: a) flood elevation, b) flood discharge and peak
discharge, c) flood volume and duration, and d) interarrival 
times of floods.
2.1.1 Flood elevation
The flood elevation is the most common representative of 
flood data. It is measured by a gaging station at a point 
on the river. The connection of all flood elevations along 
the river yields the flood profile. The flood elevation is 
used for construction along or across a stream.
2.1.2 Flood discharge
The flood discharge is measured by a current-meter, or 
computed by hydraulic or hydrologic methods. The hydraulic 
methods use the measurements of slope area, contraction, 
flow through culverts and flow over dams and embankments. 
The hydrologic methods use other indirect measurements such 
as precipitation, watershed characteristics and land use. 




These characteristics are determined by various empirical 
flood formulas (deterministic approach) or by flood frequen­
cy analysis (probabilistic or stochastic approach), such as 
stage-frequency curves, discharge-frequency curves, volume- 
frequency curves, etc.
2.1.3.1 Peak discharge
This characteristic has mostly been used for design of 
hydraulic structures along or across the stream (spillways, 
bridges, culverts, flood channels). The probable maximum 
flood (P.M.F.) peak is also used in hydrologic design, e.g. 
for reservoir spillways where the failure could mean great 
damage and loss of life.
2.1.3.2 Flood volume
The floodwater volume flowing past a point in a stream is 
important for design of storage works, domestic and indus­
trial water supplies, irrigation and flood control. The 
flood water is easily measured in reservoirs as the storage 
difference at the beginning and the end of the flood. At 
stream gages during a certain flow period, the flood volume 




The time of the stream being at flood stage is important 
for both agricultural and industrial enterprises. In agri­
culture the flood damage increases in proportion to flood 
duration: for example, the damage to farm lands from a 
12-hour flood is negligible, but the flood lasting a couple
of days may ruin all crops. In cases of reservoirs designed
for industry, a short duration flood (e.g. flash flood) is 
small in volume and easily controlled, but a longer flood 
(e.g. multiple event flood) is larger in volume and may not 
be controlled by the reservoir of the same size. Another 
example is prolonged flooding of many roads built on flood- 
plains that slows both traffic and communication.
2.1.3.4 Interarrival time of floods
This characteristic is the time between any two succes­
sive flood hydrographs, and is important for agricultural 
and industrial enterprises, and for hydrologic design as the 
return period (number of years that takes a certain annual 
maximum flood to recur).
2.1.4 Rainfall in flood analysis
Rainfall characteristics influencing the flood hydrograph 
are: intensity, duration, areal and time rainfall distribu­
tion and direction of the storm movement.
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Both duration and rainfall intensity initiate watershed 
response as reflected by time-area concentration curves. The 
areal rainfall distribution affects the shape of the flood 
hydrograph. For example, a high intensity rain concentrated 
near the watershed outlet produces typical flash flood 
hydrograph. The same rain concentrated in the upper portions 
of the watershed produces the hydrograph with a lower peak 
and a certain time lag. The time distribution of rainfall is 
significant only on smaller watersheds, while the larger 
ones render the flood hydrograph insensitive to rainfall
distribution in time. The direction of the storm movement
affects only the elongated watersheds. The same rain in the 
same period initiates higher peak flash flood when moving
down the watershed than in opposite direction.
The rainfall influence on floods has been investigated in 
two directions: a) rainfall forecasting, relevant for flood
forecasting, and b) statistical study of the rainfall char—  
acteristics or rainfall frequency analysis, relevant for 
flood frequency analysis.
2.2 Hydrological problems
Two main hydrological problems of this study- flood pre­
diction and flood forecasting - are treated stochastically. 
The streamflow (river, lake, estuary or reservoir), as many
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other real world physical processes, has stochastic element 
in its structure and is, thus, stochastic.
The stochastic process is a "statistical phenomenon that 
evolves in time according to probabilistic laws" (C-7) or 
"the mathematical abstraction o£ an empirical process with 
its development governed by probability laws" (Y-4). The 
hydrological processes are stationary stochastic when these 
probabilistic laws do not change in time. Furthermore, the 
stationary hydrologic processes are ergodic if their propel—  
ties converge to the ensemble properties of same processes. 
Mathematical treatment of stationary and ergodic processes 
is much simpler than that of nonstationary and nonergodic 
processes. The flood process has often been considered sta­
tionary and ergodic. However, floods with a great return 
period ( for example 100 or 1000 year floods) occur sudden­
ly, often breaking most patterns and cause both nonstatio- 
narity and nonergodicity. These floods are highly important 
in both hydrologic and hydraulic design. Thus, the real 
hydrological processes are both nonstationary and nonergod­
ic.
Consequently, the flood prediction and flood forecasting 
models had serious mathematical obstacles during their 
development. Usually, the compromise between the mathemati­
cal description of the hydrological process and its simpli­
fication for practice must be reached. The problem becomes
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more complex knowing that stochastic flood analysis has been 
developing along two major lines: (a) hydrologic frequency
analysis for flood prediction, and (b) streamflow synthesis 
for flood forecasting. The major link among these two lines 
is missing, there is no available common theory.
A major task of this study is to bridge this gap. To put 
that into historical perspective both flood frequency and 
flood forecasting are examined in more detail.
2.2.1 Hydroloaic forecasting
Flood forecasting is "the prediction of stage, discharge, 
time of occurrence, and duration of a flood, especially of 
peak discharge at a specified point on a stream, resulting 
from precipitation and/or snowmelt" (W-23). The general 
forecasting objective is the prevention or minimization of 
damage and maximization of any possible benefits. The best 
possible forecast completely and identically describes a 
flood which will occur in future. Since the flood process 
is stochastic, the precise forecast is impossible. However, 
it is possible to specify the criteria that any successful 
forecast should satisfy. These are: accuracy, reliability
and timeliness (G-8).
The accuracy is theoretically achieved by the unbiased 
and consistent forecasts. In practice this is not always 
true, since overestimating the flood peak by 10 cm may save
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thousands of lives, while underestimating it may cause con­
siderable damage and the loss of life. Thus, if human lives 
are endangered one may minimize maximum forecast errors 
CS-5). Similarly, in forecasting the time of the flood peak 
occurrence, one should minimize associated forecasting 
error.
The reliability may be achieved by improving the data 
collection techniques. In some cases the strong human mis­
trust must be bypassed. For example in Germany (S-5) the 
flood hazard would be reduced by pre-empting the storage 
reservoirs in order to catch the forthcoming flood hydro­
graph. If the pre-releases are themselves damaging, and if 
flood peak is overestimated, this would produce greater dam­
ages than benefits. Nobody in Germany is willing to take 
that risk.
The forecasting timeliness is considerably important. The 
longer the forecast lead time is, the longer we can prepare 
for the forthcoming flood, especially when the real forecast 
time is reduced by the time spent on observation and fore­
casting operation. This criterion may be satisfied by 
advancing weather radar and satellite technology and the 
rainfall forecasts.
The forecast lead time (FLT) is the most important fea­
ture of all the three criteria. It is defined as the maximum 
possible time in future for which a meaningful forecast can
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be obtained. It is dependent on watershed physiography, and 
is bounded by the watershed concentration time. Second 
important feature is the sampling time interval (STI) which 
must be in the range of one-third to one-sixth of the con­
centration time for a successful forecast. Other features 
are mostly data dependent and are not important in this 
study.
According to the STI and FLT we distiguish five types of 
hydrological forecasts (W-25):
• short-term hydrological forecasts, limited to maximum
FLT of two days,
• medium-term (extended) forecasts with FLT between two
and ten days,
• long-term hydrological forecasts with FLT longer than
ten days,
• seasonal hydrological forecasts with FLT usually several 
months or longer, and
• hydrological or flood warning with FLT equal to STI
(one-step ahead forecast) or several STI's (multistep 
forecast). This forecast should be used as an emergency 
information.
In this study we will work with flood warning (10-30 minutes 
forecasts), short-term forecasts (1 hour to 1 day), long­
term forecasts (1 month) and seasonal forecasts.
2 0
In last half of the century the flood forecasting has 
shifted its focus from plainly flood prevention (designing 
higher dams, dikes and levees) to include flood plain man­
agement (maximizing the flood benefits on the flood plains). 
Thus, today flood protection system would exploit more 
effectively lesser and frequent floods, but would fail dui—  
ing rare and more damaging events. According to a recent 
survey (W-25, N-2), flood forecasts are issued for the fol­
lowing purposes (ordered by priority): flood protection,
energy, navigation, water supply and sanitation, irrigation, 
water pollution control and ice problems. In addition to the 
type of hydrological forecasts and the forecasting purpose, 
we may include a forecast variable as another forecasting 
factor. The forecast variable is the element to be forecast­
ed, for example the surface water level, discharge, runoff 
volume, etc.
Flood forecasting models developed in this century com­
bined all three forecasting factors. The simplest models 
were developed in early 4 0 's (for example the empirical 
flood routing models) and later extended to include the 
hydraulics of the river reach (numerical flood routing mod­
els, i.e. finite difference models) or the systems theory 
(hydrologic flood routing models). The flood routing models 
satisfied early forecasting purpose, but were deterministic. 
Flood forecasting was also included in one of the many tasks 
of mathematical conceptual watershed models (for example
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Stanford watershed model (C-21), Boughton model (B-12), Sac­
ramento National Weather Service Forecasting System (B-21), 
hydrological forecasting system (B-7)). However in late 
1960's and early 1970's it was realized that complete 
description of hydrological phenomenon required adequate 
treatment of stochasticity. Each hydrologic process con­
sists of two parts: deterministic, explainable by a func­
tional relationship, and stochastic, explainable by the 
probability theory. Stochastic treatment of hydrologic 
variables started earlier in hydrologic frequency analysis, 
but was delayed in forecasting. In 1970, Box and Jenkins 
showed how to systematically treat time series models (B-14, 
B-15). Although both autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive- 
moving average (ARMA) were in use before, after 1970 the 
time series models virtually exploded in hydrology, leading 
to development of forecasting models. We distinguish:
• univariate time series models, examining only one hydro­
logic process (i.e. streamflow), and
• multivariate time series models, examining several 
hydrologic processes (i.e. streamflow and its stochastic 
generators).
In the following discussion we briefly introduce time 
series models as they appeared in hydrology. Then we examine 
major univariate and multivariate time series models in 
hydrological forecasting. For each model we emphasize the 
way it is used for either streamflow or rainfall-runoff 
forecasting.
2 2
2.2.1.1 Time series models
General;
Time series models are built on observations at equidis­
tant time intervals (discrete time series) or on continuous 
observations (continuous time series). The time series 
describes the realization of the stochastic process. Most 
time series models are based on the linear autoregressive 
moving-average processes which were first introduced by Yule 
(Y-9), who represented Wolfer's sunspot data by a second 
order autoregressive (AR(2)) model. Wold (W-20) decomposed 
stochastic time series into the moving average of indepen­
dent random variables (innovations). The parameter estimati- 
onin in the AR model was examined by Mann and Wald (M-3) and 
Whittle in a series of innovative papers (W-15, W-16, W-17,
W-18) that explored various parts of time series analysis: 
spectral representation, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 
of the parameters and tests for goodnes of fit.. From 1950 to 
1970 developments were made both in spectral estimation and 
nonparametric modeling (i.e. P-3, B-9, H-1, B-2, J— 11). The 
parametric modeling was reemphasized by Box and Jenkins 
(B-14, B-15) who applied autoregressive moving average
(ARIMA) models to a number of nonstationary time series. 
1970's and 1980's are characterized by an upsurge in multi­
variate time series modeling (H-2, A-1) and development of
the state-space theory initiated by Kalman (K-1).
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According to Mehra (M-7), there are eight basic applica­
tions of of time series in hydrology: forecasting, spectral
analysis, parameterization, intervention analysis, filtering 
and smoothing, control, simulation of synthetic hydrologic 
series for design purposes, and understanding of the inter—  
nal mechanism of a hydrologic process during parameter esti­
mation. The use of the time series in hydrologic forecast­
ing surfaced in the literature only recently. A good 
exposition of the available models can be found in two 
recent meetings: Workshop on Recent Developments in Real
Time Forecasting/ Control of Water Resources Systems (W-22) 
and International Workshops on Operational Applications in 
Mathematical Models (Surface Water) in Developing Countries 
(1-1). The first clear attempt to use a multipurpose river 
reservoir system for forecasting of the future hydrological 
events was of the unique historical importance (J-2). Major 
forecasting models currently used in hydrology are either 
ARMA models and their various alternatives, or state-space 
models and their alternatives.
ARMA models and their alternatives:
Autoregressive (AR) model:
In this model a hydrologic variable is regressed on its 
past values. The AR model has been extensively used in fore­
casting either annual or periodic hydrologic time series 
(e.g. T-1, Y-3, B-15, S-2. B-17). This model has been shown
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to be satisfactory in modeling one hydrologic variable (i.e. 
periodicity) that belongs to one (univariate AR model) or 
more (multivariate AR model) variables. The multivariate AR 
model simultaneously forecasts two or more variables (M-5, 
C-13, S-3, P— 11, D-3). The AR model cannot represent a com­
plex hydrologic process, especially when two or more pro­
cesses interact. To improve its performance, the moving 
average model(MA) part is added and the autoregressive- 
moving average (ARMA) model is formed.
Autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) model:
In this model a hydrologic variable is not only regressed 
on its past values (AR part), but also on its past residuals 
(MA part). The ARMA model usually represents mixed hydrolo­
gical processes (e.g. floods generated by snowmelt or rain­
fall). Its main disadvantage is the complexity in parameter 
estimation, especially MA part (C-2, 0-1, S~2, B-17). Both 
AR and ARMA models pass through three stages before fore­
casting, that is usually the last stage. These stages are: 
model identification, where various criteria are suggested 
(e.g. A-2, A-4, K-3, S-6); parameter identification (e.g.
ordinary least square (OLS) method, MLE); and diagnostic 
checking (tests for goodness of fit). These stages are rela­
tively easy in modeling univariate processes, but may become 
cumbersome in multivariate analysis, especially the parame­
ter estimation stage.
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While univariate AR and ARMA models are confined to modeling 
only one hydrologic process (usually streamflow), the multi­
variate models relate two or more hydrologic processes along 
a line (i.e. precipitation measured at several gaging sta­
tions in a region), or sets of mutually related processes at 
a point (i.e. different water quality variables defined at a 
point, or processes of direct runoff, sediment yield and 
phosphorus loading initiated by the same rainfall event). 
Modeling of multivariate hydrologic processes depends on 
finding out dependency among these processes. We distinguish 
three major realtionships:
• contemporaneous : concurrent or contemporaneous values 
of one hydrologic process depends on the values of 
another process, or interactions among the variables are 
instantaneous;
• unidirectional : one hydrologic process (e.g. rainfall 
R(t) causes another (e.g. runoff Q(t)), and not vice 
versa. In forecasting Q(t), we use all current and pre­
vious values of R(t); and
• feedback : two hydrologic processes cause one another 
(i.e. causality is present in both directions).
In this study we examine the contemporaneous and unidirec­
tional relationships only. Each of these relationships 
yields general class of multivariate models (S-4).
The contemporaneous relationship is present in contemporane­
ous ARMA (CARMA) models (G— 11, S-3, C-5, S-2, C-1). The
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CARMA models reduce the number of parameters of the multi­
variate ARMA model by diagonalizing the parameter matrices. 
A typical example of the contemporaneous relationship is: 
stations in the region not connected with each other by 
streamflow with precipitation as the only common factor.
The unidirectional relationship is present in transfer func­
tion (TF) or transfer function-noise (TFN) models. These 
models have been used since the early history in modeling. 
In hydrological forecasting the first TF model was suggested 
by Fiering (F-1). The TF model also suffers from extensive 
number of parameters necessary for accurate forecasting. 
However the main problem is fitting the noise component of 
the model. There are three approaches: empirical technique 
(H-14, B-1, T-2), Haugh-Box technique (H-8) and Box-Jenkins 
technique (B-15). A typical example of unidirectional rela­
tionship is the rainfall-runoff process (i.e. rainfall R(t) 
is the input and runoff Q(t) the output).
The feedback relationship is present in the vector ARMA mod­
els (D-8, L-3, S-4) where the variables from every hydrolo­
gic process are mutually related. Both CARMA and TF models 
are only special cases of the vector ARMA, that is a general 
multivariate model. However, because of physical connections 
among hydrologic variables, the general vector model (with­
out restrictions) contains relationships that are physically 
unjustified. Thus the restrictions are necessary, and they 
result in either CARMA or TF models.
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For seasonal and longei— than annual forecasting, two mod­
ifications of the ARMA models have been suggested:
• periodic AR (PAR) and periodic ARMA (PARMA) models 
develop separate AR or ARMA model for each season of the 
year. The PAR model was first suggested by Jones and 
Brelsford (J-14), later extended by Pagano (P-1) and 
Troutman (T-8). The PARMA was developed by Delleur et 
al.(D-4), and Salas et al.(S-l);
• fractionally differenced ARMA (FGN) models account for
long-term persistence in hydrologic processes, specifi­
cally the Hurst phenomenon reported by Hurst (H-22, 
H-23). These models give long "memory" to the ARMA mod­
els (e.g. M-1, M-2, K-11, P-8, L-2, M-6, H-17, H-18,
B-17). Thus, they are able to do long-time streamflow 
forecasting.
The most recent . extension of the ARMA model for general 
forecasting purpose is an ARMA model with exogenous input 
(ARMAX) (e.g. H-3). The ARMAX model consists of the autore­
gressive (AR) part, moving average (MA) part, and linear 
combination of the exogenous variables and its parameters. 
In streamflow forecasting, the ARMA part includes the pres­
ent and past streamflow values, while exogenous variables 
are usually the rainfall measurements.
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Other time series models:
State-space models:
These models employ the adaptive filter or recursive 
methods to improve hydrologic forecasting. The forecasted 
model output is continuously assessed against the actual 
(observed) output, and the residual errors are computed and 
used as a feedback into the model for parameter modifica­
tion. The updated parameters are then used in the next fore­
cast. The recursive estimation was first suggested by Gauss 
(G-2), and later rediscovered by Plackett (P-7). It was 
brought .into the real prominence by Kalman (K— 1) who pro­
posed a time domain solution to the optimal filtering prob­
lem. Since then, this algorithm has been called the Kalman 
filter (KF). The KF has attractive forecasting properties 
if its known parameter matrices are in simple form such that 
it can be reduced to a random walk model. The KF is applied 
to both long-term, seasonal and short-term forecasting, if 
all parameter matrices are known. These matrices are evalu­
ated by both experience and analysis (H-13, K-9, Y-8). The 
most attractive KF feature is its flexibility. The greatest 
weakness is an extensive analysis prior to forecasting to 
determine the form of its matrices. Recently, attempts have 
been made to obviate this weakness by joint state and param­
eter estimation: the state-space vector is determined simul­
taneously with parameters of the matrices. This improved mo­
del is known as the "extended Kalman filter" (EKF) (Y-6.B-3,
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G-4, G-5, C-16, C-17, K-10, B-17, B-5, B-6). The EKF has 
the same basic form as the KF and has similar prediction 
equations. Additionally, these equations are integrated for 
a chosen forecasting lead time. Its major disadvantage is 
low statistical efficiency (parameter estimates have high 
error variance) and misleading estimates of the error covai—  
iance matrix. However, the EKF has been recently extended to 
include other components of the hydrologic cycle than rain­
fall and runoff.
There are a number of other time series models (i.e. multi­
ple regression models, dissagregation models, non-Gaussian 
models) that are not developed primarily for hydrologic 
forecasting. The exception is recently developed nonparame- 
tric regression method for time series forecasting using the 
nearest-neighbor (NN) rule (K-2). The idea is to forecast 
the next rainfal1-runoff value by weigthing the values at 
historically most similar events. The model gave results 
comparable to ARMAX model, but only for a large data base.
In conclusion, time series models are used in the fore­
casting stage if they successfully pass all three previous 
stages (model identification, fitting, diagnostic checking). 
However, each time series model is of limited use, or devel­
oped for the specific purpose, for example the AR model 
forecasts well the streamflow without rainfall, but only for 
certain STI; the ARMA model may be employed for the rainfall 
generated streamflow, but is limited only until seasonal
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forecasts; the FGN models are specialized in longer than 
annual forecasting; etc. The state-space model gives fore­
casts for wider range of STI's, but cannot be employed if 
its parameters are not previously calibrated, or at least 
initially estimated. The major stumbling tool, especially in 
multivariate models, is excessive number of parameters.
To improve flood forecasting, especially in the bivariate 
hydrologic process (rainfall-runoff), we may use the fore­
casting results of rainfall models, specially created to 
give the input necessary for either urban or watershed 
flooding.
2.2.1.2 Rainfall forecasting models
Rainfall is the most important input for flood forecast­
ing. A successful rainfall model should have:
(a) appropriate assumptions about the rainfall, process,
(b) mathematical scheme consistent with these assumptions,
(c) estimation procedure for model parameters.
We distinguish two major categories of the rainfall models 
(W—8):
(a) one-dimensional rainfall models, that usually consid­
er temporal rainfall structure (temporal rainfall 
models) , and.
(b) two-dimensional rainfall models, that consider both 
spatial and temporal rainfall structure (space-time 
rainfall models).
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From these two groups, the models that contribute to flood 
forecasting are being developed these days.
The temporal rainfall structure was examined by one­
dimensional hydrometeorological model CG-6, G-7, G-3). The 
hydrometeorological model has several practical advantages: 
it uses as inputs the measurements obtained on the ground 
level, and its results can be applied to flood forecasting. 
However, the model parameters may be obtained only by con­
stant remote sensing or radiosonde information, since they 
vary from storm to storm. Even more, in forecasting rain 
events, the storm peaks are highly underpredicted. In a 
recent synthesis, Rodriguez-Iturbe and his associates (R-7, 
F-4) comparatively evaluated the existing temporal models 
based on the Poisson process, rectangular pulse and the 
Neuman—Scott (NS) process. They concluded that the NS model 
gave the best results, but was inconsistent on different 
time scales. The renewal Markov process model also gave good 
results for continuous storms occurring over certain point 
on a watershed (F-5). The temporal rainfall models are usu­
ally used for modeling individual storm events, thus result­
ing in forecasting the rainfall characteristics (intensity, 
volume, duration) at a point (one-site models) or at more 
points over an area (multidimensional models). However, they 
cannot forecast a multiple storm event consisting of the 
single events separated by interarrival times. For that pur 
pose, various space—time rainfall models are employed:
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• numerical space-time rainfall models, based on the prin­
ciples of fluid mechanics or thermodynamics (W-12, Y-5) ;
• numerical simulation of the rainfall based on the empit—
ical regularities (G-12, S-24, C-19, A-7, A-5);
• analytical modeling of the rainfall as the random field
(L-5, B-16, G-24, J-12, J-13, W-10, V-2, S-19, R-8,
S— 15, S—20).
There is an obvious trend in recent research towards 
examining both space and time rainfall characteristics. This 
was probably caused by two factors: a) successful explana­
tion of three-dimensional rainfall movement by the cell mod­
el (e.g. A-5), and b) incorporating the cell structure into
the analytical modeling of rainfall as the random field. 
The latter was exploited first by Gupta and Waymire (G-24), 
who presented a detailed study of the rain-cells on large 
mesoscale areas. Waymire et al. (W-10) extended their work 
allowing temporal occurrences of multiple rainbands over 
fixed and arbitrary region, while the birth of each rain 
cell inside the rainband followed the cluster theory. They 
also developed the space-time specrum of the rainfall inten­
sity field and showed serious limitations of Taylor’s 
hypothesis about the storm movement in the rainfall fields. 
Valdes et al.(V-2) showed that this two-dimensional model 
can be transformed under certain conditions into simpler 
temporal rainfall models. The parameter estimation for this 
two-dimensional model was given by Smith and Karr (S-19).
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Rodriguez-Iturbe et, a l . (R-€>) developed "the space rainfall
model completely neglecting the internal storm structure and 
its temporal variability. The model was tested within some 
limitations for predicting the rainfall distribution over a 
certain area. Very recently Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson 
(R-8) comparatively evaluated the models by Waymire et 
al.(W-IO) and Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (R-6) and showed their 
feasibility for several examples.
In conclusion, both temporal and space-time rainfall models 
still lack the forecasting efficiency, i.e.:
• The temporal model of Georgakakos, based on the Kalman 
filter, works only in smaller time intervals and even 
then underpredicts the rainfall peaks; in longer time 
intervals it produces prediction bias.
• The rain-cell models and space-time models of Rodriguez- 
Iturbe and his associates seek to reexamine the theory 
on which they are based (Taylor’s hypothesis).
However, even in the current forms these models can be 
applied with a limited success to an urban flooding over the 
micro area, and to a larger scale flooding over the wat­
ershed. None of the models are applicable to long-term rain­
fall forecasting.
Forecasting using time series models may also be improved 
by using the tools of the Bayesian theory (Bayesian forecast 
models).
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2.2.1.3 Bayesian forecasting models
These models use Bayesian theory for flood forecasting 
(K-18, K-16, K-17) or flood warning (Y-1, Y-2). The Bayesian 
theory extends the time series models by including prior 
information relevant to forecasting. This additional infor—  
mation may be hydrologic, meteorologic or climatic. In this 
mode the forecast uncertainty is considered more relevant to 
decision making than the model structure itself. This "rele­
vant” information, usually a prior distribution, is combined 
with a likelihood function, and expresses the actual hydro­
logic state. The model output is a posterior distribution of 
the hydrological state, conditional on forecast. It is 
called the Bayesian Processors of Forecasts (BPF).
Yakowitz (Y-1) used the Bayesian theory in Markov model 
flood forecasting and flood warning. Later he improved the 
statistical inference in the model (Y-2) by: (a) redevelop­
ing nonparametric estimation, and (b) introducing the conti­
nuity assumption. However, the author himself admitted that 
despite promising model aspects his techniques were still 
"highly speculative" (Y-2) for practical use. The Markov 
model also suffers from a "dimensionality problem": the num­
ber of parameters grows proportional to the level of flow 
discretization raised to the power of the model order.
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2.2.1.4 Entropy models
Entropy was first defined by Boltzmann (B-10), who used 
it in thermodynamics. Nearly three-fourth of a century lat­
er, Shannon (S-8) introduced it into communication science. 
Extending Shannon's work, Jaynes (J-4, J-5, J-6, J-9) devel­
oped the "Principle of Maximum Entropy"(POME) and the "Con­
centration Theorem" (CT), two fundamental laws of the entro­
py theory. The POME has been applied to virtually all 
technical fields including statistics, geophysics, radio- 
astronomy, communication theory, structural reliability, 
linguistics, economics, statistical physics, hydrology, to 
name but a few. Excellent discussions of various aspects of 
this principle and its application is given elsewhere (T-7, 
L—8, R-11, S-18, J-16).
The kinship of entropy and probability theory is dis­
cussed by Jaynes CJ-8). The POME was applied to time series 
and spectral analysis in a landmark contribution by Burg 
(B-19, B-20). His ideas have been used by many workers to
develop various algorithms for specific purposes: the image
reconstruction algorithms for recreating the original scenes 
from unclear pictures (W-14, G-18, S-17); the maximum entro­
py spectral estimation in geophysics and signal processing 
(B-20, H-10); the connection between POME and ARMA (U-4,
U-5, U-6); Pisarenko algorithm for ARMA process with addi­




Currently there are only three models that use the entro­
py theory.
The first one is general, not specifically suggested for 
hydrology (S-25). It combines POME'and Bayesian processors 
of forecasts (BPF) into the Bayesian entropy model (BEM). 
Souza applied it to the Poisson-Gamma process (S-25, S-26,
S-27) and Binomial Beta process (S-28). His model extends 
the Harrison-Stevenson class of normal processes to the non­
normal processes. Souza verified his model on forecasting 
the weekly rate of measles infection in England.
The second model is based on the entropy minimax approach 
<C— 11, E-3). It was applied to long term annual forecasting 
of droughts using seven rainfall stations in Northern Cali­
fornia. The entropy minimax approach partitions the tested 
area into disjoint subareas or "patterns” to optimize their 
information content. The information content was taken as 
the precipitation index: weighted yearly averaged precipita­
tion of all available stations in 128-years period. This 
approach produced promising results and demonstrated the 
ability of predicting the long-term precipitation within 
three probability limits (78%, 61%, 41%). Moreover, in tak­
ing 49 years for testing purposes, these predictions were 
validated at the 95% confidence level.
However, both Souza’s and Christensen's work showed only 
entropy prediction capability within the Bayesian framework
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or at a certain confidence level. The missing link is the 
application of the entropy to a real-time forecasting.
Krstanovic and Singh (K-15) started the work in that 
direction by utilizing the entropy theory for the spectral 
flood analysis at Spring Creek (Louisiana). They developed 
the maximum entropy spectra for various flood characteris­
tics, and fitted it to the observed spectra.
2.2.1.5 Summary
All forecasting models exanimed above have its advantages 
and disadvantages. The most numerous class - time series 
models are easy to use, but only for certain hydrologic pro­
cesses and under certain conditions. With rising complexity 
(i.e. multivariate hydrologic processes) the parameter esti­
mation becomes difficult. Rainfall forecasting models, 
despite the recent upsurge, lack the forecasting accuracy 
and cannnot be used yet for long-term forecast. Furthermore, 
their success depends on other technologies (radar, remote- 
sensing, etc.). In most areas they need both long historical 
record and technical equipment to give the useful inputs for 
flood forecasting. The Bayesian forecasting models employ 
information relevant to forecasting by Bayesian theory. 
However, they have the same problems as the time series mod­
els (excessive number of parameters). They are also limited 
only to short-term (daily) forecasting, since they exclude
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higher order dependencies. The entropy forecasting models 
are in the early development stage in hydrology and else­
where. Two types of models presented above showed promising 
results, but we cannot reach any broader conclusions yet.
2.2.2 Hydroloaic frequency analysis
The probabilistic approach to flood analysis started when 
Fuller first introduced the return period as a measure of 
the recurrence probability of floods with different magni­
tudes (F-10). Later, theoretical probability distribution 
functions (p.d.f.'s) were fitted to actual flood frequency 
distributions (F-3, H— 11, G-22). Since then, numerous tech­
niques have evolved. The consistent approach to hydrologic 
frequency analysis emerged in 1967 when the U.S. Water 
Resources Council (U.S.W.R.C.) promoted the uniform tech­
nique for determining flood flow frequencies (U-1). In 1976 
the Council updated this technique and issued the guidelines 
for determining flood flow frequency (U-2). The second 
updating (U-3) did not resolve the problems outlined in 
1967, when the uniform technique set a major controversy in 
hydrology. As a result of these publications there has been 
an unprecedented upsurge in flood frequency modeling during 
last two decades (1967-1987).
The most common problems encountered are: (a) choosing
appropriate parent distribution for the hydrological data,
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(b) treating the sampling error in the distribution identi­
fication, and (c) finding the most suitable parameter esti­
mation technique. Choosing an appropriate p.d.f. consists 
of three complex steps (U-3): (a) selection of the model
(annual duration series (A.D.S.), partial duration series 
(P.D.S.) or complete duration series (C.D.S.)), (b) statis­
tical treatment of data, and (c) refinement of the original 
p.d.f. by using new records, comparison with hydrologically 
similar watersheds, etc. The usual assumption is "that the 
array of flood information is a reliable and representative 
time sample of random homogenous events" (U-3). Thus, all
i
models should be applicable only to hydrologically homoge­
nous events, and be used only in homogenous regions. How­
ever, both events and regions are nonhomogenous. Further—  
more, in time dependent hydrologic processes the randomness 
is also difficult to preserve, since land use affects the 
watershed causing time nonhomogeneity, and the short flood 
samples may not be highly reliable. Even two comprehensive 
sources on hydrologic frequency analysis ( N-1, U-3) lack
two key components (L—7): the physical basis for determin­
ing the form of underlying flood frequency distribution and 
sufficient length of records for computation of flood risk 
and/or flood return period.
The short hydrological record in many areas was the main 
reason that the frequency analysis was developed in several 
directions:
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• single station (on-site) analysis, applied to the 
records at an individual site,
• regional flood frequency analysis, where the individual 
station-records are combined into the longer regional- 
station record, and
• transposition of the records from the known sites to the 
ungaged sites.
Choosing appropriate p.d.f. resulted in employing two dif­
ferent techniques: parametric analysis for the chosen p.d.f. 
(traditional flood frequency analysis) and nonparametric 
analysis.(e.g. recent Bayesiari approaches). The hydrologic 
frequency analysis has been focusing during its development 
on four areas:
(a) p.d.f. for fitting the annual flood peak of certain 
return period: Gumbel type I (EV-I) prior to 1970's, 
log-Pearson type III (LP-III) in 1970's, and many oth­
ers: Boughton, Wakeby and mixed distributions today;
(b) new techniques for parameter estimation developed for
traditional flood frequency analysis (method of
moments (MOM), maximum likelihood (MLE), entropy meth­
od (POME), method of incomplete means, method of mixed 
moments, etc.);
(c) single-station analysis and regional flood frequency
analysis, the latter especially surfacing during the
last decade with many new techniques (i.e. probability 
weighted moments (PWM) for estimation of regionalized
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parameters, James-Stein regional technique in combina­
tion with Bayesian theorem, many coupled techniques
such as the index flood and PWM, regionalization of
the parameters of the Box-Cox transformation using
empirical Bayes approach, etc.); and
(d) A.D.S., P.D.S. and C.D.S. models, examining only the
flood peak, the streamflow above some cutoff level, or 
complete streamflow hydrograph.
Current aim of flood frequency analysis is best defined by 
Greis (G-14): "...many of directions of flood frequency
analysis here and abroad reflect an increasing tendency not 
only to view the flood problem as a problem in statistical 
analysis but also to search for new interpretations and 
approaches which may relate more to the ultimate design 
goals of the flood frequency exercise...".
We briefly discuss major flood frequency models emphasizing
both their advantages and disadvantages:
(a) Empirical models,
(b) Phenomenological models,
(c) Physically based models,
(d) Entropy models.
2.2.2.1 Empirical models
The hydrological data are assumed to follow a certain 
p.d.f. that most closely fits these data. For hydrologic and
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hydraulic design two approaches to derive this p.d.f. have 
been pursued: one based on the return period of annual maxi­
mum floods, and the other on the maximum probable flood 
expected to occur.
Annual maximum flood model:
The extreme value p.d.f. was first suggested by Fisher 
and Tippet (F-2) for fitting the annual flood peaks, and 
later developed by Gumbel (G-19, G-20, G-21). Gumbel took
the sample of long flow records from many countries and 
found that their annual maxima followed the extreme value 
type I (EV-I) distribution. According to the extreme value 
theory other non—maxima must be statistically independent 
and identically distributed- an assumption often not satis­
fied. Furthermore, the choice of the EV-I distribution 
depends on the distribution of other maxima within the year, 
that is not known in advance. Thus, the reasoning for the 
Gumbel EV-I type distribution is not very convincing. The 
empirical evidence provided by Gumbel can be used for other 
distributions too.
Another distribution often used is the lognormal. It was 
introduced into frequency analysis two decades later (C-10). 
Its advantages are: the reduction of skewness and the abil­
ity to treat the random effects in the data. However, these 
effects are very often not identifiable.
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Third distribution tested is the Pearson type III, origi­
nally introduced by Foster (F-3), who preferred to work with 
non-transformed data. A special case of the Pearson type III 
distribution (Gamma distribution) was introduced later by 
Moran (M-9), who claimed it to be flexible enough to fit any 
observed data. The log-Pearson type III distribution (U-1, 
B-4, W-2) was recommended for general use in the USA, mainly 
because of its flexibility. Singh and Sinclair (S-9) sug­
gested a mixture of two distributions having a five parame­
ter p.d.f. Their model is applicable only if there is a 
noticeable difference between those two distributions that 
may be achieved by discriminant analysis.
The general dissatisfaction with the log-Pearson type III 
distribution emerged in last two decades because of its 
instability in skew estimates. This resulted not only in 
comparative evaluation of currently used annual flood fre­
quency distribution (for example, S-14), but also in the 
appearence of the new ones. While the Gumbel distribution 
linearly relates Chow’s frequency factor and the recurrence 
interval, the 3-parameter Boughton distribution (B-13) non- 
linearly relates the same terms. The parameter computation 
is simpler than in Log-Pearson III p.d.f., while its esti­
mates are comparable. The Wakeby distribution (H-20) is able 
to generate both the extreme and low flows. The Wakeby 
parameters that govern the left hand (drought) distribution 
tail are determined separately from the ones on the right 
hand.
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To improve the skewness estimates some researchers 
offered new parameter techniques or comparative evaluation 
of the existing distribution. In addition to MLE and MOM 
estimation techniques, the new ones have been suggested: 
method of mixed moments (R-3) was shown to produce the unbi­
ased fit; the principle of maximum entropy (POME) method 
(S-14, S-13) was shown to be uniquely related to MLE; many 
robust parameter techiques such as: the probability weighted 
moments (PWM) for estimation of the regionalized parameters 
of flood frequency (G-13, L-1, W-1), James-Stein regional
technique (K-19) for developing the posterior distribution 
in the region based on the prior distribution at the sites 
and the Bayes theorem, coupled techniques such as combining 
the index flood and PWM (W-1, G-15, G-16, H-19, L-7) or
regionalizing the parameter of the Box-Cox transformation 
using an empirical Bayes approach (K-20), regionalizing the 
parameters of EV-II distribution (R-12). Comparative evalua­
tion of these techniques has usually been done by Monte- 
Carlo experiments, for example by Lettenmaier and Potter 
(L-6) for evaluating an impact of the spatial heterogeneity 
on the several regional estimators.
The upsurge in these new techniques does not bring the 
regional frequency analysis to a satisfactory level. For 
example, a few comparative studies have concluded that most 
of these techniques are unrobust with respect to the parent 
distribution and are also confined to spatially homogenous
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regions. These existing methods have not been properly eval­
uated and compared. At present, the index flood methods, 
based on the PWM using the general extreme value type (GEV) 
distribution, perform well under various conditions.
Despite a significant shift towards the regionalization 
techiques in estimating the quantiles of the A.D.S. distri­
butions, the single-station (on-site) analysies have also 
been innovated. The important contribution was by Rossi et 
al.(R-12), who suggested two-component EV (TCEV) distribu­
tion for modeling the annual floods in central Italy. They 
assumed that the floods above the cutoff level originate 
from two independent processes, each according to a compound 
Poisson process, and have the exponentially distributed 
exceedances. That assumption was physically justified since 
in central Italy two different storm types are responsible 
for generating floods. A similar model was developed inde­
pendently in the southwestern Canada by Waylen and Woo (W-6, 
W-7), Woo and Waylen (W-21) and Waylen (W-4, W-5), who clas­
sified the annual floods in Canada in two groups, governed 
either by spring snowmelt or fall/winter rain. This classi­
fication yielded different flood distributions, as contribu­
tions of different mechanisms also vary in a spatially mean­
ingful way. In the U.S.A. the mixed flood mechanisms in 
A.D.S. were examined by Elliot et al.(E-4) and Jarret and 
Costa (J-3), who classified snowmelt and rain events in Col­
orado, by Diehl and Potter (D-6) in Wisconsin, and by
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Hirschboeck (H— 15, H— 16) who identified six different meteo­
rological processes associated with the Arizona floods. 
These studies have provided valuable insights into the flood 
process. However, their contributions for flood frequency 
analysis are still not clear. For example, the further 
research needs simulation study (i.e. Monte-Carlo) to 
determine gains from these procedures.
Some new statistical areas have also been explored. Cooper 
and Clarke (C-15), and Tung and Mays (T-9) offered nonparam- 
etric Bayesian techniques for the A.D.S. parameter estima­
tion. These techniques can be used in regional flood fre­
quency analysis, but are limited only to the flood events 
with a short return period. Bayesian techiques treat the 
uknown regional parameters as random variables, and do not 
assume the existence of any known p.d.f.. They may be also 
used as the alternatives to Monte Carlo simulation.
In conclusion, the A.D.S. studies tend to favor much more 
statistical analysis of flood data than to understand the 
physical mechanisms controlling the floods. The reasons for 
that have been discussed recently (i.e. D-7, P-5, K-12,
K-13), among them the shortage of the hydrologic data, the 
conditions to choose appropriate p.d.f., better understand­
ing of the flood process, and estimation at the ungaged 
sites. The first two answers have already been offered by 
the entropy theory, particularly the principle of maximum 
entropy (POME) (S-14, S-13); the insight into the third may
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be obtained by examining the variable dependencies inside 
the flood process as well as the mutual relationship and 
transfer of information between the flood process and other 
physical processes suspected of initiating floods (i.e. 
rainfall and snowmelt process). In frequency analysis this 
means examining multivariate distributions. The fourth
answer lies in effective transfer of information to the 
ungaged sites from the hydrologically similar regions. Com­
bining the third and fourth task results in examining multi­
variate conditional distribution, such as the multivariate 
conditional maximum entropy (MCME) distributions developed 
by Sogawa et al.(S-21) for predicting the annual maximum 
daily rainfall at one site, given the past and present
information at other sites.
The Probable Maximum Flood (PMF):
The probable maximum flood (PMF) is the maximum flood one
may expect on a certain watershed as a rare combination of 
hydrologic and meteorologic characteristics. The PMF is the 
watershed response to the probable maximum precipitation 
(PMP). Both PMF and PMP attracted much controversy in the 
past. At present, there are two approaches: the first esti­
mates the PMF according to the watershed physics, neglecting 
statistics; and the second defines the PMF as the flood 
whose exceedance probability approaches zero. The second 
approach combines the probable maximum event with a finite
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risk, and although controversial it does provide realistic 
estimates for use in hydrologic design.
2.2.2.2 Phenomenological models
In this group we distinguish three groups of models: Par—  
tial Duration series (P.D.S.) model or the peaks over a 
threshold (P.O.T.) model, complete duration series (C.D.S.) 
model and time series models specifically generated for 
flood frequency purposes.
P.D.S. model:
This model considers only the streamflow above a chosen 
cutoff level. While the annual duration series (A.D.S.) 
model considers only the largest annual flood, the P.D.S. 
model usually considers smaller time intervals. The dura­
tion of the flood event is equal to the time the streamflow 
exists above the chosen cutoff level. The P.D.S. considers 
all flood characteristics, including peaks, above the cutoff 
and eliminates the disadvantage of the A.D.S. model. It is 
also more versatile than the A.D.S.. Various models have 
been developed during the last two decades, most of them 
assuming flood occurrences to follow the Poisson process.
Borgman (B— 11)., and Shane and Lynn (S-7) found the dis­
tribution function of the flood peaks in a certain time 
interval assuming their number to be a time homogenous Pois-
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son process. The flood magnitudes were assumed to follow an 
exponential distribution. Todorovic and Zelenhasic (T-5) 
assumed the number of peaks to be a nonhomogenous Poisson 
process and the sequence of flood discharges associated with 
these peaks to be independently identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) in exponential form. Todorovic and Rousselle (T-4) 
relaxed independency assumption while dividing the hydrolo­
gical year into different seasons and keeping the i.i.d. 
assumption only inside each season. Todorovic and Woolhiser 
(T-6), using the same assumptions, derived the distribution 
function.for the time associated with the largest peak. 
Gupta et al. (G-23) found the joint distribution of the
largest flood peaks and their corresponding times. Todorovic 
(T-3) generalized these results and derived the flood peaks 
dependent on the conditional distribution of the flood mag­
nitude, given the time of occurrence. North (N-3) obtained 
the flood peaks' distribution assuming them and their magni­
tudes to be time dependent. Rosbjerg (R-10) tested these 
dependencies by the bivariate exponential distribution of 
Marshall-Olkin form. Ashkar and Rousselle (A-10), using 
this Todorovic model, derived a multivariate distribution of 
flood magnitude, duration and volume. The main disadvantage 
of these models is the i.i.d. assumption, and consequently 
these models are valid only for a high cutoff level that 
guarantees independency among consecutive flood events. This 
assumption neglects seasonal variations, and the choice of
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high cutoff level may render a model invalid for lower lev­
els. However, these models are physically plausible if the 
average flood interarrival time is long, and there is no 
clustering of the events. Recently, Ashkar and Rousselle 
(A— 11) specified more precisely the conditions under which 
for chosen cutoff level their model is Poisson admissible 
(R-curve criterion). If the Poisson model does not satisfy 
this criterion, another flood count models must be chosen. 
Binomial distribution fit to a number of flood occurrences 
was suggested by Miquel and Bernier (M-8), while theoreti­
cally more general model was developed by Kavvas and his 
coworkers (K-4, K-8, K-5, K-6, C-3, C-4). The Kavvas model 
follows the laws of clustering process. Rainfall is the 
flood generating mechanism (FGM) and is treated as the cen­
ter of clusters of flood peaks. This FGM model removes the 
main disadvantage of the Todorovic model, and permits the 
cutoff level to be a function of hydraulic structure and to 
vary with different design alternatives. It also treats 
equally well two FGM's: rainfall and snowmelt, both pro­
cesses with different clustering mechanisms. This model is 
not widely used because of the mathematical complexity. It 
also fails to give satisfactory results for the lowest 
cutoff level. However, the idea about coupling various FGM's 
with the flood process expanded into other areas (such as 
the mixed annual flood models).
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Both Ashkar and Rouselle (A-10) and Kavvas (K-7) realized 
that a complete flood model must not be limited to treating 
only the flood peak. In complete flood evaluation, the flood 
starting time, time to the peak and rising and recession 
limbs, are of the same importance as the flood peak, volume 
and duration. To that end, no cutoff level should be chosen 
and all flood peaks must be considered, such as in the 
C.D.S. model.
C.D.S. model:
This model considers the complete streamflow hydrograph. 
Chiang (C-9) analyzed the complete streamflow data at sever—  
al U.S. gaging stations. He found that the flow peaks 
either overdisperse (cluster) or underdisperse (inhibit) at 
different times of the year. His observations were indepen­
dently supported by Cervantes (C-3) in his trigger model of 
flood peaks. At present, there is no existing flood model 
that can describe both the clustering and the inhibition. 
For example, the Kavvas model cannot describe the inhibition 
phenomenon because of the non-negativeness of its covariance 
function. The solution lies in the flood hydrograph treat­
ment in a continuous time domain. To that end, two different 
approaches have been emerging:
(a) Stochastic precipitation and deterministic watershed 
model are merged into the continuous time streamflow 
hydrograph (W-13, P-4, W-9). If used for simulation,
these models are suitable as time series models for 
hydrologic frequency analysis. However, they are too 
complicated for derivation of a suitable p.d.f.;
Point stochastic precipitation and watershed model are 
first merged into a three-dimensional point process 
(3-DPP) of flood starting times, times to peaks and 
peak magnitudes; then the continuous streamflow hydro­
graph is obtained from this 3-DPP (K-7). The dependen­
cies among different hydrologic peaks (i.e. multiple 
peak hydrograph) are expressed by the joint p.d.f.'s.
In conclusion, the major problems in both P.D.S. and 
•S. models are: 
dependencies among the properties of the flood process: 
while in the Poisson process (P.D.S.) these properties 
are independent, in clustering process and the C.D.S. 
model they depend on each other;
inclusion of additional processes (FGM's) to which 
floods are directly or indirectly connected (Kavvas 
cluster model, combined precipitation-watershed models): 
similar to the A.D.S. model, adequate treatment lies in 
employing an appropriate multivariate p.d.f.; 
extension of the flood process toward continuous stream­
flow presentation (C.D.S. model): this idea shows that a 
link between the hydrologic frequency analysis and the 
real-time flood forecasting is necessary.
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2.2.2.3 Physically based models
These models relate flood process to various underlying 
phsical mechanisms, such as watershed properties, overland 
and channel flow, and geomorphology.
The first developed model (F-8) was hydrodynamical, since 
it used the St.Venant equations for overland and channel 
flows and Darcy's law for the subsurface flow. The model 
then combined two phases, solved them numerically in three 
dimensions, and gave the streamflow as the output. Any sto­
chastic variable can be included in the model, and the 
resulting streamflow (output) would then be stochastic. The 
analytical solution for this model has not yet been found. 
At best we can simulate the streamflow sequences from a lim­
ited sample statistics. At present three different models 
have been developed: (a) Eagleson's kinematic model for the
distribution of flood peaks and water yield (E-1, E-2); (b)
Koch’s two-component model (K-14), and (c) - geomorphologic 
hydrologic model (R-9, D-5, B-18).
Eagleson (E-1) considered streamflow as a sequence of 
flood waves separated by the period of moderate flows. The 
idea is similar to the P.D.S. model. However, he used the 
kinematic wave approach to describe the rainfal1-runoff 
relation. Stochastic approach was limited to modelling the 
rainfall input. The model output was the p.d.f. of the flood 
peaks, as a function of the parameters describing physical
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characteristics of the watershed. Later, Eagleson (E-2) 
extended the model to annual water yield as the output. 
Again rainfall was modelled stochastically, and each rele­
vant watershed process physically. Relatively good agree­
ment with observed runoff was obtained. The main disadvan­
tage of the model is relatively large number of parameters.
Koch (K-14) developed a similar hydrodynamic model. The 
rainfall is included stochastically by an average filtered 
process, while two watershed subsystems: surface and subsui—  
face are modeled physically. The output is discretized 
streamflow: collection of flood waves dependent on the sys­
tem parameters (soil type, watershed travel time and initial 
soil water content). Because of that, resulting equations 
are quite complex. However, the model was found extremely 
sensitive to the initial soil moisture that influenced the 
output, and the reasoning was not explained.
Rodriguez-Iturbe and co-workers introduced the geomorpho­
logic unit hydrograph (GUH) (R-9, V-1, C-18, D-5, B-18).
The GUH is the IUH derived from geomorphologic parameters. 
This IUH is expressed in terms of Horton's order ratios for 
streams describing the watershed morphology. Two watersheds 
may be compared with respect to both hydrometeorological and 
geomorphological characteristics using their GUH's (R-9). 
Hebson and Wood (H-12) derived the methodology for flood 
frequency distributions using the GUH as the physical wat­
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ershed representation and stochastic rainfall input. This 
methodology gave the results comparable to those of the 
Eagleson’s kinematic model.
Although these initial attempts appeared to be successful, 
later researchers identified many problems: neglecting the
information from runoff producing areas (B-8), non-accurate 
accounting for spatial variations in effective rainfall 
(C-20), incorrect correlations between rainfall properties 
(C-18). However the GUH models did contribute to hydrologic 
frequency analysis, since they gave new insights to the 
dependence between flood process and the watershed charac­
teristics.
Physically based models extend simple hydrologic models. 
For successful application we must have information about 
the study area, estimate large number of parameters and 
obtain results which may not always be significantly better 
than simpler models.
2.2.2.4 Entropy in hydrologic frequency analysis
The use of entropy in hydrologic frequency analysis is of 
recent origin. Leopold and Langbein (L-4) were probably the 
first to apply it to geomorphology and landscape evolution 
(prediction of the various river profiles). However, they 
used the thermodynamic entropy, not the informational one. 
Davy and Davies (D-2) argued that use of that entropy in the 
fluvial morphology is questionable.
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Sonuga first applied the informational (Shannon) entropy 
and POME in frequency analysis (S-22) and rainfal1-runoff 
relationship (S-23). He showed the advantage of entropy in 
hydrologic modeling of data scarce areas. Jowitt (J-15) used 
POME to determine parameters of the extreme value "type I 
distribution. He proved the superiority of this method to 
the method of moments (MOM). Amorocho and Espildora (A-6) 
derived an objective criterion to assess uncertainty of the 
Stanford Watershed Model using values of marginal, condi­
tional entropy and transinformation. Singh et al.(S-14, 
S-13) used POME in hydrologic frequency analysis for deriva­
tion of many frequency distributions, currently in use in 
hydrology (uniform, exponential, normal, log-normal, EV-I, 
Log-Gumbel, EV-III, Weibull, Gamma, Pearson type III, Log- 
Pearson type III, Beta). They concluded: (a) using POME, we
can derive any distribution if appropriate constraints are 
specified; (b) POME provides a unified framework for deriva­
tion of frequency distributions; (c) POME offers an alterna­
tive parameter estimation method that is similar to the max­
imum likelihood estimation method (MLE). Singh and 
Krstanovic applied POME to sediment yield (S— 11), phosphorus 
loading (S-12), rainfall network design (S-10) and flood 
analysis (K-15). Rajagopal et al. (R-1) recently used maxi­
mum entropy histograms, originally derived by Collins and 
Wragg (C-14), in hydrologic frequency analysis. Sogawa et 
al.(S-21) derived multivariate conditional maximum entropy
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(MCME) distributions and showed their connection to the 
Pearson-type family distributions. They showed their use 
for annual and annual maximum daily rainfall.
Harmancioglu (H-4, H-5) and Panu and Unny (P-2) employed 
entropy in hydrologic time series. Harmancioglu first showed 
that the entropy is capable of handling stochastically many 
dependent variables in space and time domains, yielding 
their serial dependance and sampling intervals. However, 
her work is limited to using only the multivariate normal 
distribution. In recent articles Harmancioglu and Yevjevich 
(H-6, H-7) suggested to use two new statistical measures:
informational coefficient of correlation and the coefficient 
of non-transferred information. They showed their use in 
transfer of hydrologic information from the upper to the 
lower part of a hydrologic watershed in Turkey. Similarly, 
Chapman (C-6) gave some new insights in using entropy in 
estimation of the model performance both for various prob­
ability distributions and sampling in time series domain.
In conclusion, the entropy theory has already signifi­
cantly contributed to hydrologic frequency analysis: estab­
lishing mathematical background for derivation of many 
p.d.f.'s currently used in hydrology, offering the new meth­
od (POME) for parameter estimation, and showing that trans­
fer of information in hydrological regions can be used in 
frequency analysis of the information at ungaged sites. How­
ever, much sti’1 remains to be done.
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2.2.2.5 Summary
The research in A.D.S. models has been shifting towards 
new parameter estimation techniques, and neglecting the 
importance of underlying physical mechanisms responsible for 
flood generation. The areas that need improvements are: 
extending the short data record, choosing appropriate 
p.d.f., understanding all factors of the flood process, and 
improving the estimation at the ungaged sites. The P.D.S. 
models are basically concentrated around two major groups: 
Poisson process models (Todorovic model) for high cutoff 
level, and the cluster process models (Kavvas model). In 
both groups the major problems are : examining dependencies
inside the process, i.e. securing independency (Poisson pro­
cess) or dependency (cluster process). None of these models 
give good results for all cutoff levels. The C.D.S. models 
are in early development stage, but they are the major link 
needed between flood frequency analysis and flood forecast­
ing. The most promising physically based model is the GUH 
model. However, this model needs extensive testing to show 
all its advantages and disadvantages. The entropy models are 
capable of solving the most prominent hydrological problems, 
such as the conditions (constraints) for choosing appropri­
ate p.d.f., and determining the importance of the variables 
inside the hydrologic process by computing their entropies 
and transinformations.
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2.3 Specific ob iectives of the study
This study develops solutions to some of the current 
objectives and needs raised in both hydrologic forecasting 
and frequency analysis. Specifically it:
• provides a common theory for hydrologic frequency analy­
sis and flood forecasting;
• develops forecasting models unbounded by the size of STI 
(except necessary restrictions specified by Gossain) and 
separately for the streamflow forecasting and rainfall- 
runoff forecasting. These models will be capable of:
— simultaneous parameter estimation and forecasting, 
thus avoiding the calibration process, and
— including any FGM as the model input without chang­
ing the model structure;
• derives by POME all possible multivariate normal distri­
butions, and multivariate exponential distribution of 
the Marshall-Olkin form, and show their use in:
— choosing appropriate cutoff level in the P.D.S. mod­
el,
— designing the rainfall networks, and
— deriving the mixed multivariate discrete distribu­
tions.
• examines dependencies inside the runoff and rainfall 
processes, and mutual dependencies of the rainfal1- 
runoff process; and
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• gives comparative evaluation of the entropy-based fore­
casting models and time series models (ARIMA and state- 
space models). We compare results of fitting the real- 
world data and the parameters, and then discuss concep­
tual connections between them.
The study limitations are:
• The application of the multivariate model is shown only 
for the bivariate case (rainfall-runoff process), but 
mathematical expressions remain the same for any higher 
order process (i.e. rainfall-snowmelt-runoff process);
• Derivation of the multivariate p.d.f. by POME is done 
only for the exponential family class (normal, exponen­
tial, Bernoulli, binomial, Poisson).
CHAPTER III: MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
This chapter is divided into two major parts. The first 
part defines discrete and continuous entropy theory and 
applies it to a discrete time series (stationary sequences) 
and continuous hydrologic processes. The second part dis­
cusses entropy laws and illustrates them using simple exam­
ples. Both parts emphasize these definitions and principles 
in the hydrological context.
3.1 Discrete entropy theory
3.1.1 Univariate case
In this part the study domain is a system of events 
S={Ei,E2,...,En) and a probability set Q= CPi»Pz.••.P^)• 
Pi's (i=1,...,N) are probabilities associated with the 
events E from S that satisfy:
N
0 < P* < 1 and I p. = 1 
1=1 1
3. 1 . 1 . 1 Information
Let X be a random variable (r.v.) associated with S. The
• r #•X can assume N different values x t (i=1,...N), each with
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6 2
probability p(xi)= p 4 Ci=1,...,N). If nothing else is known 
about the system S, we must assume that all events Ek are 
equally likely according to the principle of insufficient 
reason, and define the uniform p.d.f. on Q. Thus, probabil­
ity of each event from S is:
Pj = = 1/N
The maximum knowledge' on uncertainty or information about S 
is:
= -k 1og(1/N) (3-1.1)
or
I(X.) = -k log[p(xi)] (3-1.2)
where k is some constant. These equations define the self­
information or information content of the r.v., X. If the 
logarithm is with respect to the base 2, the measurement 
units are bits. For the base e the units are nats or napiers 
and for the base 10, they are decibels. Usually, the con­
stant k is taken as 1 for bases 10, 2 or e, so that
eq.(3-1.2) is rewritten as:
I(xi) = - log p(xi) (3-1.3)
3.1.1.2 Discrete entropy
Although it might be worthwile to obtain the information 
content of every event Ei, the only significant information 
is the one obtained from the whole system S (S-8). That 
information is the expectation or average of all individual 
self-informations:
N N
H(X) = E[I] - I p(xi)I(x.) = -k I ptxJlogCpfx,)] (3-2.1)
i=l i=l 1 1
Eq.(3-2.1) defines the discrete entropy for one r.v., X or
the marginal entropy. Again constant k is taken as 1 for
bases 2, 10 or e, and eq. (3-2.1) simplifies to:
N
H(x) = - E PfXj) log[p(x1)] (3-2.2)
It is also usual to write the entropy H with respect to 
the system S or the set of probabilities ft
H(X) = H(S) = H{p1,p2,...,pN} (3-3)
In this study the notations from eq.(3-3) will be used 
interchangeably. The marginal entropy H(S) is usually 
interpreted either as a measure of uncertainty or as a meas­
ure of information (G-17). If we imagine ourselves for a 
moment before carrying out the experiment with N possible 
outcomes with probabilities pi ,pz ,. . . »Pjj> then eq. (3-3) 
measures the uncertainty concerning the result of the expei—  
iment. However, if we imagine ourselves for a moment after 
the experiment has already occurred, then eq.(3-3) measures 
the amount of information we obtained from experiment.
The marginal entropy has the following properties (S-8):
• It is continuous and consistent on the probability set
fl;
• For the uniform p.d.f. p i = 1 / N ,  it is a monotonic 
increasing function on ft and achieves its maximum at 
log[N];
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• It is always positive and equal to zero only when the
outcome is certain (pic=1 and pi=0 for i*k ). Thus
0 < H(X) < log[N] (3-4)
• Any change towards equalization of the probabilities
from £2 increases the entropy. For example, let us com­
pare probabilities of two events from S. We find that
Pi< p2. If we increase p t and decrease p2 simultaneously
by the same amount, the entropy increases.
3.1.2 Bivariate case
In this part, the study domain is two systems of events:
S 1 = {E1 EN } and S 2={Fi,..., F a n d  a probability set Q=
£2i -q 2 = {pi,... *PN ;qi>• • • *qM ) with
3.1.2.1 Joint entropy
Let Xi and X2 be two r.v.’s associated with Si and S 2, 
respectively and p(xi,x2)=Pij, the joint probability defined
on Si n S 2. The entropy of the joint event Ei n F d from
Si n S 2 is defined as:
H(Xr X2) = HfSjO s2) = - I pfJ logCp^] (3_5)
The joint or mutual entropy expresses the total amount of 
uncertainty contained in the intersection of the systems of 
events Si and S 2 describing Xi and X 2. The relationship
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between the mutual entropy H(Xi ,X2) and marginal entropies 
H(Xt) and H(X2), defined on Si and S 2, is:
HfXj.Xg) < H(Xj) + H(X2) (3-6)
The joint event uncertainty is less than or equal to the 
sum of the individual event uncertainties. The equality in 
eq. (3-6) holds only if the events Ej and Fj are independent 
for which,
p(x1,x2) = p(Xj)* p(x2)
or
Pij = P1Pj
Assume that we model the flood process. This process charac­
terizes both flood peaks (Xi) and flood volumes (X2). The 
knowledge of more observations of Xi and X 2 will reduce the 
model uncertainty more than the knowledge of only X t or X2.
3.1.2.2 Conditional entropy
We define the conditional entropy H(X2 |Xi) as the average 
of the entropy of X2 for each value of Xi weighted according 
to the probability of getting that particular Xi (S-8). 
Mathematically,
H(X2|X1) = -I Pij 1og[p(j|i)] (3-7.1)
^»J
where p<j|i) is the conditional probability of r.v.,X2, giv­
en Xj or




H(X1 |x2 ) = - I p(x1 ,x2 )log[p(x1 Jx2 )] (3-8)
»J
The conditional entropy H(Xi|Xz) gives the uncertainty 
that still remains in X* after Xz becomes known. Thus by 
observing X z, the information is gained. The vice versa is 
also valid for H(Xz |Xi) with respect to Xz. Thus,
H(X j |X2) < H(XX) (3-9.1)
and
H(X2 |X1) < H(X2) (3-9.2)
The equality relations of eqs.(3-9.1) and (3-9.2) hold 
only when Xi and X z are independent. When these r.v.'s are 
dependent, as usually is the case (for example flood peaks 
and flood volumes), then their joint entropy is equal to the 
sum of the marginal entropy of the first variable, and the 
entropy of the second variable conditioned on the first. 
Mathematically,
H(Xr X2) = H(XX) + HtXglXj) (3-10.1)
H(XltX2) = H(X2) + H(X1|X2) (3-10.2)
3.1.2.3 Transinformation
We define the transinformation of two random variables Xi 
and X z as the amount of information common to both Xj and 
X z, or repeated in both random variables. Mathematically,
T(XltX2) - H(Xj) + H(X2) - H(Xr X2) (3-11.1)
T(X1,X2) = H(X2) - H(X2|X1)
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(3-11.2)
1(XVX2) • H(Xj) - h(xx|x2) (3-11.3)
These relationships can be best presented graphically 
(figure 3-1).
Let the entropy associated with Xi be represented by the set 
Si and the entropy associated with X 2 by the set S 2. Then 
the union of Si and S 2 is equivalent to their joint entropy; 
the intersection of Si and S2 equivalent to their transin­
formation; and the set difference of Si and S 2 equivalent to 
the conditional entropy H(Xi)Xz).
From eqs. (3-10) and (3-11) and figure 3-1 we can also 
express the marginal entropy of one variable as:
From these equations it is obvious that transinformation, 
T(Xi ,X2), must always be positive or equal to zero only for 
independent Xi and X 2 (for that case the intersection of 
sets in figure 3-1 is an empty set). Mathematically,
H(Xj) - HfXjXg) + T(Xr X2) 
H(X2) = H(X2 |X1) + TfX^Xg)
(3-12.1)
(3-12.2)
t(x1,x2) > 0 (3-13)
6 8
3.1.2.4 Entropy-based measures
We define two measures based on the bivariate entropy and 
transinformation.
The informational coefficient of correlation R0 (L-10) is 
dimensional quantity that measures the mutual dependence 
between Xi and X 2 and does not assume any type of relation­
ship between them. Mathematically,
where T0 is the upper limit of the transinformation T(Xi ,X2)
normally distributed and linearly correlated, R 0 reduces to 
the "classical" correlation coefficient r (L-10, R-2).
The coefficient of non-transferred information t 4 (H-6, H-7) 
measures the percentage of the information left in X 2 after 
transfer to Xi. Specifically,
where T t is the transinformation computed for assumed func­
tional relationship between X! and X2. Similarly 1-tj
expresses the percentage of transferred information.
Both R 0 and t 4 may be used to test the validity of the
assumed relationship between two r.v.'s Xi and X2.
(3-14.1)




The domain of study may be extended to many systems of 
events:
Si— {Ai .... »Aj^} , S2- {Bi , . . . ,B̂ j )■•.•>Sn= {Nit...,Njj } 
and a probability set Qi-Q2 **-Qn with
P11(e flj) > 0,p2,(e f̂ ) > 0 pn1(e Qn) > 0 and I Pj, - 1
for any j=1,...,n.
3.1.3.1 Multidimensional entropy
Let Xi,X2,...,Xn be n r.v.'s associated with Si,S2,..,Sn 
and pCxi»x2,...,xn)=pii...in the joint probability 
defined on S t n S 2 fl ...n Sn . The multidimensional joint 
entropy of the joint event Ai n Bi n...n N 4 from 
Si n ...n Sn is:
N1 N2 Nn
H(X1v...Xn) = H(S.n ..^SJ - - I I ...I p(x.,...,x ).
1 0 1  n 1j=l 12=1 1n=l 1
•log[p(x1#...xn)] (3-15)
Similarly, we define the multidimensional conditional entro­
py of one r.v. conditioned on all others:
Ni N_1 m
H(Xm|X^»..o»Xmi_i) = - I •••£ P(xx xm)log[p(xm|x1 x ^ ) ]
11"1 V 1 (3-16)
and the multidimensional transinformation as:
t<xi-x2 V  - H<V - H<NJ*1 W  <3-l7>
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The joint entropy in eq.(3-15) represents the collective 
uncertainty or information of m random variables, the condi­
tional entropy in eq.(3-16) the uncertainty left in one r.v. 
when all others are already known, and transinformation in 
eq.(3-17) the common information between r.v. X m and all 
other variables. A graphical presentation is given in figure 
3-2.
Both informational coefficient of correlation R0 and 
coefficient of transferred information t 4 can be used to 
measure the information transfer to one r.v. when others are 
added one by one. For example for k intersections of the 
r.v. Xm with r.v.'s (Xi,...,Xk) there are k coefficients 
ti's, one T0 associated with maximum possible transinforma­
tion between X m and all other r.v.'s, and one R0 . For exam­
ple assume that we model necessary number of rainfall sta­
tions in a certain region. Let Xi be the r.v. associated 
with the rainfall measurements Xi. If X m is the r.v. associ­
ated with the central region, then we can study decrease in 
ti as we are adding other stations. Each ti then represents 
the amount of non-transferred information in the region 
after adding that station to the central one.
3.1.4 Stationary sequence
Let X be a stationary sequence of r.v.'s Xi,XZ,...,Xn. 
Each r.v. is associated with the same system of events
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i
defined in -time domain S t = (Ei ,EZ, . . . ,Ejj} . For a certain 
realization of this stationary sequence we write X(t) since 
it evolves in a time domain. Each r.v. X|,X2»...„Xn is 
associated with a number of realizations in t or: X t with
(xio.Xn Xif), Xz with (x20 »xz i , . . . ,xz -j.) , ..., and X n
with (x noi Xni*•••»xny), where 0,1,.,T are observations in 
time domain t. We call these random variables as multivari­
ables (H-5). Mathematical expressions for entropies and 
transinformation are exactly the same as in multidimensional 
case if N i=N2=...=Nn=T.
A typical example of the random stationary sequence is the 
discrete flood time series whose mutually dependent multiva­
riables are the flood characteristics, for example X t=Qp 
flood peak, X 2= V q flood volume, X 3= D q flood duration, etc. 
By using entropy of the stationary flood sequence we also 
study the dependence among its multivariables.
3.1.5 Bivariate stationary sequence
Let X and Y be two stationary hydrologic sequences, spe­
cifically: flood runoff and rainfall. Write X(t)=Q(t) and
Y(t)=R(t) for realizations of sequences in time that genei 
ally do not occur in associated time intervals because of 
the watershed lag time. Each sequence is presented by a num­
ber of multivariables Xi,...,Xn and Yi,...,Yn characteriz­
ing the runoff and rainfall, respectively. Again, any combi­
nation of these multivariables can be solved by eqs.
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(3— 15),(3-16) and (3-17) where summation is performed with 
respect to the rainfall time domain (tt) and runoff time 
domain (tz). For example, the joint entropy of the runoff 
peaks (Xi) and rainfall peaks (Yi) is :
T1 T2HfXj.Yj) - - X X PfXj.yjJlogCpfXj.yj)] (3-18)
tj-1 t2=l
where T x and T z are the total number of observations avail­
able in ti and t z.
3.2 Continuous entropy theory
3.2.1 Continuous domain
All hydrological processes are continuous in nature. 
Thus, it is desirable to extend the entropy theory to con­
tinuous domain. While the discrete entropy is associated 
with discrete p.d.f.'s, the continuous entropy is associated 
with continuous p.d.f.’s. Transfer of discrete entropy 
expressions to the continuous ones requires:
• replacement of discrete probabilities by a continuous 
p.d.f.;
• replacement of system of events by a function space, 
where p.d.f.'s are defined;
• replacement of the summation in the domain by the inte­
gration throughout domain; and
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• introduction of an additional measure function under the 
integral that guarantees the invariance of the entropy 
under the change of variables.
Therefore, continuous marginal entropy of one r.v., X, is:
4.09
H(X) = - J f(x) log[f(x)/m(x)]dx (3-19)
—CD
where f(x) is the continuous p.d.f. defined on <-oo,oo> and 
m(x) is the measure function. Similarly, we can write the 
continuous equivalents of eqs. (3-6), (3-8), (3-15) and
(3-16):
-j_ca -|-oa
HfXj.jy - - 1 1 f(Xj,x2) logCfCXj.XjJJdXjdXj (3-20)
H(Xj|X2) . - / I ftXj.Xj,) logtf(xl |x2)]dXjdx2 (3-21)
mm GO  mm GO
H(X1,X2,...Xn) « - J ...J f(x1#...,xn) }oqif(x1.... xn)] (3-22)
aM B.OO dXj ...dxn
| j m
- - I •••/ nxj xm) log[f(xm|x1....V l )J
dXj ..odxm (3-23)
We note that the measure function in eqs. (3-20) to
(3-23) is usually absorbed by the integral after proper
transformation of the variables (S-14, S-13). The extension 
of entropy properties from a discrete case to a continuous 
one is not straightforward. While the discrete entropy 
properties may be easily proved, the continuous entropy
properties are more difficult. A detailed discussion on the
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transformation from a discrete to a continuous domain is 
given by Guiasu (G-17).
The relationships amongst marginal entropy, conditional 
entropy and transinformation discussed in the discrete theo­
ry are also valid in the continuous theory. The stationary 
sequence is replaced by the stationary process where the 
multivariable X(t) has continuous observations in the intei—  
val (0,T). For m dependent multivariables from univariate or 
multivariate stationary process we may observe the increase 
or decrease of information by introducing or eliminating any 
multivariable. For example:
H< V  * H<xmlxm-l> * -  * H<xmlVl xl> (3-24)
Thus, as degree of dependence increases and more multivaria- 
bles are interacting in the process, the conditional entropy 
decreases until some lower limit. This may be compared with 
the forward selection of the variables in the regression 
model with respect to the coefficient of partial correla­
tion.
The continuous entropy usually includes additional error 
term outside the integral. This term is highly dependent on 
a class interval a x  of the r.v., X (A-6, C-6):
H(X,Ax) * - / f(x)log[f(x)]dx - logAx (3-25)
fl
The error log(1/Ax) will be small as long as this class 
interval is only a small part of the range of the r.v. X.
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3.2.2 Time domain and frequency domain 
The entropy
N
H(X.) - - I p(x.) log[p(x,)] (3-26.1)
1 1=1 1 1
or
+" r f(x.)-|
H(X,) - - / _ f(x,) log Lspryjilx, (3-26.2)
is known as the Shannon-Jaynes’ entropy (e.g. S-16, F-9).
This form is used for manipulations in a time series domain 
when data are available as a discrete time series (J-10). In 
frequency domain more often used formula is:
+At|2
H(v) = J log[W(i>)]dv (3-27.1)
-At 12
where v is the frequency and W(v) the power spectrum related 
to the autocovariance function 7(k) of the time series by 
the Wiener -Knitchine relationship
IT
Y(k) ■ 2ir / cos(2irvk) W(2irv)dv (3-28)
0
Eq.(3-27.1) is known as the Burg's entropy (B-20). By 
expanding eq.(3-27.1) Burg derived
H(v) ■ X log[ne W(v)] (3-27.2)
v
for normalized power spectrum W(v). Both forms, eqs.(3-27.1) 
and (3-27.2), are used in univariate spectral analysis for 
reconstruction and extrapolation.
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For multivariate spectral analysis that has been developed 
after 1980, Burg (B-20) suggested a multivariate entropy as 
a function of the determinant of the power spectrum matrix 
U(v),
+At|2
H(v) * / log[det(W(v))]dv (3-29)
-At 12
Similarities and differencies between Shannon-Jaynes' 
entropy and Burg's entropy has been examined recently (e.g. 
S-16). In this study we shall use Shannon-Jaynes' entropy in 
hydrologic frequency analysis, and Burg's entropy in recon­
struction and forecasting of hydrologic time series.
3.3 Entropy laws
Two fundamental laws compose the entropy theory: the
principle of maximum entropy (PONE) and the concentration 
theorem (CT).
3.3.1 Principle of maximum entropy (POME)
The POME was defined by Jaynes (J-7) as follows: "When
assigning the probabilities to various events (or the p.d.f. 
to a function space) assign them by maximizing the entropy 
subject to the given information." The reasoning for this 
maximization comes from a simple practical need. Assume for 
example that we fit two p.d.f.'s to a data histogram, and
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•that both p.d.f.’s fit equally well, i.e. satisfy the same 
statistical criteria. Because of the entropy nature, we 
would prefer the p.d.f. with the higher entropy (J-9). Fur—  
thermore, the best possible distribution that fits the data, 
subject to some information, would be the one with the maxi­
mum entropy, since it contains the most reliable probability 
set (discrete entropy) or p.d.f. (continuous entropy). The 
information usually included in POME is specified as some 
statistics, for example, mean, variance, covariance, cross­
covariance, etc., or linear combination of these statistics.
The information included in POME is given as m linearly 
independent constraints A* in the form:
b
Ak - / Ak(x) f(x) dx (3-30)
d
A
where A k(x) are some functions whose mean values over f(x) 
are specified on some interval <a,b>. Additionaly, the total 
probability is included as
b
/ f(x)dx = 1 (3-31)
a
The maximization of entropy (for example, eq.(3-19)), sub­
ject to all constraints, given by eq.(3-30) and eq.(3-31) 
involves the method of the Lagrange multipliers
(J-7,R-5,S-11). The result is the maximally noncomitment




Z(AX y  = J exp l-l AkAk(x)] (3-33)
3 k=l
is ■the partition function, and Ai,...,Xm are the Lagrange 
multipliers, usually obtained from:
aififlg(.w )3 =-A...........(k=l....m) (3-34)
a\
where 3 is the derivative.
Example 3. J_
This example shows how POME gives a uniform p.d.f. 
According to the principle of insufficient reason, if we 
know nothing, then the maximum noncommittal distribution 
associated with that knowledge is the uniform distribution. 
We only work with the probability constraint
b 
I f(x) dx = 1 
a
The entropy for a continuous distribution is given as:
b 
H(x) ■ - / f(x)log[f(x)]dx xe(a,b) 
a
Then we maximize H(X) subject to the probability constraint 
and obtain:
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The expression inside the exponent is 0, since there are no 
constraints. Using the probability constraint, the parti­
tion function Z(X) is:
which is the uniform p.d.f. on interval <a,b>. Its entropy
and is measured in napiers if the logarithm is with respect 
to the base e.
3.3.2 Concentration theorem (CT)
The CT was first stated by Jaynes (J-9). It shows the 
spread of lower entropies around the maximum one. For the 
marginal entropy H(X) of the r.v. X, associated with p.d.f. 
f(x) and defined on some space of functions S, the entropy 
for any chosen p.d.f. will be in the range given by some 
class C:
b 






where H is given by POME as:
m
H.max * log(Z) + I Ak-1 K K (3-36)
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where m is the total number o£ constraints Ak available. If 
we consider n probabilities and observe N different realiza­
tions, the concentration of these probabilities near the 
upper bound H maji is given by CT: "Asymptotically 2Na H is
distributed over class C as xz with n-m-1 degrees of freedom 
(DOF), independently of the nature of the constraints. 
Denoting the critical x z for k DOF at 100% significant level 
as x z(P> » AH is given in terms of the upper tail area 1-F 
as:
X* (1-F) - 2NAH (3-37)"
Example 3.2
We'll take the elementary probability problem. Assume 
that we are throwing the six-face dice 1000 times with no 
knowledge about its outcomes. The problem is to estimate six 
dice frequencies (probabilities).
From POME we know (Example 3.1) that the only noncommit­
tal p.d.f. for this problem is the uniform p.d.f. for which 
the frequencies (probabilities) are all equal.
f(x)=1/6 and fi=1/6 (i=1,...,6)
Can we make the more precise estimation about these frequen­
cies knowing that the die was tossed 1000 times? The answer 
lies in CT.
We know that N=1000, n=6, m=0 and n-ra-1=5 DOF. The maximum
entropy is H = H m.x= log(n)=log(6) = 1.79176. At 5% signifi—
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cance level, from xz -tables: xz<0.05) = 11.07. From eq.
(3-37):
2NaH =11.07, 
which yields: a H=0.0055,
and from eq.(3-35) 95% of all possible outcomes (confidence
interval) will lie in the range:
1.786 £ H(X) £ 1.792 
Thus, without invoking any empirical evidence (given as a 
measure statistics) we are confident that the vast majority 
of the outcomes will have the p.d.f. close to the uniform.
i
The CT is mostly used with discrete p.d.f.'s. Since this 
study is oriented towards continuous p.d.f.'s ( except Chap­
ter VI ), we will effectively use POME, not CT.
3.4 Summary
The properties of both discrete and continuous entropy 
together with POME will be used in both second and third 
parts of the study. While the second part (Chapters IV-VI) 
will extend the entropy theory of hydrologic stationary 
sequences, the third part (Chapters VII-IX) will apply the 
entropy theory and its laws to real time series forecasting.
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Figure 3.2: Graphical presentation of the multidi­
mensional entropy and transinformation
CHAPTER IV: MULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part 
develops the univariate and bivariate normal distributions 
using POME, and extends them to the multivarate distribu­
tion. The uni-, bi- and multi-variate distributions require 
different constraints. The POME parameters (Lagrange multi­
pliers) are expressed as functions of these constraints. 
Special emphasis is given to the structure of the matrix of 
Lagrange multipliers and entropy. The second part applies 
these distributions to hydrologic frequency analysis: uni­
variate normal distribution for fitting flood peaks, volumes 
and durations, bivariate distribution for studying dependen­
cies among different flood events, and multivariate distri­
bution for analyzing rainfall networks.
4.1 Univariate normal distribution
Let Xi be a univariate stationary hydrologic process sat­
isfying the properties described in Chapter III. Specifical­
ly Xi may be the streamflow time series Q={q(t),t€(0,T)} 
or the univariate flood process, for example, flood peak 
process Qp={qp(t),te(0,T)}, flood volume process
VQ={vQ (t)»te(0,T)} or flood duration process D^=
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{dg(t),te(0,T)}. Since normal distribution is continuous, 
we use the continuous entropy approach. Derivation of a dis­
tribution depends on the number of constraints involved. 
These constraints usually specify the order of the dependen­
cy in the autocorrelation matrix or serial dependencies 
among consecutive values of the random variable 
{xt,te(0,T)}. For example, one constraint specifies the 
variance or the dependence of the zeroth o r d e r (values x t are 
independent)! two constraints specify the variance and auto­
covariance of the first lag (xt is dependent only on 
x tti,x4.i only on x t. etc.); k constraints specify the vari­
ance and autocovariances until k-1 lag (xt depends on k-1 
previous values Xj,j=t-k+1,...,t). Thus, we will develop the 
univariate normal distribution for each of these cases stud­
ying simultaneously the Lagrange multipliers’ matrix.
Previous researchers (S-14, S-13) developed univariate
normal distribution by using two first moments as necessary 
constraints when using POME. Except for the study by Harman- 
cioglu (H-4, H-5) no attempt was made to examine the
Lagrange multipliers involved in deriving the multivariate 
normal distribution using entropy. Even in that study the 
normal distribution formulas were plainly used with no 
explanation of the internal structure of the entropy model. 
In this chapter the first distribution moment (mean) will 
not be included as a separate constraint, but only as a part 
of other constraints (variance, covariance or cross­
covariance) .
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4.1.1 Development with no serial dependence
The univariate distribution with no serial dependence can 
be used for any serially independent hydrologic process 
(e.g. mean annual flood peaks, maximum annual flood peaks, 
duration of floods in different seasons or total rainfall 
depths (volumes) in different climatological areas).
4. 1.1.1 Derivation of the p.d.f.
The objective is to derive the univariate normal distri­
bution f(x) by using POME. The unique constraint (as speci­
fied by eq.(3-30)) is assumed to be the variance defined as:
where X represents the r.v., x its value or observation, and 
■/i its population mean. This variance is approximated by its 
sample value s* given as
where x is the sample mean, N total number of observations 
available and te(0,T). We maximize the univariate entropy 
H(X), given by eq.(3-19) (with m(x)=1) as
o2 - J (x-y)2f(x)dx
.CO
(4-1.2)
H(X) = - / f(x)log[f(x)]dx
.CO
(4-2)
subject to the constraint (eq.(4-1.1)) and the probability 
constraint (eq.(3-31)). Using the method of Lagrange multi­
pliers, the maximum noncommittal p.d.f. has the form:
f(x) = 2^x7 exp[-A(x-x)2] (4-3)
Using the probability constraint (eq.(3-34)), the partition 
function is:
Changing the variable: x-x=u, dx=du, and integrating 2(A) as 
an even function, we obtain
GO
Z(A) = 2 / exp[-(/T u)2]du 
0
Using the formula 3-321.3 (G-9, p.307)
-  2Z(A) ■ J exp[-A(x-x) ]dx
/ exp[-a2x2]dx = — ■ _• a a > 0
we obtain
Z(A) . J\ (4-4)
under the condition that A>0. Further
log[Z(X)] = \ log(TT) - \ log(A)
Using eq.(3-34)
a 1oorZ(A)1 _ _ s2 
8A " X
which gives
Using eg.(4-4), the partition function is
“ J 2irŝ (4-6)
Substitution of eqs. (4-5) and (4-6) into eg.(4-3) yields
(4-7)
which is the univariate normal distribution for the r.v. X.
Thus, the univariate normal distribution, conditioned on 
our knowledge of the variance, may be fitted to any hydrolo­
gic process with independent occurrences.
4.1.1.2 Lagrange multipliers
A univariate hydrologic process has its population
variance-covariance matrix, denoted as 2. If the p.d.f. is
based on the knowledge of only the variance az, the 2  isX
reduced to a z. Thus
X
III = det(][) = oj*
8 8
where det stands for the determinant. Let S be the sample 
variance- covariance matrix, approximating 2. Then the 
inverse of the variance- covariance matrix S, using
SS"1 = S_1S = I
is
S'1 = 4 = ISl’1 (4-8)
°X
where I is the identity matrix. Using eq.(4-8), the Lagrange 
multiplier (eq.(4-5)) can be rewritten as
A ■= \ |S|-1 (4-9)
The Lagrange multiplier, X, exists whenever the inverse of
matrix, S, exists and vice versa. For a hydrologic r.v.,A
must be real. This is satisfied whenever |s| is positive or
s 2> 0. For any real hydrologic data this is always true. X
Using eq. (4-9) we can rewrite the p.d.f. (eq.(4-7)) as
= ----!/?;.TT /2 exp P(x-*) I (x“*)”| (4-10.1)(2n)17^|S|l/  ̂ L * J
or
f M  " --- 1/2."7772 exp C“(X_X)A(X-X)] (4-10.2)(2ir)1/^|S|1/^
where A is 1*1 dimensional matrix A=A.
4.1.1.3 Entropy
The entropy expression was already derived before (S-14, 
S-13, H-4). Substituting eq.(4-7) into eq.(4-2), we obtain
Expanding the terms under the logarithm results in two inte­
gral terms:
This expression may be rewritten as:
H(X) » -log[(2irsj|)“1/2] / f(x)dx + ̂  J f(x)(x-x)2dx
2sX -
Using the probability constraint (eq.(3—31)) and eq.(4-1.1), 
we obtain
H(X) ■ | log 2v + ̂  log s2 + 1
or
H(X) = \ [log (2ir) + log|s| + 1] (4-12)
4.1.2 Development with one lag serial dependence
The univariate distribution With one lag serial depen­
dence can be used for any first order (Markov dependent) 
hydrologic process (i.e. successive flood peaks in same day 
associated with same rainfall mechanism, successive wet and 
dry periods in longer winter storms).
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4.1.2.1 Derivation of the p.d.f.
The objective is to derive the univariate normal distri­
bution f(X)=f(X|,x2) using POME with the knowledge of two
constraints. These constraints are assumed to be variance azX
and autocovariance of the first lag 7 (1):
ojj = J I (xi~|i)2 f(x1,x2)dx1dx2 (1=1,2) (4-13.1)
+■»
Y(l) ■ / / (Xj-y)(x2-y) ftXj.XgJdXjdXg (4-13.2)
where f(xi»x2) is the joint p.d.f. of two consecutive values 
X! and x 2 in hydrologic process X(t). The joint p.d.f. sat­
isfies all conditions defined in Chapter III. Both v* and 
7 (1) are approximated by their sample values:
s' r  N (*urJ)2 (4-14-1)
. N-l
c(l) = I (xt - x)(xt+1-x) (4-14.2)t=0
where N denotes the number of available observations and
te(O.T). For the same hydrologic process the second order
stationarity is assumed (s* =s2 =sf).X j X 2 X
In order to derive the maximum noncommittal f(xx,x2) with 
respect to eqs.(4-14.1) to (4-14.2), we maximize entropy 
H(Xi ,X2) of the joint distribution (eq.(3-20)) subject to 
eqs. (4-13.1) and (4-13.2) and the probability constraint:
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I I ffXj.x^dXjdXg = 1 (4-15)
mam CO
The p.d.f. has the form:
f<xl-x2> * Z(A1,?...>3)' exp[-»1(xr J)2-A2 (x2-x)2-A3 (x1-x)(x2-x)]i6)
Using eq.(4-15), we obtain the partition function as
ZfA^.Ag.A^) “ 11 C~A.(Xj-x) - AgfXg-x) -A3(Xj—x)(x2-x)] (4-17)
-® dXjQXg
Because of simplicity, we write Xi-x=X| and x*-x=xi, keeping 
in mind that these values are mean corrected. Separating the 
variables of integration,
+“ 2 r*" I”  ^3Z(AltA2,A3) = / -expC-AjXpdXjJ ^ exp -A2(x2 + ̂  Xj)
A 2“  2, _3 
+ 4A2 dx2
Z(AlvA2 fA3) ■ / exp
2
[~xl^l “ 4hZ ]̂dxl [m exp[jA2 x̂2+ 2X1 xl̂ 2̂ ]dxJ
r ^ = ,
yAl-4Af- 1 «l*2-»3
Eq.(4— 18) is valid whenever 4AjXz—X3Z>0, that is for
A2 > 0 and 4AjA2 > Ag2 (4-19)
Further,
logCZfAj.Ag.Ag)] - 1 og(2it) - l/21og DIAjAg-Ag2]
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Using eq.(3-34).
a Z(A«,A2 ,A3) p
 w;A - - sx <4-20-u
8 log ZfAj.A-.A-) 7
 8A^   - -*x (4-20*2)
8 log Z(A.>A9,Ao)
 ax: - -c(l) (4-20.3)
This set of equations yields
. 2Aq 2A.
s . --- 1-- 5 = ----- S —  (4-21.1)
X 4A1A2-A3<: 4AjA2-A3
and
-C(l)  -- -2— 5- (4-21.2)
«1*2-A3
From eqs.(4—21.1) and (4—21.2),
s2
A1 * A2 " 2 * 4 “ 5~ (4-22.1)2 sx4-[c(l)]2
and
A3 " * ~4 P(1)-- 2 (4-22.2)3 S4 ~[c(l)]2
Substituting eqs.(4—22.1) and (4—22.2) into eq.(4— 18), we 
obtain the partition function:
Z(A1,A2,A3) - 2t J sj -Cc(l)]2 (4-23)
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Substituting both the partition function and the Lagrange 
multipliers into eg.(4-16) leads to the p.d.f.:
f(xltx2) -
2ir r &
exp ( - 1 sx[(xr ^ )2 +
c1(xr x)(x2-x)
(4-24)
The expression inside the exponential can be rearranged a s
1
2





1 r  (yx) S2
5 Lsx4 -[c(l
(x?-x )c(l)
5 * — a-------C )] sx4 -[c(l)]
CjtXj-Xj+S^Xg-X)
2 * * c 4 r t. .n2
xr x-j
_X2-X J





Thus, the joint p.d.f. is :
f(X)
2w|Sa|1/2
exp {- \ (X-x)Sa_1(X-x )*}
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(4-25)
where (X-x)=(xi-x,x2-x) is the sample mean corrected vector, 
superscript * the matrix transpose, S a the sample autocovai—  












This expression is valid only if X3 (eq.(4-22.2)) is defined 
with the sign. Eq.(4-25) is equivalent to the bivariate 
normal distribution when the autocovariance matrix S a is 
replaced by the cross-covariance matrix Sc of the same 
dimension, and the mean corrected vector of the univariate 
process (x,x) by the mean corrected vector of the bivariate 
process (x,y).
4.1.2.2 Lagrange multipliers
The determinant of the autocovariance matrix is:
IS.I -  sx4 -  [ c u n 2
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From conditions in ©qs. (4-19) we conclude that
1Sa| > 0 when Aj = A2 (4-27.1)
The autocovariance matrix S a must always be nonsigular, nec­
essary for the existence of the p.d.f. For its real solution 
(eq.(4-18)),
>2 , 2|Sa| = 4Aj - Ag > 0
or
A1 = A2 > 2 for Aj > 0 (4-27.2)
Thus, two principal minors of Sa matrix must be positive. We 
note the important connection between the Lagrange multipli­
ers Ai,A2 »A3 and matrix S"1. Specifically, S~* can be 
rewritten as
-1 2Aj A3 
A3 2A2 (4.28.1)




Eqs. (4-22.1),(4-22.2) and (4-28.2) relate the Lagrange mul­
tipliers of the POME directly to the elements s* and c(1) 
of the autocovariance matrix. For independent hydrologic
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time series or process X(t) there is no transfer of informa­
tion from lag to lag (c(1)=0). From eq.(4-22.2) off-diagonal 
Lagrange multiplier dependent on c(1) is zero. Therefore, 
independent hydrologic process has diagonal A matrix or:
Dependent hydrologic process has two carriers of dependen­
cies: one represented by Lagrange multiplier X t, proportion­
al to the variance and another by X2 proportional to the 
autocovariance of the first lag.
4.1.2.3 Entropy
The entropy of the joint distribution f(xx,x2) is 
(eq.(3-20)):
Substituting the expression for the p.d.f. (eq.(4-24)), and 
writing Xi,x2 for x x-Xi and x2-x2,
H(Xj,x2 ) = - J J f(x1 ,x2 )log[f(x1 ,x2 )]dx1dx2
syH-[c(l)]
1
[sx4 (x2 + x2) - 2c (1)x 1x 2]} dxjdx2 (4-29)
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Multiplying the terms under the brackets, we obtain two 
integrals:
H(x1 ,x2 ) - (log2ir + 5 log|S |).J / ffx.x-Jdx.tbu +  J 9 . / J
L -• 2(sx -[c(l)3 ) —
ftXj.XgJCs^Xj+Xg) - 2c(l)x1x2]dx1dx2
Using the probability constraint (eq.(4-15)) the expression 
simplifies to:
H(Xj ,x 2 ) = log2it + |log|Sa| + 4_Cc(1)-|2jfx* 1 '[ xf-f(Xj.x2)dx1dxz+
2 2 +” “ j+ SX / / XgffXj.XgJdXjdXg - 2c(l) . / J XjXgffXj.x^dXjdXgJ
Using eq.(4-13.1) for i=1 and i=2, and eq.(4-13.2),
H(Xj,x2 ) -  log(2ir) + \ l o g l s j  + ■ ‘ ,  [ 3 ^ ^  -  2 c ( l )  c ( l ) ]
2(sx -LC(l)j )
or
H(xv x2) - log (2tt) + \ log|Sa| + 1 (4.30)
4.1.3 Development with two-laa serial dependence
The univariate distribution with two-lag serial depen­
dence can be used for any second order serially dependent
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hydrologic process (i.e. three peaks of the multiple flood 
event generated by the same rainfall mechanism).
4.1.3.1 Derivation of the p.d.f.
The objective is to derive the univariate normal distri­
bution .by using POME with the knowledge of three con­
straints. These constraints are assumed to be: variance a *, 
autocovariance of the first lag 7(1) and autocovariance of 




In these equations f(xi,x2,x3) is the joint p.d.f. of three 
consecutive values Xi,x2 and x3 in hydrologic process X(t). 
This joint p.d.f. satisfies the conditions specified in the 
univariate derivation. The theoretical definitions of a*,A
7(1) and 7(2) are approximated by their sample values s*,A
c (1) and c (2) as:
s? - i X (xt+r*)2 (1-0.1.2) (4-32.1)t=0
2 —  2ox / / (x^xr f(x1,x2,x3)dx1dx2dx3
(1-1.2.3)
Y(l) - / / / (x1-x)(x1+1-x) f(x1,x2,x3)dx1dx2dx3
(1=1,2)
+°° _ _
Y(2) = J J I (Xj-xHXg-x) f(x1,x2,x3)dx1dx2dx3
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. N-l+i
C«D - ft Z <xt+r*><xt+1+rx) (1s0'l) (4-32.2)t ■" 0
i N-2
c(2)-jjZ (*t-x)(xt+2-x) (4-32.3)t—0
where N and t are defined as before. The second order stati- 
onarity that guarantees the constant variance and covariance 
function is assumed to be valid. To derive the maximum non­
committal p.d.f. f(xi,xz.x3) we maximize the entropy 
H(xi,xz.x3) given as
+*
HJXj.Xg.Xg) = - / / / f(x1 ,x2 ,x3 )log[f(x1 ,x2 ,x3 )]dx1dx2dx3 (4-33)
wOO
subject to eqs.(4-31.1) to (4-31.3) and the probability 
constraint
+“/ / / f(x1 ,x2 ,x3 )dx1dx2dx3 (4-31.4)
Using POME, the p.d.f. is
f(x^,x2 ,x3) ° 2 |jjy exp[—Ax(x^—x) — A2 (x2 —x) —A3 (x3 —x) —A4 (Xj—x)»
.(x2 -x)-A5 (x2 -x)(x3 -x)-Ag (x1-x)(x3 -x)] (4-34)
where A denotes (Xt,...,X6). To simplify notations we write 
xj-x=xi, x2-x=x2 and x 3-x=x3, and use the probability con­
straint (eq.(4-31.4)):
Z(A) - J Ti expC-A1x2-A2 x|-A3 x§-A4 x 1x2 -A5 x2 x3-A6 x1x3 ]dx1dx2dx3
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Separating the variables for integration,
+“
Z(A) = J expf-AjXjJdXj/ expf-A^-J^XjX^dXg /
exPE"*3 x3 _x3 (AgXg+AgXj)]dx3
We solve the third integral by using the formula 3.323-2 
(G—9, p.307):
i/i/ exp[-p2x2 -qx]dx = ~  exp( ^  )4p‘
under condition that p= -s/x7>0 
Thus,
(4-34.1)
Z(») ■ I exp(-AjXj)dXj / _ exp(->2 x|->4 x 1x2 )dx2 exp[J 3 *'RAjXj+XgXj)'
Rearranging the terms under the integral,
Z ( M  - jf r  exp^ijxf. “fx7~^]dx1 r
exp[-x2<v i)-*2(»4- ~fxf)xl3dX2
and using the same formula we solve the second integral,
r ff 2A3A4“A5A6 . 2"1+“ j „ a. n  i ■
'3
_ 2












/ «  2»3-A52
/ exp
(4-34.2)





J exp(-x2a2)dx ■ “_ a




2"3 "5 J 4AjA3(4A2A3-A52)- A62(4A2A3-Agfc)-(2A3A4-AgA6)






where the term under the sqare root must always be positive. 
To simplify it we write
1 0 2
D = 4AjA2A3- A1A52-A2A62-A3A42 + A4A5Ag (4-36)
where D >0 (4-34.3)
Taking the logarithm o£ eg.(4-36), we obtain
logZ(A) = log(2) + |  log(ir) - \  log(D) (4-37)
Using eq.(3-34), we obtain the system of equations
8 . - s 2 (4-38.1)
0A | A
8 = -s 2 (4-38.2)oA2 A
9 1991 ^ 1 = _s 2 (4-38.3)
3 A
9 . -c(l) (4-38.4)0A4
9 til = —c (1) (4-38.5)
9 - -c(2) (4-38.6)
0A6
Substituting eq.(4-37) in the system of eqs.(4-38), we 
explicitly obtain every Lagrange multiplier on the left hand 
side of each equation:
A1 ■ 4 ^ (A42+sX2zD) (4-39.1)
A2 ' 4 ^ < A52+sX22D> (4-39.2)
1 0 3
*3 ' 4^f»62+SX2zl» (4-39.3)
(4-39.4)
(4-39.5)
^6 = " 2?L> ^4^5+ c (2)*2D) (4-39.6)
This nonlinear system of equations is solved numerically by 
the Newton method on computer (Appendix B.1). The results 
are obtained using normally generated data. Solution to the 
system of equations is:
, s,4-Cc<i»z
A1 ■ *3 * 2 * [Ŝ l 
1 sx4-tc(2)]2







[c(l)]2 - c(2) .s„2
r5? (4-40.4)
where |Sa | is the determinant of the autocovariance matrix





Lc(2) c(1) sx2 J
(4-41)
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The determinant is expressed as
lsal - sx6-2 sx2[c(1)]2 + 2[c(1)]2c(2) -sx2[c(2)]2 (4-42)
We substitute eqs.(4-40.1) to (4-40.4) into eq.(4-35) and 
obtain the partition function:
Z(A) = 2(tt)3/2. I  s / - [ c ( l )]2 4 J Sx4 -[c(l) ] 2_2 • |s>|, • <SX Cc(2)3 5 . - j - j -  .
2 . 2  . 4  i- _ / o \ t 2 »  / r « / i  \ - i 2  -  2 , 2 _ i "  1 / 2(c(l)c(2 ) - c(l)sx ) j (sJJ-[c(2 )r). ([c(l)3 -c(2 ).sx )
ig2 ig ig
Simplifying the denominator, collecting the terms with the 
same power and arranging we obtain:
Z(X) . (2ir|S |)3/? { Sx12+Sx4 (2Cc(1)]2 +[c(2)32 )2 + 4[C(1)]4 CC(2)]2-2S)(8
(2Cc(l)]2 + [C(2)]2) + 4[C(1)]2C(2)SX6-4[C(1)]2C(2)(2[C(1)]2 




{sx6-sx2[2(c(l))z + (c(2))z] + 2[ c(l)]2 c(2)J'
From eq.(4-42), the denominator is |Sa |. Thus,
Z(A) = (2ir)3/2|Sa |1/2 (4-43)
Substituting eqs.(4-40.1) to (4-40.4) and eq.(4-43) into 
eq.(4-34), we obtain the p.d.f.:
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f(xltx2,x3) = j 1/2 exP ( ” |  Cx1-x,x2 -x,x3 -x]Sa _1 Xj-X
x2-x
^ 3-x.
f(X) * 3/21 11/2 ®XP { _ 2 (x“P)Sa }(2ir) | Sa |
(4-44)
where X=(xi ,x2 ,x3), X-/i=(Xi-x,x2-x,X3-x) is the mean coi—
rected vector of X, and S:1 is the inverse of the autocovai—  
iance matrix Sa‘ (eq.(4-41)) given as
-1a




sx4 -(c(2 ) ) 2
,2 . 2.(c(l)) -sx c(2 ) c(l)c(2 )-c(l)sx
L“ ls?-------------------------
^  . 
c(l)c(2 )-c(l)sx‘
n g
Sx4 -(c(l) ) 2
(4-45.1)
4.1.3.2 Lagrange multipliers
We emphasize the important connection between Lagrange 
multipliers and the inverse matrix S’1 given by eq.(4-45.1). 
This inverse matrix can be rewritten as




J6 1  
2̂ | _
| (4-45.2)







While deriving the p.d.f., it was noticed that the existence 
of the solution was possible only under conditions specified 
in eqs. (4-34.1), (4-34.2) and (4-34.3). Rewriting these
conditions,
On examining eq.(4-46) and S~1 matrix given by eq.(4-45.2), 
we conclude that all principal minors of S"1 must be posi­
tive.
The matrix of Lagrange multipliers A is important in 
determining the dependence structure of the hydrologic pro­
cess X(t). From eqs.(4-40.1), (4-40.2) and (4-45.3) we con­
clude that there are four Lagrange multipliers responsible 
for carrying information in hydrologic process: two (Xj and
Xz) are dependent only on the variance, the third one (X3) 
on the first lag autocovariance c(1), and the fourth one 
(A*) on the second-lag autocovariance c(2). For independent 
hydrologic process, A matrix is diagonal or





and for the second lag dependency
4.1.3.3 Entropy
Entropy of the joint distribution f(xx,x2,x3) is 
(eq.(4-33)):
+“
H(x1,x2,x3) = - J / / f(x1,x2,x3)1og[f(x1,x2,x3)]dx1dx2dx3 
The p.d.f. (eq.(4-44)) is rewritten as
[ (sx 4 -<c(l))2 )x 2+x32)
wf <x l'*2-*3> ' ^ 3 / 2 | s # |l/2 CXP 
(SX4 -(c(2))^x22 (c(1)c(2)-c(1)sx2)(x1x2+x2x3) [(c(1))2-c(2)sx2]XjX,
fs:w w
where we denote x x and x2 for x x-x and x2-x. We substitute 
this equation into eq.(4-33),
+“
H(x^»x2x3) = ~ j I ! f(Xj,x2»x3) lo g [(2 it ) '3 /2 |Sa |* 1/2^]
- 2 l i l C sX4- (e(l))2(*i2+*32) + (sx4-(c (2))2x22+2(c (1)c (2)
c (1>sx2 )(x 1x 2+x 2x 3)+2x 1x3.((c (1))2-c (2)sx2)] dxjdx2dx3
This expression can be rewritten as the sum of four inte­
grals
r- luge* + | iog|S>a|JAj+ jp
where
H(xr x2 ,x3) - (| og2ir \ l |S ) 1 |js7 [A2+A3+A4+A5] (4-48)
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+•
Aj * J J / f(x1,x2,x3)dx1dx2dx3
*2 = [sx4- (C(l))2][/ IJ f(x1,x2,x3)x12dx1dx2dx3 + J*j / X32dXjdX2dX
*3 ° C'x4- (c(2))2][^/ / / f(Xj.x2,x3)x22dx1dx2dx3~J
A4’2Cc(l)c{2)-c(l)sx2]|j / / f(xl,x2,x3)xlx2dx1dx2dx3+/ I I f(x1,x2,x3) 
•x2x3dxjdx2dx3]]
-|-«W
A5= 2[(c(1 ))2-c(2)sx2] / I J f(x1,x2,x3)x1x3dx1dx2dx3
Using eqs.(4-31.1) (for i=1,2,3), (4-31.2) (for i=1,2),






Inserting Ai to AB back into eq.(4-48) and substituting
eq.(4-42) for |Sa|,
H(Xj,x2,x3) *s  ̂log2ir + ̂  log | |  +
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s2
»X [sX4~<c <1» 2>  T  [Sx4 -(c(2))2 ]t2c(l)[c(l)c(2)-c(l)sx2] 
sx6 -2 sxZ (c(1))2+2 (c(1 ))2 c(2 )-sx2 (c(2 ) ) 2
+c(2 )[(c(1 ))2 -c(2 )sx2]
Multiplying the term in the ratio numerator and simplifying,
- , , , |[sx6 -2 s 2 (c(l))2-s 2 (c(2 ))2 +2 (c(1 ))2 c(2 )]H(x.,x2 ,x,) - xlog2v+xlog S h s =---- =— x---- 5- - - - - - - 5- - - -
1 2 3 2 2 a s„ -2s„ (c(l)) -s„ (c(2)) +2(c(l)) c(2)
The final expression for the entropy of the joint distribu­
tion is:
H(xlfx2,x3) = | [log2n+l] + | log|Sa| (4-49)
4.1.4 Extension to multi-lag serial dependence
We can extend development of the univariate p.d.f. to 
the case where the values of the hydrologic process 
X(t)={x(t),te(0,T),m<T} are dependent until m-th lag. From 
three previous cases, the resulting univariate p.d.f.'s have 
the form of the multivariate p.d.f. with the following 
changes:
• The autocovariance matrix (S0) in the univariate p.d.f. 
replaces the cross-covariance matrix (Sc) in the multi­
variate counterpart,
• The number of values xeX(t) serially correlated in the 
univariate p.d.f. replaces the number of multivariables 
X in the multivariable counterpart.
1 10
The univariate distribution with the multi-lag serial 
dependency can be used for any hydrologic process with 
strong serial dependency (i.e. P.D.S. with very low cutoff 
level examining multiple flood event, hourly rainfall at one 
station, etc.).
To derive the p.d.f. by using POME we must include all 
possible dependencies among values X(t) until m-th lag. For 
the development with no dependencies one constraint was 
found to be sufficient. It specified variance, the statistic 
associated only with the 0-th lag. For the case with one- 
lag serial dependence, two constraints - variance and auto­
covariance for the first lag - were sufficient. However, 
three Lagrange multipliers were necessary for specification 
of the autocorrelation matrix. For two-lag serial depen­
dence, three constraints and six Lagrange multipliers were 
necessary. For m-th lag serial dependence, the autocorrela­
tion matrix Sa is of (m+1)•(m+1) dimensions. The number of 
constraints for POME is m+1; specifically these constraints 
are:cr* ,7( 1) »• • • ,7(m). The number of Lagrange multipliers isA
equal to the number of elements on and below the main diago­




wher© s*,c(1),...,c(in) are sample approximations to/V
ffyfYtl/,..., 7(m). The inverse of the autocorrelation matrixA
is:
-1 bi.
 b j • •
bj
m+1









The A determines dependence structure of the hydrologic pro­
cess of m-th order. For example, in independent hydrologic 
process, all off-diagonal elements in A matrix are zeroes. 
For that case, eq.(4-51) can be rewritten as
m+1 (4-52)
The necessary existence of both partition function ZCX) and 
p.d.f. is assured if all principal minors of S ; 1 are posi­
tive. For the independent process this means that all
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Lagrange multipliers must be positive. The partition func­
tion is:
where X=(x0 »...»xro) is the vector including serially depen­
dent elements of the hydrological process, and X~m= 
(xo-x,..•»xm-x) is the mean correction of the vector X.
Concurrent with this discussion, the formula for the 
entropy of the univariate hydrologic process is developed 
a s :
• For O-th lag dependency:
H (X ) = (1 /2)log|SB| + (1/2) [log(27r) + 1 ] , where S a=s*;A
• For 1-st lag dependency:
H(X)=(1/2)log| S a | + (2/2)[log(2ir)+1], where S. is given by 
eq.(4-26);
• For 2-nd lag dependency:
H(X) = ( 1/2)log|Sa| + (3/2) [log(2ir) + 1 ] , where S. is given by 
eq.(4-41).
• For m-th lag dependency:
m+1
Z(M = (ZlT) 2 |sa|1/2 (4-53)
and the p.d.f. is
(4-54)
H(X) = | 1 °91Sa| + [log(2iT)+l] (4-55)
where S * is given by eq.(4-50).
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Eq.(4-55) is equivalent to the entropy of the multivari­
ate normal distribution (H-4) when S a is substituted by S c 
and m serially correlated values x (i=1,...,m) by M hydrolo­
gic multivariables.
4.2 Bivairiate normal distribution
Let Xi and X z be two r.v.'s of the hydrologic stationary 
process X(t). Specifically, the multivariables are: 
X»={xi(t),te(0,T)} and Xz={xz(t ),te(0,T)}. To simplify nota­
tions ue call the first r.v. X and the second Y (i.e. 
XeX(t), YeY(t)). For example, if X(t) is flood process, then 
X may be the series of flood peaks and Y the series of flood 
volumes. From population X and Y we have some representa­
tive sample measurements of both X and Y. In developing the 
bivariate p.d.f. by POME we use the results and conclusions 
from the univariate analysis. Two main cases are distin­
guished :
• Multivariables are serially independent (0-th lag depen­
dence) and cross-correlated only at 0-th lag, and
• Multivariables are serially dependent (m-th lag depen­
dence) and cross-correlated until m-th lag.
4.2.1 Development with no serial dependence
Bivariate distribution with no serial dependence can be 
used for any two hydrological processes strongly associated
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at the same lag (i.e. rainfall and runoff characteristics
of the same storm event, runoff and snowmelt in the same 
season, etc.).
The objective is to derive the bivariate normal distribu­
tion with two multivariables dependent only at O-th lag and 
no serial dependency. The matrix that adequately expresses 
these characteristics is the cross-covariance matrix 2 C of 
2-2 dimension:
where 7i2(0) is covariance of X and Y. In examining the 
multivariable X in the univariate normal distribution, 
appropriate forms were obtained only after specification of 




the same way, we may suspect the following constraints nec­
essary for derivation of the p.d.f.:
= °X2 = M  (x-y1)2f(x,y)dxdy
b OO
(4-57.1)
°2 = °y2 ° it (y-v2)2f(x*y)dxc|y
mm CO
(4-57.2)
Y12(°) = Yx y(0) = / / (x-VjMy-lijJffx.yJdxdy (4-57.3)
where f(x,y) is the bivariate joint density of r.v.'s X and 
Y, and fit and /x2 are theoretical means of X and Y. The sta-
tistics a*, a* an(j 7 ,z(0 ) are approximated by their sample 
A I
values:
sl2 * SX2 * H | (xt_**2 (4-58.1)
s22 = SY2 ' S | „ (J't’i'*2 (4-58.2)
1 N -c12 = cov(x.y) = jj I (xt-x)(yt-y) (4-58.3)
t “ 0
where x and y are sample means. Thus, if S c is the sample
approximation to 2 C, then the number of the Lagrange multi­
pliers should also be three (since S c is symmetric and the
number of elements on and below the main diagonal is 3).
According to POME, the p.d.f. has the form :
f(x,y) = expljA^x-^^ty-yJ^AgCx-xXy-y)!] (4-59)
This expression is equivalent to eq.(4-16) except for dif­
ferent means. We write x for x-x and y for y-y in
eq.<4-59). The partition function has the same form as in 
eq.< 4— 17):
H\vh2,h3) = / J expt-AjX^A^-AgXyJdxdy
whose solution is
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logZ(A1,A2 ,A3) = log(2ir) - \ log 
Using eq.(3-34) we obtain:
a p o g z ^ . y ]  _ _ 2
oAj 1
BC 1ogZ(A1 . A 2 .A3 ) ]  2dh2 " ” s2 (4-61.2)
9[logZ(A.,A»,Ao)]
------------------------------■ -  ci2 <4-61-3>
This set of equations yields:
2A2 _ ^  . . 2  (4-62.1)
2 1 4AxA2-A^
2A1 = s^2 (4-62.2)2 “  2 4AiA2-A3Z
— — — sr = -c12 (4-62-3)
4* l V V
Solution to the system of eqs.(4-62) is: 
s 2
t ,  ,--  (4-63.1)
1 2(Sj2s22-c 122 )
s 2*2 - / ,  —  (4-63.2)
2
The common expression in the denominator of eqs.(4—63.1) 
to (4-63.3) is the determinant of the variance-covariance 









Z(A1,A2,A3) - 2tt|Sc|1/2 (4-64.4)
where S " 1 is the inverse of S c matrix (eq.(4-56)): 




t 2t 2 p 
1 2 "12
 fl2__ al
' 2e 2 „ 2 e 2C 2 _ 2 
S1 2 "12 S1 2 12
2. 2> ‘
2 (4-65)
The Lagrange multipliers continue to form the same pattern 
as in the univariate analysis. Thus, using eqs.(4-64.1) to 
(4-64.3) and eq.(4-65) we obtain
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The necessary condition for partition function Z(X) and 
p.d.f. is the positiveness of the principal minors of S " 1 
matrix:
A2 > 0 
4A1A2 " A32 > 0 (4-66)
Substituting the partition function and Lagrange multipliers 
(eqs.(4-64.1) to (4-64.4)) into eq. (4-59), we obtain the 
final expression for the p.d.f.:
f(x,y)
2*|SC|
l . . J -Cs22(x-x)2+si2(y-y)2-2ci2(x-x)(y-y)D 
172 exp 1 2|sc| >(4-67.1)
This bivariate p.d.f. is often expressed as a function of 
the correlation coefficient r iz= c lz/(.Si*s2). Inserting 
Ciz=riZ -Si-s2 into eq.(4-67.1), we obtain
1 (x-x)2 (y-y)2 2c 12(x-x )(y-y)~
*12
(4-67.2)
The bivariate p.d.f. can also be written in the matrix- 
vector form a s :
f(X) 1Z(A) exp { - |(X-y ) Sc"1(X-n)*J (4-67.3)
or
f(X) • jfjy exp [ - (X-p)A(X-p)*} (4-67.4)
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where X=(x,y) is the row vector of hydrologic r.v.'s X and
matrix of the Lagrange multipliers, Z O O  is the partition 
function defined by eq.(4-64.4). For independent random mul­
ti variables X and Y, S c , S~* and A are diagonal matrices, 
and riz in eq.(4-67.2) is zero. For that case,
The entropy of two multivariables X and Y is equivalent 
to the entropy of eq.(4-30) with S a replaced by S c, or to 
the entropy of eq.(4—55) with m=1.
4.2.2 Development with serial dependence and 
cross-correlation
We study the bivariate normal distribution with dependent 
multivariables, each serially dependent (for example the 
multivariables may be a long storm event and a multiple 
flood event). First we examine the case when the order of 
the multivariables and serial dependency is 1. The matrix 
that includes these dependencies is:
Y, X~n=(x-x,y-y) the mean correction of the X, A is the
f(x,y) = f(x)*f(y)
Z( A) = 27TSi • s 2
and
A1 > 0 (1=1,2) (4-68)
(4-69)
1 2 0
where 2ii and S 22 are autocovariance matrices of variables X 
and Y, while Si 2 and 2 Z i are cross-covariance matrices 
including dependencies of zero and first order:
where 7ij(k) are cross-covariances of order k=0 or 1 
(i=1,2). Sample approximations to these matrices are S t2 
and S 2i matrices with elements c 4 j(k). Using the property 
Ciz (k) = c2 i(-k), we can rewrite eq.(4-70.1) as
where * denotes the matrix transpose. Inserting eq.(4-70.2) 
in eq.(4-69) we obtain the symmetric Toeplitz matrix:
This definition of 2  and S includes an expansion of subma­
trix elements according to the r.v.'s X and Y (e.g. i is
for X, S 22 is for Y). However, submatrices may also be
expanded according to the lags (e.g. 2 it and S 22 for 0-th
lag, S i2 and S 2i for 1-st lag). For that case,
y12(0) 
Ei2 " Ly12(i)
y12( - D  y21(o) y21( - D
y12C0) J ’ 2̂1 ■ Ly21(1) y21(0) _
(4-70.2)
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4 c12(0) ^ ( 1) c12d r
c12(0) -2* c2l(l) c2(l)
s = <^(1) c21(1) h 2 ci2(°)
(4-71.2)
_c12(D c2(l) cl2(°) =22 J
We note that det[S(eq.(4-71.1))] =det[S(eq.<4-71.2))].
The bivariate distribution corresponding to the S matrix 
would include dependencies among (xi,xz)£X(t) and 
(yi,y2)eY(t). The number of constraints for POME is equal to 
the number of different elements in S matrix:
°X = °1» °Y = °2* YX(1) = Yl(1) ,YY(1) = Y2(1)’ cov(x’y> 
* Y1 2 ^ * yx y ^  ~  Y1 2 ^ * YY X ^  ~  Y21 ̂
These constraints are replaced by their sample values:
s? = h I (xt-x)21 N t=0 z ■
4  - J 1 0 (v*)2t=U
N-l
Cl(1) * N (V*) ‘Vi"*)
C2(1) ‘ N
C12(0> * N (*t-*)(»t-1,>









c21{1) 8 N tn0 (yt"y)(xt+l"x) (4-72.7)
Since S matrix is symmetric, the number of Lagrange multi­
pliers necessary for POME is equal to the number of elements 
under and on the main matrix diagonal: ten. Therefore, the
p.d.f. has the form:
f " 2(A) exPl>Vi _^2X2 ”A3yl ”A4y2 “^5xlx2_A6x2yl
"A7yly2”A8xlyr A9x2y2-A10xly23 (4"73)
where x lPx2,yi and y 2 are each corrected by the means x and 
y. Using the probability constraint,
+•
/ / / / f(x1,x2,y1,y2)dx1dx2dy1dy2 - 1 (4-74)
we solve for the partition function
+“ p +“ p +® ,
Z(A) = / expC-AjXj ]dxx J exp[-A2x2 -AgXjX^dXg J expt-Agyj -yj 
(A6x2+A8xl)]dyl 1 m exPC-V22_y2(A7yl+A9x2+A10Xl)]dy2 (4_75)
This integral is solved by successive use of the formula 
3.323-2 (G-9, p.307)
/ ^ exp[-p2x2 ± qx)dx = ̂  exp
4p
under the condition that p>0. The complete derivation of the 
partition function and Lagrange multipliers is given in the
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Appendix A. We rewrite the final expressions where each A is 
expressed explicitly:
»   2   2  (4-76.1)
s222D + Ag2 a2»10 A5A9»10
>4 A4
a92






A2 « -------  2---- 5--- 2---  (4-76.2)
A , --------------- *-- x 9.-*---  (4-76.3)
. .  A10Z 
4A1 ■ v
A 2 - 1 (  ^ 2A92 ^ l O 2 A52a72 , , , 2 f .
4 2Ds22 \ 4 4 4 + 2 3 10 + (4-76.4)
+ aia3a92 + h h h 2 + — Y 10 +
- A2A7AgA10 - AjAgAyAg- AgAgAgA^ + 5 62? 10
r m  -n i i , A7A8A9 A3A9A10 . A6A7A10cx(i) zd-a6a8 + -gjj- + 2A
* 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * , 2-- 4- - - - - - - * -  (4-76.5)
A7
”2A3 + 2A^
e r n  -n jl \ . A8 V lO  A1A7A9 A5A7A10C12(l) ZD-AgAg + -2̂ ;-------^   + — 2X7“
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4 4 4A = ------------------------------- 5----------   2----------- 2__ (4-76.6)
A10
-“ l + 2^
. ™  . hh h9 hhho hhh  V 6 * io
2 20 + T5T------ r,----- r ~  + - n rA  :---------- 4------- J ------- 4----------4_ (4.76.7,
V  - V 2
2*4 ^4
*6*9*10 *5*7*9 *2*7*10 __  — —  —  '
95
» C12(0> 20 ~ * ~*h~  * 2*4 ~ *4 (4.76.6,
8 ------------------------- V
" 2A2 + 2A4
_ . A6A8A10 . A5A7A8 A1A6A7 A3A5A10ci2(°) 2D + -gr—  + - g r ------1 7  - a7“
A ---------  1 — ------ 4-----_ J  4__ (4.76#g)
A8 2A1A3
2A4 A4
r m  -n . ■ V 8 A9 A2A7A8 A3A5A9 . A5A6A7 C12(1)2D + r ------ a 7 + - 2 a T
»10--------------- j t p — ---------------- 4 _  (4-76.10)
a 4 ‘ a4
where D i s  g iv e n  a s :
A 2X 2 A 2A 2 A 2A 2 9 9 9 p Aq p «a (* 7
D -  4* i *2A3 ~ A2A8 ’  A1A6 “ A3A5 4 A5A6A8 4 4*4 4 4*4 4 4A^
2 2 2 
A2A3A10 A5A6A7A10 A1A3A9 A1A2A7 _ A6A8A9A10 _ A5A7A8A9
A4 2A4 A4 A4 2A4 2A4
A2A7AflA10 AjA6A7A9 A3AgA9A10......................................................
A4 ~ ~     (4-76.11)
This system of equations is solved by the Newton method 
for the nonlinear system. For that purpose we use the nor—  
mally generated data for two populations X and Y. The ini­
tial approximations of the solutions must be close to the 
real solution (Appendix B.2 - computer program). The result 
is presented as the matrix of Lagrange multipliers.
covariance defined by eqs.(4-70.1) and (4-71.1). The parti­
tion function (eq.(A-3)) can be written as
which was shown (computer program in Appendix B.2) to be 
equivalent to:
(4-77)
where A n . A i 2 ,AZi and Azz are submatrices satisfying:




where Sii,Sij,(i=1,2 ) are autocovariance and cross-
Z (A) = 2tt2D_1/2
Z(A) - (2tt)2. |S|1/2 (4-78)
The p.d.f.(eq.(4-73)) can be written as
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where X=(xj-x,x2-x) and Y=(yi~y,y2-y). We can also write the 
p.d.f. more generally as
f(X,Y)« exp C-(X,Y) A (X,Y)*] (4-79.2)
where A is defined in eq.(4-77). In derivation of eqs.(4-78) 
and (4-79) the necessary condition for the existence of the 
solution is the positiveness of all principal minors of S 
matrix. The S~ 1 matrix can be expressed in terms of the 






In this derivation the number of variables analyzed is 2 
(M=2) and the order of the serial dependency is 1 (m=1). 
Eqs.(4-78) and (4-79.2) can be rewritten more generally as:
Z(A) . (2tt) 2 |S|1/2
1 /Vf(X) » jjK) exp[- i (x'p)s (x_p) ]
(4-81)
(4-82)
where X-M=(xi~x,x2-x,y2-y,y2-y). If we use the covariance 
matrix S in eq.(4-71.2), we obtain the same p.d.f. (as in 
eq.(4-82)) by different arrangement of the terms inside the 
mean corrected vector. Specifically, 
X-/u=(Xi-x,y1-y,x2-x,y2-y) 
while determinants of S matrices are the same.
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Therefore, the entropy of bivariate distribution with 2 mul­
tivariables and the first order serial dependency is equal 
to the entropy of 2 (1+1) variables. Using eq.(4-55), and 
letting M=2 and m= 1,
H (X) = \ 1 og ISI + 2[log(2ir) + 1)] (4-83)
4.3 Extension to multivariate normal distribution
From univariate and bivariate analyses we can develop a 
general pattern of building a multivariate normal distribu­
tion using POME.
Let Xt,XZ,...,Xpj be hydrologic random multivariables of the 
stationary process X(t). If X(t) is the flood process, then 
X i,...,X|()|i are multivariables describing the properties of 
that process.
4.3.1 Multivariate distribution with no serial dependency
This distribution can be applied to strongly independent 
flood or rainfall process (for example peaks, volumes, dura­
tions and time to peak of an extreme flood depend one on the 
other, but are independent from other extreme floods).
As discussed in Section 4.1.4 the development of this 
distribution is analogous to the univariate distribution 
when:
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• The number of lags (m+1) is replaced by the number of
multivariables (M).
• The autocovariance matrix S a is replaced by the cross­
covariance matrix Sc of O-th lag cross-covariances or
covariances between the variables.
• The number of Lagrange multipliers for POME is equal to
the number of elements on and below the main diagonal of
the Se matrix given as
where c 4j=cov(Xi,Xj) (i,j= 1,...,M)
• The existence of both the partition function Z(A) and 
p.d.f. f(x) . requires all principal minors of S c to be 
positive.
The partition function for POME is given as:
where 1 is the inverse of Sc matrix (eq.(4-84)) and X-fj. is 
the mean correction of the vector X = (Xi,... .xM>.
s. =c
(4-84)
Z(«) - (Zir)M/2.|Sc|1/2 (4-85)
and the p.d.f. as
(4-86)
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Each Lagrange multiplier in A matrix corresponds to the 
appropriate element in S ~ 1 matrix. Specifically,
The number of Lagrange multipliers determines the order of 
dependencies between multivariables of the hydrologic pro-
4.3.2 Multivariate distribution with multi-serial dependency
This distribution can be applied to the multiple flood 
event, where we measure more flood characteristics (i.e. 
peaks, volumes, durations of the floods with very small
This analysis extends the results of Section 4.2.2. Since 
it is too complex to use individual Lagrange multipliers 
with POME, we express everything in matrix terms. Let the 
total number of hydrologic r.v.'s be M and the order of 
serial dependency m. The sample matrix that includes all 
possible dependencies is the matrix of all sample autocovai 
iance and cross-covariance matrices:
cess X.(t). The entropy of X x,X2 ,...,X^ variables is:
H(X) = \ log|Sc| + | [log(2ir)+l] (4-88)
interarrival times are all both serial and variable corre­
lated) .
S11 • • • s1M
S = (4-89)
-Ml * ’' SMM-I
where Sn(i=l,...,M) are autocovariance matrices of 
(m+1)-(m+1) dimensions, and Sij(i,j=1,...,M;i*j) are cross­
covariance matrices of (m+1)"(m+1) dimensions:
• • • •
(4-90)
# • o •
Thus, S matrix is of [M*(m+1)][M-(m+1)] dimensions. It is 
known that the matrix of Lagrange multipliers will be pro­
portional to S -1. General formulas for the partition func­
tion Z(A) and f(X) are already expressed by egs.(4-81) and 
(4-82) with X-/u=(Xi-Xi ,X2-x2,. . . ,XM-xM) as the mean correct­
ed vector. The entropy of the multivariate normal distribu­
tion with m-th order serial dependency is given as:
In the bivariate analysis Aij submatrices are expressed 
as a function of Sij and SiJ submatrices. In application, 
this is not necessary. It is sufficient to know that ele­
ments XijeA have the relationship expressed by eg.(4-87), 
where Sc 1 is replaced by S -1. All computations, as in the 
whole multivariate analysis, are performed by matrices, and 
not by elements.
H(X) - | 1 og|S| + [log2TT + 1] (4-91)
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4.4 Application
Let us Illustrate the use of the derived normal distribu­
tions in hydrologic frequency analysis. We emphasize the 
importance of the structure of 2 and A matrices and entropy 
HCX). We use univariate normal distribution for fitting 
flood peaks, volumes and durations of the partial duration 
series (P.D.S.), bivariate distribution for studying depen­
dencies inside the same flood event and among different 
events, and multivariate normal distribution for examining 
space-time dependencies of rainfall networks.
4.4.1 Univariate analysis
Available data is mean daily discharges (ft3/sec) meas­
ured for a 30- year period (1956-1985) by the United States 
Geological Survey for Paw-Paw Bayou and Spring Creek in 
Louisiana. The flood analysis is done by the partial dura­
tion series (P.D.S.) for various cutoff levels. We study 
three flood characteristics: peak, volume and duration.
None of the empirically fitted frequency distributions are 
normal for any of the cutoff levels: 50 ft3/sec, 100
ft3/sec, 250 ft3/sec, 350 ft3/sec and 500 ft3/sec. For exam­
ple, histograms for 350 ft3/sec cutoff level for Paw-Paw 
Bayou are presented in figures 4-1 to 4—3. Flood peaks, 
volumes and durations are transformed by the Box-Cox method 
for all cases (e.g. B-17, J-1) except the flood durations at
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Paw-Paw Bayou, transformed by the log-normal 3-parameter 
distribution. The results for both streamflows are shown in 
Table 4-1. Transformation is different for each cutoff lev­
el. Skewness and kurtosis of the transformed distribution 
approach those of the standard normal distribution (0 and 3, 
respectively)(Tables 4-2). While the kurtosis fluctuates 
below the value of 3.0 for all levels with no distinguisha­
ble pattern, the skewness approaches zero with increase in 
the cutoff level. For Paw-Paw Bayou the kurtosis closest to 
the normal one is achieved for 250 ft3/sec cutoff level for 
all flood variables. For the Spring Creek this occurs for 
100 ft3/sec cutoff level.
The normality hypothesis is tested by the Kolmogorov D sta­
tistic (e.g. L-9, p.487). If computed D statistic is
smaller than the critical D c value known for N flood values, 
then the normality hypothesis is accepted, or transformed 
data are fitted to the normal distribution within some con­
fidence limits. For 95% confidence limits, the P-value for 
the acceptance test must be greater than .05. However, Kol­
mogorov D statistic (except for rejecting and accepting noi 
mality) does not give comparative evaluation of the fit at 
different cutoff levels. For that purpose we compute root 
mean squared error (RMSE) and bias between c.d.f.'s of the 
fitted distributions and the data. We also compute the 
entropies of the observed and fitted distributions for each 
cutoff level and examine the level and the degree of serial
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dependency at which the entropy of the fitted distribution 
(computed entropy) is the closest to the observed distribu­
tion (entropy of the data).
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, its critical value (Dc), 
RMSE and bias are presented in Table 4-3. RMSE and bias are 
computed from:
where MSE is the mean squared error, Q 0 observed value of 
the distribution (i.e. c.d.f. of the frequency distribu­
tion), Q c computed distribution (i.e. c.d.f. computed), 
var(Qc) the variance of the estimator (i.e. of the computed 
c.d.f) and N is the number of flood values at a particular 
cutoff level. From Table 4-3 we conclude that all trans­
formed flood peaks and volumes satisfy normality hypothesis 
at 95% confidence level, except for the flood volume at 
Spring Creek for 50 ft3/sec. However, the normality 
hypothesis is accepted at 90% confidence level. For that
D=.0823 < Dc = .0755 
Transformed flood duration does not satisfy normality 
hypothesis (either for Box—Cox (Spring Creek) or log-normal 
3 transformation (Paw—Paw Bayou)).
(4-92.1)





Cumulative distribution functions (c.d.f.'s) of the 
transformed peaks and volumes for the 250 and 350 ft3/sec 
cutoff levels for both streamflows are plotted versus 
observed c.d.f.'s in figures 4-4 to 4-11. Using the c.d.f. 
plots for these and other cutoff levels we compute RMSE and 
bias for all three flood variables. From Table 4-3 we note 
that RMSE and bias are the lowest for 350 ft3/sec level for 
flood peaks, and for 50 ft3/sec for flood volumes for Paw- 
Paw Bayou. For the Spring Creek, the lowest RMSE and bias 
are for 100 ft3/sec for flood peaks, and 100 and 350 ft3/sec 
for flood volumes. Thus, at these levels we may suspect the 
fit of the transformed values to the original data to be the
best. To confirm, we compute the entropy of the data (fre­
quency distribution), using:
N
H(f.) - - I filogfi (4-93)
1 1=1 1 1
and also the univariate entropy distribution with zeroth, 
first and second lag serial dependency (using 
eqs.(4-12),(4-30) and (4-49)). The best fit to the H(fi) is 
achieved by eq.(4-30) in most cases, except for the flood 
peak at 500 ft3/sec cutoff level at Paw-Paw Bayou that need­
ed second lag serial dependency (Table 4-4). For 50 and 350 
ft3/sec cutoff level for Paw-Paw Bayou the entropy fit is 
the closest for both flood peaks and volumes. The same holds
for 50 ft3/sec level (flood peak) and 100 ft32sec level
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(flood volume) for the Spring Creek. These statements sup­
port the conclusions reached by using the RMSE and bias cri­
teria .
4.4.2 Bivariate analysis
Let us examine dependency between two flood characteris­
tics or multivariables, e.g. X and Y, X and Z, Y and Z, as 
well as their serial dependencies. We need the bivariate 
distribution, expressed by eqs. (4-67.3) and (4-82), covai—  
iance matrices expressed by eqs. (4-56) and (4-71.1), and 
entropy expressed by eq.(4-83).
This analysis is motivated by practical use of derived 
entropy and distributions. We ask two questions:
• How to examine dependency among two hydrological multi­
variables?
• At which cutoff level is the distribution fit the best 
or closest to the empirical frequency distribution?
To answer any of these questions we must first compute 
marginal, joint and conditional entropies.
The marginal entropies are computed using eq.(4-55) rewrit­
ten a s :
H(X1) = A log|Sa1| + ̂  (log 2« + 1) 1-1.2.3 (4-94.1)
where Xi=X,Xz=Y, X 3=Z,S«i=S1 x , S.z^zz. S«3=S33.
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To examine dependencies among X, Y and Z during the same 
flood event, we let number of lags be zero (m=0). To examine 
dependencies among X,Y and Z of nearest flood events (e.g. 
flood event i and flood event i-1), we let number of lags be 
one (m=1). This is equivalent to analyzing the entropies: 
H(xt) and H(xi,x2).
The joint entropies are computed using eq. (4-91) with M=2
and m=0,1. For example, for X and Y multivariables,
H(X,Y) - \ log |Scf + (m+l)(log2ir+l) (4-94.2)
Note that for m=1, we study dependencies among values of the 
associated pair ((xi,yi),(x2 ,yz)) or ((xi,x2),(yx,y2)). This 
space (X-Y)- time (X-X) interchange is possible because of 
the equivalent p.d.f.'s in both cases (see discussion after 
eq.(4-82)).
The conditional entropies are computed using general formu­
las from Chapter III. For example, substituting Xi=X and
X 2=Y into eq.(3-10.2) we obtain:
H(X | Y) = H(X, Y) - H(Y) (4-95.1)
for multivariables X and Y. For m=0, this yields
H(x1|y1) = H(Xn ,yi )-H(yi ) (4-95.2)
and for m= 1,
H((x1,x2 )|(yi,y2))=H((xi,x2),(yi,y2 ))-H(yi,y2) (4-95.3)
For Paw-Paw Bayou and Spring Creek and for different cutoff 
levels, marginal, joint and conditional entropies are com­
puted using eqs.(4-93) and (4-94). The results are presented 
in Tables 4-5 and 4-8.
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Now we can answer the above two questions. Specifically, 
we examine dependencies among flood peaks and volumes (X and
Y), peaks and durations (X and Z) and volumes and durations 
(Y and Z).
To answer the first question we examine both serial (or 
time) and space dependencies. For the serial dependencies we 
compute the conditional entropies for the same mutivariable. 
For example, for the multivariable X,
H(Xi |X2) = H(X!,X2) - H(X2)
To obtain the particular value of conditional entropy, we 
subtract the marginal entropy H(X2) located in the first row 
(m=0) of each cutoff level from the joint entropy H(Xj ,X2) 
in the second row (m=1) and obtain Tables 4-6 and 4-9. From 
these tables we conclude that the contribution of the previ­
ous flood characteristic (xt-i,yt-i» z t-i) to the contempo­
rary flood characteristics (xt,yt,zt) decreases as the 
cutoff level rises. For example, from Table 4-6 we see that 
decrease in the entropy exists for the peak, volume and 
duration at the lower cutoff level at first and second deci­
mal. At the highest cutoff level, entropy decrease is almost 
negligible, since it occurs only at the fourth decimal. 
Thus we conclude that the first lag dependency exists in all 
flood characteristics at lower cutoff levels, but it dimin­
ishes at the higher ones, i.e. at 500 ft3/sec cutoff level 
successive flood peaks and volumes are independent for both 
streamflows.
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Similarly, we examine dependencies among multivariables by 
using eqs. (4-94.2) or (4-94.3). For example, by using 
eq.(4-94.2) (O-th lag), we construct Tables 4-7 and 4-11. By 
examining these tables, we conclude that the greatest reduc­
tion in uncertainty occurs in flood peaks when volumes are 
known: reduction from H(X) to H(X|Y) is over 50%. By know­
ing flood durations only, the reduction from H(X) to H(X|Z) 
is 20% on average, and from H(Y) to H(Y|Z) 30% on average. 
We conclude that peaks and volumes are two dominant compo­
nents of the flood process. The same conclusion results by 
using eq.(4-94.3) for m=1.
Instead of examining serial and variable dependencies 
using entropy, we may compute c.d.f.'s for distributions 
with zeroth and first degree serial dependencies, and plot 
them versus observed frequency distributions. For that pui—  
pose for the variable that is conditioned on in a condition­
al distribution ( i.e. flood volumes or flood durations), we 
choose the range (mean( flood variable) ±
std.deviation(flood variable)), and compute the observed 
c.d.f.'s for that range. The examples of such fits are 
shown in figures 4-12 to 4-15 for the Paw-Paw Bayou and in 
figures 4-16 to 4-19 for the Spring Creek. We also compute 
correspondent goodness of fit statistics (RMSE and bias) 
(Table 4-11) and discuss the results by comparing their mag­
nitudes. The smallest values of RMSE and bias are achieved 
at 350 ft3/sec cutoff level for both flood peaks and volumes
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for the Paw-Paw Bayou, and 100 ft3/sec for the Spring Creek. 
This almost coincides with our conclusion from Section 
4.4.1. We may conclude that knowledge about other flood 
variables reduces uncertainty in one flood variable for low­
er cutoff levels when there still exists a greater dependen­
cy in flood process.
4.4.2 Multivariate analysis
Basic elements of the multivariate analysis are: cross­
covariance matrix S c with no serial dependency (eq.(4-84)) 
and autocovariance matrix S a for one hydrologic multivaria­
ble (eq.(4-50)). The associated p.d.f.'s are expressed by 
eqs.(4-86) and (4-54) for M multivariables and m-th order 
serial dependency, respectively.
The multivariate analysis was done using the rainfall 
data collected for seven stations (figure 4-20) in north­
western Louisiana. The record consisted of daily rainfall 
depth measurements for the period of 15 years (1967-1982). 
The problem was to evaluate the network in time and space, 
using that record. In space, we determine stations that col­
lect the most information or the most of the available rain­
fall depth values. In time, we examine dependency among 
the rainfall records for each station, independent of other 
stations.
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First, we divide t-he record int-o two hydrologic seasons: win­
ter (November 1st- April 30th) and summer season (May 
Ist-October 30th). Then we create sampling records for vari­
ous time intervals: 1 day, 2 days, 1 week, 1 month and 1
year. Similar to the univariate analysis, each record is 
transformed by the Box-Cox method until data satisfy the 
normality hypothesis. Then we apply eqs. (4-54) and (4-55) 
for multivariate normal distribution, and eq.(4-91) for the 
multivariate entropy.
The space design depends on the user’s requirements (peo­
ple who are directly or indirectly influenced by the rain­
fall network). We distinguish several possibilities:
• The user requires the most representative stations in a 
region, but does not specify their number. In this case 
elimination of the existing stations may be suggested;
• The user requires only certain number of stations in a 
region that are supposed to be the most representative.
Let us examine the first case. Assume elimination of 
some stations is necessary because of economic or other 
reasons. Only certain number of stations is permitted to 
remain. We must know exactly not only their number, but 
also the stations that are going to remain. According to 
POME, these are the stations that contain maximum informa­
tion or entropy. Thus, we proceed:
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(a) Compute marginal entropies of all seven stations for 
every sampling interval. We distinguish daily, 2-day, 
weekly, monthly and yearly design. The results are 
presented in Tables 4-12 to 4-16, respectively.
(b) Find the station (Si) with the highest uncertainty, 
e.g. H(Xi). This is the most important station, or 
station with the central information.
(c) Compute conditional entropy of the station Si with
respect to all other stations (Sz to S7) and find the
station that gives the lowest reduction in uncertainty
or transinformation, or find
min{H(Xi)-H(Xi|X2)} = min{T(Xt,X2)}
This station (S2) is of the second highest importance, imme­
diately after the central station (Si).
(d) Keep stations Si and S2, and compute conditional
entropy of . these stations with respect to all other 
stations (S3 to S7) and find the station that gives 
the minimum reduction in uncertainty, or:
min{H(X,,XZ)-H((Xi,X2)|X3)} = min{T(Xi,X 2 ,X 3)}
(e) Repeat the fourth step for finding the fourth impoi 
tant station, and so on. We terminate the procedure 
when reduction in uncertainty becomes significant, or
|H(Xi,....Xi)|Xi+»)-H((Xi,...,Xi_i)|Xi)|>Tsignificant
(i<:7)
where Tsignificant denotes the significant transinformation.
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<£) All stations not included up to step i have repeti­
tious information. Their rainfall record does not 
offer anything new, and may be discontinued. The dis­
continuation depends on the measurement, and sampling 
interval of the rainfall record. For example, if sta­
tions collect daily data, as in this example, then 
daily design should be the most important. If stations 
measure only long-term rainfall depths (monthly and 
yearly), then monthly and yearly designs are dominant.
Let us study Tables (4-12) to (4-16). Take, for example, 
Table (4-12.1). The maximum marginal entropy with respect 
to daily recording of rainfall during 15 year period in win­
ter season occurs at station Hosston. This is the station 
containing the most information. Then, we compute all possi­
ble conditional entropies H ( X j | X 2 ) ,  where Xi is Hosston, and 
X 2 any other station. The minimum reduction from H(Xi) to 
H(Xj|X2) occurs for Springhill as the second station. We 
keep Hosston and Spinghill, then find the minimum reduction 
from H(Xi|X2) to H((Xx,X2 )|X3). This occurs for Shreveport 
as the third station. Stations selected at each step are 
entered in the second row of the Table. The third row shows 
the change in the entropy of the central station Si in each 
step. The conditional entropies responsible for choosing 
appropriate station are entered in the fourth row. The 
reductions in uncertainty or transinformations at each step 
are shown in the last row. We note that the transinforma­
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tions are larger and larger, while adding less important 
stations. The same procedure is repeated in Table (4-12.2) 
for the summer rainfall. The stations selected are different 
because of different random structure of summer and winter 
daily rainfall. By comparing the fourth and fifth row of the 
Table, we conclude that transinformations are much smaller 
than correspondent conditional entropies. Even when all sta­
tions are added (the last column of the Table), transinfoi—  
mation represents only 5% of the conditional entropy (winter 
season), or less than 3% (summer season). If the significant 
transinformation is greater than 5%, all stations are neces­
sary in the daily design.
The same discussion may be repeated for other tables. How­
ever, with larger sampling intervals, the magnitude of the 
transinformation is growing with respect to the conditional 
entropies. For two-daily design (Tables 4-13) for all added 
stations (last column) transinformation is still less than 
10% of the correspondent conditional entropies. With strict­
er criterion (i.e. Tsignificant=5%), we choose 4 stations 
for winter season, and all stations for summer. Overall, all 
stations are necessary. For weekly design (Tables 4-14), 
there is strong discrepancy in both seasons. If Tsignificant 
= 5% criterion is specified, only two stations are necessary 
in winter, and all in summer. For monthly design (Tables 
4-15), this discrepancy disappears. Under the same criteri­
on, both seasons are satisfied with three different sta­
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tions. Finally, for yearly design (Tables 4-16), the tran­
sinformation in the second step already surpasses the corre­
spondent conditional entropy. Thus, both seasons are satis­
fied with only one station.
Maximum possible transinformation that can theoretically 
be transferred at each step, is equal to the joint entropy 
at that step. This is equivalent to T0 or upper transinfor­
mation limit (Section 3.1.2.4). Similarly, the computed 
transinformation at each step is equivalent to Ti. Thus, we 
can validate our discussion by computing the entropy-based 
measures, discussed in Section 3.1.2.4:
• In the first step no information is transferred, and we 
take the coefficient of non-transferred information
t i = J .
• In all other steps, we compute T(Xj,...,Xi)=Ti, 
H(Xj,...,Xi)=T0 and t t (eq.(3-14.2)). We also determine 
informational coefficient of correlation R 0
(eq.(3-14.1)). It is very close to 1 (within 99.9%) in 
all steps, since the multivariables are normalized.
• Graph the relationship tj versus number of stations add­
ed to the central station, for daily, two-day, weekly, 
monthly and yearly design for both seasons (figures 4-21 
to 4-25). On all graphs we also note the position of R0*
The figures more clearly support our previous discussion. 
For daily design in winter season (figure 4-21.1), all seven 
stations may be included, since they transfer only 3% of the
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information. In summer season (figure 4-21.2) all stations 
transfer only 5% of the information, and may be included. 
The criterion Tsignificant=5% results in t 4;>.95. For 2-day 
design, we obtain all stations in summer (figure 4-22.1), 
and three stations in winter (figure 4-22.2). Similarly, 
for weekly design in summer season, all stations are found 
necessary (figure 4-23.1), while only two stations are suf­
ficient in winter (figure 4-23.2). Monthly designs (figures 
4-24) require only 2-3 stations, and yearly designs (figures 
4-25) only one station for both seasons.
In conclusion, the conditional entropy design requires 
all stations in northwestern Louisiana for measuring short 
term rainfall (daily and 2-day). By increasing the sampling 
interval, the number of necessary stations decreases until 
the yearly rainfall, when this design results in only one 
station.
In the second case the easiest approach is to design 
according to maximum joint entropy. If the user requires n 
stations then, according to POME, the most representative 
stations would be the ones with H(Xi,...,Xn)max. Tables 4-17 
to 4—20 show stations chosen from 1-station design (1 cho­
sen station) to 7-station design (all stations) for daily, 
2-day, weekly and monthly data. For example, for daily 
design (summer season), the most important station is Minden 
or the station with maximum marginal entropy H(Xi). Two most
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important stations are Minden and Hosston, since they give 
maximum joint entropy H(Xi ,X2), etc.
We may approach the second design case alternatively by a 
"weighted entropy". If stations Si, S 2 and S 3 are introduced 
as the most important in the region, and economic conditions 
permit .four stations, then we may either keep already decid­
ed stations Si, S 2 and S 3, and introduce S 4 as the fourth 
station (previous design), or reexamine stations S 2 and S 3 
and find the best (Si,S2 ,S3) stations. The outcome of this 
design might be that two stations may be discontinued, and 
three new stations added; or one station discontinued, and 
two stations added; or only one station added (same as pre­
vious design). We emphasize that economic conditions do 
permit the selection of the most representative stations for 
agreed number of stations. Let us assume this number to be 
"i". Then the procedure is:
• i=1 - find max{H(Xi)}, and choose only one station (Si) 
as representative.
• i=2 - find max{H(Xi|X2)}, and choose two stations Si and
S 2
i=3 - find
max < h (x1|x3) + h (x2|x3)2
and choose three stations Si, S 2 and S 3
• i=4 - find
max <
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and choose correspondent- four stations.
The alternate “weighted entropy" design for the nortwestern 
Louisiana stations is shown in Tables 4-21 to 4-24 for dai­
ly, 2-day, weekly and monthly design. From these tables, we 
conclude that for both short-term and long-term design there 
is only a slight difference in choosing the stations in com­
parison with the conditional entropy design. The "weighted 
entropy" design does not give us the amount of the transin— 
formation for certain number of stations (i.e. how much non­
transferred information is left in the region).
The advantages of the weighted entropy design over the maxi­
mum conditional entropy design might be further explored by 
choosing the region with a greater number of rainfall sta­
tions.
In time, we proceed as in univariate analysis for multi­
lag serial dependence until lag m. Each station's record is 
considered as r.v. X, and its values as time series of that 
variable. We use eq.(4-55) or (4-93.1) where i=1,..7 is num­
ber of stations. Then we compute the conditional entropies 
H(x0)» H(x0 |xi), H(x0 |xt,x2 ),...,H(x0 |Xi,.,.,xm)
At O-th lag (m=0) the entropy is the highest, since the 
rainfall record at each lag is considered independent of all 
other lags. By introducing the information at first lag, at 
first 2 lags, etc. the entropy decreases. These conditional 
entropies are computed for all stations in the study for
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daily, two-day, weekly, monthly and yearly design. Serial 
dependencies are considered until m=10 lags. The results are 
shown in Tables 4-25 to 4-29, each table giving separate 
entropies for winter and summer season. We may conclude:
• The greatest entropy reduction occurs at the first lag. 
For short sampling intervals (daily, two-day) this 
reduction is approximately 40%. For longer sampling 
intervals, the reduction at first lag is even higher, 
especially for the summer season.
• The values of the entropy as well as their reductions
are comparable for short sampling intervals (daily, two-
day). Thus, there is no considerable loss of information 
with respect to the rainfall record if we measure rain­
fall every second day, and not every day.
• Entropy values for longer sampling intervals are lower 
than for shorter ones. This trend is seen until the 
annual sample. Because of the short record (15 years)
the study did not proceed any further.
4.5 Summary
This chapter gives a comprehensive review of the forms of 
univariate, bivariate and multivariate normal distributions, 
their derivation by POME, their use in hydrology and the use 
of entropy as a measure of information in a hydrological 
process. Derived p.d.f., partition function, 2 matrix,
entropy, and the constraints necessary for POME are summa­
rized in Table 4-30. These results were tested on two dif­
ferent data sets: 30-years daily discharge values for stre-
amflows Paw-Paw Bayou and Spring Creek in Louisiana, and 
15-years daily rainfall measurements on seven stations in 
northwestern Louisiana.
Table 4-1: Transformations of flood characteristies
Table 4— 1.1:Paw—Paw Bayou
Cutoff 
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TABLE 4-2: Characteristcs of transformed flood peaks, volumes and durations
Table 4-2.1: Data: Paw-Paw Bayou
Cutoff level 
(ft3/sec)
Flood oeak Flood volume Flood durationSkewness Kurtosls Skewness Kurtosls Skewness Kurtosis30
100250
350500
.01/0 2.6551 .0242 2.4786 -.0116 2.9357 
.0245 2.8377 .0026 2.6512
.0056 2.6329 -.0124 2.3767 .0081 2.9964 
.0127 2.9865 -.0019 2.7074
.5910 3.0863 .2861 2.8376 .0374 2.7750 
-.0877 2.7851 -.0031 2.7349
Table 4-2.2: Data: Spring Creek
Cutoff level f ftS/secl Flood oeak Flood volume Flood durationSkewness Kurtosls Skewness Kurtosis _ Skewness Kurtosis50
100250350500
-.1107 2.9332 . .0865 2.9135 -.1368 2.7610 -.0995 2.8430 -.0005 2.4970
.2501 2.6225 .2767 2.8317 -.0297 2.3896 .0156 2.4457 -.0245 2.4456
.9387 2.6496 .1071 2.7114 .9553 2.2408 .5638 2.7603 .7102 2.9581
CJ1N
Table 4-3: Fitting normal distribution to the data( Legend: D =Kolmogorov-Smirnov statisticDc=critical value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic A =test accepted 
R =test rejected)
Table 4-3.1: Data: Paw-Paw Bayou
Cutoff level Cft3/sec) Dc
Flood oeak Flood volume
RMSE Bias D Decision RMSE Bias D Decision
50 .0720' ' .0188 .0098 .0383 A .0166 .0072 .0369 A100 .0750 .0278 .0171 .0468 A .0267 .0137 .0435 A250 .0880 .0192 .0084 .0460 A .0252 .0109 .0444 A350 .0960 .0151 .0044 .0382 A .0223 .0049 .0695 A500 .1075 .0450 .0411 .0518 A .0202 .0047 .0690 A
Cutoff level 
(ft3/sec) Dc
Flood durationRMSE Bias D Decision50 .0720'"" . 1543 . 1490 ..1084 R
100 .0750 .1486 .1449 .2283 R250 .0880 .1720 .1663 .1884 R
350 .0960 .1720 .1681 .1848 R500 . 1075 .2159 .2122 .2431 R
Table 4-3.2: Data: Spring Creek
Cutoff level 
(ft3/sec) Dc




RMSE Bias n Decision'50 .0793 .2400 .2336 .1332 R100 .0664 .1550 .1514 .1404 R
250 .0883 .3500 .3445 .2149 R
350 .1056 .3394 .3351 .2322 . R500 .1247 .3643 .3582 .2284 R
Table 4-4: Comparison of the computed and observed entropies (Legend: Hdata = entropy of the histogramHcomputed = entropy of the computed distribution)
Table 4-4.1: Data: Paw-Paw Bayou
Cutoff level (ft3/sec)
Flood oeak Lagsincluded Flood volume LagsincludedHdata HcomDUted Hdata Hcomputed
50 53US3 5.3659 0,1 5.6636 5.7011 0,1100 5.4503 4.8777 0,1 5.6017 5.4774 0,1
250 5.1889 5.9410 0,1 5.2982 5.9118 0,1350 5.0642 5.0107 0,1 5.1653 5.0752 0,1
500 4.8531 4.3579 0,1,2 4.9630 5.4406 0,1




Flood volume Lags 
.includedHdata Hcomputed Hdata Hcomputed50' 4.4282 4.5820 0,1 4.7465 5.5379 0,1100 5.5015 4.6796 0,1 5.6989 5.4689 0,1250 5.2604 4.4207 0,1 5.2779 4.6101 0,1350 4.9951 5.6854 0,1 5.0368 5.7198 0,1500 4.6626 4.6751 0,1 . ..... 4.7325 5.0384 0,1
TABLE 4-5: Entropies for flood characteristics (Data: Paw-Paw Bayou)(legend: X,Y,Z = r.v. of flood peak, volume, duration)
Cutoff level (ft3/sec) Serialdependency Marginal entropies fnaoiers) Joint entropies fnaoiers) Conditions:(nan:. entropies Lers)H(X) H(Y) H(2) tt(X,Y) H(X,Z) H(Y,Z) H(X|Y) H(X Z) H(Y Z)
50 01 2.68465.3658 2.85435.7006 1.30062.5713 3.95927.8678 3.45186.8532 3.26966.4901 1.1049 2.1671 2.1512 4.2819 1.96903.9188100 01 2.43904.8777 2773595.4774 1.36522.7292 3.49076.9751 3.22366.4414 3.1856 6.3659 . 0.75191.4976 1.85843.7122 1.82043.6367250 01 2.9705" 5.9410 2.95615.9118
1.41472.8294 4.3018 8.5975 .3.90067.7947 3.58157.1563




2.53815.0752 1.43692.8730 3.42976.8483 3.45426.8980 3.16966.3294 0.89161.7731 2.01734.0250 1.73273.4564500 01
1.5094
3.0187 2.7204 5.4406 1.43022.8590 2.62685.2439 2.43874.8730 3.384?6.7662 0.0. 1.00852.0139 1.95453.9071
TABLE 4-6: Conditional entropies examining serial dependencies (Data: Paw-Paw Bayou) (Legend: Xi=marginal r.v. associated with the lag i (i=l,2) )
Entroov fnaoiers)
Cutoff level Flood peak Flood volume Flood duration(ft3/sec) H(X1) H(X1|X2) H(Y1) H(Y1|Y2) H(Z1) H(Z1|Z2)
50 2.6846 2.6812 2.8543 2.8463 1.3006 1.2707100 2.4390 2.4387 2.7389 2.7385 1.3652 1.3640250 2.9708 2.9702 2.9561 2.9557 1.4147 1.4147350 2.5060 2.5047 2.5381 2.5371 1.4369 1.4361500 1.5094 1.5093 2.7204 2.7202 1.4302 1.4288
TABLE 4-7: Conditional entropies examining variable dependencies (Data: Paw-Paw Bayou)(Legend: Xi= r.v. associated with the i-th lag (i=l,2) )
















TABLE 4-8: Entropies for flood characteristics .(Data: Spring Creek)(Legend : X,Y,Z =r.v. of flood peak, volume, duration)
Cutoff level (ft3/sec) Serialdependency Marginal entropies fnaoiers) Joint entropies fnaoiers)
Conditions:. entropies Lers)H(X) H(Y) H(Z) H(X,Y) H(X,Z) H(Y,Z) H(X|Y) H(X Z) H(Y|Z)
50 0 2.2923 2.7733 2.2418 3.5925 4.0241 4.1549 0.8192 1.7823 1.91311 4.5820 5.5379 4.4462 7.0994 7.9645 8.2362 1.5615 3.5184 3.7900100 0 2.3398 2.7347 1.3802 3.6292 3.2879 3.3567 0.8945 1.9077 1.97661 4.6796 5.4690 2.7480 7.2232 6.5300 6.6681 1.7542 3.7819 3.9201250 0 2.2113 2.3058 0. 2.8560 1.1161 0.9865 0.5502 1.1161 0.98651 4.4207 4.6101 0. 5.7075 2.2267 1.9669 1.0974 2.2267 1.9669350 0 2.8429 2.8600 0. 3.9580 2.3043 2.0705 1.0980 2.3043 2.07051 5.6854 5.7198 0. 7.9111 4.6047 4.1373 2.1913 4.6047 4.1373500 0 2.3407 2.5212 0. 3.2144 1.0403 0.9927 0.6932 1.0403 0.99271 4.6757 5.0384 0. 6.4206 2.0729 1.9785 1.3822 2.0729 1.9785
TABLE 4-9: Conditional entropies examining serial dependencies (Data: Spring Creek) (Legend: Xi = r.v. associated with i-th lag (i=l,2),
X,Y,Z = r.v. of flood peak, volume, duration)
Cutoff level (ft3/sec)
Entropv fnaoiers)Flood peak 
H(X1) H(X1|X2)
FloodH(Y1) volume H(Y1|Y2) Flood duration H(Z1) H(Z1|Z2)
50 2.2923 2.2897 3.5.925 3.5069 2.2418 2.2044
100 2.3398 2.3398 2.7347 2.7343 1.3802 1.3678
250 2.2113 2.2094 2.3058 2.3043 0. 0.350 2.8429 2.8425 2.8600 2.8598 0. 0.500 2.3407 2.3350 5.0384 2.5172 0. 0.











50 2.2923 0.8192 2.2923 1.7823 2.7733 1.9131
100 2.3398 0.8945 2.3398 1.9077 2.7347 1.9766250 2.2133 0.5502 2.2113 1.1161 2.3058 0.9865350 2.8429 1.0980 2.8429 2.3043 2.8600 2.0705500 2.3407 0.6932 2.3407 1.0403 2.5212 0.9927
Table 4-11: Comparing RMSE and bias for various c.d.f.'s
Table 4.11.1: Data: Paw-Paw Bayou
Cutoff level Peak 1 Volume Peak 1Duration Volume|Duration(ft3/sec) lag 0 lag 1 lag 0 lag 1 lag 0 lag 1
50 RMSERias .0336.0201 .0307 . 0133 .0287.0081 .0433.0149 .0205.0133 .0394.0289
100 RMSEBias .0255.0092 .0238.0021 ■ .0258 . .0120 .0179.0011 .0215 . 0006_ .0297.0135
250 RMSEBias .0370.0271 .0427.1215 .0316.0082 .0335.0535 .0270.0109 .0247.0376
350 RMSEBias .0136.0012 .0197.0073 .0232.0015 .0190.0026 .0308 . 0141_ .0320 — 0438_
500 RMSEBias .0277.0027 .0490.0245 .0422.0033
.0394
.0116 .0521.0069 .0515.0100
Table 4.11.2: Data: Spring Creek
Cutoff level Peak]Volume Peak1Duration Volume 1Duration(ft3/sec) lag 0 lag 1 lag 0 lag 1 lag 0 lag 1
50 RMSEBias .0578.0347 .0993.0907 .0413.0336 .0273.0165 .1226.0915 .1840.2238
100 RMSEBias .0227.0153 .0219 . 0165 .0264.0062
.0069.0030 .0390.0152 .0139.0149
250 RMSEBias .0425.0328 .0502.0421 .0655 .0524 _
.0003.0047 .0559 . ,„..Q_4ia_
.0003
.0047






500 RMSEBias .0329.0141 .0413.0512
.1256.0277 .1422.2165
.1717.0965 .1995.3066
TABLES 4-12: Conditional entropy design of rainfall networks--daily rainfall(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. of the station chosen in the i-th step)
TABLE 4-12.1: Winter season (11/01-04/30)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Hosston Spring- Shreveport Minden Rodessa Plain Cotton hill Dealing ValievConditional entropies-- central station (napiers) 2Hg &  T O ’ T O 6 X3) T O v - x4) H(x^ u - x5) H® , " X6> S J ? i - X7)
Joint and 
conditional 
entropies (napiers) T O ’ HM X3) HM X3|X4) H(x9:ii>x9|x5) HS??677i25|x6) ?£xius6X6|X7)
Transinformations (napiers) ™  T O ’ T O * ” ’ T O * ” ’ T O * ? ’ T O * ” ’ T O ’X7)
TABLE 4-12.2: Summer season (05/01-10/31)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Minden Shreveport Hosston Rodessa CottonValiev PlainDealingConditional entropies-- central station 
(napiers) « T O ’ T O * * 3’ T O r - ” ’ HCXi!I?si6*X5) H® 5 " X6’
H(X1|X2,..X7)2.50460
Joint and conditional 
entropies 
(napiers)
H(X1)2.75534 1 T O ’ " T O ” ’
H(X1.X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1...,X5|X6) H(X1....X6|X7) 
7.98636 10155840 12.969&0 15.3&716
Transinformations (napiers) T(X1.X2) T(X1.X2.X3) .00000 .00131 T(X1,..,X4) T(X1,..,X5) .09101 .i81$4 T(X1,..,X6) .33302 T O - ” ’
TABLES 4-13: Conditional entropy design of rainfall networks--2-day rainfall(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. of the station chosen in the i-th step)
TABLE 4-13.1: Winter season (11/01-04/30)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Hosston Spring-hill Shreveport Minden Rodessa PlainDealing CottonValley
Conditional entropies-- central station (napiers)










H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1,..,X5|X6) H(X1....X6|X7) 
6.814l6 8.82^30 10.^7820 12.5§786
Trans informat ions (napiers)
-- T(X1.X2)
.00000
T(X1.X2,X3).23316 T(X1...,X4) .36435 i(x?S2u F ) T(X1,..,X6).58570 T(X1,..,X7) .71580
TABLE 4-13.2 Summer season (05/01-10/31)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Hosston
h?iin8~
Shreveport Minden Rodessa CottonValiev PlainDealine
Conditional entropies-- central station 
(napiers)
H(X1)2.80448 H(X11X2) H(X1IX2.X3) 2.80448 2.66343
H(X11X2,..,X4) H(X1|X2,..,X5) 
2.65982 2.63184
H(X11X2,..,X6) 2.63081 H(X11X2,..X7) 2.62319
Joint and conditional entropies (napiers)
H(X1)2.80448 H(X1|X2)2.80448 H(X1,X21X3) 5.39696
H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1....X5|X6) H(X1...,X6 |X7) 
7.94537 10.48790 12.91120 15.20940








TABLES 4-14: Conditional entropy design of rainfall networks--weekly rainfall(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. of the station chosen in the i-th step)
TABLE 4-14.1: Winter season (11/01-04/30)





CottonValiev Rodessa MindenConditional 
entropies-- central station (napiers)
H(X1)2.40676 H(X11X2) H(X1IX2.X3) 2.40676 1.99022
H(X1JX2^..,X4) H(X1|X2^,X5)
HCS i S i 6 - ” )
H(X1|X2,..X7) 1.91779





H(X11X2) 2.40676 H(X1,X21X3) 3.96766
H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1,...X5|X6) H(X1....X6IX7) 
5.82536 7.63^70 9.24230 10.93346
Transinformations 
(napiers)
-- T(X1,X2).00000 T(X1,X2,X3).39216 T(X1,..,X4) .40922 T(X1,..,X5) .55880 T(X1,..,X6) .66700 T(X1...,X7) .71108
TABLE 4-14.2: Summer season (05/01-10/31)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Hosston Spring- Shreveport Minden Rodessa CottonValiev PlainDealine
Conditional 





H(X11X2,..,X4) H(X1|X2,..,X5) 2.56801 2.46270 H(X1|X2,..,X6) 2.46252 H(X1|X2,..X7) 2.44656




H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1....X5|X6) H(X1....X6|X7) 7.41046 9.78616 12.69930 14.141l6
Trans informat ions 
(napiers)
-- T(X1,X2) T(X1,X2,X3) 
.00600 .19751 T5&56-X4)
T(X1...,X5) T(X1,..,X6) .35757 T(X1,..,X7) .53580
TABLES 4-15: Conditional entropy design of rainfall networks--monthly rainfall(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. of the station chosen in the i-th step)
TABLE 4-15.1: Winter season (11/01-04/30)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Plain Dealins CottonValiev




H(X1)1.83368 H(X1]X2) H(XllX2,X3) 1.81173 1.86556 « 5 - x4) h(x1 ! & 6 - x5) H(X1 |X2,..,X6) 1.74760 « 2- X7)
Joint and 
conditional entropies (napiers)
H(X1)1.83368 H(X1JX2) H(X1,X21X3) 1.8li73 3.38937 H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,...X4|X5) H(X1...,X5|X6) H(X1,..,X6|X7) 4.76566 5.49&90 5.683^0 6.lh7&
Transinformations (napiers)
-- T(X1,X2).02194 T(X1,X2,X3).06253 T(Xh^6&75, T(X1,..,X6) .82655 T(X1,..,X7).91765
TABLE 4-15.2: Summer season (05/01-10/31)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Rodessa Cotton
Valiev
Hosston Shreveport Springhill Minden Plain
Conditional entropies-- 
central station (napiers)
H(X1)1.98467 f S i l S ’
H(X1JX2^X3) H(X11X2,..,X4) H(Xi|X2,..,X5) 
1.96804 1.90539 Kq u f e - X6) HT J & V X7)
Joint and conditional entropies 
(napiers)
H(X1)1.98467 H(X1|X2)1.91214 H(X1,X2]X3)2.99156 H(X1,X2.X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1...,X5|X6) H(X1,.. ,X6|X7) 4.6^286 5!48$40 6.652^0 7.0&50&
Trans informat ions 
(napiers)





TABLES 4-16: Conditional entropy design of rainfall networks--annual rainfall(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. of the station chosen in the i-th step)
TABLE 4-16.1: Winter season (11/01-04/30)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7








H(X1|X2,X3) H(X1|X2,..,X4) H(X1|X2,..,X5) H(X1|X2,..,X6) H(X1|X2,..X7) 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Joint and conditional entropies (napiers)
H(X1)0.79699
H(X1,X2|X3) H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1,..,X5|X6) H(X1,..,X6|X7) 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
Transinformations (napiers)
-- T(X1.X2)0.66250 T(X1,X2.X3)0.85380 T(X1,..,X4) T(X1,..,X5) T(X1,..,X6) T(X1,..,X7)
TABLE 4-16.2: Summer season (05/01-10/31)
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Selected stations Rodessa Cotton Shreveport Valiev Hosston Minden
Conditional 
entropies-- central station 
(napiers)
H(X1)0.89028
H(X11X2) H(X1|X2,X3) H(X1|X2,..,X4) 
0.16870 0.135772 0.13400
H(X1|X2,..,X5) 0.06038 H(X1|X2,..,X6) 0.60060 H(XllX2,..X7) 0.60060







H(X1,X2,X3|X4) H(X1,..,X4|X5) H(X1...,X5|X6) H(X1....X6|X7) 0.44710 0.29436 0.60060 0.60060
Transinformations 
(napiers)
-- T(X1,X2) T(X1,X2.X3) T(X1...,X4) 0.72200 0.45516 0.67240
T(X1,..,X5) 0.72716
T(X1,..,X6)1.01900 T(X1....X7)1.61960
Table 4-17: Joint entropy design of rainfall networks (daily design)“(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
SteD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Selected
stations
Minden Hosston Shreveport Springhill Rodessa CottonValiev PlainDealing
Entropy
(napiers)
2.755 5 .4-96 8.159 10.774 13.303 15.717 18.059
Winter season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Selectedstations Hosston Minden
Shreveport Rodessa Springhill Plainnp.fi Una Cotton.VallesEntropy(napiers) 2.55-5 5.060
7.400 9.584 11.653 13.610 15.432
Table 4-18: Joint entropy design of rainfall networks (2-day design) 
(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Selectedstations Hosston Minden
Shreveport Rodessa Springhill Cotton. Valiev PlainDealine
Entropy(napiers)
2.599 5.119 7.526 9.892 12.178 T4.346 . 16.431
Winter season
Steo 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Selectedstations Hosston Minden
Shreveport Rodessa Springhill PlainDealine CottonValiev
Entropy(napiers)
2.581 5.012 7.244 9.366 11.364 13.304 "T5\'T)72
164
Table 4-19: Joint entropy design of rainfall networks (weekly design)(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Selected
stations
Hosston Minden Rodessa Shreveport CottonValiev Springhill PlainDealing
Entropy(napiers)
1.16 0 5.298 7.746 10.176 12.457 14.677 16.747
Winter season




Minden Shreveport Rodessa Springhill Cotton
ValievEntropy(napiers)
2.576 4.898 7.030 9.072 11.062 12.899 14.685
Table 4-20: Joint entropy design of rainfall networks (monthly design) 
(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Selectedstations
Rodessa Hosston Minden Shreveport Springhill Plain Dealing CottonValley
Entropy(napiers)
1.894 3.707 4.985 6.035 6.976 7.729 8.369
Winter season





Springhill Shreveport Hosston Minden
Entropy(napiers)
1.834 3.460 5.030 6.006 6.710 7.124 7.473
Table 4-21: Weighted entropy design -- daily rainfall( Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Conditional entropy 
( napiers-) 2.75534 2.75509 2.75290 2.75371 2.74962 2.75490
Selected
stations
Minden MindenShreveport Minden Shreveport Plain Dealing
Minden Shreveport 
Hosston Cotton Valley
Minden Minden All Shreveport Shreveport Springhill Hosston 
Plain Dealing Springhill Cotton Valley Plain Dealing 
Cotton Valiev
Winter season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Conditional
entropy(napiers) 2.55470 2.52460





Hosston Hosston All . Springhill Springhill Rodessa Shreveport Plain Dealing Rodessa 
Minden Plain Dealing Minden
Table 4-22: Weighted entropy design —  2-day rainfall( Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Conditionalentropy(napiers) 2.80448 2.76028 2.73155 2.71227 2.73125 2.72986Selected "1 
stations Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston All Minden Minden Shreveport Sreveport Cotton Valley 
Shreveport Rodessa Springhill Shreveport Minden Rodessa Springhill 
Minden Rodessa 
----------------------------- -— __________________________Minden_________Winter season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Conditional entropy 
( napiers") 2.78469 2.69849 2.66841 2.61126 2.64944 2.69108 —
Selected
stations
Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Cotton Valley Cotton Valley Cotton Valley Shreveport Springhill Shreveport Shreveport Rodessa Shreveport Minden Plain Dealing Rodessa
Minden Plain Dealing Minden
All
Table 4-23: Weighted entropy design -- weekly rainfall( bata: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Conditionalentropy(napiers)
2.58010 2.45350 2.40813 2.40380 2.35619 2.41887
Selected " stations Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston Hosston All Plain Dealing Minden Cotton Valley Shreveport Cotton Valley Rodessa Rodessa Springhill Shreveport Shreveport Rodessa Springhill Minden Rodessa 
-------------------------- — -------------- — ............ Minden_______
Winter season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Conditional
entropy(napiers)
2.40676 2.18654 2.11513 2.10311 2.11021 2.13814
Selectedstations Hosston
HosstonMinden Hosston Hosston Cotton Valley Minden Shreveport RodessaShreveport
Hosston Hosston All Shreveport Cotton Valley 
Rodessa Shreveport Plain Dealing Rodessa 
Minden Plain Dealing Minden
]
Table 4-24: Weighted entropy design -- monthly rainfall( Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Summer season
Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Conditional




1.83368 1.8190 1.70141 1.58536 1.40047 1.69300
Pi. Dealing PI. Dealing Plain Dealing Plain DealingPlain Dealing Plain Dealing All Rodessa Rodessa Springhill Rodessa MindenCotton Valley Rodessa Springhill RodessaCotton Valley Hosston Shreveport
Cotton Valley Hosston_____________________________________________________________ Cotton Valley____
Selectedstations
169
TABLES 4-25: Time design of rainfall networks -- daily rainfallfData: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. at i-th lag)
TABLE 4-25.1: Winter season (05/01-10/31)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
StationCottonValley
Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa Plain
Dealing
0 H(x0' 3.93500 3.90404 3.97364 3.90547 3.95812 3.95431 3.951711 H<x0 xi) 2.50467 2.47483 2.55254 3.47867 2.53278 2.53288 2.530312 xO xl,x2) 2.50379 2.47416 2.55141 2.47782 2.53233 2.53270 2.530303 H(xO xl,. . . ,x3) 2.50353 2.47386 2.55140 2.47779 2.53230 2.53203 2.529604 HixO xl,. . . ,x4 J 2.50341 2.47374 2.55115 2.47767 2.53205 2.53200 2.529505 Hi xO xl,. . . »x5) 2.50267 2.47304 2.55087 2.47699 2.53178 2.53135 2.529356 Hi xO xl,. . . ,x6) 2.50267 2.47290 2.55049 2.47684 2.53121 2.53135 2.529317 HixO xl,. . . ,x7) 2.50213 2.47258 2.55028 2.47653 2.53119 2.53065 2.528858 Hi xO X l , . . . ,x8) 2.50206 2.47114 2.55011 2.47587 2.53114 2.53013 2.528279 H<xO xl,.. . i*?;....... .. 2.49854 2.46822 2.55005 2.47506 2.52936 2.52644 2.52667
TABLE 4-25.2: Summer season (11/01-04/30)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
StationCottonValley
Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa .'PlainDealing
0 H(x0] 4.16607 4.13967 4.17221 4.16612 4.17428 4.16341 4.170271 HfxO xl) 2.74709 2.71965 2.75316 2.74571 2.75504 2.74401 2.751222 HfxO xl,x2) 2.74704 2.71907 2.75118 2.74465 2.75410 2.74151 2.750643 HfxO xl,. . . ,x3) 2.74702 2.71843 2.75118 2.74388 2.75375 2.74066 2.749674 HfxO xl,. . . ,x4) 2.74701 2.71683 2.75072 2.74337 2.75348 2.74061 2.749475 HfxO xl,. . . ,x5) 2.74643 2.71673 2.75035 2.74301 2.75342 2.74050 2.748916 HfxO xl,... ,x6) 2.74591 2.71650 2.75033 2.74205 2.75225 2.73733 2.747397 HfxO xl,. . . ,x7) 2.74423 2.71613 2.74992 2.74202 2.75225 2.73732 2.747118 HfxO xl,.. .,x8) 2.74416 2.71581 2.74953 2.74182 2.75168 2.73725 2.746279 H(x0 xl,... ,x9) 2.74416 2.71478 2.74937 2.74180 2.75167 2.73659 2.74627
TABLES 4-26; Time design of rainfall networks —  2-day rainfallfData: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. at i-th lag)
TABLE 4-26.1: Winter season (05/01-10/31)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
StationCottonValley Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa PlainDealing
0 H(xo: 3.90304 3.89452 4.00028 3.88494 3.95653 3.95565 3.944411 HixO XD 2.47992 2.46589 2.57493 2.45891 2.53113 2.53470 2.523852 Hi X0 xl,x2) 2.47987 2.46585 2.57492 2.45852 2.53111 2.53412 2.523783 Hi xO xl,... ,x3) 2.47953 2.46585 2.57471 2.45728 2.52920 2.53390 2.523754 HiX0 xl,... ,x4) 2.47949 2.46581 2.57471 2.45690 2.52856 2.53378 2.523755 Hi xO xl,... ,x5) 2.47943 2.46571 2.57427 2.45665 2.52838 2.53330 2.523136 Hi xO xl,... ,x6 ) 2.47924 2.46565 2.57415 2.45658 2.52834 2.53124 2.523007 HixO xl,. . .,x7 j 2.47913 2.46539 2.57388 2.45627 2.52827 2.53097 2.522478 HixO xl,... ,x8) 2.47879 2.46538 2.57386 2.45562 2.52755 2.53082 2.522389 HI>x0 *1,.... ,x9) 2.47879 2.46538 2.57380 2.45543 2.52748 2.53030 2.52238
TABLE 4-26.2: Summer season (11/01-04/30)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
StationCottonValley Shreveport. Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa PlainDealing
0 H(x0' 4.17084 4.15095 4.22341 4.18423 4.19202 4.19079 4.184651 HixO xl) 2.75183 2.73200 2.80193 2.76495 2.77301 2.77053 2.765722 HIxO xl,x2) 2.75180 2.73183 2.80187 2.76487 2.77297 2.76999 2.765623 HixO xl,... ,x3) 2.75031 2.73089 2.80112 2.76454 2.77297 2.76993 2.765624 HixO xl,... ,x4) 2.75001 2.73038 2.80077 2.76422 2.77152 2.76960 2.765535 Hi,x0 xl,... ,x51 2.74987 2.73032 2.80034 2.76421 2.77151 2.76957 2.764416 HixO xl,...,x6) 2.74977 2.72996 2.80032 2.76344 2.77151 2.76894 2.763417 HixO xl,...,x7) 2.74964 2.72965 2.79994 2.76335 2.77108 2.76857 2.763138 HixO xl,... ,x8) 2.74923 2.72928 2.79984 2.76257 2.76975 2.76503 2.761189 HI>0 xl,... ,x9) 2.74890 2.72861 2.79928 2.76147 2.76894 2.76404 2.76118
TABLES 4-27: Time design of rainfall networks -- weekly rainfall(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. at i-th lag)
I
i
TABLE 4-27.2: Summer season (11/01-04/30)




Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa Plain
Dealing
0 H(x0] 3.99654 4.06433 4.17940 4.04496 4.06648 4.09548 4.024751 HCxO xl) 2.57738 2.64368 2.75652 2.62363 2.64590 2.66408 2.604842 HCxO xl,x2) 2.57651 2.64149 2.75481 2.62275 2.64522 2.66161 2.603583 HCxO xl,... ,x3) 2.57617 2.63732 2.75418 2.61396 2.64299 2.66068 2.602864 HCxO xl,... ,x4) 2.57558 2.63390 2.75402 2.61387 2.64287 2.66007 2.602805 HCxO xl,... ,x5l 2.57407 2.63357 2.75219 2.61378 2.64215 2.65979 2.598466 HCxO xl,... ,x6) 2.57393 2.63322 2.75207 2.61378 2.64166 2.65849 2.597977 HCxO xl,... >x7) 2.57363 2.63202 2.75204 2.61156 2.64119 2.65841 2.597978 HCxO xl,... ,x8) 2.57090 2.63133 2.75204 2.61153 2.64003 2.65835 2.593369 HCxO xl,... }x?j .. 2.57028 2.63128 2.75200 2.61143 2.63996 2.65834 2.59290
TABLE 4-27.1: Winter season (05/01-10/31)




Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa PlainDealing
0 HIfx0' 3.69455 3.68581 3.82570 3.65952 3.76368 3.82114 3.786211 HIxO xl) 2.27561 2.26377 2.40304 2.23956 2.34432 2.40212 2.366592 HIxO xl,x2) 2.27509 2.26300 2.40213 2.23916 2.34401 2.40203 2.365263 HIxO xl,.. .,x3) 2.27349 2.26294 2.40185 2.23883 2.34280 2.39995 2.363384 HIxO xl,.. .,x4) 2.27134 2.26274 2.39905 2.23688 2.33857 2.39550 2.36331
5 HIxO xl,... ,x5) 2.26627 2.26273 2.39886 2.23616 2.33344 2.39521 2.354776 HIxO xl,... ,x6) 2.26536 2.26231 2.39874 2.23381 2.32962 2.39521 2.354597 HIxO xl,. . .,x7) 2.26395 2.26103 2.39677 2.22830 2.32581 2.39274 2.349248 HIxO xl,... ,x8) 2.26387 2.25807 2.39564 2.22804 2.32536 2.39043 2.348639 HI'xO xl,. . .,x9) 2.26386 2.25696 2.39563 2.39563 2.22789 2.38990 2.34767
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TABLES 4-28: Time design of rainfall networks -- monthly rainfallfData: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend : Xi = r.v. at i-th lag)
TABLE 4-28.1: Winter season f05/01-10/31)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
Statlon r-CottonValley
Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa PlainDealing
0 H(x0: 3.05911 2.63018 2.71947 2.65902 2.62571 3.06005 3.252611 HfxO xl) 1.64016 1.19756 1.27976 1.22291 1.18359 1.64105 1.832892 HfxO xl,x2) 1.64003 1.19733 1.27858 1.22038 1.17900 1.62137 1.832853 HfxO xl,... ,x3) 1.63999 1.19724 1.27796 1.21934 1.17898 1.62114 1.831724 HfxO xl,.., ,x4) 1.63350 1.17972 1.26496 1.19673 1.17617 1.61287 1.825285 HfxO xl,... ,x5) 1.63078 1.17897 1-. 26413 1.19164 1.17141 1.61271 1.822726 HfxO xl,... ,x6 ) 1.62586 1.15804 1.25943 1.19138 1.15431 1.61266 1.817327 HfxO xl,... ,x7) 1.62031 1.15517 1.25564 1.17411 1.15167 1.61043 1.81139
8 HfxO xl,... ,x8) 1.61782 1.13542 1.25340 1.17405 1.14969 1.60639 1.811059 H(x0 xl,... ,x9) 1.61551 1.13466 1.25324 1.16916 1.14896 1.59532 1.81085
TABLE 4-28.2: Summer season (11/01-04/30)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
Station
CottonValley Shreveport
Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa PlainDealing
0 H(x0] 2.65412 2.77652 3.38799 2.84699 2.78821 3.40361 2.764881 HfxO xl) 1.22329 1.35758 1.96870 1.42002 1.35667 1.90396 1.344632 HfxO xl,x2) 1.21800 1.35749 1.96855 1.41580 1.35399 1.89508 1.336093 HfxO xl,... ,x3) 1.21520 1.35416 1.96823 1.40672 1.35171 1.89502 1.334754 HfxO xl,... ,x4) 1.20800 1.35373 1.96244 1.39597 1.34894 1.88805 1.334565 HfxO xl,... ,x5) 1.19391 1.35269 1.96200 1.38378 1.34491 1.88503 1.330749 HfxO xl,... ,x6) 1.19032 1.31663 1.96194 1.38371 1.34135 1.87829 1.33013
6 HfxO xl,... ,x7) 1.18060 1.29280 1.96188 1.37375 1.34061 1.87795 1.321617 HfxO xl,... ,x8) 1.18052 1.28456 1.96140 1.37360 1.33983 1.87626 1.32158
8 H(x0 xl,... ,x9) 1.17973 1.23150 1.96088 1.36672 1.32247 1.87613 1.31664
TABLES 4-29: Time design of rainfall networks —  annual rainfallfData: stations in northwestern Louisiana)(Legend: Xi = r.v. at i-th lag)
TABLE 4-29.1: Winter season (05/01-10/31)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
...... StationCotton
Valiev
Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Kodessa Plain Dealins
0 H(x0’ 2.13826 2.16270 2.21593 2.17908 2.17951 2.20688 2.189531 HfxO xl) 0.69817 0.72388 0.78648 0.74601 0.72209 0.77940 0.76725
2 HfxO xl,x2) 0.44206 0.48245 0.70998 0.65780 0.44169 0.66923 0.673403 HfxO xl,...,x3) 0.44135 0.47169 0.68540 0.65669 0.42341 0.65895 0.53148
4 HfxO xl....x4) 0.42246 0.46209 0.68071 0.65667 0.41705 0.65887 0.53070
TABLE 4-29.2: Summer season (11/01-04/30)
Lag Conditional entropy (napiers)
Station
CottonValley
Shreveport Hosston Springhill Minden Rodessa PlainDealing
0 h (xo: 2.18077 2.14411 1.99328 2.06369 2.82330 2.30922 2.104141 HfxO xl) 0.74826 0.71838 0.54283 0.64114 0.82986 0.78982 0.669722 HfxO xl,x2) 0.74484 0.71685 0.53324 0.63934 0.82666 0.78972 0.66817
3 HfxO xl,...,x3) 0.73455 0.71476 0.48002 0.62571 0.82154 0.78972 0.601664 H(x0 xl,...,x4) 0.66912 0.62828 0.29943 0.60565 0.79966 0.73512 0.49131
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Figure 4-3: Histograms of flood durations (cutoff:350
cfs)-Paw-Paw Bayou
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X : OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION 































X : OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION 





























X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 
A :  COMPUTEO C.D.F
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Figure 4-12: C.d.f. of independent flood peaks, given vol­


























X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 
A : COMPUTED C.D.F.
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Finure 4-13’: C.d.f. of dependent flood peaks, given volumes



















C.D.F. WITH ZERO DEGREE DEPENDENCY




X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 
A :  COMPUTED C.D.F
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Figure 4-14: C.d.f. of independent flood peaks, given vol­



















C.D.F. WITH FIRST DEGREE DEPENDENCY
BASE LEVEL: 100 CFS
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Figure 4-15: C.d.f. of dependent flood peaks, given volumes



















C.D.F. WITH ZERO DEGREE DEPENDENCY











X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 
A  : COMPUTED C.D.F
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Figure 4-16: C.d.f. of independent flood peaks, given vol­



















C.D.F. WITH FIRST DEGREE DEPENDENCY
BASE LEVEL: 100 CFS
0.7-
LEGEND
X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 
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Figure 4-17: C.d.f. of dependent flood peaks, given volumes






























X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 
A : COMPUTED C.D.F
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Figure 4-18: C.d.f. of independent flood peaks, given vol­


























X : OBSERVED C.D.F. 




Figure 4-19: C.d.f. of dependent flood peaks, given volumes
(500 cfs) - Spring Creek.
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Figure 4-20: Selected rainfall stations in Northwest
Louisiana (used in space-tim6 design)
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Figure 4-21: Non—transferred information for daily rainfall
space design. Figure 4—21.1: Summer season.
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Figure 4-22: Non— transferred information for 2-day rainfall
space design. Figure 4-22.1: Summer season.
Figure 4-22.2: Winter season
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Figure 4-23: Non-transferred information for weekly rain­
fall space design. Figure 4-23.1: Summer sea­
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Figure 4-24: Non— transferred information for monthly rain­
fall space design. Figure 4-24.1: Summer sea­
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Figure 4-25: Non—transferred information for yearly rain­
fall space design. Figure 4—25.1: Summer sea­
son. Figure 4-25.2: Winter season
CHAPTER V: MULTIVARIATE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
This chapter is divided in two parts. In the first part 
we develop univariate, bivariate and multivariate distribu­
tions of Marshall-01kin form (M-4) by POME. This develop­
ment does not appear to have been reported previously. We 
emphasize derivation of the p.d.f., entropy and determina­
tion of parameters. The second part applies univariate and 
bivariate exponential distribution to space design of the 
rainfall networks in northwestern Louisiana. The results for 
the one and two-station design are compared with the respec­
tive results of Chapter IV.
5.1 Univariate exponential distribution
Let X be a univariate hydrologic stationary process sat­
isfying properties described in Chapter III. For example, X 
may be a rainfall time series X=R(t)={r(t),te(0,T)}, (i.e.
univariate process of the rainfall depths for the same sta­
tion, or univariate process of flood peaks). Since exponen­
tial distribution is continuous, we use the continuous 
entropy approach. This distribution was previously derived 
by others (e.g. S-14). In this study, we briefly repeat the 
procedure for the sake of completeness. Our objective is to
201
derive -the univariate exponential distribution £(x) by POME. 
First we determine constraints, necessary for the deriva­
tion.
5.1.1 Specification of the constraints 
The distribution function is given as 
1 - exp(-ax) if x > 0
F(x) = P(X<x) = (5-1)
0 1f x < 0
Taking derivative with respect to x, we obtain the p.d.f.:
a exp(-ax) if x > 0
f(x) = ( (5-2)
0 if x < 0
where "a" in eqs. C5-1) and (5-2) is the distribution param­
eter. Inserting eq. (5-2) in eq.(3-19), we obtain:
00 00
H(X) - - I f(x)log[f(x)]dx = - I ae"axlog(ae"ax)dx 
0 0
H(X) r oo 00 — I/ e”ax(loga)dx - / e~axaxdx 0 0 J
00 w
H(X) = -loga / f(x)dx+a J xf(x)dx (5"3)
0 0
Note that
/ f(x)dx = 1 (5-4.1)
0
The first distribution moment is:
oo
EX ■ / xf(x)dx (5-4.2)
0
,203
The constraints for POME are:
• probability constraint (eq.(5-4.1)), and
• mean or the first moment (eq.(5-4.2))
These constraints are replaced by their sample values:
1 N
x = iST Lo x‘ (5"5)
or
X = 1 (5-6)
CL
5.1.2 Derivation of the p.d.f.
According to POME, the maximum noncommittal p.d.f. is
f(x) = exp(-Ax) (5-7)
Using eq.(5-4.2), we obtain the partition function:
Z(A) - j (5-8)
Using eq.(3-34),
SloqZm 1 13A = ' A = ” a
Thus,
A - a (5-9)
The partition function is:
Z(A) = - (5-10)
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Inserting eqs. (5-9) and (5-10) in eq.(5-7), we obtain the 
p.d.f.:
f(x) a exp(-ax) 
0 if x < 0
equivalent to eq.(5-2). Thus, the dominant constraint in the 
POME derivation of the univariate p.d.f. is the mean of the 
hydrological time series. By solving eq.(5-3), we obtain 
the final entropy expression:
Sometimes in hydrology we use an alternative of eq.(5-2)
where "b" is the second parameter assigned to the translated 
origin of the p.d.f. This form of the p.d.f. may be obtained 
as the first one with two changes:
• maximizing entropy (eq.(3-19)) with m(x)=exp(ab),
• integrating on <b,oo> domain.
5.2 Bivariate exponential distribution
Let X and Y be two hydrologic r.v.'s defined as in Sec­
tion 4-2. If X(t) is the flood process, these multivariables
H(X) = -log(a) + 1
or
H(X) = -log(X) + 1 (5-11.2)
a exp(a(x-b) 1f x > b
0 if x < b
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may be either two flood characteristics (e.g. peaks and 
interarrival times), each exponentially distributed, or suc­
cessive dependent flood characteristics (e.g. flood peaks, 
if they are exponentially distributed). If X(t) is the 
rainfall process, then X and Y are rainfall depths at two
different watershed locations (e.g. two rainfall stations
mutually correlated). We use the Marshall-01kin form of the 
bivariate exponential distribution (M-4) defined as:
F(x,y) = l-expt-gjX-f^y - C12max(x,y)] (5-12.1)
where Ei>0 ,S2>0 ,£i2>0 are distribution parameters and x,y 
>0. An alternate form of the distribution was introduced by 
Galambos (G-1) as
F(x,y) = l-expt-ttj+e^x] - exp[-(€2+£12)y +
expC-^x-^y-S^maxU.y)] (5-12.2)
In this study we use this aternative form. The marginal dis­
tributions of X and Y are:
Fx(x) ■ F(x,-) - 1 - expC-U^ £12)x] (5-13.1)
FY(y) = F(-.y) *= 1 - exp[-(€2+ £12)y] (5-13.2)
The mean and variance of the distributions are:
E[X] = ------- , var[X] =    2 (5-14.1)
€!+e12 (5i+e12)
E[Y] <= —   --  , var[Y] =    2 (15-4.2)
^2+^12 ^ 2 + 1̂2^
2 0 6
while dependency between X and Y is expressed by the corre­
lation coefficient plz given as
p i2 ■ <5 - 1 5 >
Here, the parameter £1 is closely associated with the r.v. 
X, with r.v. Y , and with both X and Y.
In development of the distribution we distinguish three cas­
es :
• means are normalized (.p. =p = 1),
X Y
• means are equal (p =p = a),
X Y
• means are unequal.
5.2.1 Development with normalized means
Here E[X] = E[Y]= 1. From eqs.(5-14.1) and (5-14.2), we 
obtain:
^1 + ^12 *’ ^2 + ^12 = *
Let €i2=/3. Then we can simplify the expression for the corre­
lation coefficient (eq.(5-15)) as:
^12 
2-e12
With these changes the bivariate exponential distribution 
transforms into:
F(x,y) = 1 -exp[-x] -exp[-y] + exp[-(l-p)x -(l-P)y
-pmax(x.y)] (5-16)
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The p.d.f. consists of two parts: continuous and discrete.
The discrete part is associated with the singularity point 
and is not treated here. The continuous part of the p.d.f. 
is obtained after successive differentiation with respect to 
x and y. We distinguish two cases: x=max(x,y) and
y=max(x,y>.
5.2.1.1 Specification of constraints (Case: x>y>0)
Eq. ( 5-16) simplifies to:
^(x.y) = 1-exp (-x) -exp (-y)+exp[-x- (1-p)y] (5-17)
The p.d.f. is:
^(X.y) = (1-P)exp[-X-(1-P)y] (5-18)
Note that
/ J f.(x,y)dxdy = 1 (5-19.1)
0 0
The first moments are determined as:
CD 00 Q9 CD
E[X] ■ I I x f.(x.y)dxdy » (1-P) J xe"xdx / e_(1’p)ydy 
0 0 1 0 0
E[X] = 1 (5-19.2)
od co co do
E[Y] = / J yf.(x,y)dxdy = (1-p) j e‘xdx / ye"^1_^dy 
0 0 1 0 0
E[Y] = (5-19.3)
The joint entropy of X and Y is:
CD CD
H(X,Y) - - / / Mx.yJlogCMx.yJDdxdy 
0 0 1 1
2 0 8
H(X,Y) = -log(l-p) J / f,(x,y)dxdy- J / xf.fx^dxdy 
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
-(1-P) J / yf1(x1y)dxdy 
0 0 1 1
Thus, the constraints for POME are:
• information constraint (eq.(5-19.1)),
• mean of the r.v. X (eq.(5-19.2)),
® mean of the r.v. Y (eq.(5-19.3)).
The theoretical means in eqs.(5-19.2) and (5-19.3) are 
approximated hy their sample values:
5 ■ 1ST f.0 xt (5-20-l>
3? = Hif |=o yt .(*■».*>
5.2.1.2 Derivation of the p.d.f. (Case: x>y>0)
According to POME, the p.d.f. consistent with eqs. 
(5-20.1) to (5-20.3) is:
- z 7 v £ > exp[ - V - V : i  ( 5 ' 2 1 )
Using eq.(5—20.1), we obtain the partition function:
Z (A,,A,)- / e Xdx /* e "Vdy. tV  (5-22)1 * o 0 12




9A1 = ‘ A. = _MX = _1
SpogZCAj.Ag)] 1 j




A2 = 1-3 (5-23.2)
Substituting Lagrange multipliers in eq. (5-22), we obtain 
the partition function
-AjX “ -A2yA .  A - 1  1Z(Ai ,A2) - /Q e  dx /Q e dy = ^ (5-24)
and substituting eqs.(5-23) and (5-24) into eq.(5-21) we 
obtain the p.d.f.,
f^x.y) = (l-P)exp[-x-(l-3)y] (5-25)
when x>y>0 .
5.2.1.3 Specification of the constraints (Case: y>x>0) 
Eq.(5-16) simplifies to:






J / f2(x,y)dxdy « 1 (5-28.1)
0 0  ^
The first moments of p.d.f. are:
® ra .
EX = || xf9(x..vldxdy = (1-P) Jn xe”u "p,xdx J e“ydy 
0 0 ^ '  0 0
EX = jip (5-28.2)
CD CD 90 CD
EY = | | yf7(x»y)dxdy = (1-p) / e“(1_p)xdx J ye‘ydy (5-28.3) 
0 0  ^ 0 0
EY = 1
The entropy H(X,Y) is computed as:
CD CD
H(X,Y) * - / / [log(l-p)-(l-p)x-y]f2(x,y)dxdy 
0 0 £
or
H(X,Y) = -1 og(1-P) ■ 1 - (1-p) yx-viY
The constraints for POME are:
• information constraint (eq.(5-28.1)),
• first moment of r.v. X (eq.(5-28.2)),
• first moment of r.v. Y (eq.(5-28.3)).
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5.2.1.4 Derivation of the p.d.f. (Case: y>x>0)
This derivation is equivalent to the case x>y>0, except 
for changed positions of X and Y. The p.d.f. is:
f2(x,y) « (l-P)exp[-(l-p)x-y] (5-29)
Combining eqs. (5-25) and (5-29), the complete p.d.f. is
(1-3)expC-x-(l-p)y] ...x>y>0
f(x,y) = (5-30) 
(l-p)exp[-(l-P)x-y] ...y>x>0
The entropy for both cases is:
H(X,Y) = 2 - log(l-P) (5-31)
5.2.2 Development with equal means
Here E[X]= E[Y]= oc. From eqs. (5-14.1) and (5-14.2) 
obtain:
+ C12 = 1/a 
€2 8 1/a
Let £iz=/3. Then from eq.(5-15) we obtain:
*12p12 " 2 I 
a " *12
With these changes, the bivariate exponential distribution 
transforms into:
F(x,y) = 1 -exp[*] -exp[- + exp[-(l-p) * - (1-3) J
- | max(x.y)] (5-32)
As in Section 5.2.1 we distinguish: 
Case 1: x>y>0 and Case 2:y>x>0.
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5.2.2.1 Specification of constraints (Case: x>y>0)
Eq.( 5-32) simplifies to:
Fjfx.y) = l-exp[- *]-exp[- J]+exp[- | -(1-P)^] (5-33)
The p.d.f. is: 
fl(x,y) = ^  exp[- * - y] (5-34)
The first moments of the distribution are:
_ X -(lrP?
ECX] = ! J xf.(x,y)dxdy = / x ^  e adx / e ady
0 0 1 0 a 0
E[X] = a (5-35.1)
. _x -(1-P)
ECY] - / I yf\(x,y)dxdy = *=§ J e adx / ye ady 
0 0 a 0 0
E[V] » ^  (5-35.2)
Also
- _ X -(1-6)
/ J Mx,y)dxdy ■ ^  J e adx / e ady = 1 (5-35.3)
0 0 1 a 0 0
The joint entropy of X and Y is:
H(X.V) - - J J |Tog(^|i) - * - £ £  jT] fj(x,y)dxdy
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H(X.V) . - log(±§&) 1 - | ux - ^  My
The constraints for POME are:
• information constraint (eq.(5-35.3)),
• mean of the r.v. X (eq.(5-35.1)),
• mean of the r.v. Y (eq.(5-35.2)).
5.2.2.2 Derivation of the p.d.f. (Case: x>y>0) 
(5-35.3) produces:
Following the procedure similar to that of Section 5.2.1, we 
obtain:
fx(x,y) - zfAj.Ag) exP £ - V " * 2y:i
ZfAj.Ag) =
The partition function is:
and p.d.f. is:
fx(x,y) » ^j§ exp[ =%& x - J ] (5-36)
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5.2.2.3 Case with y>x>0
The procedure is equivalent to the case x>y>0, except 
that variables X and Y are interchanged. Thus, we obtain:
f2(*•■>'> - * 4  e*P E-| - *5* Xl (5-37)
Combining eqs. (5-36) and (5-37),
J exp[- ^  X - J ] 
f(x,y = I (5-38)
| ^ |  exp[-
The entropy for both cases is:
H(X,Y) = -2 - log t t )  (5-39)
a
The equal-means' case can be applied whenever the following 
conditions are satisfied:
• The hydrologic variables X and Y have the same means 
(e.g. rainfall depths measurements of the same storm at 
two different rainfall stations, or successive flood 
peaks measuring behaviour of the flood process);
• The marginal p.d.f.'s of the bivariate exponential are 
univariate exponential p.d.f.’s.
5.2.3 Development with unequal means (aeneral case)
Let /j. =E[X] and n =E[Y]. We use a general form of the X Y
(eq.(5-16)). The hydrologic r.v.’s X and Y are any two 
r.v.’s with different means (for example flood peaks and
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flood volumes of the same flood process, or rainfall depths 
at two different locations, etc.).
5.2.3.1 Development with x>y>0
Eq.C5-16) simplifies to:
F j f x . y )  = l - e x p I X S j + e ^ M - e x p l H ^ + e ^ y : ]  
+exp[-(€1+£12)x-€2y]
Then
Yj^x.y) ■ §x9y *
g2p
- ^(Ei+Si-OexpC-^+e.Ox-^y] (5-40)
The means are computed as follows:
- -x^+Sio) • -?2y
E[X] = J /xfj(x,y)dxdy = / xe “  dx / e dy
0 1 c 0 0
1
E[X] « -----  (5-41.1)
S +£
1 12
so * -x(5 +5 ) • y
E[Y] = J J y f.(x,y)dxdy = £2(€,+S12)J e 1 12dx / y e  2 dy 
0 0 0
E[Y] = p1 (5-41.2)
q2
Also
J J ft(xty)dxdy - 1 (5-41.3)
The joint entropy is:
H(x,y) - - log K 2(C1+€12)3 + ^i+^i2)yX+S2yY
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The constraints for POME are:
• information constraint (eq.(5-41.3)),
• mean of the r.v. X (eq.(5-41.1)),
• mean of the r.v. Y (eq.(5-41.2)).
The p.d.f. is:




3»j * ' = ‘ MX " ' ?i+?i2
and
aClogZ(Aj ,A2)3 j !a»2 * - A2 ■ -“y ■ - e2
This results in
h  " ̂1+̂12 
A2 = ̂2
The partition function is:
z(Ar*2> ‘ €2(€j+g12) 




5.2.3.2 Development with y>x>0 
Eq.(5-16) simplifies to:
F2(x*y) = 1 " exP[” ( € ^ C 12)x] - exp[-(C2+C12)y] +
The continuous part of the p.d.f. is:
«i zm
The means are computed a s :
* -€ix -(Co+Ci9)yE[X] = / I xf2(x,y)dxdy = (£2+512) 61 / xe 1 dx / e
0 0   ̂ 1 0 0
E[X] = (5-43.1)




/ / fo(x,y)dxdy * 1 (5-43.3)
0 0 *
The constraints for POME are:
• information constraint (eq.(5-43.3)),
• fi , approximated by E[X] (eq.(5-43.1)),A
• fiy, approximated by E[Y] (eq. (5-43.2)) .
Following the procedure similar to the case x>y>0, we obtain 
Aj ■ C p  ^2 “ ^2+^12
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and the partition function
Z(W  ■ €i(S2i«12)
The p.d.f. for y>x>0 is:
f2(xty) a ^2^ €12)^ (5-44)
Combining eqs.(5-42) and (5-44), we obtain the p.d.f. for 
the complete domain:
^ l +^ 1 2 ^ 2 exPt"(€i+?12)x-52-y] *>y>0
4  A£m £m A A Cm •£» / ( •
(€2+ei2)eiexpC“Cix-(C2+ei2)y3 y>x>of(x.y) «
The joint entropy for the complete domain is:
z-iogC^Ui+e^)] x>y>0
H(X,Y) 2-109Cel(€2+€12>] y>x>0 (5-46.1)
More generally, the joint entropy can be expressed as a 
function of the Lagrange multipliers:
H(X,Y) = 2 - logfAjAg) (5-46.2)
The number of domains where p.d.f.’s are defined is 2! for 
the bivariate exponential p.d.f. Thus, POME must be used on 
each domain separately.
5.2.4 Determination of the parameters
To determine the parameters £i,£z and 6 i2 of the bivari­
ate exponential distributions, we use sample approximations 
to the means of X and Y and sample correlation coefficient 
between X and Y :
5.3 Trivariate exponent.ial distribution
Let Xi,X2 and X 3 be three hydrological r.v.'s, e.g. 
Xi= {xi e(0,T)},X2={x2 (t),te(0,T)} and X 3={x3 (t),te(0,T)} of 
the hydrologic process X(t). For example, if X(t> is flood 
process, Xj,X2 and X 3 are three multivariables characteriz­
ing that process. If X(t) is the rainfall process, X t,X2 and 
X 3 characterize rainfall measurements at three different 
locations in a certain area (i.e. three rainfall stations). 
For successful application of trivariate exponential distri­
bution, it is desirable that all bivariate and univariate 
p.d.f.'s obtained from it must be exponential as well.
The original Marshall-01kin form of the trivariate exponen­
tial distribution is:
F(x1,x2,x3) * P(X1<x1,X2,X3<x3)
8  ̂ (5—47)
where m 4j=max(Xi,Xj) This includes 3! or 6 regions of defi­




1-exp Xj "̂ i2xl~̂ 13xl~̂ 23xZ~̂123̂li x1>x2>x3
l - e x p ^ ^ 1x1-€l2xl-gl3xl-C23x3-€l23X̂ ] Xj>x3>x2
1-exp [jI!_i€1xi-€l2x2-€l3xl-€23x2~€l23x̂ J x2>Xj>x3
l-expj-Z ^ j xj-C12x2-€13x3-523x2-€123x̂ | x2>x3>x1
l-exp|jl_^ixi-6i2x1-€i3x3-623x3-€123x̂ j x3>xi>x2 
l_exp[jz ^ix^-C12x2-C13x3-€23x3-€123x̂ ] x3>x2>Xj
Collecting the same variables, we can rewrite the distribu­
tion as: y
l - e x p £ x ^ £ 1x 1- x l ( S l 2 + £ l 3 +  € 123) - x 2 S 2 3 ^ j  X j > x 2> x 3
1‘expE?.1€1Xr xl(€12+€13+ ^123^_x3 2̂3̂ ] xl>x3>x2
F(Xj,x2,x3) = < 1-exp(jZ^iXj-Xj C13-x2(C12+ €23+€123)̂ j x2>Xj>x; 
1-exp[jZ_iCix1-x2(gl2+?23+^l23)-x3 C3̂ j x2>x3>Xj
x3>Xj>x21-exp[jZ^i?iX1-€12x1-€13x3-523x3-€123x3"J 
1-exp [jZ=i61xi-Cl2x2-5l3x3-C23x3-gl23x3 j| x3>x2>x1
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■ The p.d.f. is obtained after successive differentiation: 
*3,9 I" (X< |Xn(Xn)
f(X1,X2'x3) " " S x ^ S X j
which results in:
f(xltx2>x3) -<
(€i+€i2+€i3+5123) (€2+€23)€3exPl>E 1̂ 1X1_X1^12+^13+^123)1—1
"x2^23^ x1>x2>x3
3 
(« 1 ^ 1 2 +513+5123>52 (53+?23>e,<pl;- ^ 15 1Xr Xl <512+513+?123>
- x3e23]  x l >x3>x2
3
^1+^13^^2 +^12+^23 '^123^exp^ _ 1̂ 1xr xl ^13"x2 
^12+^23+^123^ x2>Xl>x3
3
6i(€2+ ̂ i2+̂ 23+̂ 123)(̂ 13+̂ 3)exp̂ _ 1xr x2(̂ 12+̂ 23+̂ 123)
-x3€i3] x2>x3>Xl
3
(e1+e12)e2(e3+e13 ■*€23+c123)exPc-^ie1x1-x1 e12-x3 
^13+^23+^123^ x3>xj>x2
3
€i«2 +€12)^3 +^13 *23* 123* exP["X-ieixr x2€12“x3
^13^23^123^ x3>x2>xi
Using POME we derive p.d.f.'s for each domain separately.
Domain 1: X | > X 2> X 3




V(/o fl̂ xr x2,x3 d̂xldx2dx3 = 1 (5-49.1)
5.3.1 Specification of the constraints
The first moments of the p.d.f. in eq.(5-48) are:
•I • •
E[Xj] B I I I x^f^(x^»x2*x3)dx^dx2dx3
" “(€i+£i2+£i-3+£i23)x1ECX^ =(C1+C12+513+e123) fg Xte 1 12 13 123 dXj
E[Xt] = t+t J  (5-49.2)
1 ’1 ’12 ’13 ’123
m m m
5CX23 = J J / X2̂ i (Xj »X2iXj )dx̂ dx£dx2
“ “^ i +^12+^13+^123^X1 E[Xz] . (€1+€12+€13+e123)(S2+S3) /0 e dXj
** “^ 2 +^23^ 1/ x9e c dx, = ft?—  (5-49.3)
0 z ’2 *23
E[X3] = (5-49.4)
The entropy of fi<x1,x2 .x3) is:
H(X.«X7,X~) « - / / / f1(x1,x2,x3)logCf(x1,x2,X3)]dx1dx2dX3 
i c o 0 0 0
= - iog(const1) + const2yx  ̂+ const3vx^+
223+ const4nx
3
Thus, the constraints in POME’ are:
• information constraint ( eq.(5-49.1)),
• fi , approximated by E[Xi] (eq. (5-49.2)),X i
• /iY , approximated by E[XZ] (eq. (5-49.3) ) ,A 2
• fi' , approximated by E[X3] (eq. (5-49.4)) ,X 3 •
5.3.2 Derivation of the p.d.f.
Maximizing entropy H(Xi,X2 ,X3) subject to eqs.(5-49.1) to 
(5-49.4), we obtain:
3
f1(x1,X2,X3) = Z(A1!A2,A3)exp[' V i]
From eq.(5-49.1) we obtain the partition function:
• -X.X. • -A-X- °° -^3X3 1
Z(Xl.*2.X3) = Jo . “ d « , V  dx2 ' 0 e d,3 = v ? j
logZ(Aj,A2 ,A3 ) «* -log Aj-log A2-log A3
Using eq.(3-34),
aiogZJAj.Ag,^) j |
SAĵ  Aj * ^1+^12+^13+^123
or:
»1 - 51+512+e13+C123 (5-50.1)
Similarly,
A2 " ^2 + ^23 (5-50.2)
A3 " ^3 (5-50.3)
Therefore, the partition function is:
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Z(V V » 3 >  ■ (5i-+t12+«134 123)(€2+€23)«2*23'*3 
and the p.d.f. is:
fl(xl»x2»x3) 8 ^ 1 +^12+^13+^123^(^2+^23^3ex^^”^ l +^12+ 
+^13+^123)xr ^ 2 +?23)x2"^3x3]
which is equivalent to eq.(5-48). We write eqs.(5-50.1) to 
(5-50.3) generally as :
Ax| = Vx1+ coefficients associated with m-jj,mijk (5-51)
Domain 2: x t> x 2 > x 3
Following a similar procedure we obtain the first moments 
(means)
ED<l3 = «i+«i2+Si3+e 
E[X2] . ̂
ECX3^ ' ’2 *23
and Lagrange multipliers 
A1 = ^1+^12+^13+^123 
A2 "  ^2 
A3 = ^2+^23
consistent with eq.(5-51).
Similar results are valid for all other regions. General 
expression for the entropy of any region is
H(X1,X2,X3) = - log(XiX2X3)+3 (5-52)
5.3.3 Determination of the parameters
The parameters of trivariate exponential distribution 
are:(i,(z, £3 associated with r.v.'s Xi,X2 ,X3; S12.S13.E23
associated with maxima mi2 , m u .  m 23 and Si 23 associated 
with mi23. For these 7 parameters we need seven equations. 
The first three are obtained using expressions of the first 
distribution moments E[Xj]. For the second three equations, 
it is convenient to use statistics that best express depen­
dencies among variables- partial correlation coefficients. 
Specifically,
610  (5-53.1)
*1 + + €j2
^13
Si + h  + ^13
^23
13 = I! + £ %  6., <5-53*2>
23
(5-53.3)
In application, we use sample approximations r 12, ri3 and 
r23 defined as:
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where i,j=1,2,3, i*j and Xi,Xj are sample means of and 
x d. To obtain the 7-th parameter £iz3 * we need one addition­
al equation. For that purpose, we must compute one of the 
higher moments. The computations of the higher moments is 
provided in detail elsewhere (M-4, A-9). We briefly outline 
the important points here:
• Compute characteristic function §(si,sz,s3). Since 
direct computation becomes complicated, we use Laplace 
transform for simplicity:
Using integration by parts (theorem 4.6, M—4) the charactei 
istic function is:
where 2' is the summation over all permutation of indices, 
and
r,s #0
Then we expand the characteristic function as:
_fi!2f3—  r _ i —  (_ l _ + —l _ ) +
g123+sl+s2+s3 L9l2+Sl+S2 V s1 92+s2[
where:
« i - € i
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g2 = lz
93 " ^3 
912 " ^12+^13+^2+^23+^l+^123 
g23 " ^2+^3+^23+^12+^13+^123 
®13 * £1+^3+S j 3+€ j 2+^23+^123
9123 = ^l+^2+^3+^13+^23+^12+^123 
• Compute higher moments using known statistical relation­
ships:
9 0(S< »So,So)




-1 /_1 . 1\, 1 /_1 . 2_\ 
g12 Zi Z2 g13 *1 h
9 ♦(s1,s?t0) 
E<xixz>= ~5sj'as2
+ 4  ‘ k + 4 }




e<xix3>= as|8s p -
3 4*(0«SoiS.) 
E<X2X2>"   as2as3
sl“s3‘s0
s2=s3=°
g1" (r + r )g23 H *3
(5-55.3)
(5-55.4)
• Use any of the eqs.(5-55.1) to (5-55.4) to compute the 
7th parameter.
5.4 Multivariate exponential distribution
Let Xi,Xz,...,Xn be n hydrologic r.v.'s, e.g. 
Xi={xj(t),te(0,T)}, X2={x2(t),te(0,T)}, ...,
,te(0,T)} of the hydrologic process X(t). For exam­
ple, if X(t) is a flood process, Xi,X2,...,Xn are n muti- 
variables characterizing that process and all (n-1)! combi­
nations of these multivariables have multivariate 
exponential p.d.f.'s as well. The same holds for the rain­
fall process.
The original Marshall-Olkin form of the n-dimensional
exponential distribution is:
n
F(x, x ) « 1-expC- I S.x,- I - I £iik
1 n 1=1 1 1 1<l 1 J 1<1<k 1JK
max(xi,Xj,xk) - ...-£12 ^^maxfaj,...,xn)] (5-56)
There are n! different 
max(Xi,...,xj)
The continuous part of the p.d.f. is
expressions for various
8nF(x1’ ■xn>
n7 “ 8x. »3x. (5-57)
Similar to bivariate and trivariate distributions, we com­
pute means approximated by Xi   x n, Specif-X i xn
ically,
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for i=1,...,n. Using POME for any domain, we obtain the 
partition function:




*1 ■ + I £
j j  =  l  x  J j N J 2  * *■
,  _1________  ■
A1 = Ep^]
The general entropy expression is:
H(X1,...,Xn) = - logfAj Ar) + n (5-60)
Determination of the parameters is the same as in trivariate 
case, except for taking the n-dimensional characteristic 
function, § (si,...,sn), in evaluating the higher moments.
5.5 Extension to the Weibull distribution
The Weibull distribution is also widely used in hydrolo­
gic frequency analysis (for example, rainstorm durations and 
dry periods among storms may follow the Weibull distribu­
tion, e.g. R-4). The Marshal1-Olkin bivariate exponential 
distribution becomes the bivariate Weibull after following 
substitutions:
//e
• substitute X with X ,




The general form of the bivariate Weibull distribution 
obtained is:
F(x,y) = l-expte1xp-C2yY-€12max(xp,yY)Il (5-60.1)
or written in the alternate form (G-1):
F(x,y) = 1 -expE(C1+C12)xpH-expG(^2+C12)yYI! + 
e x p E S j X ^ y 7 - €12max(xp,yY)l (5-60.2)
5.6 Application
Let us apply some forms of the exponential distributions 
in hydrologic frequency analysis. For that purpose we take 
rainfall stations in northwestern Louisiana, already studied 
in space-time design using multivariate normal distribution. 
We confine the application to univariate and bivariate expo­
nential distributions.
5.6.1 Univariate distribution
Xi is the r.v. representing the rainfall depth at station 
i(i=1,..,7). The histograms of the rainfall depths show 
that univariate exponential distribution (eq.(5-1)) may be 
appropriate. C.d.f.'s of the univariate exponential distri­
bution are then plotted versus observed frequency distribu­
tions (figures 5-1 to 5-14), and fit of these distributions
2 3 1
seems appropriate. To support this, we also compute RMSE and 
bias of the fit (Table 5-1). All these statistics are small. 
In comparison to the normal distribution, there are two con­
siderable advantages:
• it is not necessary to divide data into the seasons,
• it is not necessary to employ any transformation.
5.6.2 Bivariate distributions
Here X t and Xj are two r.v.'s representing rainfall 
depths at stations i and j (i*j, i ,j=1,••.7). To examine
dependency amongst these stations we use the bivariate expo­
nential distribution (eq.(5-45)) with generally unequal 
means.
Both entropy and transinformation may be used as the infoi 
mation carrier for a rainfall process modeled by exponential 
distribution. For that purpose we represent the uncertainty 
at station i by the marginal entropy (eq.(5-11.2)):
and joint uncertainty at stations i and j by the joint 
entropy <eq.(5-46.1)):
H(X.) - 1 - log ( £- ) 
1 ^X
(5-61.1)
(5 -6 1 .2 )
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We may proceed with either space or time design similarly as 
the design with multivariate normal distribution.
Table 5-2 shows 2-station design for the combined wintei—  
summer storms for daily and two-day sampling records. In 
both cases the station with the highest uncertainty or the 
maximum marginal entropy is Hosston. This is the central 
station (Si) or the carrier of the most important informa­
tion. Then we compute conditional entropy (third and seventh 
rows of the Table 5-2) and transinformation ( fourth and 
last rows of the Table 5-2). In daily sampling three sta­
tions (Plain Dealing, Rodessa and Shreveport) are all equal­
ly important, and can be chosen as the second station (S2), 
since they give zero transinformation. In two-day sampling, 
Rodessa is clearly chosen as the second station (S2). For 
weekly, monthly and yearly sampling only one station (cen­
tral station (Si)) is found important (Springhill).
We compare these results with those of the multivariate 
normal distribution and conclude:
• The entropies of the bivariate exponential are generally
lower than those of the bivariate normal for the same
record;
• The space design for daily and two-day sampling records
are comparable in both cases. The differences occur in
weekly and monthly design.
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To accomplish complete space design we may proceed with tri­
variate exponential distribution for 3-station design, and
so on. However, the procedure becomes extremely complex. For
example, for n station design it is necessary to compute 
entropies and distributions in n! domains. Here, the design 
by multivariate normal distribution has considerable advan­
tage.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter multivariate exponential distributions of 
the Marshall-01kin form are derived by POME and general
expressions for their entropies are provided. The univari­
ate and bivariate exponential forms are tested using 
15-years daily raifall measurements on the seven stations in 
the northwestern Louisiana. The results are compared to
those of the bivariate normal distribution.
Table 5-1: Fit of the exponential distribution to the rainfall data(Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana)
Station RMSE Bias
Cotton ValleyHosstonMindenPlain Dealing Rodessa Shreveport 
Springhill
.07969 .05774 .04323 .03083 
.06038 .04408 .07625 .04986 .07125 .05309 .11687 .08817 
.09748 .07066
TABLES 5-2: TVo-station space design of rainfall networks using bivariate exponential distribution (Data: stations in northwestern Louisiana, combined winter and summer storms 
Legend: Xi = r.v. of i-th station chosen in the second step)












(X71Marginal entropy H(Xi) (napiers) 1.42535
-- — —
Joint entropy H(Xl,Xi) (napiers)
-- H(X1.X2)2.52139 H(X1.X3)2.43831
H(X1,X4)
2.76843 H(X1,X5)2.78660 H(X1,X6)2.76563 H(X1,X7)2.68505
Conditional entropy H(Xl|XiJ 
(napiers)
-- H(X1]X2) 1.22307 H(X1|X3)1.10662 H(X11X4) 1.42535 H(X11X5) 1.42535 H(X11X6) 1.42535 H(X11X7) 1.4133






TABLE 5-2. 2: 2-day design
Station Hosston
(XI)












Joint entropy H(Xl,Xi) 
(napiers)
-- H(X1,X2)2.48959
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STOGRAM O F RAINFALL DEPTHS
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Figure 5-7: Histograms of rainfall depths (Station:Minden)
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5-9 ; Histograms of rainfall depths (Station:Plain 
Dealing)
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Figure 5-10: Fitting of the exponential distribution (Sta-
tion:Plain Dealing)
F i g u r e
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5— 11: Histograms of rainfall depths (Sta­
tion :Shreveport)
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X : OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION 
A :  COMPUTED DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 5-14: Fitting of the exponential distribution (Sta­
tion :Rodessa)
CHAPTER VI: DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
This chapter derives univariate discrete distributions: 
Poisson, Bernoulli and binomial. Then it applies them for 
multivariate analysis as discrete parts of mixed distribu­
tions. In these derivations we use consistently the method
(G-17) used calculus of variations to derive Poisson p.d.f., 
while Jaynes (J-4) derived binomial p.d.f. in a slightly 
different way.
6.1 Poisson p.d.f.
The Poisson distribution in hydrology is used for rare 
events that randomly occur in time, for example, the occur 
rence of flood peaks or the time of rainfall start. We max­
imize the discrete equivalent of entropy (eq.(3-19)), taking 
m=(1/n!).thus
The constraints in maximization procedure are assumed to be
of Lagrange multipliers and partition function. Guiasu





where eq.(6-1.2) represents the mean of the Poisson distri­
bution, £ is the distribution parameter, n is the number of 
events and p n the probability of each event to occur. 
According to POME, the p.d.f. consistent with eqs.(6-1.1) 
and (6- 1.2 ) is:
Inserting eq.(6-4) in (6-3) we obtain the partition func­
tion :
pn '  Z{X> expC-An] ‘ ?UZ(M expC' Xn] (6-2)
where Z(A) is the partition function.
Using eq.(6-1)
we obtain the partition function.
(6-3)
Further,
log(Z(A)) = exp(-A) 
Using eqs.(3-34) and (6-1.2) we obtain:
8[logZ(M3 . .  e-A. . c8A e *
Thus
A = - log £ (6-4)




n = 0,1,2 
elsewhere
which is the Poisson p.d.f.
6.2 Bernoulli p.d.f.
We observe the occurrence or the absence (non-occurrence) 
of a certain event in a hydrologic process. Let the occui—  
rence probability be p and the absence probability 1-p. The 
p.d.f. associated with our observation is the Bernoulli 
p.d.f.:
Hydrologic examples of such p.d.f. are: rainy day, flood or 
non-flood season, etc. We maximize the discrete equivalent 
of eq.(3-19), taking m=1/p or:
P event occurs (n-1) (6-6)Pn=




The p.d.f. consistent with this maximization is:
P„ - —5— exp[-An] (6-8)" PZ(X)
Using eq.(6-7.1)
t o  p z k  exp[-ln] - 1
we obtain
Z(A) - (6-9)
Using eqs.(3-34) and (6-7.2) we obtain 
3 loqzm e'A
from which
A = log (~®) (6-10)
Inserting eq.(6-10) into eq.(6-9) we obtain the partition 
function
z<*>' T ^ pTp (6’n >




P P(1|—  exp Pn log (~E)”1IpT L J
P - pn(l-p)1“n (n*0,l) n (6 -1 2 )
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which is the same as eq.(6-6 ).
6.3 Binomial p.d.f.
The binomial p.d.f. is an extension of the Bernoulli 
p.d.f. In a hydrologic process certain event occurs k times 
in n periods. Mathematically, this gives k successes 
(occurrences) and n-k failures or absences (non­
occurrences) . The probability that hydrologic r.v. does 
occur k times is given by the binomial p.d.f.:
.k/, n-kp(x-fc) - Pk(||> pV - p)' (6-13)
where k=0 ,...,n denotes number of successes, p the success 
probability and 1-p the failure probability. Derivation of 
this distribution by POME is similar to the Bernoulli p.d.f. 
We maximize marginal entropy H(X) 
with m=| e.g.








X kPk = Pv “ nPk=0 K A 
The p.d.f. consistent with POME is:
(6 -1 4 .2 )
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pk = Z?M (6-15)
Using eq.(6-14.1) we obtain
Z(A) - 1 (S) (e"A)k ln_k » (e"A+l)n (6-16)k=0
Using eqs.(3-34) and (6-14.2), we obtain
aiogzfM .. £*n8A = " T T a - - np 1+e
which gives
p ' (6-17)
The partition function is
A ** log (--"P)
Z(A> * <l?p + ‘J" ■ (6—18)
Inserting eqs.(6-18) and (6-17) into eq.(6-15), we obtain 
the p.d.f. equivalent to eq.(6-13).
6.4 Application
Both Poisson and binomial p.d.f.'s are used to represent 
hydrological processes. The binomial distribution is used 
with independent events, while the Poisson distribution pei—  
mits dependencies and is widely used in partial duration 
series (P .D .S .).
Let us derive distribution of annual maximum flood peaks. We 
combine either binomial or Poissonian distribution for the
number of flood peaks per year with exponential distribution 
representing successive flood peaks, into the mixed distri­
bution (the exponential distribution with a second degree 
dependency can be considered as a bivariate exponential dis­
tribution). The mixed distribution of bivariate exponential 
and Poisson distribution assesses dependencies in flood pro­
cess (R-10). The mixed distribution of bivariate exponential 
and binomial distribution does not assess these dependen­
cies.
6.4.1 Mixed distribution: Poisson + bivariate exponential
The mixed distribution of bivariate exponential and Pois­
son for dependent P.D.S. was derived by Rosbjerg (R-10) who 
assumed first order serial dependency (Markov dependency) 
among successive peaks.
Let £ be the Poisson parameter representing the average num­
ber of flood peaks per year (N), X hydrologic r.v. repre­
senting flood peaks, X max annual maximum of flood peaks, ex 
the mean of the flood peaks (corresponding to the case p^
=My =«. of Section 5.2.2) and /o(1) autocorrelation coeffi­
cient of the first lag. Then,
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where Fi and F 2 are univariate and bivariate exponential 
distributions given in Chapter V. After substitution for Fi 
and F2, eq.(6-19) simplifies to (R-10):
For no dependency (p(1)=0) this distribution reduces to the 
distribution of the Gumbel EV-I form:
The mixed distribution of the annual maximum flood peaks is 
computed by taking the r.v. to be the exceedance above a 
cutoff level (cfs) in the P.D.S., and is tested on two Loui­
siana streamflows: Spring Creek and Paw-Paw Bayou. The
results of the goodness of fit tests are presented in Table
6-1 for the Spring Creek and Table 6-2 for the Paw-Paw Bay­
ou, where we compare the c.d.f.'s of the mixed distribution 
and the data. For all levels, the fit to the Spring Creek 
streamflow is within 95% confidence limits according to the
i+p(i) a
1 - 2 exp £  + “ p E
l+p(l)
(6-20)
F(xmax) = exP £ “ €exP ) (6-21)
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Kolmogorov Smirnov statistic. All values of the bias are 
also small. The fit to the Paw-Paw Bayou streamflow is less 
successfull and depends on the chosen cutoff level. The 
more successful cases for the Paw-Paw Bayou are shown in 
figures 6-1 and 6-2. The c.d.f.’s for the Spring Creek are 
presented in figures 6-3 to 6-7 for several cutoff levels.
6.4.2 Mixed distribution: Bernoulli + bivariate exponential
Similar to Rosbjerg (R-10), we develop a mixed distribu­
tion of Bernoulli and bivariate exponential distributions. 
Let p be the probability that annual peak occurs in any 
flood during the year (e.g. p=1/number of floods per year). 
All other notations remain same as in Section 6.4.1. Then
(6-22)
The last term in eq.(6-22) is geometric series. Thus,
Rearranging the terms, obtain
(6-23)
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From Chapter V , we take:
X.
f i < w  ■ 1 -  « p [ -
F2<W  W  “ l"2 exp E 1 + expE u fa i 'T ]
( 6 - 2 4 . 1 )
( 6 - 2 4 . 2 )
for univariate and bivariate exponential distribution of 
flood peaks. Inserting eqs.(6-24.1) and (6-24.2) in the 
eq.(6-23), we obtain the mixed distribution as
[l- exp (- ^








1 - exp (-2~)
£__
’1-P -  1 ( 6 - 2 5 )
The mixed distribution of the Bernoulli and bivariate 
exponential is also examined in fitting the annual maximum 
flood peaks of the same data. We choose the Spring Creek 
streamflow, since the previous results indicated it to be 
more suiatable for the exponential distribution. The results 
of this distribution fit for various cutoff levels are shown 
in Table 6-3. The only reasonable accuracy is achieved at 
the highest cutoff level (1000 cfs), that approximately coi—  
responds to one flood peak per year (the number of extreme 
occurrences is one per year).
2 6 0
The mixed distribution of the Bernoulli and bivariate 
exponential is compared with the mixed distribution of the 
Poisson and bivariate exponential for higher cutoff levels 
(figures 6-6 and 6-7). At the highest cutoff level the Pois- 
sonian mixed distribution loses its accuracy, while the Bei—  
noullian (or binomial) mixed distribution increases it. 
Thus, we may conclude that in working with the P.D.S. data 
for lower cutoff levels the Poissonian mixed distribution is 
preferable. For higher cutoff levels, adequate to the 
A.D.S., the Bernoullian mixed distribution gives more relia­
ble results.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter some univariate discrete distributions 
are derived by POME, and then used for hydrologic frequency 
analysis as parts of the mixed distributions: bivariate
exponential and Poisson, and bivariate exponential and Ber­
noulli. These distributions are compared in fitting the 
annual maximum flood peaks of the Spring Creek streamflow.
Table 6-1; Fit of the Poissonian mixed distribution (Data: Spring Creek)(Legend: D = Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic Dc= critical value of D A = accepted R = rejected )
Cutoff level (ft3/sec) RMSE
Bias D Dc Decision
50 .37235 .02460 .1357 .1756 A100 .36072 .00878 .1357 .1786 A250 .33305 .00598 .1143 .1820 A350 .30896 .03010 .1786 .2650 A500 .27854 .21601 .1857 .2900 A
Table 6-2: Fit of the Poissonian mixed distribution (Data: Paw-Paw Bayou)(Legend: D = Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic Dc= critical value of D A = accepted R = rejected )
Cutoff level (ft3/sec) RMSE
Bias D Dc Decision
50 .32872 .22698 .3500 .2480 R100 .30843 .14565 .2200 .2806 A
250 .31072 .19781 .2800 .2480 R350 .28779 .11822 .2480 .2480 A500 .29614 .17986 .2480 .2480 R
Table 6-3; Fit of the binomial mixed distribution 
(Data: Spring Creek)(Legend: D = Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic Dc= critical value of D A = accepted 
R = rejected )
Cutoff level (ft3/sec) RMSE Bias D Dc Decision
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CHAPTER VII: UNIVARIATE STREAMFLOW 
RECONSTRUCTION AND FORECASTING
The chapters VII and VIII introduce a new method for 
reconstruction and forecasting of streamflow records in 
real-time domain. This is based on the method originally 
developed by Burg in geophysics for reconstruction in fre­
quency domain (B-20). In his method Burg employed the so- 
called maximum entropy spectral analysis (MESA) which has 
since been extensively used in many technical fields, all 
related to spectral analysis. However, in time domain this 
method has received little attention. Many hydrologic prob­
lems such as reconstruction of hydrological records, flood 
forecasting, flood warning, etc. require solutions in time 
domain. It may be intriguing to see how the entropy theory 
can be used for real-time forecasting. To that end, it is 
necessary to:
• develop this forecasting method in time domain,
• improve the method by feedback mechanism for short-term 
forecasting, and
• test the method using real-world data.
The method is developed separately for two cases: recon­
struction and forecasting of the univariate stationary pro­
cess: X(t) (e.g. flood Q(t) and rainfall time series R(t)),
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and reconstruction and forecasting of the bivariate station­
ary process: X(t) and Y(t) (e.g. flood Q(t) and rainfall 
time series R(t>). For discrete time series we analyze both 
univariate and bivariate stationary seqences.
This chapter examines the first case. It is divided into 
two major parts. The first part develops the theory, and the 
second applies it to real-time forecasting and reconstruc­
tion of hydrological records.
7.1 Development of the model
7.1.1 Background
Let X(t) be a stationary hydrologic time series, and p(k) 
its autocorrelation function (acf) where ke<0,T/4> and 
te<0,T> (figure 7-1). To predict the value of the time 
series x-j>+ j we use all values x t(te<0,T>) as well as the 
complete acf. To relate the time series X(t) and its acf 
p(k), we may construct the system of N+1 equations with N+1 
variables, using consecutive values of p(k):
. N-k
P(k) - j  I (xt - x>(xt+k'x)t=l
for ke<0,T/4-T/2>.
For N values of time series, p (k) is uniquely determined in 
domain <0,T/4> for nonperiodic hydrologic series and in 
domain <0,T/2> for periodic hydrologic series. For longer
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record there is usually no need to compute p(k) in domain 
t>T/4 or t>T/2. However, for short records, correlations at 
T/4 or T/2 may still be significant. In these cases we need 
to extend p(k) into domain t>T/4 or t>T/2. While predicting 
X̂ .+ j we use N values x t and N+1 values of p (k) as shown in 
figure 7-2. This prediction procedure can continue for 
t=T+2 , etc. taking always the value of extended p(k) at 
associated lags.
Let us put the problem into hydrologic perspective. We 
distinguish three practically significant cases:
(a) Streamflow is known for a period <0,T>, but not there­
after. This is simple forecasting, and future values 
are predicted from the past values and the autocorre­
lation function. Associated hydrologic problem is 
flood warning. Usually immediately after the value 
x,p+ j has been forecasted, it becomes available through 
measurements. In predicting the value x-p+2 we use 
updated record <0,x «p+1> and recomputed acf up to T+2 
lag. This algorithm with feedback is represented in 
figure 7-3. This scheme is effective if the effective 
forecast lead time is sufficiently long and the fore­
casted streamflow values are accurate.
(b) Streamflow is available for <TX,TZ> time interval 
(figure 7-4). Hydrologic frequency analysis or other 
purposes may require longer historical record. Thus it 
is desirable to fill the hydrologic gap before time
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T|. For that purpose we use the record X(t)=Q(t) in 
<Ti, T2> and associated /o(k) (computed from the record 
and extended in <0,Ti> domain). While the scheme in 
case (a) is closely associated with the short-term 
forecasting, the reconstruction of hydrological gaps 
is associated with longer time intervals (weeks, 
months or years). We reconstruct the complete gap 
without updating (feedback), as shown in figure 7-5. 
We recall that any long-term hydrologic time series 
expresses either trend or periodicity or both. Thus, 
the scheme in figure 7-5 would perform satisfactorily 
if the reconstructed gap most closely represents both 
trend and cycle of the missing series.
(c) Streamflow is available on an intermittent basis as 
shown in figure 7-6. This scheme is an extension of 
the scheme (b), also associated with long-term time 
forecasting. For reconstruction of the gap 1, we use 
the record 1, for reconstruction of the gap 2 , we use 
the record <0,Ti+Ati>, for reconstruction of the gap 3 
we use the record <0,T2+At2>, and for long-term fore­
casting we use the complete reconstructed record 
<0,T3+At3>. Together with the streamflow record, we 
use the associated p(k) for significant number of 
lags. Thus, the first part pik) will be computed from 
the record 1, then extended into domains <Atl/2,Ati> 
and into the gaps 1 and 2. After reconstruction of gap
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1 and 2 , the acf is recomputed using the record 2 ; 
etc. At certain point p(k) ceases to be influential. 
This is determined by the order of the model. The 
reconstruction procedure is shown in figure 7-7.
7.1.2 Univariate recursive flood forecasting model
As discussed in Chapter IV, the acf for m lags is written





p(m) •* P(-D P(1)P(0)
(7-1)
Since elements p(k)=p(-k) the acf matrix is symmetric. Fur—  
thermore, it is positive semidefinite: thus, it belongs to
the class of non-negative definite matrices. This means that 
its determinant and all principal minors are either positive 
or zero. In computing the new acf value for every successive 
lag, the new extended acf matrix must preserve these propel—  
ties. Three basic theorems allow this extension (B-20):
(a) Fundamental Autocorrelation Function Theorem (FAFT): 
It guarantees non-negative definiteness of the new acf 
matrix of the (m+2 )•(m+2 ) dimensions:
(m+2) (m+2)
r p ( ° ) p ( - i )




p(m+l) •’ P(-D P(1)P(0)
(7-2)
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(b) Minimum Forecasting Error Theorem (MFET): It allows 
weighting of every /o(k) value by some coefficient a k. 








.p(m) . . . .  p(0)_
is unique, where Em>0.
(c) Factorization of the Toeplitz Matrix Theorem (FTMT): 
It guarantees the unique solution to the system of 
equations:




Mm) • • . . MO)- .. ...
where * terms are not explicitly required. Eq.(7-4) is actu­
ally the forecasting eg.(7-3) written m times for k=1,..,m.
To extend the acf and to predict the value of the time
series outside of the hydrological record we need to solve
eq.(7-3) for a k (k=1,..m) and E m. This is done by the recui—  
sive algorithm, originally developed by Levinson (W-19) and 
later modified by Burg (B-20). It has a considerable advan­



















■the number of necessary calculations from order m 3 to m 2 for 
(m*m) matrix. The algorithm requires:
• m-m Toeplitz submatrix to be positive definite (satis­
fied by the nature of the acf matrix),
• (m+1)*(m+1) Toeplitz matrix to be non-negative definite 
(satisfied due to FAFT).
The algorithm is developed as follows: 
(a) Rewrite eq.(7-3) taking m=N-1 as












P(N-1) • • ** P(0) bL N_jJ 0
(7-5.1)
(b) Extend the matrix equation to N ’N=(m+1)•(m+1) order as— r — — \ /i— — P —1\
P(0). . . 1 0 E A
•
•  1 b b N-l N
•• • p(l-N) j 1 N-l 0 0
•
• • ( • + c • »•< • + c •
• 0 • N • • N •
P(N-1) • > * b b 0 0p(N) • . . owQ.• N-l 1 A E
— — L 0 J 4 J > l N j l N-1j(7-5.2)
Let us study the second matrix. The second column vector is 
the reverse of the first one. Eq.(7-5.2) is still valid 
because the first and last rows of acf matrix are antisymme­
tric; this scheme holds again for the second row and the 
next to the last, and so on. Furthermore,
N-l
« I p(N-n) b 
N n=0 n
with bQ= 1 (7-5.3)
where bn are the extension coefficients. In order to simpli­
fy the right hand side of eq.(7-5.3) in the same form as
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eq.(7-5.1), we require all matrix rows except the first one 
to be zero. For that reason,
AN + CNEN-1 = 0 
or
N-l (7-5.4)
We note that coefficients E^_^>0. We call bN- ̂ the coeffi­
cients of the previous (N-l)-st step or
bN-l,j = aN-l,j (7-5.5)
and a n the coefficients of the next N-th step or 
bN-l,j + CNbN-l,N-j***for NjeJ 
cN ...for N»J
*N,j (7-5.6)
where the first index signifies the step or order of the acf 
matrix and the second one signifies the coefficient position 
in the matrix column.
(c) Rewrite eq. (7-5. 2 ) using eqs. (7-5.4)
P(0) • • • p(-N) 1 E +c A E
0 m • a N-l N N N
• «
• • 1 0 0
• • • • S • S •
• • • • •
• • « a •
P(N) • • *'P(0) N 0 0
(7-6.1)
where
-N EN-1 + CNAN > 0
Inserting eq.(7-5.4) in (7-6.2), we obtain:
N




Thus the recursive algorithm for extension of the acf matrix 
is given by eqs.(7—5.3) to (7—5.6) and eq.(7—6.3). Let us 
illustrate the development of the algorithm from zeroth step 
to the second step:
0-th step
For this step,
[P(Q)][1] = [E0] (7-7.1)





Using eqs.(7-5.3) to (7-5.6) and (7-6.3), we obtain:
0
A, = I Pd-O) bQ = p(l)
1 0 U
Cj = -P(l)
Ej = 1 - [p(l)32
The extension coefficients of the first step are:
from which
all “ C1 * "
2nd step:
We expand:
1 1 E A
+ c s 0 + c 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
(7-7.2)
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p(0) p(l) 1 s "E1



























Using eqs.(7-5.3) to (7-5.6) and (7-6.3) we obtain:
bll * all “ “
2-1
A2 “ P(2“n) bn “ P(2) + P ( l )bx
A
c_ = - — ?2 Ex 
E2 = Ejd-c^)
The extension coefficients of the 2nd step are:
1 1 0
a — b + c b
21 11 2 11
-a22- _0 _1or
a21 = bll + c2 bll 













During the extension of the acf function we expand the acf 
matrix R until some step m when E =0 occurs, or
p(0) • • • * P(m) 1 0
• • • •
• • • bl = ••• • • • •jp(m) • • • • P(0)_ *- rrH _ 0_
Obviously, the R matrix is singular, 
order N>m is uniquely specified by
(7-8)
and any acf of the
mI P(N-n)b . 0 n=0 n (7-9.1)
o r :
mP(N) = - I P(N-n)b n=l n
Expanding eq.(7-9.2), 
p(N) = - CpCN-lJbj+p(N-2)b2 +
(7-9.2)
. + p(N-m)bm]
It is seen that the most recent autocorrelations have the 
most weights. The number of acf coefficients weighted is 
equal to m. We call it the model order.
The extension of acf matrix R given by eqs.(7-9.1) and 
(7-9.2) corresponds to the maximum entropy spectrum obtained 
by maximizing the entropy H(y), given by eq.(3-27.1), sub­
ject to N+1 autocorrelations p(n) of the acf matrix R 
<ne(0,N)>. A complete proof is given by Burg (B-20).
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7.1.3.2 General extension
The maximum entropy extension, given by eq.(7-9.1) or 
(7-9.2), is achieved when Em=0. In that case |cm | — 1. Until 
the step m, the R matrix is nonsingular. According to FAFT, 
the non-negativeness implies:
Similarly, for matrices of all order En>0 (n=1,..,N). 
Eq.(7-6.3) yields:
We call this equation the "stability criterion". When |cn| — 1 
the matrix becomes singular and eq.(7-10.1) yields 0. Using 
eq.(7-6.1) and eqs.(7-10.1) to (7-10.2), we obtain the gen­
eral extension of the acf:
P(0). --P(N)




This determinant can also be written as:




p(N) » - I p€N-n)bn-c||E|
n=l n N N-l
(7 -1 0 .3 )
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7.1.3.3 POME extension and general extension
Assume now that a long hydrological record (e.g. daily 
values available for one year) is partially known. For exam­
ple the record in one month is unknown and 30 daily values 
must be reconstructed.
According to figure 7-8, the acf from the data is construct­
ed for the period Tj/4-Ti/3 = 1.5 to 2 months. Then the acf 
is extended by eq.(7-10.3) until |cm|—■ 1 and E to- j—0. After 
that all autocorrelations p(N) (N>m) are governed by 
eq.(7-9.2). The lengths of two domains primarily depend on 
the data.
7.1.4 Prediction in time domain
7.1.4.1 Prediction forward
While extending the acf, the extended autocorrelation 
is either a linear combination of all previous values (gen­
eral extension) or m previous values (POME extension). 
Extension coefficients a n's and b n's are the optimum pre­
diction coefficients, by virtue of the algorithm's nature.
A
The best predictor one step ahead x̂ .( 1 ) from the record x t 
(t€<0,T>) (figure 7-2) is linear combination of x t values 
using a n and b n coefficients as weights. Similar to 
eg.(7-9.2), the prediction equation is: 
a m
*t(D B I (-an)xT+i-n (7-11.1)n=l
The prediction error is computed as:
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>v m
eT+l * XT+1 ” XT(1) = J=0 anxT+l-n
The mean squared error is:
MSE = E [ej+1] = E([^o anxT+l-n]
Cm m — |n=o anXT+1’n U  ajXT+1' jJ  
m m
" Lo f-0 ** ECXT+l-i'XT+l-n]
m ms I I Vi V(n-J) (7-11.2)n=0 j=0 n J
If hydrologic time series is normalized, then the autocovai—  
iance 7 (k) of lag k=m-n becomes the acf pik) of the same 
lag. Thus,
m m
MSE - I I a p(n-j)a, (7-11.3)
n=0 j=0 n J
Burg (B-20) showed that the expression (eq.(7-11.3)) can be 
rewritten as:
m NMSE . En ♦ E=o (an-bn)p(n-j)(aj-bj)
or
MSE = Ejj + deviations (7-11.4)
Minimum deviations (an=b„) yield E^=MSE. Thus, the Ejg coef­
ficient in the recursive algorithm is associated with the 
minimum least square error.
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7.1.4.2 Prediction backward
In reconstruction backward, i.e. prediction of a previous 
value of the time series, we use linear combination of all 
next values (general extension) or m next values (POME 
extension). Let us denote these extension coefficients as
d j's.
m
XT “ £=1 ^ dn^xT+l-n (7-12.1)
As in prediction forward we can show that the prediction 
error is:
N
8t = n=0 *dn*XT+n
and the mean squared error is:
MSE = E^ + deviations 
In extending backward we construct the equation similar to 
eq.(7-5.1) as
p(0)..... P(N) l en
• .• •
• •••











which is equivalent to:

















In conclusion, the weighting extension coefficients for both
forward and backward predictions are the same.
7.2 Points of hydrological significance
We emphasize the following points:
• NORMALITY. The acf matrix R is non-negative definite: 
its determinant is greater than zero, and all its prin­
cipal minors are positive. It corresponds to the acf 
matrix of the multivariate normal distribution. The 
process that agrees with this acf matrix to the greatest 
extent is the Gaussian process (J-10). To properly rep­
resent this process we can transform a hydrologic record 
by the Box-Cox method (B-20, J-1). Power transforma­
tions, such as logarithmic, subside high variance- the 
possible cause of high fluctuations in predictions, and 
also remove skewness from the record and possibly high 
kurtosis.
• APPLICATION. Three areas are hydrologically significant 
for application: (1) forecasting: short-term forecasting 
for flood warning, and long-term forecasting for flood 
frequency analysis and hydrologic design (figure 7-3), 
(2 ) reconstruction of hydrologic gaps for providing 
longer record, associated with long-term forecasting 
(figure 7-5), and (3) long-term reconstruction and pre­
diction of intermittent records (figure 7-7).
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• SCOPE. The purpose of the application part is to detei—  
mine under which conditions the univariate recursive 
flood forecasting model gives reliable results.
7.3 Application
A general flow-chart in figure 7-9 describes necessary 
steps in forecasting/reconstruction scheme:
(a) Define the hydrologic objective, described in Section
7.2 and its time domain: long-time (weeks, months,
seasons, years) or short-time intervals (minutes, 
hours, day);
(b) Use either univariate recursive algorithm with feed­
back associated with short-time intervals for real­
time forecasting, or without feedback, associated with 
longer time intervals for reconstruction and filling 
of the intermittent series;
(c) Compare the model results with real world observa­
tions:
• Do reconstructions present well enough both trend 
and periodicity of the missing record?
• Are the real-time forecasts reliable and accurate 
enough, and is the forecast lead time sufficiently 
long?
(d) Analyze the model parameters and compare the model 
performance with other time series models. This analy­
sis is given in Chapter IX.
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The univariate recursive model for streamflow reconstruc­
tion and forecasting with or without the feedback option is 
given in figure 7-10. The algorithm includes the components 
described in the model's development: initialization of the
parameters, evaluation of the parameters, checking the sta­
bility criterion, general extension and the POME extension, 
prediction of time series value by value (with feedback), or 
prediction gap by gap (without feedback). We denote Q(t) the 
streamflow hydrologic series representing X(t), and q t the 
values of the streamflow variable.
In evaluating the model performance for various cases we 
found that the general extension of the acf (eq.(7-10.3)) 
weakened the algorithm's stability. Specifically, some val­
ues of the extended pik) approached 1. However, when 
extending by POME (eq.(7-9.2)), the pattern of the previous 
autocorrelations was preserved. Thus, the extension by POME 
was accepted in all tested cases in domains t>Ti/4 or 
t>Tj/2.
To answer the questions raised in Section 7.3 above, we 
tested the univariate model on five different data sets from 
different climatological areas (Table 7-1).
In evaluating the model performance we test the possi­
ble residual dependencies. If all residuals are independent 
(white noise), the model is satisfactory. The usual test 
employed in long-term reconstruction and forecasting is the
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Anderson’s correlogram test (A-8 ) where the residual auto­
correlations are compared with the confidence limits of an 
independent time series, given as:
r = -1*1.96 4 N-k-1k (95%) " TH c
where N is the number of the data and k the lag of the acf.
7.3.1 Long-term reconstruction and prediction
Tested rivers are classified a s :
(a) strong periodic seasonal.(Rio Orinoco) (figure 7-11),
(b) periodic seasonal, but irregular with respect to flood 
peaks and volumes (Krishna and Godavari) (figures 7-12 
to 7-14),
(c) periodic seasonal, but irregular with respect to flood 
peaks, volumes and shapes of flood hydrographs (Rio
Caroni) (figures 7-15 and 7-16),
(d) completely irregular (Spring Creek) (figures 7-17 and 
7-18).
Rio Orinoco
The Orinoco River is amongst the giant fluvial systems in 
the world. Its drainage area is almost 1,000,000 km2, and 
covers approximately two-thirds of Venezuela's territory and 
350,000 km2 of Colombia. Its annual flow means and maxima
are 28,000 m3/sec and over 100,000 m3/sec. With its length
of 2063 km, it is one of the world's longest rivers. For
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Venezuela, the Orinoco forecasting is extremely important 
for navigation, flood control, hydrologic planning and 
design.
Orinoco exhibits strong seasonal behaviour with characteris­
tic annual cycle of 12 months (figure 7-11). The available 
record covers seven years (1943-1950) and is expressed as 
the observations of the river levels every 15th of the month 
at the downstream station Palua. There is no visible trend 
in this seven-year period, thus both mean and variance are 
approximately constant. During testing of the univariate 
model we found that the streamflow is best forecasted by 
transforming it by
Q tr= (Q—
or reducing it to the record with zero mean and unit vari­
ance. Both fi q and Sq are obtained from the known data
afirst. Later forecasted values Qtr are transformed back to 
Q. In testing the Orinoco record we assume the first 81 
months to be known, and forecast last 15 months. The fore­
casts ( showed with a thicker line on the figure ) are very 
close to the real observations ( thin line on the figure ). 
The mean square error (MSE) of the 15-months ahead forecast 
is .674. The lowest level in the dry season is forecasted 
with 3.7% error, and 1 month (ahead) lag. The following peak 
of the flood season is underpredicted with 9.6% error, while 
timing of the month with the maximum peak is perfect (0% 
error). However the autocorrelation plot of the residuals 
(second part of the figure 7-11) shows the existence of
2 9 1
strong autocorrelation in the first lag (it is exactly on 
the boundary of the 95% Anderson's confidence limits). 
Krishna River
The flow data (Table 7-1) for this stream are available as 
the mean monthly flows for the 1902-1960 period. We choose 
to examine the period 1948-1954 (figure 7-12). The Krishna 
River collects the water from the watershed of 250,000 km2 
in size. Its discharge exhibits strongly periodic behaviour 
and highly skewed non-normal distribution. Annual peaks are 
concentrated in June and July, coincidental with the monsoon 
season. In that period the average monthly discharge rises 
from 600 to 5500 m3/sec. These discharges are influenced by 
large scale rainfall, snowmelt and groundwater contribu­
tions. In winter season, contributions from these three 
sources are minimal, and consequently the Krishna River has 
extremely low flows. In testing the univariate model, we 
assume to be in the year 1953 and to know only the 1948-1953 
river record. We want to compute the river's behaviour next 
year and monsoon season (1954). We are interested in fore­
casting the river’s behaviour as well as its summer peak 
needed for potential design of hydraulic structures against 
its banks or the volume of the water involved and needed for 
irrigation and agricultural needs of the surrounding areas. 
The forecasts may be considered as a result of the entropy 
weighted historical record prior to 1954 (figure 7-12). 
Timing of both wet and dry seasons is satisfactory. First
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■three months in 1954 are forecasted exactly on time (0% 
error). The time of the highest peak is lagged one month 
after its occurrence and the forecasted error is almost 25%. 
However, the rest of the flood hydrograph is forecasted with 
1 to 5% accuracy. The volume of the water in the flood sea­
son is underpredicted by 20%. The residual acf shows no sig­
nificant correlation left. Since the residuals are reduced 
to the white noise, the improvement of the forecasts can be 
achieved by either smaller time scale (days, hours) or 
inclusion of dominant stochastic generators (rainfall and 
possibly snowmelt in the rising part of the hydrograph 
limb).
Godavari River
This river belongs to the same climate as the Krishna River. 
It drains the water from somewhat larger watershed (Table 
7-1) and this yields higher summer seasonal peaks and larger 
volumes of water. However its behaviour is similar. In most 
of the months its average discharge is less than 177 m3/sec. 
From June to July its average rise is from 930 to 8030 
m3/sec. Thus, the flood hydrograph is again skewed. In eval­
uating the model performance we place ourselves in the year 
1949 with the knowledge of the 1945-1949 record. This time 
the hydrologic practice requires the forecasting of the 
stream behaviour two years in advance (with emphasis on the 
monsoon season). The forecasts are presented in figure 7-13. 
In the first flood season, the month of the maximum seasonal
flood is predicted exactly (0% error), the flood peak is 
overpredicted by only 11%, and flood volume by 30%. In fore­
casting the next flood season, the forecasted flood wave 
damps: flood peak is underpredicted by 46%, and flood volume 
by 11%. The combined climatological factors produced much 
higher flood peak and larger volume of the water. This trend 
of lowei— higher flood wave, might be successfully modeled 
with a larger record, or by moving into the smaller time 
scale to account for the combined flood generators. The same 
conclusions hold for the reconstruction of the year 1948. 
This year was reconstructed by using only 1948-1951 record. 
The extrapolation of this record into the past may be needed 
for hydrologic frequency analysis. We are intrigued to see 
the model performance in another time direction. The recon­
struction is presented in figure 7-14. Complete hydrograph 
is reconstructed accurately: the flood peak is underpredict­
ed by 20%, and its volume by 10%. The timing of the maxima 
in the flood season is correct. The only incorrect part is 
the dry period between the flood waves, that is overpredict­
ed. We judge this reconstruction to be satisfactory, knowing 
that only the three years’ record was used. The residual acf 
shows strong autocorrelation left in the first lag. This may 
be improved by prolonging the record (for example figure 
7-13 showing same data with a larger known record and 
reduced residual autocorrelation in the first lag).
Rio Caroni
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This river is the last major southern tributary to the 
Orinoco River. It is smaller in size and encompasses smaller 
drainage area. While the Orinoco, because of its large water 
capacity, smoothes irregularities of the various stochastic 
generators, the Rio Caroni is much more responsive to them. 
Both flood peaks and volumes vary considerably from year to 
year and we can achieve successful forecasting only with an 
extensive long record. The data were available for the peri­
od of 28 years (1950-1978) (Table 7-1). Here we would like 
to perform two tasks:
• Given the long data base (e.g. 26 years), examine the
model capability to forecast two different seasonal 
floods ( e.g. the floods in years 1970 and 1971);
• Evaluate the model performance by reconstructing some 
pertinent years in the past ( filling the gaps ), assum­
ing they are not known (e.g. years 1961, 1966, 1971,
1976) and assuming that only the years before them are 
known (period 1950-1960, period 1950-1976 without 1961, 
etc.).
The reconstruction results are presented in figures 7-15 and 
7-16. To answer the first question, we examine the figure 
7-15. The first flood season (year 1949) is predicted rea­
sonably accurate: flood volume is overpredicted by 12%, and
flood peak underpredicted by only 6%. The time of the maxi­
mum flood peak is lagged by one month, but the peak is
inside the multiple flood peak interval. The second flood
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season tends to be the replication of the first. This time 
both flood peaks and volumes are underpredicted by 20%. The 
maximum peak is forecasted one month ahead. The overall 
predictions were much better than those of the Godavari Riv­
er, and the model accounted for the streamflow irregularity 
by using the large data base. This is confirmed by studying 
the residual acf: all autocorrelations are well within 95%
Anderson's confidence limits (they are white noise), or the 
model provides full explanation of the streamflow dependen­
cies. In answering the second question, we examine figures 
7-16 and 7-17. The reconstructed records in assumed uknown 
years are noted with a symbol "P” . The prediction success 
can best be answered by comparing the reconstructions (fig­
ure 7-16) and the acf residual plots ( figure 7-17). Inde­
pendency of the residuals is clear in the second and third 
gap (all residuals are inside the Anderson's confidence lim­
its). For these cases flood peaks are predicted with 0% 
error (second gap) and underpredicted by 23% (third gap). 
Similarly, flood volumes are underpredicted by 3% (second 
gap) and 30% (third gap). Timing of the floods in flood 
season is with 0% error (second gap) and one month ahead 
(third gap). The other two gaps not only underpredict both 
flood peaks and volumes, but also lack the accuracy in pre­
dicting the maxima in flood seasons ( i.e. shapes of the 
forecasted hydrographs do not correspond to the data).
Spring Creek
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This river is a typical Louisiana stream, highly governed by 
short and intensive summer and longer and weaker winter 
rainfall. This in turn yields longer winter floods and 
shorter but sometimes more excessive summer floods. This 
pattern is random, so sometimes highly excessive winter or 
completely dry summer seasons occur. This pattern is specif­
ic to the Louisiana climate. Thus, without considering the 
rainfall data, any reasonably accurate streamflow forecast 
should be accepted. Furthermore, the study area is rela­
tively small (68.4 squared miles), so the streamflow 
response to the rainfall is almost immediate. In testing 
the model we are curious how it forecasts the future ( for 
example, 2 years), or reconstructs some past record. In 
forecasting the future, we are also interested how the model 
behaves in series of dry years. Thus, we reduce the stream­
flow only to the baseflow, assume the 1956-1975 record to be 
known, and reconstruct the years 1976-1977 (figure 7-18). 
The volume of the hydrograph in this dry season is predict­
ed with only 12% error, although the shape is not exact. 
Despite the successful prediction, the acf plot of the resi­
duals shows some significant residual correlation in first 
lag. We also note that the dry extremes before and after the 
hydrograph peak are overpredicted.
The answer to the second question is shown in figure 7-19. 
This is long-term reconstruction of the years 1956-1965, 
using all future records. This is particularly important for
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extending the short data base and is successful only if the 
streamflow statistics (mean and variance) do not change sig­
nificantly from one decade to another. The reconstruction 
in figure 7-19 may be called partially successful. In first 
5 years 1961-65, reconstruction is closed to the observed 
record, in second 5 years 1956-160, the reconstruction loses 
its flexibility - the amplitude simulating the hydrograph 
peaks damps. To objectively evaluate this performance we 
should compare it with other time series models (e.g. ARIMA 
model).
7.3.2 Short-term (real time) forecasting
We investigated various scenarios for the applicability 
of the univariate recursive model to short-term forecasting. 
The data tested were Spring Creek and Paw-Paw Bayou in Loui­
siana, both generally governed by the rainfall mechanisms. 
We found that the model predictions exhibit high fluctua­
tions, associated with irregular daily values. The flow 
irregularity is greatly reduced when separating the flood 
wave from the baseflow (i.e. by baseflow separation). Figure 
7-20 presents daily baseflow forecasts for the Spring Creek: 
first 200 days are used as the known record, and latter 200 
days are predicted by 1- step ahead forecasts. In certain 
periods (e.g. days 235-265, 280-305, 315-350, 370-395) the 
1- step ahead daily forecasts are reliable for both fore­
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casting the baseflow shape and the magnitude. In other peri­
ods, the fluctuations around the mean baseflow value are 
extensive. Thus, the baseflow may be forecasted more relia­
bly than the complete streamflow, but the model's instabili­
ty is still not completely removed.
The strong component that might improve the model behaviour 
would be adding the knowledge about rainfall. For that pui—  
pose we should develop the bivariate equivalent of the uni­
variate model, specifically designed for one-step and multi- 
step ahead forecasting.
7.4 Summary
This chapter developed a univariate recursive flood fore­
casting model. Theoretical details were provided with 
emphasis on forecasting and reconstruction in time domain. 
The model was successful in predicting periodicity and trend 
while reconstructing real-world records from five different 
streams. For short-term flood forecasting the model could 
not cope with a strong streamflow stochasticity.
TABLE 7-1; The streamflows used in testing the univariate forecasting model
No Data Gage site Drainage area Record Source
1 Rio Orinoco, Venezuela Palua
950,000 km2 monthly(1943-1950) Laboratorio Nacional de Hidraulica (19811
2 Krishna River, India Vijayawada (Andhra Paresh)
231,355 km2 monthly(1948-1954) Kumar and Chander (1985)
3 Godavari River, India Dowleswaran (Andhra Paresh)
299,320 km2 monthly(1945-1951) Kumar and Chander (1985)
4 Rio Caroni, Venezuela Guarampo Not available
monthly(1950-1978) Vecchia(1985)
5 Spring Creek, Louisiana, USA Rapides Parish, hydrologic unit 08080102
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Figure 7-9: Steps in the forecasting/reconstruction
scheme
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CHAPTER VIII: REAL TIME FORECASTING: BIVARIATE
CASE
This chapter develops a model for the streamflow governed 
by one or more stochastic mechanisms. We confine ourselves 
to the modeling of the bivariate stationary hydrologic 
sequence: streamflow time series and its governing mechanism 
- precipitation time series. However, the same model is val­
id for any other n-dimensional stationary sequence if all 
two dimensional matrices are replaced by n-dimensional ones. 
The model presented here may be called the bivariate recur—  
sive model for real flood forecasting, and is a conceptual 
extension of the univariate model presented in Chapter VII. 
The autocorrelation function of the univariate case is 
replaced by the cross-correlation function between the time 
series of the bivariate sequence.
The chapter.is divided into two parts. The first part pres­
ents the model, and the second applies it to to the short 
term forecasting of the flood events.
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8 .1 Model development
8.1.1 Background
We study the bivariate hydrologic sequence, e.g. rainfall 
generating series and its runoff response (figure 8-1). The 
dependence of runoff on rainfall is expressed through the 
cross-correlation function (ccf). We seek to predict the 
forthcoming flood wave by knowing only the initial values of 
rainfall R(t) and runoff Q(t). From these values we may com­
pute cross-correlation piz(k), extend it if necessary and 
forecast the next flood value(s). The forecasting scheme is 
shown in figure 8-2 .
This scheme will be effective for smaller sampling intei—  
vals (STI) and longer data base. That is easily satisfied on 
large watersheds and for longer events when numerous sam­
pling intervals are available before the occurrence of the 
upper rising part of the flood wave. Because of the firm 
data base, the ccf is already developed and need not be 
extended., However for very small watersheds and for short 
flash flood events, the data base is small. In that case, an 
extension of the ccf before the forecasting stage is essen­
tial .
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8.1.2 Bivariate recursive flood forecasting model
The theory is based on entropy for the bivariate station­
ary sequence (X,Y). Burg (B-20) maximized the entropy 
(eq.(3-29))
+At/2
H(v) = / log[det(W(v))]dv (8-1)
-At/2
subject to 
n +At/2 Ici?(k) = J W(z) z dv (8-2)
1Z -At/2
where k €<-N/2,+N/2>, v is the frequency, W(v) the power 
spectrum 2*2 matrix, z the complex variable, and piZ(k) 2-2 
cross correlation matrix of the k—th lag between X and Y 
variables.
From now onwards, let X be the multivariable representing 
stationary rainfall sequence R(t), and Y the multivariable 
representing stationary streamflow sequence Q(t). The maxim­
ization result is expressed by:
eN - |=0 Pl2<-n>Fn (8-3,1)
and
N
l P,2(S-n)F . 0 (8-3.2)
n=0
where s>0 .


















l£j[N-l) ... p(l) p(0)
Eq.(8-4) is the matrix analogue of eq.(7-5.1) 
of N forward prediction equations, where:
It consists








P21(k) P22(k) [*"]L 0 0J
In eq.(8-4) E jj is the matrix being computed and Fj*s are the 
extension matrices. Similar to these forward prediction 
equations, we write the matrix analog to the backward pre­
diction eq.(7-12.2):
rp(o) p (-d B 0•• • N-l •
p(D . • • B ••* • * • • • N-2 s •• • « • • •• • • • • ••• • * B 0
• • -p(-l) 1 *c_MN-1) .... P(1) P(0) _ I . _ N-l_
(8-5)
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where Bj's are the backward extension matrices, and * 
denotes the matrix transpose. Furthermore, we denote 
as the ccf matrix of (2N)•(2N) dimensions.
Algorithm
We assume T t values of the associated rainfall and runoff 
sequence to be known. Thus, we immediately develop the ccf 
matrix (eq.(8-4)) with N=Ti/4-Ti/2. To determine all coeffi­
cients, we use Burg's algorithm for the bivariate stationary 
sequence (B-20). General formulas for coefficients are 
obtained after extending the ccf matrix by one row. Using 
eqs.<8-4) and (8-5), the set of N+1 equations is developed 
as:
— — _ _ — — \ _ — * “■
p(0)p(-l).. p(-N) I 0 EN-1 an
p(l) p(-N+l)
< F1 BN-1 0 0• 0 • • •• + •• CCN] >- •• + ••
p(N-l) p(-l) FN-1 B1 0 0.
_P(N) . .p(l)p(0) 0 I h  - lehJ
[CN]
(8-6)
similar to eq.(7-5.2), where the superscript (*) represents 
the matrix transpose. The solutions are expressed as matrix 
equations:
N-l
An - I P(N-n) F 
N n=0 r
* N-l 
Ay B I P(N-n)B 
N n=Q "
CN * “ <EN-1 * AN 




( 8 - 7 .4 )
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N N (8-7.5)
where we let : + N̂-l * CN= ®
Let us illustrate the algorithm development for first two 
steps:
O-th step(N=1)
We initialize the algorithm by letting :
[P(0)3 [I] -  [Eq] (8-8.1)
from which
Eq = P(0) =
Pll(O) P^t®)
^21^^ P22^i-
Using eqs.(8-7.1) to (8-7.5) we obtain: 
= p( l )  Fq = p ( l )
= P(-1)Bq -  p ( - l )
c, - -(E* J-1 41
* rl *C1 * - <Eo r
E1 “ E0 + 41C1
* * *
E1 * E0 + 41 C1
1 -st gtep.(N=g)
Using eq.(8-6 ) we extend eq.(8-8.1) as:
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Using ©qs.(8-7.1) to (8-7.5) w© obtain: 
Fj - Cp (-1)3'1[E1-p (0) I]
Bj = [P(0)]_1[E* -p(-l) I] 
1 
A, - I P(2-n) F - p(2)F0+p(l)F,
1 n=0 " u i
* 1A, - 1  P(2-n) B_ - P(-2)Bq+P (1)B1
n=0
c2 “ ” ) ^2
c2 - - (Ej)*1 A*
*E2 * E| Ag C2 
E2 s Ei + A2 c2
For the N-th step the forward and backward extension matri­
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where the first index denotes the N-lst step, and where 
each and element (k=1 ,. . . ,N-1 ) are 2-2 matri­
ces.
The complete algorithm is presented in figure 8-3. To be 
fully applicable we must investigate its stability and con­
struct equations capable of real-time forecasting (not given 
by Burg).
8.1.3 Stability criterion
Our domain is the bivariate stationary sequence of Gaus­
sian nature. Thus, both sequences X(t) and Y(t) must be 
Gaussian. The nature of the mutivariate normal distribution 
was examined in Chapter IV. From there we conclude that all 
cross-covariance matrices must be positive definite. In this 
algorithm this requires:
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The ccf matrices ,Rn.n of (2n)•(2n) dimension are posi­
tive definite and det(R(n))>0, (n=1,...,N)
and E, matrices are also positive definite and
det(En)>0, det(En)>0.
Also det Rm u m n I E„ JN’N _ n I n-l
N-l
n=0Here Rn.n are ccf submatrices of the major ccf matrix R 




equivalent to acv matrix S # ( .̂q. (4-26)) ,
2*2
Pll(O) P 1 2 d > p12(0) Pj2(l)
P2i(!) Pn (0) p21(l) P12(0)
P12(0) P21(D P22^) p22^)
_P12(1) p12(0) p2 2 ^ i
oCMCMQ.
equivalent to ccv matrix S c (eq.C4-71. 1 )) , etc.
Thus, E n and Rn belong to the class of non-negative definite 
matrices. • According to Burg (B-20), all three theorems 
(FAFT, MFET and FTMT) from Section 7.1.2 have their matrix 
counterparts. The most important one (FAMT) assures non­
negative definiteness of the Rn»n matrices.
The extension of ccf satisfies maximum entropy condi­
tions, and is developed similar to Chapter VII, as the 
weighted value of all previous ccf matrices using as the
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weights Fn matrices. For example, let us assume that we have
reached the step m. Then the first cross-correlation at
m+1-st step is developed as: 
m
p(m+l) = - I p(m+l-n)Fn (8-10.1)
n=l
and for any step s>m as: 
m
j p(s-n)F » 0 (8-10.2)
n=0 n
8.1.4 Predictions in time domain
8 .1.4.1 Without feedback
We recall from the analysis of only one stationary
sequence that the next value of hydrologic time series was
computed as linear combination of m previous values, when m
was the model order. Let us rewrite eq.(7-11.1)
^ m
XT(1) = I (-„) xT+1_n (8-11)n=l
Fn 's are the same weighting matrix coefficients in bivariate 
analysis and play the role similar to a n's in the univari­
ate case. Then we construct the equation similar to 
eqs.(8- 11) and (8- 10.1) to (8- 10.2 ):
l FnXT.„ . 0 (8-12)
n=0
where X*'s are pairs of the associated rainfall and runoff 
at time t=j from bivariate sequence
{(Ri ,Qi) > (Rz »̂ 2 ),.. • , , 0 j))
The N-th pair is predicted as:
The N+1-st pair is: 
N
t ' W W  - - J.1FnxT+i-« ■ [<Rr V  (rt+i-n ,qt+i-n):i fi
i „  j
If N=m is the number of the cross-correlation lags entering 
the model, then we weight always last m pairs of the bivari­
ate stationary sequence. Thus matrices A and F are always 
of the same dimension. In practice, usually Fi contains the 
highest coefficients, F 2 the next highest, etc., which 
results in giving maximum weight to the last previously com­
puted pair, the second maximum to the second pair in a row, 
etc. For example in prediction of the N-th pair (Rj,Qj), 
(Rt_|,Ot_j) is the most heavily weighted, then CRt-2»QT-2)* 
etc.
8 .1.4.2 With feedback
When new observations become available, we feed them into 
the model immediately. If STI's are longer (e.g. 1 hour),
this is usually done for each time interval. The forecast 
lead time then depends only on the watershed lag time, but 
is usually done only 1-2 time steps ahead. If STI's are 
shorter (e.g. 5-6 minutes) and the study watershed is of
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the same order as the one discussed above, the reliable 
forecasts may be issued at least 10 time intervals in 
advance. Let k be the number of forecasts issued by consecu­
tively using the algorithm in eq.(8-12). By the time the 
step k is reached in time we update all k rainfal1-runoff 
pairs. Thus, we replace k recent pairs in A matrix by their 
real observed values. Let (F) be the superscript denoting 
the feedback. Then, at step k+1
N (F) (F) (F) (F) (F)
CRT+k+l,QT+k+l3 “ " JBlFn)(T+k+l-nsC(RT+k,(}T+k) {RT+k-N,QT+K-N)]
while at step k all non-feedback values were used.
N (F)(F)





8.2 Points of hydrolooical significance
(a) Both rainfall and runoff sequences may be transformed 
to Gaussian sequences by some Box-Cox transformation.
(b) We distinguish two applications with reispect to hydro- 
logical events:
• Longer events associated with either winter season 
or larger watersheds when N matrix is sufficiently 
large and no extension of ccf matrix is needed.
• The events associated with flash-floods of short 
duration that cause ephemeral flows. To initiate 
the algorithm we must extend the ccf matrix to the 
sufficient Nth dimension.
After constructing the R matrix (for both cases), we 
predict in time domain constantly updating the values 
of the R matrix with new observed values (real-time 
forecasting).
We distinguish two cases with respect to the STI:
• For shorter time intervals (order of minutes) we 
are able to forecast several steps in advance, and 
the forecast lead time is only limited by the wat­
ershed lag time.
• For longer time intervals (order of hours), the 
maximum forecast lead time depends on the season 
and the study area. For example, in the Southern 
U.S.A. the summer rainfall is short and intensive 
so that the maximum forecast lead time is limited 
by STI; the winter rainfall is longer and more 
uriiform so that the maximum forecast lead time may 
be up to several STI's. Thus, we may expect diffi­
culties with shorter intensive rainfall associated 
with summer thunderstorms. For these cases we 
suggest creating shorter intervals inside the hour 
and assuming some rainfall distribution within 
them, and interpolating runoff values using bound-
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ary values at. full time in hours. The same holds 
if the STI is one day, but we may create the 
shorter sampling intervals every couple of hours.
8.3 Application
A general flow-chart, shown in figure 8-4, describes 
steps necessary for real-time forecasting:
(a) Determine the nature of the hydrologic event: long 
event, associated with a long record, or short flash- 
flood.
(b) Data transformation and normalization is optional, 
since smaller STI's greatly reduce data randomness.
(c) For longer STI's and short intensive rainfall create 
shorter STI's assuming some rainfall distribution 
within them, and interpolate rainfall and runoff val­
ues. Then proceed with multistep ahead forecasting 
with k>STI;
(d) Evaluate the performance of 1-step ahead and multistep 
forecasting bivariate model:
• Are real-time forecasts reliable and accurate and 
is the forecast lead time sufficiently long?
The flow-chart of the bivariate recursive flood forecasting 
model is given in figure 8-3. The chart is self-explanatory 
since all equations have already been explained. The model 
was tested on five different hydrological records, as shown
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in Table 8-1. For cases 1 to 4 the study domain were wat­
ersheds of various sizes: small (Goodvin Creek), medium
(Krishna Wuna and Tevere at St Lucia), and large (watershed 
Tevere at Torgiano). The STIs range from 2 minutes (smallest 
watershed) to 6 minutes and 1 hour (medium and large wat­
ersheds). All STI's satisfy the forecasting rule specified 
by Gosain (G—8 ) : STI in range 1/3-1/2 watershed lag time or 
1/6-1/3 watershed concentration time. Thus, we can issue 
reliable forecasts from 1/2 hour (Goodvin Creek watershed ) 
to maximum several hours (Krishna Wuna and both Italian wat­
ersheds) .
Forecasting results are as follows:
Goodvin Creek watershed
This watershed, near Batesville (Mississippi), is small 
in size (22 km2) and stretches from NE to SW. The runoff was 
measured at the station near the watershed center, and not 
at the watershed mouth. The rainfall, as oh all tested wat­
ersheds, was recorded simultaneously on the rainfall sta­
tions located throughout the watershed, and then weighted by 
the Thiessen method. The Mississippi climate is character—  
ized by the long winter and short excessive summer rain­
fall. Because of the watershed size and very small watershed 
lag time (approximately 15-20 minutes), for any reliable 
forecasts we must obtain continuous measurement (e.g. in 
minutes) at least every 5 minutes. These were available 
(STI=1 minute-5 minute) for the 1981-1984 period. We chose
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•to investigate the model behaviour for two equal STI’s: 2
minutes and 10 minutes. From the available events we chose 
to investigate early winter event (03/06 December 1982), 
presented in figures 8-5 and 8-6 , and late spring event 
(06/08 April 1983), presented in figures 8-7 and 8-8 . The 
winter event has one dominant flood hydrograph. Its rising 
part occurs 850 minutes after the rainfall event started. 
Since the low intensity rainfall, associated with negligible 
rise in the streamflow runoff, already lasted for 800 min­
utes, the bivariate model was capable of creating the 
nonsigular. cross-covariance matrix during the early fore­
casting stage (precisely 20-25 minutes after the event 
started). The forecast accuracy for this event is presented 
in Table 8-2. The Q. column denotes relative error in pre­
dicting the peak of the single-event flood hydrograph, Q.i 
relative error in predicting i-th peak of the multiple- 
event flood hydrograph. Similarly, t. and t.i denote rela­
tive errors associated with times of the flood peak occui—  
rences. The flood peak for this event was underpredicted by 
17.5%, while time of its occurrence was lagged by 3.2% (fig­
ure 8-5). The extending of the STI to 10 minutes and fore­
casting 30 minutes in advance decreased the errors (figure 
8-6 ). Time to flood peak was forecasted exactly (0% error), 
while the peak itself was underpredicted by 11%. Both fore­
casts are comparable in accuracy with respect to the 
observed data. The late spring event (figures 8-7 and 8-8 )
3 3 6
is the multiple flood event characterized by three periods 
of very extensive rainfall and the periods of low rainfall 
in between. This event yielded three flood hydrographs, two 
with larger flood volumes. All flood hydrographs have sharp 
rising limb with no intensive rainfall before the first one. 
Thus, forecasting of the first flood hydrograph is similar 
to the ephemeral flood forecasting with no available 
rainfall-runoff association before the dominant flood event. 
In spite of that disadvantage the forecasts very quickly 
"catch" the observed hydrograph. Comparing figures 8-6 and 
8-7, and on examining Table 8-2, we conclude that the times 
of the maxima of the flood hydrographs are forecasted much 
more accurately than the maxima themselves. The forecast 
accuracy of flood peaks was better for STI=2 min (figure 8-6
- with 7%, 0.5% and 3% errors in underpredictions) than for 
STI=10 min (figure 8-7 - with 12%, 6% and 6% errors in
underpredictions).
Watershed Krishna Wuna
The Krishna.Wuna is the Indian watershed of 826 km2 in rec­
tangular shape and subjected to the monsoon climate. Specif­
ically, we distinguish four different seasons: winter
(January-February), pre-monsoon season (March-May), South­
west monsoon season (June-September) and North-east monsoon 
season (Octobei— December). The precipitation is uniform (2.5
- 5.0 cm) in first two seasons, very extensive in the third 
(80 - 120 cm) and diminishing again in the fourth (5.0 - 7.5
cm). It is recorded at stations on the watershed. Our inves­
tigation is confined to the third season (June-September) 
accompanied by flood hydrographs of various shapes and long 
durations (usually a couple of days). The bivariate model 
was tested on two typical events: 07/03 July 1973 (figure
8-9) and 27/29 August 1970 (figure 8-10). The STI in both 
cases was 1 hour, but sufficiently long because of the larg­
er watershed size. During the testing of the model, we found 
that it behaves the best when forecasts are issued exactly 
at STI (1 hour). Longer forecasts are possible, but they 
usually underestimate the flood hydrograph. Furthermore, we 
created artificially shorter STI's ( each 6 minutes), and 
then computed 10-step ahead forecasts equal to the STI. This 
procedure was found to improve slightly overall forecasts, 
but significantly in the earlier forecasting stage. There it 
gave higher dimension to the ccf rainfal1-runoff matrix. 
The maximum peak of the multiple flood hydrograph and its 
time of occurrence was forecasted with excellent accuracy—  
from Table 8-2 we see that the peaks of both events were 
underpredicted by only 3.6% and 2.5% and their times by 5.5% 
and 0%. For both events the model was also accurate in 
forecasting the shape of the multiple flood hydrograph, 
although the forecasts of the rising hydrograph limb are 
time-delayed in the first event (figure 8-9). That may be 
explained by smaller runoff values during the first 20 hours 
of the event that produced lower correlations in the ccf
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rainfall-runoff matrix. The second event (figure 8-10) does 
not have this problem, since the significant runoff existed 
(up to 300 m3/sec) before the rising part of the major flood 
hydrograph.
Watershed Tevere (Torgiano) and Tevere (St.Lucia)
These watersheds are located in the Upper Tiber River 
basin in the Central Italy. Torgiano watershed is very large 
in size (over 400 km2), while St. Lucia is approximately the 
size of the Krishna Wuna watershed (Table 8-1). The highest 
and the most frequent floods occur during the winter season. 
These floods have also the largest durations. The spring 
floods were not tested, to avoid possible snowmelt contribu­
tion. The runoff on both watersheds is measured at the wat­
ershed mouth. Because of the watershed size, there is a sig­
nificant lag time. However, the rainfall-runoff measurements 
were recorded quite regularly (STI=1/10th hour=6 minutes). 
Theoretically, one may issue forecasts up to several hours 
in advance, but we found that the model behaves satisfacto­
rily up to 1 hour forecasts. The forecasts with large lead 
time are possible, but the values are usually underestimat­
ed. The trend towards underestimation may be seen when we 
test the same event for a different forecast lead times 
(figures 8-11 to 8-15 for the watershed Torgiano and figures 
8-16 to 8-19 for the watershed St.Lucia). The forecast accu­
racy for different STI's is conspicuous from Table 8-2: it
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decreases for both flood peaks and their occurrence times, 
but still stays under 4%-6% for watershed Torgiano and 6-10% 
for watershed St.Lucia. In fitting the model in all cases 
there was no need to extend the cross-correlation function 
(ccf).
For both Tevere and Krishna Wuna watersheds the forecast 
lead time was limited to 10 steps ahead maximum, since the 
significant rainfall stopped long before the hydrograph peak 
was reached. The smaller rainfall values decreased the val­
ues in ccf. matrix. For Goodvin, Creek watershed the original 
measured STI was 2 minutes. But we were able to forecast 
reliably up to 15 intervals in advance, because the signifi­
cant rainfall continued even after the hydrograph peak was 
reached. These higher rainfall values increased the 
rainfall-runoff cross-correlations in ccf matrix.
Hillsborough River
The Hillsborough River near Zephyrhills in central Flori­
da is perennial, but mostly governed by rainfall. Because of 
the very humid climate, precipitation is equally distributed 
throughout the year with more intensive events concentrated 
in winter and summer. The bivariate model was tested on the 
December 1962 - May 1963 record with STI=1 day. The flow is 
characterized with four distinctive flood hydrographs, last­
ing approximately several days. Each hydrograph is charac­
terized by sudden rising limb and slow exponential decay.
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In employing the model we noticed improvement in forecasting 
while creating the artificial STI of shorter durations (e.g. 
2 hours) and then performing multistep forecasting up to 1 
day. The results of the most successful forecasting are pre­
sented in figure 8-20. The multistep forecasting improved 
predictions of flood peaks in all four hydrographs and 
hydrograph shapes. The relative errors associated with 
forecasting of these peaks and their associated times of 
occurrences are presented in the last row of the Table 8-2. 
The occurrence of the first flood peak was delayed in fore­
casting by 3.2%, and its magnitude was underpredicted by 
18%. Second flood hydrograph was remarkably accurate: its
peak was predicted exactly on time (0% error), and only 
underpredicted by 1.8%. The peaks of last two hydrographs 
were both overpredicted by 21% and 12%, and there was no 
error in timing their occurrence.
By employing the bivariate model on the short 1-day step 
ahead forecasting, we may conclude that the knowledge of the 
rainfall record really did improve the forecasts from the 
unsuccessful trial of the univariate flood forecasting model 
on short-term flood forecasting (Section 7-3.2).
Rainfall forecasts
All presented figures emphasize the forecasted runoff. 
However, from the forecasting eq.(8-12), it is obvious that 
both rainfall and runoff pair are being forecasted consecu­
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tively (first rainfall, then runoff). As expected, rainfall 
predictions were found more successful in short-term fore­
casting. More successful cases are presented in figures 8-21 
to 8-23. Rainfall on the Goodvin Creek watershed is extreme­
ly stochastic, and associated forecasts are characterized by 
excessive fluctuations (figure 8-21). Watersheds Torgiano 
(figure 8-22) and St.Lucia (figure 8-23) have short exces­
sive rainfalls without many fluctuations. These rainfalls 
were forecasted very accurately (i.e. rainfall peaks and 
volumes are within 10% accuracy), although time of the maxi­
mum peak was lagged for the Torgiano watershed.
8 .4 Summary
This chapter developed a bivariate model for real-time flood 
forecasting. In theoretical development, the forecasting 
equations with and without feedback options were derived. 
Then the model was tested on five climatologically different 
watersheds for various flood events governed by the rain­
fall. The model performance was examined for different sam­
pling time intervals and for different hydrograph shapes. 
The model behaved satisfactorily for all events examined.
TABLE 8-1: The watersheds used in testing of the bivariate forecasting model
No Watershed Streamgagelocation Drainage area (kra2) Sampling time interval (STI) Record Source
1 Goodvin Creek watershed, Mississippi,USA
No. 4 at Goodvin Creek watershed, Panola County, 
Mississippi




Bridge No 501/807 824 1 hour events Indian Institute of Technology, 
Delhi,India
3 Watershed Tevere, subwatershed 
Torgiano, Tiber 
basin, Italy
P.N. Torgiano 4147 6 minutes events National Research Council,Institute for 
Hydrological Protection Research in 
Central Italy, Perugia, Italy
4 Watershed Tevere, subwatershed 
St. Lucia, Tiber basin, Italv
St. Lucia 934 6 minutes events
5 Hillsborough River, Florida Zephyrhills,Florida
-- 1 day continuousrecord Cooper and Wood (1982)
Table 8-2: Relative errors in the forecasts of the bivariate model
Event Relative errorlydrograph peak
Qp
Time to peak 
tp
1 Goodvin Creek watershed 03/06 Dec 82,STI=2 min, 
Forecast=10 min
-17.5 3.17
2 Goodvin Creek watershed 03/06 Dec 82,STI=10 min, 
Forecast=30 min
-11.3 0
3 Goodvin Creek watershed 06/08 Apr 83,STI=2 min, 
Forecast=10 min
-7.34, -.48, -3.12 4.8, 0, .88
4 Goodvin Creek watershed 06/08 Apr 83,STI=10 min, 
Forecast=30 min
-11.58, -6.17, -6.11 0, 0, 0,
5 Watershed Krishna Wuna 07/08 July 73, STl=Forecast=l hour
-3.6 5.5
6 Watershed Krishna Wuna 27/29 August 70 STl=Forecast=l hour
-2.5 0
7 Watershed.TevereCTorgiano; 
18/19 Dec181, STI=Forecast=6 min
-.96 1.13
8 Watershed.Tevere(Torgiano) 
18/19 Dec 81,STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
-3.81 5.78
9 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 
09/10 November 82 STI=Forecast=6 min
-1.26 1.01
10 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 09/10 November 82 STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
-3.59 2.53
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11 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 
09/10 November 82 STI=6 min,Forecast=l hour
-3.48
12 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 11/13 December 81 STl=Forecast=6 min
-.24
13 Watershed Tevere(St,Lucia) 
11/13 December 81 STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
-5.36
14 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 18/19 December 82 STI=Forecast=6 min
-1.097
15 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 18/19 December 82 
STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
-7.04
16 Hillsborough River(Florida) -18.5, 1.8, 21, 12
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Figure 8-4: Steps in the real-time forecasting scheme
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BIVARIATE MODEL FORECAST 
GOODVIN CREEK WATERSHED
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Figure 8-5: Goodvin Creek forecasts- 03/06 December 
1982, STI=2 minutes, forecast=10 minutes. 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall- 
runof f model)
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Figure 8-6 ; Goodvin Creek forecasts- 03/06 December 
1982, STI=10 minutes, £orecast=30 minutes. 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall- 
runof f model)
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Figure 8-7: Goodvin Creek forecasts- 06/08 April
1983, STI=2 minutes, forecast=10 minutes. 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall­
runoff model)
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Figure 8-8 ; Goodvin Creek forecasts- 06/08 April
1983, STI=10 minutes, forecast=30 minutes. 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall- 
runof f model)
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Figure 8-9: Krishna Wuna forecasts - 07/08 July
1973, STI=forecast= 1 hour. (Forecasts of
the bivariate rainfall-runoff model)
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Figure 8-10: Krishna Wuna forecasts - 27/29 August
1970, STI=forecast= 1 hour. (Forecasts
of the bivariate rainfall-runoff model)
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Figure 8-11: Torgiano forecasts - 18/19 December
1981, STI=forecast =6 minutes. (Fore­
casts of the bivariate rainfall-runoff 
model)
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Figure 8-12: Torgiano forecasts - 18/19 December
1981, STI=6 minutes, £orecast=30 minutes. 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall- 
runof £ model)
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forecasts - 09/10 November
=forecast =6 minutes. (Fore-
the bivariate rainfall-runoff
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Figure 8-14: Torgiano forecasts - 09/10 November
1982, STI=6 minutes, forecast= 30 minutes 
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Figure 8-15: Torgiano forecasts - 09/10 November
1982, STI=6 minutes, forecast= 1 hour. 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall- 
runof f model)
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F i g u r e  8 - ,16: St.Lucia forecasts - 11/13 December
1981, STI= forecast = 6 minutes. (Fore­
casts of the bivariate rainfall-runoff 
model)
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Figure 8-17: St.Lucia forecasts - 11/13 December
1981, STI=6 minutes, forecast= 30 minutes 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall­
runoff model)
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Figure 8-18: St.Lucia forecasts - 18/19 December
1982, STI= Forecast = 6 minutes. (Fore­
casts of the bivariate rainfall-runoff 
model)
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Figure 8-19: St.Lucia forecasts - 18/19 December
1982, STI=6 minutes, Forecast=30 minutes 
(Forecasts of the bivariate rainfall- 
runoff model)
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Figure 8-20: Hillsborough forecasts - December 1962/
May 1963, STI=Forecast=1 day.(Forecasts 
of the bivariate rainfall-runoff model)
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Figure 8-21: Rainfall forecasts —  Goodvin Creek wat­
ershed. (Forecasts of the bivariate
rainfall-runoff model)
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Figure 8-22: Rainfall forecasts —  Watershed Tevere
(Torgiano). (Forecasts of the bivariate
rainfall-runoff model)
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Figure 8-23: Rainfall forecasts —  Watershed Tevere
(St.Lucia). (Forecasts of the bivariate
rainfall-runoff model)
CHAPTER IX: PARAMETER ANALYSIS AND COMPARISONS
OF FORECASTING MODELS
This chapter is divided into three major parts. The first 
part analyzes the parameters of both univariate and bivari­
ate forecasting models. All real-world data examples from 
Chapters VII and VIII are examined. The general formula for 
the Lagrange multipliers is derived and its relevance in 
determining the model order is discussed. The second part 
fits time series models: ARIMA and state-space - to the exam­
ples from Chapters VII and VIII. The third part compares the 
results and parameters of the univariate forecasting model 
with the ARIMA, and performance of the bivariate forecasting 
model with the state-space model. Finally, some general con­
clusions for this chapter are drawn.
9.1 Parameter analysis
This part gives more insight into the univariate and 
bivariate forecasting model. The univariate model parameters 
are plotted concurrently with the data they represent. The 




The important parameters for the univariate forecasting
model are:
• autocorrelation function p(k)„ from the data (p(k) » 
and extended by POME (p(k)^^. ), as described in Section 
7.1.3.1,
• c coefficient, responsible for the stability criterion,
• Ejq coefficient or the mean square error of the model 
order, and
• X or Lagrange multiplier.
Expressions for the first three parameters are developed in 
Chapter VII. The Lagrange multipliers of the forecasting 
model are subsequently derived.
9. 1. 1 . 1 Derivation of the Lagrange multipliers
The Lagrange multipliers (X's) evaluate general impoi 
tance of the autocorrelation function at associated lags. 
Burg (B-20), Jaynes (J-10) and Krstanovic and Singh (K-15) 
used Lagrange multipliers related to the spectral analysis. 
One way to determine X ’s is to consider the maximum entropy 
spectrum (B-20), obtained by maximizing eq.(3-27.1) subject 
to known values of autocovariance function (acv) 
(eq.(3-28)),




From the theory of the complex variables the denominator of 
eq.(9-1) may be expressed as the product of two polynomials 
( e.g. C-12, p.163) or: 
t,+N t N . N .
L N 2 “ const ^ =Qatz ) a Q «tz“*) (9-2)
where the constant on the right hand side of the equation 
depends on the sampling in the frequency domain (inverse 
proportional to E N coefficient), or in the time domain, and 
at coefficients are equivalent to the coefficients of the 
univariate forecasting model (B-20).
Let us expand eq.(9-2) as:
(A_n z"N + A„n+1z"N+1 + ...+A_1z'1 + V A1Z + •**+V N)
1 N -1 -N« const • (1+ajZ + ...+ a^z )(1+ajZ +...+aNz )
Then we equate the terms with the equal powers of z and 
obtain:
A |̂j ® A^ ® const *
^-N+i “ “ const • (a1aN+aQaN_1)
A_j s Aj s (aoa x+*••+aN_2aN-l+aN-laN)’const
2 2 Ag ■ (aQ +...+ aN )const
or generally:
A, - (I J a1a1 Jconst , j e(-N,N) (9-3.1)
J i«0 J
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Eq.(9-3.1) expresses the Lagrange mutipiers' pattern for the 
model of the N-th order. Since aj^1 (j=0,...,N) the maximum 
X will occur at O-th lag or:
It is convenient to normalize Xj's from eq.(9-3.1) using X0 
or:
<-1,+1>. Since the Lagrange multipliers at smaller lags are 
generally bigger than at larger lags, we may suspect to find 
some pattern similar to the pattern of the autocorrelation 
function.
9.1.1.2 Parameter evaluation
The reconstruction and forecasting examples of Chapter 
VII are replotted together with the parameters (figures 9-1 
to 9-20). Each example is presented by two figures, except 
the reconstructions of the intermittent Rio Caroni record 
(figures 9-11 to 9-16). First figure consists of 4 smaller 
subfigures (i.e. figures 9-1.1 to 9-1.4) representing the 
reconstruction or forecast of the appropriate data, the noi 
malized Lagrange multipliers (eq.(9-3.2)) in <-1,+1> domain, 
the E n coefficient (eq.(7-6.3)) and stability coefficient c N
X0 = max{X
j e(-N,N) (9-3.2)
In that way X0=1, and all other Xj's will be in the domain
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(eq.(7-5.4)). The second figure compares the acf computed 
from the full record, and the one from the known record and 
extended fay POME for two cases: the transformed series used
in forecasting (including the season) (first subfigure) and 
deseasonalized series (second subfigure),(where acf is 
obtained from the data with the removed season— every 12th 
month).
Autocorrelation function pik)
Sample autocorrelation function(ppuLL.) comPu'ted from
the full record, that includes both known and unknown val­
ues. If T is the full record length, then the computed pik) 
will be in <0,T/4-T/3> domain for the non-periodic hydrolo­
gic record, or <0,T/2> for periodic hydrologic record. The 
p(k) used in reconstructed domain is computed from the known 
record <0,Tj> ^ d A T A ^ ’ where T ^ T  for domain <0,Ti/4-Tj/2>, 
and then extended by POME into the domain <T1/4-Ti/2,T>
(/t>EX T5 * These two acf's ip full and /°DATA+^EXT) are comPared 
in figures 9-2,9-4,9-6,9-8,9-10,9-12,9-13,9-18 and 9-20 both 
for seasonalized data (first subfigures) and deasonalized 
data (second subfigures). All seasonalized acf’s are fitted 
very well except when T »  Ti, such as in figure 9-12.1. For 
the latter, the computed acf decays and is unable to fit the 
amplitude of the full record. By computing deasonalized acf 
we sometimes discover a pattern hardly visible in the sea­
sonalized acf. For our data this was discovered in two cas-
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es: reconstruction of the first gap in the intermittent Rio
Caroni record (figure 9-13.1), that confirms our suspicion 
of bad fit from the figure 9-12.1; and the Orinoco recon­
struction (figure 9-2.2). In the latter case, the bad fit of 
the acf is result of the low model order (see figure 9-1, 
where plot of the Lagrange multipliers shows only one sig­
nificant term).
Let us study the multiple gap reconstruction of the Rio Car—  
oni records. In the reconstruction of the first gap T t = 120, 
but T=312 (months) (figures 9-12.1,9-13.1), and the fit 
isn't successfull. In reconstructing the latter gaps (fig­
ures 9-12.2 to 9-12.4 and 9-13.2 to 9-13.4) T t = 180,240,300, 
and the amplitudes of p DATA and PEXT slowly approach the 
amplitude of Ppy^L* T'his example shows that the best fit of 
the acf may be achieved by prolonging the hydrological 
record. We emphasize that in the reconstruction of the last 
gap, the reconstructed records of the previous gaps were 
used in computation of the full acf, and not the real 
record. Thus, the final fit (figure 9-12.4,9-13.4) of the
computed acf (p P exT^ t,̂ie samP^e ac^ ^FULL* ver~y
successful ( te<0,156> for P d ^t .̂ and te<157,312> for Pp^T5•
Lagrange multipliers
Using "a” coefficients of the univariate model, the 
Lagrange multipliers are computed using eq.(9-3.2) and plot­
ted in figures 9-1.2,9-3.2,9-5.2, 9-7.2,9-9.2,9-14,9-17.2
and 9-19.2. These figures may be sorted into two groups: 
first ones with the low model order (figures 9-1.2 and 
9-7.2), where the number of significant Lagrange multipliers 
is small; and second ones with the high model order ( all 
other figures ), where the number of significant Lagrange 
multipliers is bigger, and the cyclicity in the X's pattern 
is visible. However, even the low model order was sufficient 
to predict the model behaviour in future months (figure 
9-1.2) or reconstruct successfully backwards (figure 9-7.2) 
The figures with the high model order show seasonality in 
the data (approximately every twelve months). For example, 
figure 9-3.2 show that X's at lag 12 and 23 are significant­
ly higher (in absolute value) than all other neighbouring 
X's (note that deseasonalized acf for this case still shows 
significant correlation at 24th lag). Figure 9-5.2 presents 
the model of the 16th order. However, there is strong sea­
sonality peak at lag 11. Figures 9-14 all confirm seasonali­
ty cycle in the Rio Caroni, for example in figure 9.14.2 the 
X ’s at lag 12, 22, 37 and 48 are dominant in comparison with 
the neighbouring X's. Figure 9-10.2 that examines the same 
record for consecutive reconstruction of four years shows 
dominant Lagrange multipliers at 13th and 25th lag. Irregu­
lar hydrological record, such as the Spring Creek (Louisia­
na) shows no strong seasonality. For example, in figure 
9-17.2 there is a seasonal peak at lags 11- 12, but none 
afterwards until the 48th lag. The same holds for the figure
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9-19.2, -that examined the same data with a smaller record 
length.
In conclusion, there is a strong correspondence between the 
pattern of the hydrologic series and the Lagrange multipli­
ers of the corresponding forecasting model. We can define 
both fluctuations and periodicity of the hydrologic series 
from the pattern given by the corresponding Lagrange multi­
pliers .
E*. and c., cooefficients •—N ---  — N ---------- ----
These coefficients are plotted in figures 9-1.3,9-1.4, 
9-3.3,9-3.4, 9-5.3,9-5.4. 9-7.3,9-7.4, 9-9.3,9-9.4,
9-15,9-16, 9-17.3.9-17.4, 9-19.3. 9-19.4. "Error coeffi­
cient" E n in all figures linearly decreases from 1 ( at O-th 
lag ) to 0 ( at the lag corresponding to the model order ), 
as we would expect from eq.(7-6.3). The "stability coeffi­
cient" Cjj fluctuates within <-1,+1>, until the point when 
|cN |> 1. At that point the forecasting algorithm forces it 
to 1 (or' — 1) and keeps the model within the stability 
region. That point is associated with the model order.
The consistency of the univariate model
In multistep forecasting it is particularly important to 
check the variance of the forecast residuals. For example 
the increasing forecast variance may be a sign of inconsis­
tency. Thus, we compute the error bounds around the mean
forecasted value <Q±(var(e))**.5>, The bounds are shown in 
all figures, and present constant intervals in all cases. We 
conclude that the univariate model forecasts are consistent.
9.1.2 Bivariate model
Its important parameters are:
• Cross-correlation function (ccf) and ccf matrix 
(det(R)n.n)>0) ,
• "Error matrices" E n and their positive definiteness 
(det(En)>0),
• Lagrange multipliers matrices.
Both ccf and E n were examined in Chapter VIII. Furthermore, 
the stability criteria were built into the bivariate fore­
casting model algorithm, and instability (non-positive defi­
niteness ) did not appear anywhere in the examined real- 
world data. The Lagrange multipliers are subsequently 
derived as the matrix equivalent to univariate model (Sec­
tion 9. 1 . 1 . 1 )
9.1.2.1 Derivation of the A matrices
We recall that the matrix equivalent of the a n coeffi­
cients are - F n and Bn matrices, and of En coefficients - En 
matrices. Using the properties of the bivariate forecasting 
model we can rewrite eq.(9-2) in the following form:
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where * denotes the matrix transpose. 
Expanding eq.(9-4),
(Anz"N + A_n+1z"N+1 + ...+ A_1z'1+Aq+A1z1+...+AnzN)
= (I + FjZ + ...+FnzN)En“1(I+(z“1)*F* +...+ (z_N)*F* )
and equating the terms with the equal powers of z, we 
obtain:
Since Fi and E N are all 2*2 matrices, Aj's are 2*2 matrices 
as well, e.g.
where Xji(i=1,..,4) is the element of the Aj matrix.
Instead of examining individual elements of Aj matrix in 
eq.(9-5.3), we examine its determinant. While in the univai—  
iate model we compared the magnitudes of the Lagrange multi­







Thus, we may normalize each Aj with respect to A0 similar to 
eq. (9-3.2) or
formalized “ AjA0
For example, for the rainfall-runoff event on the June 
3rd 1982 on the Goodvin Creek watershed, the pattern of the 
A determinants, normalized with respect to A 0, is shown in 
figure 9-21. The pattern is similar to that of the univari­
ate model with the strongest determinants occurring in first 
couple of lags. Thus, we may suspect that for this event the 
first three lags are the most influential in the ccf matrix.
9.2 Time series models
The significance of these models in hydrological fore­
casting was outlined in Chapter II. In this chapter we com­
pare the ARIMA model with the univariate forecasting model 
(Chapter VII), and the state-space model with both univari­




The general form of the ARIMA model is:
«(B)Xt - €(P)et (9 -6 )
X t is the univariate stationary hydrologic process and 5(B) 
is the backshift polynomial expressing autoregressive (AR) 
part of the model or
where oc0=_1; €t *-s 't îe i*i*d. sequence (white noise) normal­
ly distributed with zero mean and constant variance 
(N(0,crj)) and zero covariances among neighbouring values 
(Cov(€t,6 t-k>=0 for k^O). £(B) is the backshift polynomial
expressing the moving average (MA) part of the model, or
where 3 0 — 1• In eqs. (9-7.1) and (9-7.2) it is assumed that 
ARMA is of the (p,q) order. The parameters of the ARMA model 
must satisfy the following conditions for any hydrologic 
stationary process:
® invertibility: this property guarantees the unique cor—
respondence between MA part of the model (eq.(9-7.2)) 
and the acf. The invertibility is satisfied if all roots 
of the polynomial €(B), with B as the complex variable, 
lie outside the unit circle or
• stationarity: this property is satisfied if all the
roots of the polynomial 5(B), with B as the complex 
variable, lie outside the unit circle, or:
#(B) = I aA-B1) 
j=0 1
0-7.1)
€(B) - I (9-7.2)
(9-7.3)
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For easier fitting of the model Box and Jenkins (B-14,B-15) 
suggested a different form of the eq.(9-6) or ARIMA (Autore­
gressive Integrated Moving Average) model:
•(B) VdXt = ?(B) et (9-8)
where v denotes differencing of the univariate time series, 
and the superscript ”d" the degree of the differencing. This 
form of the model better reduces both trend and seasonality 
of the original time series. The ARIMA model of this form 
is of the (p,d,q) order.
The forecasting form of the ARIMA(p,d,q) model is obtained
A
by expressing X explicitly, and then determining X t(l) for 
the 1 as the forecast lead time (e.g. B-15) or
St<« - ?=1 *,EDWiJ + f=0 PJ E[£M - 1 ] (9'9>
where denotes the forecast ahead of time, E( ) expecta­
tion and 4i coefficients are linear combinations of c<i coef­
ficients (AR part of the model). The ARIMA model is used to 
forecast such that its forecast error variance is minimized. 
For further reading we suggest books by Box and Jenkins 
(B-15), Priestley (P-10) or Chatfield (C-7).
9.2.2 State-space model
The state-space model considers the watershed as a dynam­
ic stochastic system (figure 9-22). In rainfall-runoff mod­
elling, R(t) is rainfall, Z(t) is the expected watershed
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runoff, H is the system function dependent on the watershed 
characteristics, and Q<t> is the real observed runoff. The 
scheme in figure 9-22 may be expressed by the following 
equations:
Z(t) = H R(t) (9-10.1)
Q(t) = Z(t) + n(t) (9-10.2)
where n(t) represents the difference between the expected
runoff Z(t) and measured runoff Q(t), and is stochastic. The 
model assumes the system function H to be:
• linear, so it can be expressed as linear combination of 
all present and past R(t), and
• time invariant, H=H(t).
Thus, the output Z(t) is expressed as,:
09




where B is the backshift operator, and system function H is 
the backshift polynomial, similar to the ARIMA model.
To minimize the stochastic part n(t) or to predict the 
Z(t) as close as possible to Q(t), the scheme in figure 9-22 
is modified to the scheme of figure 9-23. Instead of mini­
mizing n(t) itself, we minimize its variance: var[n(t)].
Since runoff depends on rainfall and not vice versa, this 
control will be in the forward direction, or any runoff com­
ponent will depend only on all present and past rainfall
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components r(k) (k=0 ,...,t) and all past stochastic distui—  
bances nCk) (k=0,...,t-1). To determine the correct error 
control means to identify the system function H correctly. 
To that end, we first express the schemes in figures 9-22 
and 9-23 in "state-space form". The state-space form is val­
id if R(t) and QCt) can be related by a finite order linear 
difference equation (e.g. of order n). For example, assume 
that the system function H is expressed as the transfer 
function A(B) with two sets of parameters oc and & or:
z V ' 1






Z(t) + djZft-l) +...+ anZ(t-n) * PjX(t) + ...+PnX(t-n+l) (9-13.1)
Eq.(9-10.2) remains valid or
Q(t) = Z(t) + n(t) (9-13.2)
The system of eqs.(9-13.1) and (9-13.2) is rewritten using
the matrix notations,
Z(t+1) = F z(t) + G R(t+1) (9-14.1)
Q(t) = H Z(t) + n(t) (9-14.2)
where Z is the state-space vector, R is the rainfall vector, 
Q the runoff vector, F the system matrix relating the Z(t) 
elements, G the input matrix relating the state-space vector 
and the rainfall input, and H the observation matrix relat­
ing the real runoff and the state-space vector.
The system of eqs.(9-14.1) and (9-14.2) can be rewritten 
alternatively as (A-2):
Z(t+1) = F z(t) + G R(t+1) - R(t+1|t) (9-15.1)
Q(t) * H Z(t) + n(t) (9-i5.2)
where eit) = R(t+1) - R(t+l|t) represents the stochastic
prediction error between observed rainfall at time t+1 and
the linear least square-predictor at previous time interval
t .
The success of the state-space model in eq.(9-14) or 
(9-15) lies in determining the matrices F, G and H, and then 
forecasting successive runoff values Q(t). The procedure 
involves:
• determining dimensions of F,G,H matrices and their ele­
ments '• (parametric study), and
• computing the predictions Q(t) recursively using Kal­
man's algorithm.
The parametric study most often used includes fitting of 
the state-space model to the given observations using 
Akaike’s canonical correlation technique. First, the system 
matrix F is determined, then matrices G and where is
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the covariance matrix of the ordinary least square pre­
diction errors of Q(t) or
e(t) - Q(t) - E[Q(t)|Q(t-l)] (9-15.3)
The sample canonical correlations of the past values 
(t-1,t-2 ,...) with an increasing number of steps into the 
future are computed. The variables that yield large canoni­
cal correlations are added to Z(t), and others are excluded. 
We choose the first maximum set of the linearly independent 
elements within the sequence of predictors:
A  A A
Q(t|t), Q(t+1|t),...,Q(t+p|t) 
where Q itself may be of multivariate dimension. In choosing 
the right sequence, the multivariate AR models are fitted 
and the one with the minimum AIC is accepted. This criterion 
(A-2) is defined as:
AIC = -2 (maximum log likelihood) + 2 (number of
independent adjusted parameters) (9-16)
The Kalman algorithm for recursive determination of Q(t) 
follows the equations:
Q (t|t-1) HFZ(t-l|t-1) (9-17.1)
e(t) - Q(t) - Q(t)It-l) (9-17.2)
Xx = FCt_jF* + G XeG* (9-17.3)
Ze “ « X /  + Zn (9-17.4)
■c - XxhV




Ct « ZX"K leK (9-17.7)
First eq.(9-17.1) computes runoff at time t using the obset—  
vation matrix H, the system matrix F, and the conditional 
state-space vector at previous time t-1. After a new runoff 
value is measured, the observation error e(t) (eq.(9-17.2)) 
and the covariance matrix 2 ^ of the state-space prediction 
errors are computed (eq.(9-16.3)) or
A
Zx -  e{[z(t)  -  z ( t | t - i ) ] [ z ( t )  - z ( t | t - i ) ] * }  (9 - i8 . i )
Let € t(t ) ’ be the residual vector of the ARIMA model fitted 
to the state-space vector Z(t). Then 2 e denotes the covari­
ance matrix of successive € t(t).
C t-j is the covariance matrix of the filter error or
C t_ t = E[[Z(t-l) - Z(t-l|t-l)][Z(t-l) - Z(t-l|t-l)]*} (9-18.2)
From eq.(9-17.4) the covariance matrix 2 n of the stochastic 
errors affecting QCt) is determined. Eq.(9-17.5) computes 
the Kalman gain matrix that is used as the weighting factor 
of all previous (t-1,t-2,...) and updated values (t). Final­
ly, the state-space vector Z(t|t) at time t is updated 
(eq.(9-17.6)) as well as the covariance matrix of the filter 
error C t. (eq.(9-17.7)).
The Kalman algorithm assumes both Z(t) and Q(t) to be 
jointly stationary Gaussian processes. e(t) (replacing R(t)) 
and n(t) are also stationary Gaussian processes i.i.d. with
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zero means and zero cross-covariance matrices. Thus, there 
is no relationship between the white noise of the ARIMA pro­
cess e(t) and the real measurement errors n(t).
More extensive discusssion of these models is given else­
where (e.g. A-3, P-9, Y-7).
When modeling univariate hydrologic processes (e.g. only 
streamflow Q(t) without rainfall) the state-space vector of 
p dimension reduces to the ARMA model of (p,p-1) order. How­
ever, while converting the ARMA model to the state-space 
model, we may often generate larger state-space vector than 
needed (higher order model). The vice-versa also holds. 
Thus, two models may yield similar or very different 
results, dependent on their orders.
9.2.3 Application of the ARIMA and state-space models
9.2.3.1 Univariate case
The ARIMA and state-space models are tested using the 
real-world data used for univariate forecasting model (Chap­
ter VII). The fitted models with estimated parameters are 
given in Table 9-1.
In fitting the ARIMA models the established Box-Jenkins pro­
cedure is followed : identification of the model; estimation 
of the AR and MA parameters until all residuals are 
explained ( using both AIC and Port-Manteau lack of fit test 
criteria); and forecasting.
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In fitting the state-space model, the state-space forecast­
ing procedure is followed using Akaike's canonical correla­
tion technique and the recursive Kalman filter algorithm. 
Finally, estimated F, G and matrices are printed in the
table.
The fitting to the real-world data is shown in figures 
9-24 to 9-33 both for ARIMA and state-space models. With 
all forecasts, we also present the residual acf with the 
specified Anderson's bounds to judge the model dependency 
after the fit. Whenever the strong seasonality is present 
ARIMA model is successful in fitting the observed streamflow 
(e.g. figures 9-24 and 9-25). The forecasting and recon­
struction of the Godavari River (figure 9-26) was less suc­
cessful. The first annual peak in the year 1950 was over—  
predicted, while the second annual peak (year 1951) was 
underpredicted. The same is true for Rio Caroni forecasts 
(figure 9-28). Thus, with all parameters known, the ARIMA 
model tends to repeat the same forecasting cycle. When data 
are more irregular, such as for the Spring Creek (Louisiana) 
(figures 9-32 and 9-33), the ARIMA fails to find significant 
parameters in higher lags. For example, in figure 9-32 ARIMA 
unsuccessfully tries to follow the trend in years 1976-1977.
In streamflow reconstruction the state-space model, 
gives results comparable to the ARIMA or worse. In figures 
9-24, 9-28 and 9-33, the model gives the results comparable
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-to -the ARIMA model. The state-space vector of the second 
order succeeded in explaining most of the stochasticity 
(Table 9-1). In figures 9-25, 9-26 and 9-32, the model of 
the second order clearly failed. Attempts to fit the state- 
space vector of higher dimension resulted in model's insta­
bility and the parameter estimation failed.
9.2.3.2 Bivariate case
The state-space model is tested on the same real-world 
data as the bivariate forecasting model (Chapter VIII). The 
model is fitted under the same assumption as the bivariate 
forecasting model. In forecasting rainfall-runoff event on 
the watershed nothing is known about previous events. The 
parameters of the model, its matrices and the state-space 
vector are being estimated during the forecasting stage and 
are time invariant (this technique of simultaneous estima­
tion of the state-space vector and the forecasting is known 
as the extended Kalman filter). The results are presented 
in figures 9-34 to 9-49. Together with these figures we 
also compute the relative forecast errors of flood peak and 
time to that peak. The results are presented in Table 9-2. 
Goodvin Creek Watershed
The major disadvantage in forecasting on this watershed is 
model’s inability to initiate forecast during the early 
forecasting stage (lower part of the rising flood hydro­
graph) (for example figures 9-34, 9-35, 9-37). Thus, the
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main purpose for which the model should work - to issue an 
early effective flood warning, is defeated. Furthermore, for 
the rainfall winter event (figures 9-34 and 9-35) the peak 
of the flood hydrograph is overpredicted, especially if the 
forecast lead time is longer (for example in figure 9-35, 
overprediction is 104%). However, after this early stage, 
the state-space model reasonably well fits the latter part 
of the flood event. The multiple flood event (figure 9-36) 
is well fitted (forecast errors of both peaks and time to 
peaks do not surpass 7%).
In fitting the state-space model to this watershed, the 
parameter structure is being changed during forecasting. 
However, if at certain time parameter estimation fails, we 
must refit the model from that step and introduce new res- 
rictive constraints, etc., and only then continue with fore­
casting. These problems reduce the effective forecast lead 
time necessary for the flood warning.
Watershed Krishna Wuna
This watershed is much larger and hydrologically different 
from the Goodvin Creek. For the sudden intensive rainfall 
producing typical flash flood (figure 9-38), the state-space 
model is unable to initiate forecast, up to five hours after 
the significant rise in a flood hydrograph. Furthermore the 
time to the peak is also seriously lagged (17% relative 
error). With a gradual increase of the rainfall intensity in 
time, initiating the rising limb of the flood hydrograph,
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the model succeeds in forecasting before the significant 
flood occurs. For that case, forecasts are successful (fig­
ure 9-39), for example both predictions of the flood peak 
(6.3% relative error) and its time of the occurrence (4.5% 
relative error) are improved (Table 9-2).
Watersheds Tevere(Toraiano) and Tevere(St.Lucia)
Floods on these watersheds are associated with intensive 
rainfall of short duration. Because of the watershed sizes 
(Table 8-1) lag time is of several hours. This results in 
second part of the flood hydrograph rising with zero rain­
fall occurring on the watershed simultaneously. Apparently 
this simplified rainfall structure helps in forecasting the 
complete flood event using the state-space vector of the 
same dimension (with time invariant parameters within that 
restriction). Thus, the forecasts for the cases examined 
(figures 9-40 to 9-48) are successful. For shorter forecast 
lead times the model forecasts are almost identical to the 
real data. This is indicated by the small relative errors in 
forecasting both flood peaks and their times of the occui 
rence (Table 9-2), all less than 5%. We note that for larger 
lead times the state-space model tends to underpredict (i.e. 
figures 9-44 and 9-49).
Hillsborough River(Florida)
This river may be treated as a long multiple flood event 
with four flood peaks caused by short intensive rainfalls, 
and slow exponentially decreasing limbs in dry periods in
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between (figure 9-49). Except for the first flood peak, that 
is overpredicted by 34% (Table 9-2), the model forecasts are 
within 7% relative errors. However, all flood peaks ecept 
the first are lagged 1 day behind, and this questions the 
reliability of the model to issue the on-time forecasts.
9.3 Comparative evaluation of forecasting models
9.3.1 Comparison of the forecasting models with time series
There is a correspondence between the univariate fore­
casting model and the AR process (B-20, V-3, H-9, G-10). To
diction from the univariate forecasting model (eq.(7-11.1)) 
a s :
Let us expand the terms in eq.(9-19.1) using the backshift 
operator B notation:
Then let us take the ARIMA model with no moving average part 
(£(B)=1) and no differencing (d=0). Expanding eq.(9-6) we 
obtain:
models





(1 + ajB+...+amBm)xT = eT (9-19.2)
Clearly, eqs.(9-20) and (9-19.2) are equivalent if the pre­
diction errors generated by the univariate forecasting model 
are i.i.d. (or et~ N(0,v|), Cov(et ,et+k)=0 for k*0), if the 
order of the univariate model m is equal to the order p of 
the AR model, and if oci=-a, (i=1,...m=p). Then, the univari­
ate forecasting algorithm fits the all-pole AR model to the 
data. Significant autocorrelations that occur before the 
instability point ( point t=m) are best seen in plotting the 
normalized Lagrange multipliers of the model versus lags.
We also note that our univariate model satisfies the follow­
ing criteria:
• All roots of the polynomial § 1(B)=1+aiB+..,+aroBro, taking 
B to be the complex number, lie outside the unit circle, 
or |Bi1>1. This condition is equivalent to the statio- 
narity condition of the ARIMA model;
• The Lagrange multipliers satisfy | X 4 | <: 1.
We may. argue similarly by expanding the bivariate fore­
casting model prediction equation (i.e. eq.(8— 11) or
(8- 12)), where the prediction error is associated with the 
rainfall-runoff pair:
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By using the backshift operator B notation we may rewrite 
eq.(9-21.1) as:
eT = ( I  + F1B+F2B2+ ...+ F nBN)X (9 -21 .2)
$X is the rainfal1-runoff pair, i.e. Xt = (Rt,Qt) and Fi9 I 
are 2•2 matrices defined in Chapter VIII. Eq.(9-21.2) may be 
shown to be equivalent to the bivariate AR(p) model. For 
example, let us take the bivariate AR(p) model (e.g. B-17)
given as:
Xt - . .+ApXt_p+et (9-22.1)
where At ,Az ,...,AP are 2*2 parameter matrices, Xt is 2*1
matrix of the rainfal1-runoff pair, and et is the vector of
the bivariate uncorrelated processes (both i.i.d. with means 
zero and constant variances). We can rewrite eq.(9-22.1) as:
et  “ A-Jd-AjB-AgB2- . . . -  ApBp)Xt  (9 -22 .2)
Eqs. (9-21.2) and (9-22.2) are equivalent if :
• the vectors ê . and et are equivalent,
•  F i=  A“ 1 Aj (9-23)
While extending the univariate model to the bivariate case, 
the relationships are expressed by determinants. The univax—  
iate forecasting model requires all roots of §i(B) to lie 
outside of the unit circle (eq.(9-19.2)). The bivariate
equivalent (eq.(9-21,2)) requires the determinant of the
backshift polynomial F(B) to have the roots Bi outside the
unit circle as well (B-20):
det[F(B)] = det[I+F1B+...+FNBN]
|B,| > 1 (9-24)
This condition results from the positive definiteness of the 
R n and En matrices. We note the consistent correspondence 
between AR(p) and the univariate forecasting model, as well 
as the bivariate AR(p) and the bivariate forecasting model. 
Although this correspondence is shown only for the univari­
ate and bivariate cases, the same equations are valid for 
any multivariate extension (e.g. N). For that case all 2*2
matrices of the bivariate case are replaced by N*N matrices.
9.3.2 Conceptual similarity between forecasting and time 
series models
In parameter estimation and forecasting, the ARIMA, 
state-space and entropy-based forecasting models all follow 
certain criteria.
The AR model determines its order by minimizing the final 
prediction error (FPE). The FPE is a one-step ahead pre­
diction error variance when the ordinary least square esti­
mates of the AR coefficients (ai) are used. Similarly, the 
multivariate AR model evaluates its order by minimizing the 
determinant of the error variance matrix.
In identification of the state-space model parameters, the 
AIC criterion is minimized. Akaike showed (A-3) that the 
minimum FPE procedure for the AR model is equivalent to the
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minimum AIC. Furthermore, the AIC criterion resulted from 
minimization of the Kullback-Leibler information criterion 
or the maximization of the entropy function (e.g. A-3).
This gives the conceptual correspondence between AIC mini­
mization and entropy maximization principle.
Entropy-based forecasting models (univariate, bivariate, 
multivariate) stem from maximization of the entropy func­
tion: H(X) for univariate time series, H(X,Y) for bivariate
time series or H(Xi,...,X^) for multivariate series.
Thus, all three criteria are conceptually connected. That 
correspondence holds only for stationary hydrologic process 
(P-10). For these cases the models resulting from these con­
cepts should benefit from each other.
9.3.3 Comparison of the results
We employ two criteria for comparison of the forecasting 
models: graphical or visual fit of the forecasts to the
real-world data, and numerical, by computing the following 
properties:' 
mean squared error of the forecasts 
N
I  (Or"0«)21=1 c 0 MSE = — N
coefficient of variation of the residual error (W-24)
0
ratio of relative error to the mean (W-24)
N
Z ( V Xo>
Vo=  IN xq
and ratio of the absolute error to the mean (W-24)N
Z Ixc-X0li=l c 0v3 = ----
N x 0
In upper equations subscript o denotes the observed, and c 
the computed or forecasted value.
We compare the results of the univariate forecasting model 
with the corresponding results of the ARIMA and state-space 
models graphically (figures 7-11 to 7-19 with figures 9-24 
to 9-33), and numerically by computing MSE, Vi, v 2 , v 3 
(Table 9-3).
Orinoco River
We compare figures 7-11 and 9-24 (graphical comparison), and 
study Table 9-3 (numerical comparison). All three models 
predict well the shape and volume of the flood hydrograph. 
The MSE of the ARIMA and state-space models are almost iden­
tical, while the MSE of the univariate forecasting model is 
twice smaller. Similarly, all three coefficients Vj.,v2 and 
v 3 of the univariate model are smaller than those of the
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ARIMA and state-space. ARIMA and state-space models also 
underpredict the dry winter season between high flows. The 
peak in the flood season is forecasted well with respect to 
its time of the occurrence, but is underpredicted by all 
three models. For this data set, we found the closest asso­
ciation between the order of the ARIMA and univariate fore­
casting model. ARIMA was fitted by AR(2) model with addi­
tional MA parameter explaining 12th lag. Our model was of 
the 2nd order (figure 9-1), since there were only two sig­
nificant Lagrange multipliers.
Krishna River
We compare figures 7-12 and 9-25. The model with the lowest 
MSE, Vi, v 2 and v 3 was the univariate forecasting model. 
ARIMA model was the best in predicting the shape of the 
flood hydrograph, but prediction of both the peak and the 
recession limb was time-delayed. Also, its MSE was almost 
twice bigger than the MSE of the univariate forecasting mod­
el. The coefficients Vi, v2 and v3 of the ARIMA and the 
univariate forecasting model were comparable. The state- 
space model- did not succeed in long-term forecasting. All 
numerical coefficients, were much higher than those of the 
other two models. The disadvantage of the univariate fore­
casting model was the underprediction of the flood peak. 
The ARIMA model was explained by three AR parameters (Table 
9-1), one of which explained seasonality. Our model included 
26 significant Lagrange multipliers (figure 9-3.2), taking
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care of the two-annual cycle, with significant X's occurring 
at 12th and 24th lag.
Godavari River
We compare two sets of figures: figures 7-13 and 9-26 for
two year's forecast, and figures 7-14 and 9-27 for the back­
ward reconstruction. In forecasting the years 1950 and 
1951, the ARIMA model almost replicates the year 1949. This 
results in overprediction in the year 1950, and underpredic­
tion in 1951. Our model predicts the 1950 hydrograph much 
closer to the original record, but overall there are no con­
siderable advantages. ARIMA model even gave sligthly lower 
MSE, while Vj,v2, v 3 of both models were comparable. The 
state-space model clearly failed in forecasting. In fore­
casting the year 1948 backward, the ARIMA model failed, 
because of the insufficient length of data. From Table 9-1, 
we see that this was the only case where ARIMA did not have 
periodic parameter (AR or MA) at lag 12. The state-space 
model fitted much better than the ARIMA (figure 9-27), but 
still not as good as the univariate forecasting model (i.e. 
its numerical coefficients are much lower than those of 
ARIMA, but still several times bigger than the univariate 
model). The univariate model yielded accurate forecast by 
using six significant Lagrange multipliers or four parame­
ters more than the ARIMA model.
Rio Caroni
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We compare two sets of figures: figures 7-15 and 9-28, for
the forecast in two consecutive years, and figures 7-16 and 
9-29 for the reconstruction in four different years. On 
examining all six forecasted years, we immediately conclude 
that there is an overwhelming similarity between our model 
and the ARIMA model. We emphasize that in all cases the 
long historical record was used that both initiated well 
developed ARIMA parameters (Table 9-1) and higher order uni­
variate forecasting model. For example, on studying figure 
9-14, the significant Lagrange multipliers varied from 17 to 
57, and that was apparently long enough to include up to 
foui— year cyclicity. Similarities are also confirmed by 
studying numerical coefficients from Table 9-3. The univari­
ate model has the lowest coefficients in reconstructing the 
third gap, the ARIMA model was the best in the second gap, 
where the univariate and the state-space model were compara­
ble. In reconstructing the first gap all three models were 
comparable. The MSE of the univariate model was considera­
bly higher in the forecasting of two consecutive years, but 
all other coefficients were comparable.
Spring Creek
We compare two sets of figures: 7-18 and 9-32 for two years' 
forecasts (1976-1977), and figures 7-19 and 9-33 for ten 
years' past reconstruction. In both cases our model fore­
casted much better. This is also confirmed by comparing the 
MSE for both cases (Table 9-3). ARIMA model forecasted
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poorly (figure 9-32) despite inclusion of even four parame­
ters (Table 9-1). The reason is apparently high data irregu­
larity. Our model used over 60 significant Lagrange multi­
pliers to account for this irregularity, but it fitted the 
record much better, despite overpredicting the lower hydro­
graph values. In 10-year reconstruction, both ARIMA and our 
model reconstructed better first five years (1961-1965), 
although our model predicted more closely both hydrograph 
shapes and volumes. In reconstructing the second five years 
(1956-1960), both models failed. The MSE of the univariate 
model was almost three times lower than the MSE of the ARIMA 
model (Table 9-3).
We also compare the results of our bivariate forecasting 
model with corresponding results of the state-space model: 
graphically (figures 8-5 to 8-20 with 9-34 to 9-49) and 
numerically (Table 9-4, and Table 8-2 with 9-2).
Goodvin Creek Watershed
We compare the bivariate model forecasts (figures 8-5 to
8-8 ) with the state-space model forecasts (figures 9-34 to
9-37). The disadvantage of the state-space model is seen in 
figures 9—34, 9-35 and 9-37: overprediction of the flood
peak for the event on the 3rd December 1982 by over 100%, 
and inability to initiate the flood warning during the early 
forecasting stage. Under the same forecasting conditions 
our bivariate model forecasted much better: for example the
numerical coefficients: MSE,Vi,vz ,v3 and v<, are several
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times lower than those of the state-space model (Table 9-4 - 
December event).
Watershed Krishna Wuna
We compare figures 8-9 and 8-10 with figures 9-38 to 9-39. 
For the event on 27/29th of August 1970, both models were 
comparable (similar forecasts and coefficients v lfv 2 ,v3). 
However, the state-space forecasted with 1 hour time delay 
and its MSE was also considerably higher. This was the case 
when there was no strong rainfall-runoff association before 
the rising part of the flood hydrograph. For the event on 
7/8th of July 1973, the bivariate model, despite two hours 
delay at the start, forecasted better than the state-space 
model. The state-space model was unable to forecast reliably 
until the hydrograph has already passed its peak. For this 
event, the MSE of the bivariate forecasting model was also 
several times lower.
Watershed Toroiano and St Lucia (Tevere)
We compare figures 8-11 to 8-19 with 9-40 to 9-48. Large 
watersheds and simplified hydrograph shapes resulted in very 
similar, almost identical forecasts for both watersheds with 
the following exceptions: for the event on 9/10th of Novem­
ber 1982 and 10 steps ahead forecasts on Torgiano, the 
bivariate model forecasted better than the state-space model 
(figures 8-15 and 9-44, and Table 9-4— all numerical coeffi­
cients are several times lower), for the event on 11/13th of 
December 1981 and 5 steps ahead forecasts on St.Lucia, the
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state-space model forecasted better (figures 8-17 and 9-46, 
and Table 9-4— all numerical coefficients are several times 
lower). In all other cases the forecasts by both graphical 
and numerical criteria are comparable.
Hillsborough River(Florida)
We compare figure 8-20 with 9-49. The bivariate model fitted 
sligthly better the streamflow, although the peak of the 
first flood hydrograph was slightly underpredicted. The 
state-space model overpredicted the first peak and also gave 
time-delayed forecasts for all other streamflow hydrographs. 
For the bivariate model, the time delaying was minimal. 
Numerical criteria (Table 9-4) confirmed slight advantage of 
the bivariate model.
From these comparisons, we conclude:
• The univariate forecasting model gave very similar
results as the ARIMA model for streamflow with a long
record and not very irregular. In such .cases, the theo­
retical equivalency between our model and all-pole AR 
model, holds (i.e. Rio Caroni);
• The univariate forecasting model and the ARIMA model
gave completely different forecasts for the very irregu­
lar streamflow, despite the long available record. Theo­
retical equivalency between our model and the all-pole 
AR model does not hold, since this irregularity is not 
driven by a white noise (i.e. Spring Creek);
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• The streamflow periodicity in the ARIMA model was 
accounted for by either ARC 12) or MAC 12) parameters. The 
univariate forecasting model accounts this seasonality 
by including the multiples of the seasonal Lagrange mul- 
tipliers Ci.e. X t 2 ,X2 4 ,etc.);
• For periodic regular streamflows, the univariate fore­
casting model and ARIMA are comparable. For the irregu­
lar streamflow our model is still not perfect in fore­
casting, but is superior to the ARIMA;
• The bivariate forecasting model and the state-space mod­
el are'comparable for single events on large watersheds 
Ci.e. Watershed Tevere-Torgiano and Tevere-St.Lucia);
• For sudden very intensive flood flows, the bivariate 
model accomodates the rising part of the flood hydro­
graph much faster than the state-space model under the 
same conditions. It is superior both with respect to the 
flood warning Cissuing forecasts on time) and the hydro­
graph shapes;
• The disadvantage of both univariate and bivariate fore­
casting models is slight underprediction of the flood 
hydrograph peaks.
9.4 Summary
This chapter emphasizes three parts: detailed parameter
analysis of both entropy -based models developed in Chapters
VII and VIII; comparative evaluation of these models’ pei—  
formance with the ARINA and state-space models, both with 
respect to the results in fitting the real-world data and 
with respect to their parameters; and conceptual similarity 
between the forecasting models. In conclusion, we showed the 
circumstances when this similarity is valid in flood fore­
casting.
TABLE 9-1: PARAMETERS OF ARIMA AND STATESPACE MODELS 
IN FITTING THE STREAMFLOW DATA
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Table 9-2; Relative errors in the forecasting of the state-space model
I
Event Relative errornydrograph peak
Qp
Time to peak tp
1 Goodvln Creek watershed 
03/06 Dec 82,STI=2 min, Forecast=10 min
17.5 .6
2 Goodvln Creek watershed 
03/06 Dec 82,STI=10 min, Forecast=30 min
104 0
3 Goodvln Creek watershed 06/08 Apr 83,STI=2 min, Forecast=10 min
3.42, -.75, 4.32 5, .87, .44
4 Goodvin Creek watershed 06/08 Apr 83,STI=10 min, Forecast=30 min
7.24, -3.3, 7.14 0, 2.63, 1.3
5 Watershed Krishna Wuna 07/08 July 73, STI=Forecast=l hour
10.45 16.7
6 Watershed Krishna Wuna 27/29 August 70 STl=Forecast=l hour
6.27 4.5
7 Watershed.Tevere(Torgiano) 
18/19 Dec 81, STi=Forecast=6 rain
.018 • 57
8 Watershed.Tevere(Torgiano) 
18/19 Dec 81,STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
2.83 5.71
9 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 09/10 November 82 
STI=Forecast=6 min
-.62 1.02




11 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 09/10 November 82 STI=6 min,Forecast=l hour
-5.28 10
12 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 
11/13 December 81 STI=Forecast=6 min
-.93 .89
13 Watershed Tevere(St^Lucia) 11/13 December 81 
STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
- .0184 4.5
14 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 18/19 December 82 STi=Forecast=6 min
-1.23 1.92
15 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 
18/19 December 82 STl=6 min,Forecast=30 min
-5.34 9.52
16 Hillsborough River(Florida) .1, 7.31, -7.28. -5.92 0. 1.96. 1.53. .92
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Table 9-3:Comparison of the univariate model with time series models
Data set Univariate forecasting model ARIMAmodel State-spacemodel
Rio Orinoco 
MSE .67406 1.2144 1.1122 ’
vl .13757 .1845 .1761v2 -.00499 -.11667 -.0045v3 .12414 .14901 .1467
Krishna RiverMSE 86.9624 151.304 655.912
vl .49735 .65603 1.3659v2 -.03373 .20795 -.1105
v3 .32703 .47761 1.0356
Godavari Rivei
MSE 503.77 486.646 1057.16vl .87732 .86228 1.2709v2 .30431 .41730 .26226v3 .65103 .61319 .9754
Rio Caroni
9.06687 9.96307 16.1643
vl .64872 .68002 .34992v2 .03014 -.06915 .06944v3 .55133 .53247 .29856
Rio Caroni
(gaBsi) 3.33313 1.12931 3.36573
vl .50248 .24237 .37568v2 .27904 -.05089 -.00011
v3 .40125 .17622 .33744
Rio Caroni
2.37102 8.30079 5.89367
vl .32820 .62071 .66817v2 .03494 -.01815 .25350v3 .22374 .53503- .54660
60
17




Spring Creek (recons truet ions) 
MSE vl v2 v3
Godavari River (reconstruetions) MSE vl v2 v3
7.48092.56009-.17161.43537
7.48092.56009-.17161.43537
73.6656 .14601 .07080 .12103
253.60 .26768 -.05542 .21660
97.4322 .36249 .03404 .27508
4.38373.44627-.05018.33010
2.50054 .33059 -.13593 .22654
189.092 .23278 .11086 .18632
667.791 .41015 -.10144 .34492
1078.32 1.12909 .04037 .98371
9.2178.62172-.07307.50715
2.35013 .32049 -.03638 .24796
115.029 .281561 .03749 .15266
657.641.40702-.09792.34398
457.537.73548.07130■56733
Table 9-4:Comparison of the bivariate forecasting model and the state-space model
Event Bivariate model Statespace model
MSE vl v2 v3 MSE vl v2 v3
1 Goodvln Creek watershed . 03/06 Dec 82,STI=2 min, Forecast=10 min
9.257 .765 -.166 .187 22.622 .857 .062 .280
3 Goodvin Creek watershed 03/06 Dec 82,STI=10 min, Forecast=30 min
.093 .158 -.065 .066 .036 .099 .000 .063
2 Goodvin Creek watershed 06/08 Apr 83,STI=2 min, Forecast=10 min
12.918 .885 -.165 .231 152.124 2.807 .357 .836
4 Goodvin Creek watershed 06/08 Apr 83,STI=10 min, Forecast=30 min
.374 .311 -.127 .129 1.168 .544 -.077 .250
5 Watershed Krishna Wuna 07/08 July 73, STI=Forecast=l hour
32858. .213 -.118 .122 90799. .299 .002 .196
6 Watershed Krishna Wuna 27/29 August 70 STI=Forecast=l hour
328.783 .042 -.023 .023 13724. .228 -.036 .140
7 Watershed.Tevere(Torgiano] 18/19 Dec 81, STl=Forecast=6 min
8.287 .040 -.029 .031 6.107 .034 -.018 .026
8 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano] 18/19 Dec'81,STl=6 min,Forecast=30 min
390.577 .278 -.132 .133 121.955 .156 r.090 .128
9 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 09/10 November 82 STI=Forecast=6 min
117.499 .044 -.032 .032 141.717 .047 -.029 .035
10 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano] 09/10 November 82 STl=6 min,Forecast=30 min
1047.47 .132 -.092 .094 1948.71 .177 -.106 .136
11 Watershed Tevere(Torgiano) 09/10 November 82 STl=6 min,Forecast=l hour
1038.24 .131 -.092 .094 6509.58 .328 -.193 .244
12 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 11/13 December 81 STl=Forecast=6 min .
1.043 .058 -.017 .048 2.316 .087 -.046 .059
13 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 11/13 December 81 STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
12.784 .205 -.151 .155 4.173 .093 -.043 .064
14 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 18/19 December 82 STl=Forecast=6 min
6.706 .086 -.047 .055 11.918 .107 -.058 .070
15 Watershed Tevere(St.Lucia) 18/19 December 82 STI=6 min,Forecast=30 min
53.645 .243 -.182 .187 83.327 .289 -.181 .233
16 Hillsborough River(Florida] 3.379 .608 -.243 .299 4.475 .694 -.072 .402
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Figure 9-1: Orinoco Rivei--monthly forecast (1949-1950).
9-1.1: Streamflow forecasts. 9-1.2: Lagrange
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Figure 9-2: Orinoco Rivei comparison of autocorrelations.
9-2.1: Comparison of seasonalized autocorrela­
















































M O N T H L Y  F O R E C A S T S  (1954)
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Figure 9-3: Krishna River— monthly forecast (1954). 9-3.1:
Streamflow forecasts. 9-3.2: Lagrange multi­
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Figure 9-4; Krishna River comparison of autocorrelations.
9-4. 1: Comparison of seasonalized autocorrela­
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Figure 9-5: Godavari River-- monthly forecast (1950-1951).
9-5.1: Streamflow forecasts. 9-5.2: Lagrange
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Figure 9-6: Godavari River forecasts— comparison of auto­
correlations. 9-6.1: Comparison of seasonal-
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Figure 9-7: Godavari Rivei-- monthly reconstruction (1948).
9-7.1: Streamflow forecasts. 9-7.2: Lagrange
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Figure 9-8: Godavari River reconstruction— comparison of
autocorrelations. 9-8.1: Comparison of season­
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Figure 9-9: Rio Caroni— monthly forecast (1949-1950). 
9-9.1: Streamflow forecasts. 9-9.2: Lagrange
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Figure 9-10: Rio Caroni forecasts— comparison of autocorre­
lations. 9-10.1: Comparison of seasonalized
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Figure 9-12; Rio Caroni— comparison of seasonalized auto-*- 
correlations. 9-12.1 First gap. 9-12.2 Sec­
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Figure 9-13: Rio Caroni— comparison of deseasonalized auto­
correlations. 9-13.1 First gap. 9-13.2 Sec­
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>-14: Rio Caroni— Lagrange multipliers for four
gaps. 9-14.1 First gap. 9-14.2 Second gap. 
9-14.3 Third gap. 9-14.4 Fourth gap
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Figure 9-15: Rio Caroni— E-coefficients for four gaps.
9-15.1 First gap. 9-15.2 Second gap. 9-15.3 
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Figure 9-16: Rio Caroni— c-coefficients for four gaps.
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Spring Creek— monthly forecasts (1976-1977) 
9-17.1: Streamflow forecasts. 9-17.2
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Figure 9-18: Spring Creek forecasts— comparison of auto­
correlations. 9-18.1: Comparison of seasonal- 
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19: Spring Creek— monthly reconstructions
(1956-1965). 9-19.1: Streamfldw forecasts.
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Figure 9-20: Spring Creek reconstructions— comparison of
autocorrelations. 9—20.1: Comparison of sea­
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ARIMA AND STATESPACE FORECASTS
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-24: ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Orinoco River
(1949-1950). Streamflow forecasts, acf of the
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Figure 9-25: ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Krishna River
(1954). Strearaflow forecasts, residual acf of
the ARIMA and state-space models
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Figure 9-26: ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Godavari
forecasts (1950-51). Streamflow forecasts, 
residual acf of the ARIMA and state-space mod­
els
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Figure 9-27: ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Godavari
reconstruction (1948). Streamflow forecasts, 













































Figure 9-28; ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Rio Carom 
forecasts (1950-51). Streamflow forecasts, 
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F i g u r e  9-29: ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Rio Caroni
reconstruction. Streamflow forecasts, residu­
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Figure 9-31: Rio Caroni reconstruction— acf of the statespace residuals
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Figure 9-32: ARINA and state-space forecasts— Spring Creek
forecasts. Streamflow forecasts, residual acfof the ARIMA and state-space models
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Figure 9-33: ARIMA and state-space forecasts— Spring Creek
reconstruction. Streamflow forecasts, residu­al acf of the ARIMA and state-space models
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Figure 9-34: State-space forecasts-Goodvin Creek-
03/06 December 1982 - STI=2 minutes
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Figure 9-35: State-space forecasts-Goodvin Creek-
03/06 December 1982 - STI=10 minutes
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Figure 9-36: State-space forecasts-Goodvin Creek-
06/08 April 1983 — STI=2 minutes
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Figure 9-37: State-space forecasts-Goodvin Creek- 
06/08 April 1983 - STI=10 minutes
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Figure 9-38: State-space forecasts-Krishna Wuna-
07/08 July 1973 - STI=1 hour
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Figure 9-39: State-space forecasts-Krishna
27/29 August 1970 - STI=1 hour
Wuna-
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Figure 9-40; State-space forecasts-Torgiano- 18/19
December 1981 - forecast = 6 minutes
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Figure 9-41: State-space forecasts-Torgiano- 18/19
December 1981 - forecast = 30 minutes
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Figure 9-42: State-space forecasts-Torgiano- 09/10
November 1982 - forecast = 6 minutes
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Figure 9-43 State-space forecasts-Torgiano— 09/10November 1982 — forecast = 30 minutes
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Figure 9-44; State-space forecasts-Torgiano- 09/10
November 1982 - forecast = 1 hour
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Figure 9-45: State-space forecasts-St.Lucia- 11/13
December 1981 - forecast = 6 minutes
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Figure 9-46: State-space forecasts-St.Lucia- 11/13
December 1981 - forecast = 30 minutes
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Figure 9-47; State-space forecasts—St.Lucia— 18/19
December 1982 - forecast = 6 minutes
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Figure 9-48; State-space forecasts-St.Lucia- 18/19
December 1982 - forecast = 30 minutes
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Figure 9-49: State-space forecasts-Hillsborough
River - STI=forecast =1 day
CHAPTER X: MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS AND FLOOD
FORECASTING
In this chapter we synthesize both hydrologic frequency 
analysis and flood forecasting. First we briefy describe 
study domains of previous chapters and show two missing 
links: the hydrologic frequency analysis of the rainfall- 
runoff process, and relationship between hydrologic frequen­
cy analysis and flood forecasting. Then, using one single 
example, we demonstrate how entropy and transinformation 
determine the importance of the variables in the hydrologic 
process: runoff and rainfall as the examples of the univai—
iate processes, and bivariate rainfall-runoff process. Spe­
cifically, we answer these questions: which runoff variable
is the most important in the runoff process, or carries the 
most information about it?, which rainfall variable is the 
most important in the rainfall process?, and which rainfall 
variable gives the most important information about the 
runoff process? Finally, we show dependency of the entropy 
and transinformation of both univariate and bivariate pro­




Our study domain (figure 10-1) was hydrologic stationary 
process (continuous approach) or hydrologic stationary 
sequence (discrete approach). Our focus was on:
• univariate stationary process X(t)
={Xi(t),X2 (t),...,Xn(t)}, where we treated the flood 
process Q(t)={Qp(t),VQ (t),Dg(t)} or the flood peak pro­
cess Qp(t) (approximated by {Qpi»...,Qp^i), flood volume 
process Vg(t) (approximated by (Vqi»...„Vq^}) and flood
duration process D0 (t) (approximated by {Dqi»...,Dq I);w “N
and the rainfall process R(t)= (Ri(t)} or the process of 
the rainfall characteristics;
• bivariate stationary process {X(t),Y(t)J =
{(Xi(t),Yj(t)}, where we treated the rainfall-runoff 
process {R(t),Q(t)} with rainfall-runoff characteris­
tics as the elements of the associated pair.
The univariate stationary process was examined in hydro­
logic frequency analysis (Chapters IV,V and VI) emphasizing 
0(t)={Qp(t),Vg(t),Dg(t)} and R(t)= Rd (t) (where R d is the 
r.v. representing the rainfall depth). In Chapter VII we 
introduced the univariate flood forecasting model for long­
term time reconstruction and forecasting of the streamflow 
associated with the flood process. We neither examined nor 
evaluated other rainfall characteristics of R(t) such as 
total rainfall depth (volume) or duration.
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The bivariate stationary process was only examined in a 
real-time forecasting, specifically the bivariate model for 
reconstruction and forecasting (Chapter VIII), where rain­
fall and runoff comprised the model feedback. The rainfall- 
runoff interactions by examining frequency analysis, entro­
pies and transinformation of the bivariate process were not 
treated, although the theory was provided in the Chapter IV.
Two major tasks motivate this chapter. First, we want to 
close these gaps in the study: examine other rainfall chai—
acteristics except the rainfall depth, evaluate rainfall- 
runoff process by entropy and transinformation, and show 
connections between frequency analysis and flood forecasting 
through entropy measurements. Second, we are intrigued to 
use the major components of the study on one real-world data 
set and answer pertinent hydrologic questions about the 
rainfall-runoff process raised in the introduction. To that 
end, we need the continuous rainfall-runoff measurements on 
a certain watershed. We choose the Goodvin Creek watershed 
events (Table 10-1) covering the 1981-1984 period, not only 
because of the measurement continuity, but also because of 
the ephemeral streamflow characteristics. On this watershed 
(examined in Chapters VIII and IX) the streamflow process is 
identical to flood process, since the streamflow dries out 
between the rainfall events. We examine separately: runoff
process (Section 10.2.1), rainfall process (Section 10.2.2) 
and rainfall-runoff interactions (Section 10.2.3) by hydro­
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logic frequency analysis, and the sensitivity of the rain­
fall process, runoff process, and the rainfall-runoff pro­
cess on the number of the forecasting events (Section 
10.2.4).
10.2 Bivariate rainfall-runoff process
To get better separation of the events on the Goodvin 
Creek Watershed, we accept low 1 m3/sec cutoff level. For 
the period 1981-1984, this results in 77 rainfall-runoff 
events. Six rainfall and runoff variables are presented in 
Table 10-1: rainfall peak (maximum rainfall intensity during 
the event: Rp), rainfall volume (total rainfall depth during 
the storm: rainfall duration <Dg), runoff peak
(Qp),runoff volume (Vq ) and runoff duration (Dq ). In the 
case of discontinuous rainfall, for example rainfall stops 
and continues later during the same event (i.e. multiple
flood event), we define the rainfall duration as the period 
from its very start to the time of its last disappearance.
Only in that case, we can get 1 to 1 relationship between
the rainfall and runoff variables.
Dependencies inside hydrologic processes R(t)= ( R p , , 
Q(t)={Qp,Vq .Dq } and {R(t),Q(t)} can be examined by the mul­
tivariate normal or multivariate exponential distribution. 
Because of its greater flexibility, we choose the multivari­
ate normal distribution. Thus, we normalize all rainfall and
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runoff variables by the Box-Cox transformation (Table 10-2). 
The normality in all rainfall and runoff variables are 
obtained, except the rainfall duration (Dg) (Tables 10-3 and 
10-4) where the normality is rejected by the K-S statistic. 
Similarly, the skewness, kurtosis, RMSE and bias are some­
what lower for the c.d.f.’s of fitted runoff then rainfall. 
The fit of c.d.f.'s of flood peaks and durations to the data 
are shown in figures 10-2 and 10-3.
10.2.1 Runoff process
Here, we may repeat discussion from the Section 4.4.2, 
examining the bivariate runoff analysis. We study associa­
tion of the runoff variables on two levels: no serial depen­
dency, or association of the runoff variables of the same 
event; and 1-degree serial (time) dependency, i.e. between 
two consecutive events. In the first case, we employ the 
bivariate normal distribution, its covariance matrix and the 




H(X) - \ log|Sc| + 2 pog(2ir) + 1] (10.1.3)
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where X=(Xi,X2) denotes either (Qp ,VQ ),(Qp.Dg) or (VQ ,DQ > 
pair. By eq. (10-1.3), we obtain the joint entropy H(Xi,XZ) 
of the runoff variables for the same runoff event. The uni­
variate entropy for each variable is obtained from eg.(4- 12) 
or:
The results are presented in the first row of Table 10-5
Which runoff variable is the most important in triplet 
(Qp,Vq ,Dq )- for the 1981-84 events on the Goodvin Creek wat­
ershed? From the entropy theory the answer is: the one that 
gives the greatest reduction in conditional entropy and the 
highest gain in the transinformation. From Table 10-5, we 
we conclude that the runoff peak and volume are two dominant 
flood variables: the highest transinformation T(0p,Vg) and
the lowest H(Qp|V^) is achieved for that combination of the 
variables.
For 1-degree serial dependency we may set up two ques­
tions: Which runoff variable is the most important with
respect to the consecutive rainfall-runoff events? How does 
one runoff variable effect itself in time? We employ eqs. 
(4-82),(4-71.1) and (4-82) for the bivariate p.d.f., its 
cross-covarinace matrix of the first order, and the entropy, 
o r :
H(Xt) - ±[log(2ir) + logsx c) + 1] (10.1.4)
(zero serial dependency). Now we can answer the question:
f(X) - i 1 ■* ■* _i + * *exp [- \ (X-y)S 1 (X-p) ] (10.2.1)
*1 C^l) c12(0) cl2(l)






c12(0) c2i(°) sx 2 2 C2(l)
cl2(1)
oCMH
o c2(l) ‘x 22
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(10-2.2)
H(X) - | log|s| + 2 [log(2ir) + 1] (10-2.3)
where X is given as before. For conditional entropies and 
transinformation, we use eqs. (10-1.5) and (10-1.6). On 
examining Table 10-5 we conclude:
• serial dependency does not influence our previous con­
clusion: runoff peak and volume are two dominant flood
varaibles;
• from the third row of the table, the runoff variable has 
negligible influence on its successor or predecessor; 
thus consecutive runoff events are independent.
10.2.2 Rainfall process
Ue examine dependency inside the process R(t)= 
<*P-Vr .Dr >. Whil® in 'fcIie runoff process, we reached the same 
conclusions as in Chapters IV and V, the rainfall examina­
tion is intriguing, because of its randomness. We study 
rainfall events independently, thus exploiting eqs.(10- 1.1) 
to (10- 1.6 ), and first order dependent events using 
eqs.(10-2.1) to (10-2.3),(10-1.5) and (10-1.6), where 
X=(Xi,X2) denotes either (Rp.V^), (Rp.Dp) or <Vp,Dp). The 
results are presented in Table 10-6. We conclude:
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• Comparing the reductions in the rainfall peak, given 
rainfall volume or duration, the rainfall volume is more 
dominant;
• Examining serial dependencies among consecutive rainfall 
variables (third row of the Table 10-6), we find slight 
dependency among consecutive rainfall peaks (i.e. reduc­
tion from 1.2024 to 1.18214 napiers) This may be 
explained by strong climatological association among 
most of the rainfall events.
10.2.3 Rainfall-runoff process
This analysis is motivated by a simple hydrological need: 
how to use the knowledge about rainfall most efficiently to 
improve runoff analysis? Our specific task is to find out 
which rainfall variable from the triplet (Rp,Vg,DR) gives 
the most significant contribution to the runoff variable 
Qp,Vg and D q , or when is the conditional entropy reduced the 
most? i.e.
max(T(0p,Xi>}» max{T(VQ ,Xi)}, max{T(DQ ,Xi)} where X,eR(t) 
Again, we employ the bivariate analysis, this time taking 
associated rainfall-runoff pair. Ke confine our analysis to 
associated rainfall-runoff events, thus exploiting eqs. 
(10-1.1) to (10-1.6). The results are presented in Table 
10-7. We compare transinformations in the fourth, sixth and 
eight columns. The overwhelming conclusion is that the rain­
fall volume V R is the dominant flood generator for all three
runoff variables Qp,Vq »D^. The second imortant variable is 
the rainfall peak. However, its transinformations are only 
50% of those produced by the rainfall volume. The rainfall 
duration turns out to be completely unimportant, i.e. it 
gives transinformations 10 times lower than respective rain­
fall volume. This discussion is less noticeable graphical­
ly. For example, by exploiting R(t)-Q(t) interactions with 
zero degree serial dependency, we obtain figures 10-4 to 
10-9 for c.d.f.'s of flood peaks and flood durations, condi­
tioned on various rainfall variables: rainfall peaks (fig­
ures 10-4.and 10-7), rainfall volume (figures 10-5 and 10-8) 
and rainfall durations (figures 10-6 and 10-9). Condition­
ing is done for the domain: mean(rainfall variable) ± std.
deviation(rainfall variable). However, by computing the 
goodness of fit statistics for the same cases, (RMSE and 
bias for all cases) (Table 10-8), we found the rainfall vol­
ume to be the most important for any runoff variable, since 
it yields the lowest RMSE and bias. The second most impoi—  
tant variable for the runoff is the rainfall peak. Thus, 
previous conclusions from the entropy analysis are con­
firmed.
10.2.4 Hydrological frequency analysis versus flood 
forecasting
There exists a general interaction between hydrologic 
frequency analysis and flood forecasting. Let us assume that
a long continuous hydrological record is available, so that 
we may perform both hydrologic frequency analysis (as in 
Sections 10-2.1 to 10-2.3) and flood forecasting (as in 
Chapters VII and VIII). By using flood forecasting tools, we 
may help frequency analysis. For example, for the missing 
record in a certain past period, we reconstruct it using 
either future or past hydrological record (specifically uni­
variate flood forecasting model). Then we use this updated 
record to correct the frequency analysis of flood peaks, 
volumes and durations. The same holds for the real-time 
forecasting, but corrections are made after the rainfall- 
runoff event. To determine hew this forecasting influences 
the frequency analysis, we study entropies and transinforma­
tions for the Goodvin Creek watershed, assuming certain num­
ber of events not yet forecasted (or their record is not 
known). From the record of 77 rainfall-runoff events, we 
exclude 1 to 8 major events (with Jong rainfall durations) 
and repeat rainfall, runoff and rainfall-runoff analysis. 
The results are presented in Tables 10-9 to 10-11.
Studying the changes in entropies and transinformation in 
the runoff process (Table 10-9), we notice slight increase 
in the entropy at all levels: marginal, joint and condition­
al. However, this increase is proportional, since there is 
no significant change in the transinformation both for zei—  
oth and first lag serial dependencies. In rainfall process 
(Table 10-10), the same holds for joint and marginal entro­
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pies. Transinformations associated with the rainfall dura­
tion rise significantly in magnitude. This behaviour is eas­
ily explained, since we consistently eliminate forecasted 
events with the long duration. On examining rainfall-runoff 
process (Table 10-11) we witness a slow decrease of T(Xi»,Rp) 
and T ( X i ,VR ), while T ( X isDR ) slowly rises. These changes are 
negligible with respect to the flood peak (Qp) (first part 
of the table). However, smaller numbers of events do affect 
both runoff volume (VQ ) and duration (Dq). For these cases, 
the rainfall duration (DR) becomes the variable as impoi—  
tant as the rainfall peak (Rp)» since T(Xi,DR ) approaches 
and overtakes T(Xi,RR ) (where Xi is the runoff variable). 
The rainfall volume stays as the variable that influences 
the runoff process the most.
Thus, we conclude:
• The number of forecasting events does not change the 
dominancy of the rainfall volume (VR ). This variable 
influences the runoff variable at all times.
• The number of forecasting events changes influence of 
other two rainfall variables: rainfall peak (Rp) and 
duration (DR).
10.3 Summary
In this chapter we examine the bivariate rainfall-runoff 
process. Together with the forecasting models (Chapters
472
VII,VIII and IX), this encompasses domains of this study. We 
also emphasize the rainfall -runoff interactions, not exam­
ined in previous chapters, and the sensitivity of the entro­
py on the number of forecasting events.
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Table 10-1; Rainfall and runoff variables for the Goodvin 
Creek events





















1 0.1801 3.9405 128 29.6351 211757 5
2 0.0339 0.1994 16 2.4683 19525 2
3 0.0169 0.6771 106 11.7123 86936 4
4 0.0190 0.0873 1 2.7440 22303 4
5 0.0610 0.5437 1 10.9570 87206 5
6 0.0053 0.4951 1 4.3759 42695 4
7 0.1397 7.2387 404 14.2897 255663 12
8 0.0106 2.0813 242 4.4703 74787 7
9 0.0579 0.0579 2 2.0330 11240 2
10 0.0579 5.6360 216 13.9103 234904 9
11 0.0019 0.0774 42 1.5820 10805 2
12 0.0234 0.4712 34 2.9297 31577 5
13 0.0317 1.9743 44 10.5265 108121 8
14* 0.0270 1.1830 96 7.6228 82396 6
15 0.0466 4.4212 1 14.0754 251282 10
16 0.0159 0.0159 2 1.9447 21054 4
17 0.0838 1.2078 218 13.8629 119041 5
18 0.1422 1.3278 1 13.9268 77318 3
19 0.1422 4.1704 156 11.0778 211550 13
20 0.0212 0.4184 44 18.3398 105644 3
21 0.0010 0.1000 2 1.2070 3343 1
22 0.3302 7.1673 1 14.8336 111626 4
23 0.0363 1.9816 198 4.3073 42638 5
24 0.0169 1.4248 218 6.6771 65124 5
25 0.2337 5.6480 1 49.2568 334100 6
26 0.1355 1.5240 60 2.8859 26605 4
27 0.0998 16.3883 1 49.2568 681435 11
28 0.0463 0.3001 8 5.6029 46269 4
29 0.0972 4.9050 ' 190 20.7797 195044 8
30 0.0972 17.6044 1 80.2060 870060 23
31 0.0127 2.2104 1 11.0720 106132 6
32 0.0127 2.3724 1 7.9281 133055 9
33 0.0257 1.0571 1 4.0943 61287 7
34 0.0257 4.8480 298 18.5886 253743 9
35 0.0025 0.0025 2 4.3030 24882 3
36 0.1160 24.3866 1232 35.6003 1441707 34
37 0.1016 2.2437 164 18.0725 214019 8
38 0.0677 8.5421 1734 7.3243 317595 31
39 0.0241 2.9796 1 13.9690 188748 7
40 0.0231 1.8239 1 3.1071 72880 11
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41 0.0035 0.9497 2 7.0274 246726 19
42 0.0056 0.1375 1 4.5319 35745 4
43 0.0056 0.4831 1 1.8079 23674 4
44 0.1727 11.8278 682 39.4622 488432 20
45 0.0708 0.8709 44 7.0325 62424 5
46 0.1016 7.2291 986 17.7262 402608 25
47 0.0444 1.4996 1 7.2507 83360 7
48 0.0194 0.1035 100 2.9297 33349 4
49 0.0399 2.5943 492 8.6398 153833 10
50 0.2117 2.1089 98 9.4713 91779 6
51 0.1037 0.2481 32 13.1233 99028 5
52 0.2413 7.0858 354 22.4099 290545 11
53 0.1707 6.0980 122 46.8852 316019 9
54 0.1829 24.5993 808 161.2810 1544915 16
55 0.0121 0.4804 186 5.2357 48023 5
56 0.0457 0.9042 2 11.7324 134755 11
57 0.0039 0.0039 2 2.7994 10751 2
58 0.0063 0.4837 1 1.2339 5662 1
59 0.0021 0.0021 2 3.7741 18450 2
60 0.J0269 0.7508 48 1.4310 10016 2
61 0.5757 20.2396 1 124.3200 757804 9
62 0.0010 0.1000 2 15.6142 127442 5
63 0.0010 0.1000 2 10.7085 139079 9
64 0.0010 0.1000 2 22.9687 193579 7
65 0.0010 0.1000 2 9.9862 104907 7
66 0.0010 0.1000 2 50.5584 1050663 29
67 0.0010 0.1000 2 4.4202 44177 5
68 0.0010 0.1000 2 7.2468 152246 13
69 0.0010 0.1000 2 11.0778 152241 8
70 0.0010 0.1000 2 1.4302 12796 3
71 0.0010 0.1000 2 5.8015 130824 11
72 0.0010 0.1000 2 9.2173 186380 11
73 0.0010 0.1000 2 3.0184 37208 5
74* 0.0010 0.1000 2 9.6428 196070 11
75 0.0010 0.1000 2 3.2453 49387 6
76 0.0010 0.1000 2 3.0184 34679 5
77 0.0010 0.1000 2 1.5511 13346 3
Table 10-2: Rainfall-runoff transformations for the Goodvin Creek watershed (Legend: Op = runoff peakVq = runoff volume Dq = runoff duration Rp = rainfall peak Vr = rainfall volume Dr = rainfall duration)
Runoff Flood peak (On) Flood volume (Va) Flood duration (Da)
Transformation .002 (Qpl-8) _ .04_YS. . j .001 .??. . i
.002 .04 .001
Rainfall Rainfall peak (RP) Rainfall volume (VR) Rainfall duration (DR)
Transformation .15.5. . ,
.15
. IB-' ™...Vr..... 1.18 log(Dr)
Table 10-3: Characteristics of the transformed rainfall-runoff variables
Variable Skewness KurtosisOp -.0184 2.9435Vq .0087 2.9163Dq .0073 2.6675Rp .0613 1.9280Vr .3769 2.4396Dr .5235 1.6533
Table 10-4: Goodness of fit statistics for rainfall- runoff events (Legend: D = Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic Dc= critical value of D A = accepted R = rejected )
Runoff







Rainfall Rp .1041 .0386 .1321 .1550 AVr .0396 .0229 .1461 .1550 ADr .0356 .1803 .5235 .1550 R 475
TABLE 10-5: Entropy analysis for the runoff events on the Goodvin Creek (Legend: Op = runoff peakvq = runoff volume Dq = runoff duration)
Serialdependency Marginal entropy Joint entropy fnapiers) Conditional entropy fnapiers1
01H(XOIXI)
H(0p) h Fv qJ H(l)a) H(Op.Vq) H(Qp.Da) HCVq.pq) H(Q?jVq) H(OpTDq) H(VglDq)1.66415 2.11564 1.09361 3.32775 4.22980 2.18286 1.66360 2.11418 1.08925
2.75827 2.43771 2.4?9D1 5.50826 4.85778 4.88933 0.64264 1.54411 1736540 1.27844 2.67492 2.70647
Serialdependency Transinformation (naDiers)
01
TfOp.Vg) T(0p,Dq) T(Vq.Dq)1.02150 0.32000 0.75020 2.04930 0.65280 1.52340
TABLE 10-6: Entropy analysis for the rainfall events on the Goodvin Creek (Legend: Rp - rainfall peakVr = rainfall volume Dr —  rainfall duration)
Serialdependency Marginal entropy (napiers) Joint entropy fnapiers) Conditional entropy f n a p i e r s )
01HfXOlXl)
H(Rp) HiVr) H(Dr5 H(Rp.Vr) HfRp.Dr) HfVr.Dr) HfRplVr) HfRnlDr) HfVrlDr)
1.25240 2.06511 2:35310 2.38453 4.12653 4.70825 1.18214 2.06142 2.35320




T(Rp.Vr) T(Rp.ur) T(Vr,l)r. 0.36395 0.04480 0.06540 0.76936 0.11534 0.13976
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TABLE 10-7: Entropy rainfall-runoff analysis on the Goodvin Creek (Legend: Qp = runoff peakvq = runoff volume Dq = runoff duration Rp = rainfall peak Vr = rainfall volume Dr = rainfall duration)
Runoffvariable RunoffH(Xi)
Runoff-rainfall peak H(Xi|Rp) T(Xi,Rp)
Runoff-rainfall volume H(Xi|Vr) T(Xi,Vr) Eunoff-rainfall duration H(Xi|Dr) T(Xi,Dr)
Qp 1.66415 1.50028 .16387 1.37471 .28944 1.63380 0.03035Vq 2.11564 2.00480 .11084 1.76621 .34943 2.07161 0.04403Dq 1.09361 1.06064 .03297 0.89239 .20122 1.04812 0.04549
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Table 10-8: Goodness of fit for various rainfall-runoff dependencies —  (Data: Goodvin Creek watershed)(Legend: Op = runoff peakvq = runoff volume Dq = runoff duration Rp = rainfall peak Vr — rainfall volume Dr = rainfall duration)
Variable 0-lag 1-lae
RMSF. RMSE BiasQp Rp .0416 .0271Qp Vr .0453 .0284 --- ...up Dr .0525" .0041 - - -
va Ro .0605 .0433 ... ...Vq Vr .0540 .0269 .0958 0700
Va Dr .0752" .0630 ... ...Dq Rp .0748 .0552 ... ...
Dq Vt .0609 .0266 ... ...Dq Dr .0709 .0607 ... ...
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TABLE 10-9: Runoff analysis for different number of events(Data: Goodvin Creek watershed)
Serial No. of Marginal entropy Joint entropydependency events fnapiers) fnapiers)excluded H(Qp) fi(Vq) H(Dq) H(Qp,Vq) H(Qp,Dq) H(VQ,DQ)
0 1.66415 2.11564 1.09361 2.75827 2.43771 2.459011 1.65130 2.10583 1.08472 2.75659 2.43408 2.460672 1.67174 2.13243 1.13340 2.79312 2.49284 2.526343 1.67648 2.13454 1.13701 2.79966 2.50324 2.535350 4 1.68255 2.13807 1.13627 2.80566 2.50790 2.540155 1.67185 2.13684 1.14336 2.79370 2.48935 2.519096 1.66005 2.12321 1.14552 2.78717 2.48362 2.497707 1.67297 2.13648 1.15729 2.80811 2.50312 2.51700B 1.66625 2.10068 1.12250 2.73736 2.47491 2 .4 8 6 5 40 3.32775 4.22982 2.18286 5.50826 4.85778 4.889331 3.30041 4.20904 2.16511 5.50437 4.84693 4.887552 3.34013 4.26052 2.26645 5.57827 4.97479 5.034643 3.35031 4.26584 2.27350 5.59166 4.99606 5.054571 4 3.36238 4.27279 2.27003 5.59557 4.98786 5.048215 3.34221 4.27164 2.28407 5.57364 4.95106 5.007566 3.31967 4.24601 2.28705 5.56310 4.94194 4.968687 3.34585 4.27278 2.31091 5.60588 4.98109 5.008038 3.33213 4.20095 2.23976 5.45098 4.91471 4.94217
Conditional entropy TransinformationfnaDiers)
H(Qp|Vq) HIQpjDq) H(Vq|Dq) T(Qp,Vq) T(Qp,Dq) T(Vq,Dq)
0 .64264 1.34411 1.36540 1.02150 .32000 .750201 .65076 1.34930 1.37596 1.50050 .30200 .729802 .66069 1.35940 1.39299 1.01105 .31230 .739403 .66512 1.36624 1.39834 1.01136 .31024 .736204 .66759 1.37162 1.40390 1.01496 .32586 .761140 5 .65686 1.34599 1.37570 1.01499 .32586 .761146 .66397 1.33810 1.35220 .99608 .32195 .771017 .67163 1.34580 1.35970 1.00134 .32717 .776788 .63668 1.35240_ 1.36400 1.02960 .31385 .736680 1.27844 2.67492 2.70647 2.04930 .65280 1.52340
1 1.29533 2.68182 2.72240 2.00508 .65283 1.486642 1.31775 2.70835 2.76819 2.02238 .63178 1.492333 1.32582 2.72257 2.78108 2.02449 .62774 1.484761 4 1.32278 2.71782 2.77818 2.03960 .64456 1.494615 1.30200 2.66699 2.72348 2.04021 .67522 1.548166 1.31708 2.65488 2.68162 • 2.00259 .66479 1.564397 1.33280 2.67018 2.69712 2.01305 .67567 1.575668 1.25003 2.67495 2.70241 2.08210 .65718 1.49854
Legend:Sp = runoff peak q = runoff volume Dq = runoff duration
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TABLE 10-10: Rainfall analysis for different number of events
(Data: Goodvin Creek watershed)
I
!
Serialdependency No. of events excludec
Marginal entropy ------fnapiers1 Joint entropyH(Rp) H(Vr) H(Dr) H(Rp,Vr) H(Rp,Dr) H(vr,Dr)
0 1.20240 2.06511 2.35510 2.90356 3.51275 4.354871 1.20540 2.05543 2.34929 2.89309 3.51148 4.314002 1.22360 2.08504 2.34376 2.94376 3.51593 4.318663 1.23250 2.08970 2.34040 2.95398 3.51961 4.307250 4 1.23240 2.09486 2.34320 2.96233 3.52590 4.318625 1.22417 2.09696 2.33959 2.96660 3.50000 4.299266 1.22830 2.07785 2.33525 2.95242 3.48989 4.231377 1.24126 2.09608 2.32415 2.96752 3.49700 4.21755_ 8 1.22470 2.04940 2.30760 2.92140 3.47340 4.178200 2.38454 4.12653 4.70825 5.74171 6.97742 8.695011 2.39164 4.10375 4.69841 5.72056 6.97542 8.607422 2.43218 4.15901 4.68753 5.81108 6.99066 8.620133 5.44915 4.17160 4.68068 5.83530 6.99596 8.604301 4 2.45177 4.18261 4.68642 5.86400 7.01109 8.627105 . 2.43890 4.18629 4.67870 5.87480 6.96330 8.588306 2.44900 4.14920 4.67010 5.85280 6.94210 8.452207 2.47530 4.18665 4.64623 5.88679 6.96070 8.418818 2.44180 4.09730 4.61350 5.78390 6.90310 8.34896
Conditional entropy Transinformation, fnapiers1 fnapiers1H(Rp|Vr) H(Rp|Dr) H(Vr|Dr) T(Rp.Vr) T(kp,Dr) T(Vr,Dr)
0 .83845 1.15760 1.99970 .36395 .04480 .065401 .83766 1.16219 1.96471 .36778 .04325 .090702 .85872 1.17217 1.97489 .36485 .05140 .110153 .86424 1.17920 1.96685 .36826 .05330 .122854 .86747 1.18271 1.97540 .36493 .04969 .119460 5 .86969 1.16040 1.95968 .35448 .06377 .137286 .87458 1.15460 1.89612 .35372 .07300 .181737 .87144 1.17288 1.89341 .36982 .06838 .202678 .87204 1.16580 1.87060 .35266 .05890 .178800 1.61518 2.26920 3.96677 . 7693’6 .11534 '.13976 '1 1.61681 2.27700 3.90902 .77483 .11464 .194732 1.65206 2.30313 3.93260 .78012 .12905 .226413 1.66360 2.31530 3.92350 .78555 .13385 .248101 4 1.68140 2.32467 3.94070 .77037 .12710 .241905 1.68852 2.29060 3.90960 .75038 .14830 .276696 1.70359 2.27200 3.78210 •.74541 .17700 .367107 1.70014 2.31450 3.77260 .77516 .16080 .414058 1.68650 2.28960 3.73550 .75530 .15220 .36180
Legend:Rp = rainfall peak Vr = rainfall volume Dr = rainfall duration
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Table 10~11: Rainfall-runoff interactions for different number of events CLegend: Op = runoff peakVq = runoff volume Dq = runoff duration Rp = rainfall peak Vr = rainfall volume Dr = rainfall duration)
No. of events excluded RunoffvariablefXil
H(Xi) H(Xi|Rp) T(Xi,Rp) H(Xi|Vr) T(Xi,Vr) H(Xi|Dr) T(Xi,Dr)
0 1.66415 1.50028 .16387 1.37471 .28944 .16338 .030351 1.65130 1.49463 .15667 1.38295 .27018 1.60891 .042392 1.65717 1.51648 .15526 1.39640 .27534 1.62077 .050973 1.67648 1.52240 .15408 1.40323 .27325 1.62176 .054724 Qp 1.68255 1.52880 .15375 1.40938 .27317 1.62875 .053805 1.67185 1.53023 .14162 1.40794 .26391 1.60635 .065506 1.66005 1.52534 .13471 1.41379 .24260 1.58026 .079797 1.67297 1.53652 .13645 1.42326 .24971 1.59249 .080488 1.66625 1.53776 .12849 1.42806 .23819 1.59632 .06993
0 2.11564 2.00480 .11084 1.76621 .34943 2.07161 .044031 2.10583 2.00156 .10427 1.77588 .32995 2.04901 .056822 2.13243 2.03080 .10163 1.79403 .33840 2.06821 .064223 2.13454 2.03427 .10027 1.80055 .33399 2.06390 .070644 Vq 2.13807 2.04094 .09713 1.80761 .33046 2.07013 .067945 2.13684 2.04633 .09051 1.81361 .32323 2.05991 .076936 2.12321 2.03911 .08410 1.81953 .30368 2.02925 .093967 2.13648 2.05124 .08520 1.83260 .30388 2.03745 .099038 2.10068 2.02686 .07382 1.83142 .26926 2.02152 .07916
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Figure 10-9: Fitting of the flood durations, given rainfall
durations
CHAPTER XI: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this chapter we recapture main focal points of each 
chapter. Ue emphasize our contributions and offer the ideas 
how to extend them in theory and practice. Domains of the 
study and of each chapter are presented in Figure 10-1. 
Multivariate normal distribution
We gave comprehensive derivation of the forms of univariate, 
bivariate and multivariate normal distributions emphasizing 
dependency inside a hydrologic process (lag or serial depen­
dency), and dependency among hydrologic processes (variable 
dependencies). In each case we constructed the matrix of 
Lagrange multipliers and study its structural changes with 
respect to the order of the dependency in hydrologic pro­
cess. We showed how to use bivariate distribution in: 
a)evaluating importance of the variable in the P.D.S. model 
with respect to the cutoff level (Chapter IV); b) examining 
dependencies inside the hydrologic process: runoff process
(Chapter IV) and rainfall process (Chapter X); c) examining 
mutual dependencies between two hydrologic processes (rain­
fall and runoff process) (Chapter X). We have found that 
runoff peak and volume are the two most dominant variables 
in the runoff process; in predicting runoff, the total rain­
fall depth of the event (rainfall volume) is the variable
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that, transfers the most information (Chapter X). The multi­
variate analysis was shown in space-time design of the rain­
fall networks. For the existing rainfall network in north­
western Louisiana, we showed how to determine not only the 
number, but also specific stations that carry the most 
information, subject to our information and the sampling 
interval (space design). This was the multivariate design 
where each different variable was the commplete rainfall 
depth record at specific station. In addition to that, we 
performed time design for all stations in the region, and 
examined sensitivities of the conditional space entropies to 
increased dependency in time. Ue emphasize that this design 
was performed in the region of similar hydroclimatological 
characteristics. We do not know whether any spatial or oro­
graphic heterogeneity will influence our design. We may also 
recommend similar design for the region for no stations 
where the information about precipitation exists. By using 
the entropy framework, one may construct the regions of sim­
ilar information, for example the most important region 
would be the one with both heaviest rainfall and easy acces­
sible rainfall gage. We may even construct the map of isoin­
formations (the lines of the equal information) and compare 




This distribution has hardly been used even in statistics 
because of mathematical complexities. However, the entropy 
expressions derived for the Marshall-01kin form (Chapter V) 
were the simplest of all other available forms. The deriva­
tions of various distributions by POME had not been reported 
previously. We compared the results of the bivariate expo­
nential and bivariate normal distribution for two-station 
space design and found them to be comparable. However, the 
application of the higher order exponential p.d.f. of the 
Marshal1-OJ.kin form became mathematically complex. Simplifi­
cations of the formulas provided here for practical use are 
left for future investigation. We hope that this work can be 
extended to the level of the multivariate normal distribu­
tion. Additional problem encountered is whether we can 
always reach the same conclusion about the network design, 
since the entropy values of the multivariate exponential are 
generally lower than those of the multivariate normal for 
the same data. The sensitivity of the exponential entropy to 
the higher number of stations should also be investigated. 
Multivariate discrete distributions
We derived univariate p.d.f.-Poisson, geometric, binomial by 
POME-and showed how to construct the mixed distributions 
(Chapter VI). We derived Bernoulli+bivariate exponential 
distribution similar to the Rosbjerg's Poisson+bivariate 
exponential distribution. We also used the mixed distribu­
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tion for maximum annual flood peaks of Spring Creek, and 
showed its sensitivity to various cutoff levels. We can 
extend this distribution for other purposes in the A.D.S. 
model. We emphasized that the bivariate exponential distri­
bution accounted for dependencies in successive flood peaks 
(Markov dependency). By lowering the cutoff level and rising 
the order of the multivariate exponential distribution, we 
can study, for example, the second order dependencies among 
three successive flood volumes during the multiple flood 
event, etc.
Univariate flood forecasting model
We employed the original Burg equations from the maximum 
entropy spectral analysis, and adjusted them for hydrologi­
cal streamflow forecasting. This model was capaible of recon­
structing past hydrological records and long-term (monthly, 
seasonal) forecasting. The model did not provide successful 
results for short-term forecasting, probably because of the 
increased stochasticity. For long-term forecasting the model 
was comparable to the ARIMA model. We also showed that for 
the long data base and expressed periodicity, the univariate 
forecasting model forecasts the same as the AR model (with 
added MA factors accounting for periodicity). For these cas­
es the discussed equivalency of these two models is valid. 
However, for more irregular streamflow and not noticeable 
periodicity, the univariate model gave results much better 
than an appropriate ARIMA model. We offered the expression
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for normalized Lagrange multipliers such that their pattern 
is comparable to the autocorrelation function of the ARIMA 
model for the same data. We emphasize that this model can be 
applied to any other univariate stationary hydrologic pro­
cess. , where stochasticity is not of the high order (i.e. 
minute -rainfall). However, we do not claim that the same 
relationship towards the ARIMA model would hold for other 
hydrological processes. This line of research is also worth 
exploring.
Bivariate forecasting model
The theory .for this model was adapted from Burg's multivari­
ate channel analysis. It was very questionable whether the 
transfer toward real time domain would be possible, since no 
research in that direction had been reported previously in 
the literature. Furthermore, the forecasting equations were 
derived by extending the pattern from the univariate analy­
sis. Fortunately, the results were more than satisfactory. 
This model is applicable to any bivariate hydrologic pro­
cess, provided that the cross-correlation among processes 
exists. The expressions provided remain the same for any 
multivariate hydrologic process. In this study, we tested 
the model only for short-term flood forecasting. We empha­
size that no prior calibration of the model parameters is 
needed. Thus we do not need to know anything about previous 
rainfall-runoff events, except several measured rainfall- 
runoff values during the tested event, where we must have
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some cross-correlation. This model should work best for 
flood forecasting in the data—scarce regions where other 
sophisticated models would not be able to calibrate their 
parameters. Under these conditions the model gave results 
comparable to the state-space model, and was superior in 
forecasting the rising limb of the flood hydrograph for sud­
den flash floods. The detailed study of the parameters for 
this model is left for future investigation.
Summary
In this study we showed that both problems in hydrologic 
frequency analysis and flood forecasting can be treated by 
common entropy theory. Furthermore, we gave solutions to 
some questions raised in Chapter II that are unresolved in 
the current hydrologic literature. Among them, we developed 
all-purpose multivariate forecasting model specifically use­
ful for flood forecasting and flood warning. The burden of 
the parameter calibration was avoided, and there was no need 
to estimate these parameters in advance, since the estima­
tion was done simultaneously with forecasting. The problem 
of short data record does not exist, since all relevant 
information is being fed at the site at a time of the event 
occurrence. However, filling of gaps and extending the short 
data record was done anyway by using the univariate flood 
forecasting model. We showed how the entropy theory can be 
used in multivariate mutually dependent hydrologic process­
es. By uncovering the relationships among hydrologic multi­
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variables, we extended our insights towards better undei—  
standing of the physical processes responsible for the flood 
generation.
We dare to suggest the next step in comprehensive flood 
analysis by using the entropy:
• The first part of the entropy model consists of the com­
prehensive measurement of the precipitation (i.e. by 
radars, remote sensing), that provides necessary con­
straints for the model input. We may construct the zones 
of the highest probability where the precipitation might 
occur.
• The second part of the model may consist of the rain- 
gage stations that are set according to isoinformations 
constructed from the historical storms that occurred 
previously in the tested area.
• The third part of the model is the multivariate flood
forecasting model whose output is the flood wave, and 
input may consist of univariate hydrologic processes 
relevant for the flood input: precipitation process
from the second part of the model, snowmelt process, 
infiltration process, and if possible evaporation pro­
cess.
We hope that some of the ideas explored here will stimulate 
research in hydrology.
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APPENDIX A
541
This appendix gives complete derivation of the partition 
function and Lagrange multipliers for the bivariate analysis 
when the variables are cross-correlated and the degree of 
serial dependency is 1. Let us rewrite the expression for 
the partition function (eg. 4-75):
We solve the last integral using the formula 3.323-2 (G-9, 
p.307) and obtain
*rw  a  t -  a  ■
Z(A)= / expC-AjXjjdXj / exp[-A2x2 - A5XjX2]dx2 /
_O0 aQO
exp[-A3yj-y1(A6x2+A8x1)]dy1 / exp[-A4y2-y2 (A?y j+AgXg+A^Xj)]dy2
(A-l)
2 2 Z(A)= / expC-AjXpdXj / exp[-A2x2 - A5XjX2]dx2 /
(Ayyj+AgXg+AjQXj)
Rearranging the terms in the last integral,
(AQx9+AinX. ]
] '  d*i
Similarly, we solve the third integral,
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Rearranging the terms in the second integral,
Z(A) 2tt/ / exp
^7^10
4,- S. dx« /
exp -x:
Solving the second integral,
2 -i
* [ v i "- X . IA X - t y 10 y2 1 5  1 2A. X1
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Getting rid of the brackets and simplifying,
Multiplying all terms and rewriting eq.(A-2),
,2
W->- - - - - - -,-;— T  A z ,2. 2 ,2.2 . . , 2  ...2




AjA2^7 *6*8*9*10  V 7V 9 *2*7*8*10  *1*6*7*9  *3*5*9*10  *5*6*7*10
A4 " 2A4 ’ 2A4 + A4 + A4 A4 2A4
(A -3 )
The Lagrange multipliers are obtained by using eg.(3-34) or
log Z(A) ■ log(2n2) - ̂  log (Denominator)
and
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31ogZ(A) 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8 Denominator^^  ..2A 2 Demoninator 8A^
Using eq.<A~4) for i=1 to 10, we obtain ten equations with 
ten unknown Lagrange multipliers or:
81 oq Z(A1 L. /ax x >2 ^ 9  V z  V A A  c28Aj " " 2D (^ 2 3" 6 " A4 ~ A4 + A4 / “ S1 (A-5.1)
3.199 2(A) . _ 1_ /a \ \ a  . V 4 0  _ ¥ 7  + A7A8A10 2 - 2 ,2A2 2D 1 3 8 A4 A4 + A4 )  S1
,2 , ,2-8.199 2(A)8A3 -  i- /aa A A 2  A2Al° h h  4 .  A5A9A10 A  s2 5 3 ,“ " 2D ^ 1 2 "  5 " A4 ~ A4 + A4 7~ 2 (A-5.3)
8 1pq ZfAl 1 / A8 A9 A6 A10 A5A7 A2A3A10 A1A3A9 A1A2 A7 A6 A8 A9A10
8Aa " “ 2D l~ 2 2 " 2 * T 1  \ 2  ‘ % 2 + 2 +4 \  4A4 4A4 4A4 A4 A4 A4 2A4
A5A7A8 A9 A2 A7A8 A10 A1A6 A7A9 A3A5A9A10 . A5A6A7 A1 0 \  . 2  ,«  „ **
i f - ?  2
2
91 OQ z m  ( 1 . . . . . . .  *5*7 *7*8*9. *3*9*10 *6*7^10\_.
9>g 2D ~ 3 5 6 8 4A4 -  2A4 * \  ; “ C1 ( 1)
(A—5-5)
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In eqs. (A-5.1) to (A-5.10), D denotes the expression in the 
denominator of eq.(A-3) under the square root. From these 
equations we may obtain each Aj (i=l to 10) explicitly on 
the left side cf the equation. Rewriting the expressions 
obtained above together with the D term we finally obtain:
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PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS' MATRIX 
STRUCTURE FOR UNIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION-MULTIDIMENSIONAL 
NOTATIONS: L1-L6:- LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS: LAMBDA1-LAMBDA6,
TT : AUTOCORRELATION (3*3) MATRIX,
II : INVERSE OF THE AUTOCORRELATION MATRIX,
DET: D ( EQ.(4-36)-DISSERTATION)
CO: VARIANCE
Cl: AUTOCORRELATION OF THE FIRST LAG 
C2: AUTOCORRELATION OF THE SECOND LAG
STEP 1: GENERATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTED DATA 
INSTRUCTIONS: ENTER ANY FIVE TO SEVEN- CHARACTER NUMBER
AS COMBINATION OF 0-9 NUMBERS AS THE VARIABLE SEED, 
CHOOSE THE NUMBER OF VALUES FOR GENERATION AND ENTER 
IT AS THE VARIABLE NUMBER,
USE THE "PROCEDURE UNIVARIATE" TO SEE WHETHER GENERA­
TED DATA ARE NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED.
DATA ONE1; KEEP T RR;
SEED=34567.89;
NUMBER=1000;
DO 1=1 TO NUMBER;
RR=NORMAL(SEED); *****FUNCTION FOR GENERATION OF THE NORMALLY; T=I; ****DISTRIBUTED VARIABLES*******************;
OUTPUT;
END;
PROC UNIVARIATE DATA=0NE1 NORMAL PLOT; ****TEST WHETHER THE DATA ARE*; 
VAR RR; ****N0RMALLY DISTRIBUTED*****;
STEP 2: COMPUTE AUTOCORRELATION MATRIX AND ASSUME INITIAL
VALUES FOR THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS.
THESE VALUES (LI, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6 MUST BE EN­
TERED AS A FUNCTION OF CO, Cl AND C2 ( ACR. AT 
0, 1 AND 2 LAG). YOU MUST ASSUME ALL VALUES OF LA­














LIr=Ll || L2 || L3 || L4 11 L5 11 L6 | | CO 11 Cl 11 C2;
OUTPUT LL OUT=DD(RENAME=(COL1=L1 COL2=L2 COL3=L3 C0L4=L4 COL5=L5
COL6=L6 COL7=CO COL8=Cl COL9=C2));
STOP;
*       --------------
STEP 3: SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF SEVEN EQUATIONS WITH SEVEN
VARIABLES BY USING THE NEWTON-RAPHSON NUMERICAL 
TECHNIQUE(EQS.(4-39) FOR L1-L6 AND EQ.(4-36) FOR DET. 
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE UNKNOWNS(DET, L1-L6), SUBJECT 
TO THE KNOWN AUTOCORRELATIONS (C0-C6)
*     ____
DATA ONE; DROP ROW;
SET DD;
DET=4*L1*L2*L3-L1*L5**2-L2*L6**2-L3*L4**2+L4*L5*L6;
PROC PRINT DATA=ONE; TITLE 'CHECKOUT';
PROC MODEL OUT=MY;
ENDOGENOUS L1-L6 DET;
















PROGRAM FOR DERMINING THE STRUCTURE OF THE LAGRANGE 
MULTIPLIERS' MATRIX FOR THE BIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
WITH FIRST ORDER SERIAL DEPENDENCE AND CROSS-CORRELATION
STEP 1: GENERATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTED DATA 
INSTRUCTIONS: ENTER ANY FIVE TO SEVEN- CHARACTER NUMBER AS
COMBINATION OF 0-9 NUMBERS AS VARIABLES SEED1, SEED2, 
CHOOSE THE NUMBER OF VALUES FOR GENERATION AND ENTER 
IT AS VARIABLES NUMBER1, NUMBER2 (NUMBER1=NUMBER2), 
ENTER ARBITRARY, BUT DIFFERENT MEANS (Ml, M2) AND STAN­
DARD DEVIATIONS (S1.S2) FOR TWO POPULATIONS,
USE THE "PROCEDURE UNIVARIATE" TO SEE WHETHER GENERA­
TED DATA ARE NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED.


















DATA ONE; KEEP X Y;
MERGE 0NE1 0NE2; BY T;





****ENTER ARBITRARY NUMBER; 
*****ENTER ARBITRARY M2.S2;
*** **GENERATE POPULATION 2;
PLOT; *****TEST WHETHER DATA ARE***;
*****NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED****; 
    _____
STEP 2: COMPUTE CROSS-CORRELATION MATRIX AND ASSUME INITIAL 
VALUES FOR THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS:
THESE VALUES (L1-L10) ARE ENTERED AS THE ELEMENTS OF 
2*2 LAGRANGE MATRICES, AND THESE ARE COMPUTED FROM 
AUTOCOVARIANCE MATRICES (Sll, S22) AND CROSS-COVARIANCE 










****VARIANCE OF X; 
****VARIANCE OF Y; 
****AUTOCOV. OF X AT LAG 1; 
****AUTOCOV. OF Y AT LAG 1; 




S11=(VARX || CX)//(CX || VARX); 
S12=(CXY0 II CXY1)//(CYX1 || CXYO); 
S21=S12';
S22=(VARY || CY)//(CY || VARY); 





******ENTER YOUR APPROXIMATIONS OF THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS HERE:**
****CROSSCOV. OF X,Y AT LAG 1 





**TQTAL S MATRIX 













LL=L1 || L2 || L3 || L4 || L5 || L6 || L7 || L8 || L9 
CX jj CY jj CXYO || CXY1 || CYX1 j | VARX || VARY;
OUTPUT LL OUT=DD(RENAME=(COLl=Ll COL2=L2 COL3=L3 C0L4=L4 COL5=L5 
COL6=L6 COL7=L7 COL8=L8 COL9=L9 COL10=L10 COLll=CX COL12=CY 














STEP 3: SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF 11 EQUATIONS WITH 11 VARIABLES 
(LAMBDA1-LAMBDA10 AND D (EQS. (4-76)) BY THE NEWTON 
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE.
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES FOR THE UKNOWKN L1-L10,D FROM 
KNOWN AUTOCORRELATIONS AND CROSSCORRELATION VARIABLES
DATA TWO; DROP ROW;
SET DD;
D=4*L1*L2*L3- L2*L8**2- L1*L6**2- L3*L5**2+ L5*L6*L8+
(L8**2)*(L9**2)/(4*L4)+ (L6**2)*(L10**2)/(4*L4)+ 
(L5**2)*(L7**2)/(4*L4)- (L2*L3*L10**2)/L4- (L1*L3*L9**2)/L4- 
(L1*L2*L7**2)/L4- (L6*L8*L9*L10)/(2*L4)- (L5*L7*L8*L9)/(2*L4)+ 
(L2*L7*L8*L10)/L4+ (L1*L6*L7*L9)/L4+ (L3*L5*L9*L10)/L4 
- L5*L6*L7*L10/(2*L4);
AA= (-(L8**2)*(L9**2)/4- (L6**2)*(L10**2)/4- (L5**2)*(L7**2)/4+
L2*L3*(L10**2)+ L1*L3*(L9**2)+ L1*L2*(L7**2)+ L6*L8*L9*L10/2+ 
L5*L7*L8*L9/2- L2*L7*L8*L10- L1*L6*L7*L9- L3*L5*L9*L10+ 
L5*L6*L7*L10/2 ) / (2*D*VARY);
PROC PRINT DATA=TWO;




EXOGENOUS VARX VARY CX CY CXYO CXY1 CYX1;
INSTRUMENTS AA;
D=4*L1*L2*L3- L2*L8**2- L1*L6**2- L3*L5**2+ L5*L6*L8+ 
(L8**2)*(L9**2)/(4*L4)+ (L6**2)*(L10**2)/(4*L4)+ 
(L5**2)*(L7**2)/(4*L4)- (L2*L3*L10**2)/L4- (L1*L3*L9**2)/L4- 
(L1*L2*L7**2)/L4- (L6*L8*L9*L10)/(2*L4)- (L5*L7*L8*L9)/(2*L4)+ 
(L2*L7*L8*L10)/L4+ (L1*L6*L7*L9)/L4+ (L3*L5*L9*L10)/L4 
- L5*L6*L7*L10/(2*L4);
L1=(VARY*2*D+ L5**2+ L2*(L10**2)/L4- L5*L9*L10/L4)/
( 4*L2-(L9**2)/L4 );
L2=(VARX*2*D+ L6**2+ L3*(L9**2)/L4 - L6*L7*L9/L4)/
( 4*L3-(L7**2)/L4 );
L3=(VARX*2*D+ L8**2+ L1*(L7**2)/L4- L7*L8*L10/L4)/
( 4*L1-(L10**2)/L4 );
AA= (-(L8**2)*(L9**2)/4- (L6**2)*(L10**2)/4- (L5**2)*(L7**2)/4+
L2*L3*(L10**2)+ L1*L3*(L9**2)+ L1*L2*(L7**2)+ L6*L8*L9*L10/2+ 
L5*L7*L8*L9/2- L2*L7*L8*L10- L1*L6*L7*L9- L3*L5*L9*L10+ 
L5*L6*L7*L10/2 ) / (2*D*VARY);
IF AA<=0 THEN GO TO CON1;
IF AA>0 THEN DO; L4=SQRT(AA); GO TO CON2; END;
CON1:AA=0; L4=0.253;
CON2:
L5=(CX*2*D- L6*L8+ L7*L8*L9/(2*L4)- L3*L9*L10/L4+ L6*L7*L10/(2*L4))
/ ( -2*L3+ (L7**2)/(2*L4) );
L6=(CXY1*2*D- L5*L8+ L8*L9*L10/(2*L4)- L1*L7*L9/L4 +L5*L7*L10/(2*L4) 
)/ ( ~2*L1+ (L10**2)/(2*L4) );
L7=(CY*2*D+ L5*L8*L9/(2*L4)- L2*L8*L10/L4- L1*L6*L9/L4 +L5*L6*L10/ 
(2*L4) )/ ( (L5**2)/(2*L4)- 2*L1*L2/L4 );
L8=(CXY0*2*D- L5*L6+ L6*L9*L10/(2*L4)+ L5*L7*L9/(2*L4)- L2*L7*L10/L4 
)/ ( -2*L2+ (L9**2)/(2*L4) );
L9=(CXY0*2*D+ L6*L8*L10/(2*L4)+ L5*L7*L8/(2*L4)- L1*L6*L7/L4- 
L3*L5*L10/L4)/ ( (L8**2)/(2*L4)- 2*L1*L3/L4 );
L10=(CXY1*2*D+ L6*L8*L9/(2*L4)- L2*L7*L8/L4- L3*L5*L9/L4+ L5*L6*L7/ 
(2*L4) )/ ( (L6**2)/(2*L4)- (2*L2*L3)/L4 );
PROC SIMNLIN MODEL=MY DATA=TWO OUT=THREE NEWTON PRINT DETAILS;
CALL SETOPCPRINT');
*    *
| STEP 4: TEST THE PARTITION FUNCTION I
PROC MATRIX;
FETCH S DATA=TW01; FETCH D DATA=TW02;
D1=D(S);
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